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ROLE OF NATIONAL LABORATORIES IN SCI-
ENCE, MATHEMATICS AND ENGINEERING
EDUCATION

MONDAY, MAY 15, 1989

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY,

SURCOMMTTTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT,
Washington, DC

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice at 10:13 a.m., at the
Hamilton County Bicentennial Public Library, Chattanooga, Ten-
nessee, Honorable Marilyn Lloyd (Chairman of the Subcommittee)
presiding.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MARILYN LLOYD, CHAIRMAN,
SUBCOMMITIZE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Ms. LLOYD. The Subcommittee will come to order. Good morning,

ladies and gentlemen, thank you for being here.
Today we stand on the brink of a crisis. As our technological ad-

vancements and developments occur faster and faster, we as a soci-
ety struggle to come to terms with the moral and policy implica-
tions which arise from our technologies. But while technolocy ad-
vances, we are also experiencing repeated serious declines in en-
rollments in science, mathematics and engineering fields. Students
are choosing other careers. This trend threatens the entire scientif-
ic community. The students today are the scientists of tomorrow.

We have all seen how fast technology has advanced, and the
prospect of having a shortage of qualified scientists coming into the
research environment is frightening. Science academies and asso-
ciations, educators, researchers and yes, even Co are all ex-
amining this issue. Some are looking for solutionsnEnteir p&rticu-
lar disciplines and others are looking for broader answers.

The Department of Energy and the National Laboratories recog-
nized this problem, saw its potential impact on their activities and
set about to take action. They recognized too that there is a large,
untapped well of students, women and minorities, and designed
prgrams and criteria to lure these students into scientific fields.

e DOE Lab and personnel and other people created programs
for all grade levels, as well as underuate programs. But an-
other question remained. How do we reach the most kids with the
limited resources. One way is to reach the teachers. The National
Laboratories then created summer programs for science teachers of
all levels to give them practical loratory experience and new
ways to present information. In addition to long term professional

(1)
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support for the teachers, some of these programs also provide
teachers with additional course materials for use in classrooms.

Today, we are going to hear about these programs from the De-
partment of Energy, from Labs, from the outside organizations who
will develop and administer them, from teachers who face a lack of
resources and materials as well as a lack of interest on the part of
students, from other educators and from students who are current-
ly participating in Department of Energy and Oak Ridge National
Laboratory programs.

This Subcommittee is interested in learning the goals of the vari-
ous programs and their effectiveness. We are eager for recommen-
dations and suggestions for improving and expanding this impor-
tant role of the National Laboratories and how we, as legislators,
might best assist their efforts.

I want to welcome everyone here today. I think this promises to
be a very interesting day, a very profitable one, but before we do
call our first witnesses, I want to recognize my colleague, Congress-
man Steve Schiff from New Mexico, for his opening remarks. And I
must tell you that this is one of the hardest working members on
my Subcommittee. When we went to Illinois for field hearings he
was there, he's going to go out west with us for some more field
hearings and I wish everybody on the Committee worked as hard
as you do, Steve, and I want to give you a real big Tennessee wel-
come today.

Mr. SCHIFF. Thank you very much. First to be official, Madam
Chair, I have some prepared remarks that frankly echo ycrair c wn,
which I would ask be incorporated into the record. They are al-
ready in the notebook.

Ms. LLOYD. Without objection.
[The prepared opening statement of Mr. Schiff followsj

f;
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OPENING STATEMENT

HON. STEVEN SCMIFF

REARING TO EXAMINE ROLE OF NATIONAL LABORATORIES IN

SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS AND ENGINEERING EDUCATION

MAY 14. 1989

MADAM CHAIRMAN, I AM PLEASED TO JOIN YOU THIS MORNING TO WELCOME

OUR DISTINGUISHED WITNESSES AND HEAR THEIR THOUGHTS ON THE ROLE OF OUR

NATIONAL LABORATORIES IN SCIENCE EDUCATION. THIS SUBCOMMITTEE IS

ALWAYS SEEKING WAYS TO PROVIDE INCENTIVE FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS TO

PURSUE CAREERS IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING, AND TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY

OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY INSTRUCTION IN SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS.

IT IS CLEAR THAT WE NEED TO CONTINUE OUR SUPPORT IN THESE AREAS.

LAST YEAR, THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION REPORTED THAT LESS THAN 201

OF HIGH SCHOOL SOPHOMORE WERE INTERESTED IN CAREERS IN NATURAL

SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING. IT IS ALSO TRUE THAT ONLY 52 OF THE

STUDENTS WHO GO TO COLLEGE REEIVE BACCALAUREATE DEGREES IN SCIENCE OF

ENGINEERING; THAT LESS THAN A THIRD OF THEM CONTINUE THEIR TRAINING;

AND THAT ONLY A QUARTER OF THOSE WHO DO EVENTUALLY RECLIVE THEIR

DOCTORATES. WITH THIS TYPE OF ALARMING STATISTICS. IT IS INDEED

TIMELY FOR THIS SUBCOMMITTEE TO RECEIVE IDEAS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON

HOW WE CAN IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF SCIENCE EDUCATION AND THE

EFFECTIVENESS OF THESE PROGRAMS aN OUR NATIONAL LABORAORIES.
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OUR NATIONAL LABORATORIES HAVE BEEN DOING A MARVELOUS JOB OF

EDUCATING AND TRAINING SCIENCE TEACHERS AS NELL AS STUDENTS. THIS

SUBCOMMITTEE. UNDER YOUR FEARLESS LEADERSHIP, MADAM CHAIRMAN, HAS ALSO

DEMONSTRATED OUR SUPPORT THROUGH AUTHORIZING ADDITIONAL FUNDING FOR

BASIC ENERGY SCIENCES AND UNIVERSITY RESEARCH SUPPORT YEAR AFTER YEAR.

WITH CONGRESSIONAL FUNDING, OUR NATIONAL LABORATORIES HAVE BEEN ABLE

TO PROVIDE THE TRAINING GROUND TO UPGRADE THE QUALITY OF OUR SCIENCE

TEACHERS, AND ALLOW STUDENTS TO CONDUCT THEIR RESEARCH IN TOP-NOTCH

LABORATORIES FOR THEIR THESES AND DISSERTATIONS.

'Ws NATION'S SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY EFFORTS ULTIMATELY DEPEND ON

AN ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF HIGHLY-TRAINED AND EDUCATED PEOPLE. WE MUST

CONTINUE TO ATTRACT NORE STUDENTS TO THE STUDY OF SCIENCE,

ENGINEERING, AND MATHEMATICS, THEREBY STRENGTHENING THE LEADERSHIP OF

THE UNITED STATES IN THESE AREAS. WITH THAT SAID, I LOOK FORWARD TO

HEARING FROM OUR WITNESSES TODAY.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. STEVEN H. SCHIFF. MEMBER,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Mr. SCHIFF. I just want to take one moment to say that I am the
newest member of the Subcommittee on Energy Research and De-
velopment. I was elected to the United States Congress last Novem-
ber, so this is my first year. I solicited an appointment on the Sci-
ence, Space and Technology Committee and on the Energy Re-
search and Development Subcommittee for two reasons. First of
all, we all represent districts, and in our district as in this area,
you have Oak Ridge National Laboratory here, it is an important
part of the areaI understand it is not precisely in the district, but
it is important in the area. I have Sandia National Laboratory in
my district and Los Alamos National Laboratory not very far
away. And therefore, this is of interest to the community.

But even more important than that, I think these facilities are
important to the Nation. I do believe that the ultimate future of
cur Nation lies in Science and Technology. I think that if we are
going: to be successful, that must start with the education of young
people and the direction of young people towards careers in Science
and Technology. And that is why I am looking very much forward
to this particular hearing.

One last word I would like to add because it is deserving since I
am in Mrs. Lloyd's district. As you are probably aware, Mrs. Lloyd
is a Democrat and I am a Republican and we are both call it as we
see it voters I have noticed on the House floor. But nevertheless,
we do sit on opposite sides of the aisle. What I think you should be
aware of is that on the Energy Research and Development Subcom-
mittee, there is no such thing as Republican and Democrat There
may be a place somewhere for differences along party lines per-
haps, that has never shown itself in our work. All members are
treated equally and all of their ideas and thoughts are given equal
consideration, and I just wanted to say I personally very, very
much appreciate that.

Ms. LLOYD. Thank you. It is a delight to work with you and to
have you here.

Before we begin some hearings, I think maybe we should estab-
lish some ground rules. We do have a lot of witnesses today and we
do want to finish by four o'clock. I think the library says we have
to get out about four o'clock and we want towe appreciate the
library allowing us to use their facilities and we want to abide by
their rules as well. So we are going to ask that you limit your oral
presentations. If you can hold them to about ten minutes it would
be appreciated. And we do have your prepared statements in their
entirety, they will be made a part of this Congressional hearing.

Certainly our first witness today is no stranger to this subcom-
mittee, she is a good friend of ours, she is a great person. She is
representing the Department of Eneniry, Toni Joseph, and she is a
Director of the Office of Field Operations Management, a very tal-
ented lady. Me. Joseph oversees both the University programs and
the lab management programs, which includes the internships and
the fellowships. We do welcome you to Chattanooga. Your entire
statement will be made a part of the record, and Toni, please pro-
ceed.
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STATEMENT OF ANTOINETrE GRAYSON JOSEPH. DIRECTOR OF
FIELD OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT, OFFICE OF ENERGY RE-
SEARCH. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Ms. JOSEPH. Thank you, Madam Chairman and members of the
Committee.

I do appreciate the opportunity to appear before the Subcommit-
tee to discuss the Department of Energy's science education pro-

. Secretary Watkins sends you his regards. As you know, he
as been personally involved in the area of training America's

young joeople for some time. In his testimony before Congress, he
stated his personal interest in and his commitment to making sig-
nificantly greater progress in improving science education, espe-
cially at the precollege level and especially for minorities and
women.

We in the Office of Energy Research in DOE are committed to
our science education programs, which are a very important part of
the Department's overall mission. Because of our unique laboratory
resources, the Department has the ability to help nurture young
scientific talent in this country in a very special way. We are also
especially proud of the fine work being done here in Tennessee at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory and at the Oak Ridge Associated
Universities. As you will hear from other witnesses today, they
have some of the best programs in the Department's science educa-
tion effort.

Based on the fan mail we receive about the Department's science
education programs, both from students and from teacher partici-
pants, the Laboratories are "awesome", the science is exciting and
the people are wonderful. We are proud of our program and the
people in the field who carry them out.

Under the new Administration, we havc a renewed soise of pur-
pose and enthusiasm inspired by a Secretary who is dedicated to
making a difference in science education. The Secretary has al-
ready asked us to re-examine our current programs in science edu-
cation to see what changes should be made to even more effectively
involve DOE in the national effort to strengthen the Nation's sci-
ence education system.

I would like to comment only very briefly on some of the region-
al outreach and volunteer activities going on across the country,
since you have a number of witnesses today who are directly in-
volved in these outstanding efforts. As you requested, I will also
very briefly summarize the current programs sponsored by DOE in
precollege and university-level science education. All of these pro-
grams make effective use of the unique resources and capabilities
of the Department's National Laboratories, both the energy re-
search laboratories and the defense laboratories, and the affiliated
university consortia. They have as a major focus providing opportu-
nities for hands-on research experiences.

DOE has had a long tradition of concern and support for science
education, going back to the very earliest days of the Atomic
Energy Commission.

The focus of DOE support has traditionally been at the graduate
and postdoctoral levels through the funding of university research.
This includes support for participation of 3,500 to 4,000 graduate
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students in DOE research projects each year. In recent years, in-
creased funding has also been provided for precollege and under-
graduate-level science education programs.

The Department is acutely aware of the problems that Congress-
woman Lloyd mentioned, and that continued progress in R&D
strongly depends on the quality and the quantity of human re-
sources that are available in the fields of science, mathematics and
engineering.

e current demographic trends portend a declin_ag college en-
rollment in areas that are critical to national competitiveness and
to the DOE's mission. A concomitant trend shows a decline in the
quality of science education in our schools and on U.S. student
scores on internationai science achievement tests. Recognition of
these problems, or as the Secretary calls them, challenges, has led
the Mpartment to broaden and to increase its efforts.

The DOL', National Laboratories and research contractors are es-
sential to the Department's programs and to its support for science
education. The activities of these laboratories already cover a spec-
trum of science education programs from elementary school to
postdoctoral research. This spectrum includes outreach to young-
sters to stimulate and nurture interest in science, special programs
at the upper precollege level to give students and their teachers a
taste of live science" and intensive hands-on research experiences
for university students and faculty.

DOE support for science education includes a vast range of vol-
unteer and informal assistance. Thousands of DOE-supported scien-
tists and engineers volunteer to assist local schools and colleitz4
every region across the country. Over 200 informal volunteer-
science education activities, including in-house tours, visits and
demonstrations at the laboratories for elementary school students
and teachers, direct classroom instruction and assistance at local
schools, science fair sponsorship and judging, teacher workshops,
teacher institutes, research participation programs, and a number
of special events for things such as the National Science and Tech-
nology Week celebration, characterize the activRies of the Labora-
tories.

Oak Ridge has outstanding efforts in these areas with inspiring
acronyms like CHALLENGE, PALS, STRIVE and special targeted
programs in support of the historically black colleges and universi-
ties. I am sure you will hear about all of them in detail.

One of the unique efforts at Oak Ride has an unpronounceable
acronym. It is the Ecological and Physical Sciences Study Center,
or EPSSC, which reaches students and teachers from elementary to
junior high and high school, involving them in hands-on learning
experiences in environmental science. I understand that over 9.000
students and teachers from eight East Tennessee counties partici-
pated in the Center's activities this year.

Other outreach activities include DOE participation in the
annual International Science and Engineering Fair, and the Presi-
dent's Adopt-A-School program. Saturday Morning Physics has
been duplicated throughout laboratories and universities thanks to
the initiatives of Leon Lederman at Fermi Laboratory. The Depart-
ment also provides excess DOE-owned laboratory research equip-
ment to universities, colleges and other non-profit institutions.

1 1
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DOE laboratories also provide a broad array of technical assistance
and su ...rt, especially to small regional colleges and universities.

The partment's current precollege science education programs
focus on encouraging more young people to enter and to stay in the
science and engineering manpower pipeline, and on strengthening
the capabilities of precollege science teachers, which you expressed
as one of the mast important parts of our program, and also one of
the newest, as well as on strengthening the capabilities of those
teachers to motivate and to excite young students about the oppor-
tunities and challenges of scientific and technical research.

The prefreshman eneneering program provides support for
summer enrichment workshops on engineering and related subjects
for women and minority seventh to tenth grade students. As the
demographic data tells us, these will be by far, the majority of en-
trants into the new work force in the year 2000. Over 2,000 stu-
dents annually participate in PREP projects located at campuses
across the country, which are jointly funded by the private sector.

A high school student research apprenticeship program is carried
out at many DOE National Laboratories and is designed to moti-
vate freshman and sophomore minority high school students to
pursue science or technical careers.

The DOE high school science student honors research program
provides selected science students an opportunity to participite in
hands-on research at DOE laboratories. During the summer of
1989, there will be seven honors programs with a total of 374 high
school students. The one at Oak Ftidge will concentrate on environ-
mental research and since Al Trivelpiece was one of the founders
of the DOE program, I am sure that it will continue to be a big
success at Oak Ridge.

Under a program begun just last year, high school science and
math teachers are now nominated by each State to participate in a
special eight-week summer research program at selected DOE Na-
tional Laboratories.

Programs in support of ,indergraduate science education include
the core undergraduate student summer research participation, the
lab co-op program, the new science and engineering research se-
mester for undergraduates and faculty and student research teams.
They reachthese programs reach over 1,400 undergraduates each
year.

This long list of programs may give the impression of completely
separate activities, but, in fact, with the recent establishment of
science education centers at appropriate DOE laboratories, these
activities are able to be integrated into a focused effort that sup-
ports the broad range of science education aimed at increasing and
improving future manpower resources in energy related areas. It
still permits, and, in fact it improves, laboratory flexibility to in-
clude special regional, local and unique efforts reflecting the capa-
bilities and opportunities of the individual laboratories. We are
very proud of what the Department has accomplished through its
national research laboratories in science education.
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As I said earlier, we are in the process of re-evaluating our cur-
rent science education programs and I look forward to hearing
from you sad from the participants at this hearing about ways that
the Departznent can do an even better job in the future to meet the
Nation's challenges in science education.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Joseph followsj
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Madam Chairmen and Members of the Subcommittee:

Introduction

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the Subcommittee to discuss the

Department of Energy's (DOE) science education programs. Secretary Watkins

sends his greetings and, as you know, the Secretary has been personally

involved in the area of training America's young people for some time. In his

testimony before Congress, he stated his personal interest in and commitment

to making significantly greater progress in improving science education at the

precollege level. The Secretary has asked us to reexamine our current

pro;.'ams in science education to see what changes should be made to even more

effectively involve DOE in the national effort to strengthen the Nation's

science education system.

I would like to comment on some of the regional outreach and

volunteer activities going on across the country and summarize the current

programs sponsored by DOE in precollege and university-level science

education. These programs make effective use of the unique resources and

capabilities of the Department's national laboratories and affiliated

university consortia. They have a:. a major focus providing opportunities for

hands-on research experiences.
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History

DOE has had a long tradition of concern and support for science education

going back to the very earliest days of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC).

For example, AEC was one of the first Federal agencies to support graduate

research fellowships in key scientific and engineering disciplines. Many e

today's scientific and technical leaders in the energy industry, the national

laboratories and the university community began their research careers with

graduate student support from the AEC. Many of today's leaders in the

civilian and defense-related nuculear sector also received their initial

training in nuclear energy through AEC-supported training programs at Oak

Ridge. This includes Secretary Watkins. The AEC supported undergraduate

student summer research and related faculty research beginning in the late

1950s, end initiated precollege student and teacher science education

programs in 1962.

The focus of DOE support for science education has traditionally been at the

graduate and postdoctoral levels. The principal means by which this is

accomplished is through the support of university research which totals

approximately $477 million in FY 1989. This includes support for the

participation of 3600-4000 graduate students. In recent years, increased

funding has also been provided for precollege and undergraduate-level science

education programs.

fi
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00( Laboratories and Science Education

The DOE national laboratories and research contractors are central to the

Department's programs and to its support for science education. The potential

of these laboratories to provide major assistance to precollege and university

science education has only been pirtially realized. The DOE laboratories form

a national and regional network covering a spectrum of science education

programs from elementary school to postdoctoral research. This spectrum

includes outreach to youngsters to stimulate and nurture interest in science,

special programs at the upper precollege level to give students and their

teachers a taste of °live science", and intensive research experiences for

university students and faculty. There are few places in this country which

can equal the range of science education opportunities and resources that are

available at a major DOE national laboratorybig science, disciplinary and

multidisciplinary research, individual investigator and team research, all

coupled with world-class scientific facilities, equipment and technical

support resources.

Outreach and Volunteerism

DOE support for science education includes both funded formal programs and a

vast range of volunteer and informal assistance. Thousands of DOE-supported

scientists and engineers volunteer to assist local schools and colleges in

every region across the country.
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In addition to the formal national ODE initiatives funded by the University

Research Support Program, there is a range of informal, volunteer-based

science education activities carried out by each DOE laboratory and research

contractor. A re:ent survey indicated that there were over ZOO individual

precollege efforts involving thousands of teachers and students underway at

23 00E facilities. These efforts included in-house tours, visits and

demonstrations at the laboratories for elementary school students and

teachers, direct classroom instruction and assistance at local schools,

science fair sponsorship and judging, teacher workshops and institutes,

researa participation programs and a number of special events for the annual

National Science and Technology Week celebration. Even retired DOE and

contractor staff are resources in science education. Retirees from tin DOE

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory serve as resource consultants and

teaching associates in local schools in Southern Idaho.

Each year DOE, along with many other Federal agencies and private companies,

participates In the annual International Science and Engineering Fair. This

Fair involves over 200 high school science students who have prepared exhibits

on science-related research projects. DOE selects the top ten energy-related

science exhibits and awards the winning students, along with their teachers, a

week-long research and educational experience at a DOE national laboratory.

In 1989 the student winners will spend a week at the Idaho National

Engineering Laboratory learning about the many exciting technical challenges

in nuclear power technology. Three years ago, the program was held at Oak

8
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Ridge National Laboratory. Based on the legislation which established the

Atomic Energy Commission, DOE has the authority to grant title to excess

DOE-owned laboratory research equipment to universities, colleges and other

non-profit institutions. This program over the years has served as an

iroortant source of laboratory equipment for many smaller colleges and

predominantly minority institutions. The equipment is awarded on a

*first-come, first-served° basis. It can be used by the receiving institution

for either research or instructional purposes. Information on available

equipment is provided on a monthly basis in both a printed catalog and on a

dial-up computer information system.

The DOE laboratories also provide a range of technical assistance and support

to small regional colleges and universities. This can range from providing

laboratory scientists as guest lecturers and adjunct faculty to advising on

the set-up and maintenance of research equipment and instrumentation. The

Argonne National Laboratory has established a Regional Instrumentation Center

where faculty and students from Midwest colleges can come to Argonne to use

certain specialized instruments not normally found on many small campuses.

A central organizational focus for DOE's formal support of precollege and

undergraduate science education programs is provided by the Office of Energy

Research's University Research Support Program, which is administered by my

office. In FY 1989 approximately $12 mdllion will be provided through this

program for precollege and undergraduate science education.
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DM Precollege Science Education Programs

The strength of DOE's precollege science education programs lies with the

scientists and engineers who work for DOE in universities and at the national

laboratories. Exposing students and their teachers to "live science" in a

research laboratory can ignite the interest and intellectual curiosity of

students and teachers. Even informal encounters ulth research scientists and

engineers can be pivotal in stimulating young people to pursue careers in

science and engineering. Therefore, the Department's current precollege

science education programs focus on encouraging more young people to enter and

stay in the science/engineering manpower pipeline. Equally important, it aims

to strengthen the capabilities of precollege science teachers to motivate and

excite young students about the opportunities and challenges of scientific and

technical research. These programs sre as follows:

Prefreshmen Engineering Program (PREP):

The PREP program provides support for summer enrichment workshops on

engineering and related subjects for women and minority Tth-to-lOth grade

students. These workshops are conducted on-campus and provide the

participants with pre-engineering enrichment experiences including laboratory

work, field trips, career counselling and tutoring in mathematics. The

overall purpose of PREP is to encourage the young participants to consider

careers in engineering and related fields. Over 2000 students annually

participate in PREP projects located at campuses across the country.

Statistics indicate that over the years 60% of the student participants have

historically enrolled in college-level engineering or science programs. Some

individual PREP projects have reported that over SO% of their participants
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have gone on to major in engineering or science in college.

High School Student Research Apprenticeships:

The Apprenticeship program is conducted at five DOE national laboratories and

is designed to motivate freshmen and sophomore high school students to pursue

scientific or technical careers. The Apprenticeship program centers on

providing laboratory research experiences along with counselling and

tutoring. About 130 students (over 90% are women and minorities) are involved

in this program each year at the participating laboratories.

DOE High School Science Student Honors Research Program:

Beginning in 1965, DOE has provided opportunitie; to the Nation's very best

high school science students to participate in hands-on summer research at DOE

laboratories. Students are selected for this prestigir' 'onors Research

Program by the Governors of their respective States t.m....ding Puertc Rico,

American Samoa and the District of Columbia). During the summer of 1989 there

will be seven Honors Programs with a total of 374 students participating.

Each of these Programs concentrates on a different area of science, such as:

sochrotron radiation research (Brookhaven); life sciences and genetics

(Lawrence Berkeley); supercomputers and computational science (Lawrence

Livermore); environmental research (Oak Ridge): materials sciences including

superconductivity (Argonne); particle physics (Fermilab); and marine and

semi-arid ecosystems (Pacific Northwest Laboratory). All of the former

participants in the Honors Program have gone on to college. Over 75% are

proposing to major in science or engineering with the remainder split among

law, business and medicine.

40.1r1
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High School Science Teachers Research Associates Program:

Nigh school science and mathematics teachers are nominated by each State to

participate in a special eight week summer research program at selected DOE

national laboratories. We expect 150 science teachers in the program this

summer. Each teacher will serve as a participating member of a laboratory

research team and will use this experience to develop supplemental materials

and experiments for use in the classroom. Many of the teacher participants

will also be awarded graduate-level credit by regional universities for

participating in this program.

DOE Undergraduate Science Education Programs

The Department's support for undergraduate science education also is centered

on providing students and faculty members with the opportunity to participate

in hands-on" research at DOE facilities. Unoergraduate students are

particularly important since the experience of participating in

state-of-the-art scientific research directly influences their specific

career choices in scientific and technical fields. Specific programs in

undergraduate science education are as follows:

Undergraduate Student Summer Research Participation Proiram:

Each summer approximately 1100 undergraduate science and engineering students

are competitively selected to spend a summer conducting research at DOE

laboratories and research facilities. About half of these participants are

from small, predominantly undergraduate institutions. The students work as

members of laboratory research teams, often in conjunction with university

faculty members. Student research assignments are carefully selected and
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monitored to ensure they are meaningful and at an appropriate professional

level. Evaluations of this program indicate that 90% of the participants go

on to receive advanced degrees in science or engineering, and that 0% of the

participants indicate that their research participation experience greatly

influenced their choice of career specialize- --

Science and Enaineering Research Semester for Undergraduates:

This program is a nationally competitive activity which provides semester-

length research opportunities for junior and senior college students majoring

in science, mathematics or engineering. In FY 1909 over 300 students will

participate in this program from universities and colleges across the country,

many of which are small non-doctoral degree institutions. Each student

participates in an on-going research program at the host laboratory and learns

to use sophisticated, state-of-the-art scientific equipment. This program is

especially beneficial for those students considering graduate study and

research.

Faculty5tudent Research Teams:

DOE encourages faculty members, particularly at smaller institutions, to spend

a summer or an academic year conducting research at a DOE facility along with

one or more of their undergraduate students. There will be thirty

facultylstudent research teams at five DOE laboratories this summer. These

teams are important links between DOE laboratories and individual colleges.

Faculty members tend to return each summer to the laboratory to continue their
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research bringing along a new group of students. Several campuses have made

the faculty/student team program a major recruiting point with prospective

students.

Future Expansiqn aod Direction pf,DOE Science_Education l/rograms

We are proud of what the Department has accomplished through its national

research laboratories tn science education. We believe we can do even more,

both directly and in cooperation with the National Science Foundation and the

Department of Education. As I stated at the outset of my testimony, we are in

the process of reevaluating our current science education programs. We will

be making recommendations to the Secretary on possible changes in order to

more effectively carry out the programs he believes will most successfully

utilize the Department's resources in meeting the Nation's needs in science

education.

This concludes my testimony anti 1 would be pleased to respond to your

questions.
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hoeorable John S. Herrington
Secretary of Energy
Vashington. D.C. 20585

Deer Mk. Secretary:

I am pleased to sUbmit to you the Energy Research Adviwory Board's report

agAgeecend Engineering Education. This report, approved by the board on

June 15, 1988, is result of your request for the Board to review the

activities of the Department in education in order to ensure that DOE is

playing its proper role to meet its own projected manpower needs and to work

closely with the other federal agonise and the private sector in tho support

of scientific and technical education and training.

The Board found that the Department of Energy has a continuing, critical

requirement for a broad spectrum of highly educated and treined scientists,

engineers, and technicians, and that DOE needs to continue and to strengthen

its rola in the education and trainine of these human resources. In this

coetext the Board found that DOE has establiehed a clear leadership role In

graduate and postdoctoral education in many fields of science mnd engineering

isportent to its primary mission lv energy research and development, and that

this program also makes a great contribution to other science-based,

high-technology industries so vital to our economic strength, and especially

to our international competitiveness.

The Board concluded that DOE's greatest contribution to *clomp and

engineering education is in its support of research in the universities. and

in bringing the university professors and students into close working

relationship with the DOE laboratories and energy-industry profescionals.

The hoard Zeit that this effort needs to he continually updated and

strengthened.

The Board also concluded that the very strength of the DOI laboratories

in frontier research give them unique capabilities to condsirt special programs

in precollege education. These range from DOE laboratory institutes conducted

in the summer for secondary school teachers and interested hieh-school

students, to supplying literature and videos about tho energy sciences to

elementary and secondary schoole, to participating in lecture. and other

progress to educate the public on aciemce and technology issues pertinent to

national and international energy options. The Board applauded these efforts

In strengthening the Department's precollege education program, the board

reeemended that special empheais be given to enhancing the knowledge, *kills,

understanding and science interest of science teachers et the secondary level

REST COPY AVAILABLE
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aud of elementary-school teachers because of the multiplier effect one good

teacher can have on many students.

More ten be done ta strengthen the hmen resource pool. Continuing

education and training of scientists, engineers. and technicians is one

important way. Another way is sperila programs that encourage women and

underrepresented minorities to enter and pursue careers in science and

engineering. Private companies involved in energy-related businesses can ease

do much to support science and engineering edUcation. For xample. they can

conduct in-house educational program; donate used equipment to educational

Institutions; help local high schools; colleges and universities Improve their

energy-related teaching 'materials and curricula; and provide part-time

employment to teachers dividing thstr time between precollege teaching and

work. The Board recommends that DOR should actively encourage such efforts.

1 hope thet you find this report interesting and useful. Be look forward

to your response. V. also wish to express our thanks ta the staff st the

Department for their dedicated assistence and cooperation In its preparation.

i
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Unism1 Suers Depertemea or Energy

NOD Independence Anew. S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20583

(202) 386-5444

JUL 5 1389

John H. Schoettler, Chairman
Energy Research Advisory Board
U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear John:

1 am pleased to submit to you the report "Science and Engineering
Education" developed by the Education Panel. Thm report reviews the
Department of Energy's activities in education and makes recommendations to
ensure that the Departoent is playing its proper role vis-a-vis other Federal
agencies suJ the private sector.

The Panel, in public meetinge, heard from senior officials within the
Department of Energy and the Wational Laboratories, other Federal agencies,
and professional societies isv-i associations concerned with scientific and
technical education in the united States. Ws benefited from their
contributions and hope Chat their views are accurately reflected in this
report.

1 wish to thank the members of the Panel end its staff for their diligent
work and assisting dedication. I hope the Department finds this report
useful.

Sincerely,

liadka
Mildred Dresselhaus
Chairman, Education Penel
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ABSTRACT

The report is a result of the request by the Secretary of Energy, in
February. 1987, for the Energy Research Advisory Board to review the
activities of the Department of Energy in science and engineering education to
ensure that DOE is playing its proper role to meet both its own
project manpower needs as well as to work closely with the other federal
agencies and the private sector in the support of scientific and technical
education and training.

The report describes the problems the Department is likely to encounter
in the next several years In meeting its demand for highly talented and
skilled scientists, engineers, and technicians, and coecludes that without
intervention now to ensure an adequate future manpower supply, the Department
is unlikely to achieve its missions in energy and defense RBD. The efforts

that DOE has made over the past few yearn to strengthen its science education
programs, especially in the undergraduate and precollege Cress, are discussed
and opportunities for further strengthening these programs are identified.

The report recummends that DOE Lontinue to emphasize its educational
mission prinsrily through support of graduate students and postdoctoral
fellows through university grants and contracts which simultaneously serve the
research mission of the Department. An appropriate increase in support
is recommended through a targeted expansion of graduate and postdoctoral
research fellowships programs In areas of greatest human resource shortages.
The report suggests that the Department increase support for undergraduate
research opportunities through existing programs at the DDE laboratories and
as part of on-campus research grants and contracts.

At the precollege level, the report recommends that DOE target its
efforts where it can realize the greatest impact, namely by providing teachers
with opportunities for research participetion to enhance their science
backgrounds and their instructional strategies. Programs are also recommended
to enhanre the training of new science teachers and to provide opportunities
for joint teaching and research participstion careers.

The report notes thst minorities and women are underrepresented in
science and engineering and recommends that DOE support increased
participation in science education progrema at all levels, precollege through
postdoctoral.

The report also recommends that DOE maintain a strong continuing
education programs at its national laboratories, permit participation by local
industries, and encourage private companies involved in energy,related
businesses to do more to support science and engineering education.

vi
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SUCUTIVE =NARY

The U.S. is faced with a disturbing decline in the quality and quantity
of students preparing for careers in science end engineering. Consequently,
the supply of a broad spectrum of highly educated and trained scientists,
engineers, and technicians to carry out the mission of the Department of
ftergy (DOE) in energy and defame* RAID is jeopardized. To reverse this trend,
the DOE hes been strengthening its role in the education and training of
scientific and engineering personnel. The Panel commends the DOE for
developing programs ranging across all levels, from precollege through
post-doctoral education. Nevertheless, the decline in available human
resources in science and engineering continues and the predicted shortfall
represents a serious future problem. Therefore, the DOE must strengthen its
educatioe efforts consistent with its mission, taking advantage of thm unique
facilities and personnel available thnmigh the national laboratories.

The DOE's greatest contribution to science and engineering education is
through support of graduate and post-doctoral research by funding
university-based research programs and selected fellowship programs. The ODE
and its predecessor agencies have established a leadership role at this
education level in =any fields of science and engineering important to its
primary mission in energy research and development. These graduate activities
mlso make a great contribution to other science-based, high technology
industries vital to our economic strength and our international
zompetitiveness.

The vi:ality of these graduate and post-doctoral programs require- a
steady stream of talented undergraduate students committed to science and
engineering. Thus the Panel recognises the importance of attracting young
people at the uedergraduate level so that they will pqrsue science and
engineering graduate programs of special interest to the DOE. Ax a stimulus
to the pursuit of scientific and technical careers. DOE, through its national
laboratories, conducts a number of programs which provide undergraduate
students with "bande on research experience. These programs have proven to
he an excellent vehicle for encouraging undergraduates to undertake graduate
studies in science and engineering.

To increase the quality and quantity of science and engineering
widergraduates, the Department also supports precollege education programs
4iiied at enhancing the knowledge base and general scientific literacy of all
stodents and targeting those students who demonstrate potential and commitment
ror continued education in science and engineering. The strength of the
Department's precollege programs lies in the DOE laboratories, staff and
facilities which, by exposing students and teachers to 'live science' in
laboratory etting, can ignite ths intellectual curiosity of the students and
tevitaliza the capebilities of their teachers.

The Panel believes that a healthy precollege science and mathematics
education system is essential to the DOE's mission. However, because the
rrecollege education system is huge, the DOE cannot expect and should not

1
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alone try 1-41 influence the entire system. DOE can help by working closely
with industry, other federal agencies. and state and local governments to
improve the system with steady reliable and encouraging support.

This combination of progress, spanning the precollege through
post-doctoral levels. encourages and sustains students' interest in pursuing
science and engineering careers. To ensure a reliable supply of human
resources, these programs must be initiated early in tha educational
experience and must include women and minority groups which have been
traditionally underrpresented in science and engineering.

In recognition of DOE's mission and existing programs, the unique
resources of the laboratories, and the external factors relating to trends tn
human resource supply, the Panel recommends the following to increase DOE's
impact on science and engineering education:

DOE must continue to emphasize its educational mission primarily
through support of graduate students and postdoctoral fellowv
through university grants and contracts which also MOMS the
research mission of the Departeent.

DOE should increase support through expansion of the targeted
graduate and postdoctoral research fellowship programa with emphasis
given to nergy-related areas of greatest projected human resource
shortages.

DOE ehould increase support for undergraduate research opportunities
through the Laboratory Cooperative and Science Engineering Research
Semester programs and through DOE-sponsored university-based
research programs.

At the precollege level, DOE should target its efforts where it can
realize the greatest impact, namely by providing opportunities for
research participation by pre- and in-service teachers ro enhance
their science background and their instructional capabilities. In
this way. DOE can improve the quality of precolless science teachers
end thus strengthen ths national science and engineering talent
pool.

o DOE should emphasize the participation of underrepresented
minorities and women in progress at all levels, precollege through
post-doctoral.

DOE should maintain strong continuing education programs at the DOE
national laboratories and permit participation by local industries.

2
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A. Introduction

At the request of the Secretary of Energy (Appendix A). the Energy
Research Advisory Board (RAAB) reviewed the Department of Energy's (DOE)
activities in education to ensure that DOE is indeed playing its proper role
vis-a-vis other federal agencies and the private sector in the aupport of
scientific and technical education and training in the United States.
Specifically, the Secretary asked the Board to address the following key
questions:

Do the current education and training programs of DOE address the right
needs and are they effectively coordinated?

Is DOE taking full advantage of the resources and capabilities of the
national laboratories in the support of education and training?

What responsibilities and mechanisms are appropriate for the Deparreent
in the support of elementary and secondary science education, of
undergraduate and graduate students, of postdoctoral researchers, and of
the general (non-science) public?

Should the Department provide support for undergraduate and graduate
research fellowships in energy manpower areas designated in short supply?

In response to the Secretary's request, the Board established a Panel on
!VE Science Education Programs. The Panel, composed of Board members and
representatives of the education comunity, conducted a general review of the
rurrent education programs of the DOE and of its predeceest.r agencies.

The Panel further solicited comments on )0E's science education programs
from university presidents, deans of education, selected scientists and
-ngineers, heads of major arientific research and professional societies, and
Irom organizations and societies representing precollege science teachers to
'stain their perspectives on DOE's educationrelated programs. Highlights of
ore responses ta the survey are included as Appendix B.

During its several meetings, the Panel heard presentations on science
education programs in other federal agencies, including the National Science
,oundation (NSF), the Department of Defense, the Department of Education,
,he National Institutes of Health (NIB). and the National Aeronautics and
',trace Administration. Presentations were also made on current and proposed
'eience education programs in the DOE national laboratories and on the role of
iniversity consortia in these programs. Human resource specialists and
representatives of science teaching and research organisations also provided
input. Panel meeting agendas, which include a .,aplete list of these
,,resentations. are included as Appendix C. The responses to Panel inquiries

3
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and presentations at Panel meetinge have been carefully reviewed by the Panel
and a synthesis of the information thus obtained has been incorporated in the
report ea Appendix B.

Ihe Panel's report is structured as follows. The first chapter provides
beckground for this study, lecluding DOE's current role in education and a
summary of DOE action, taken an a result of the previous oversight repert in
1984.1/ The chapter concludes with an analysis of human resource needs and
discusses interventions in the present educational process that could have a
significant impact on upgrading the national program of science and
enginaerins education. She second, third, and fourth chapters consider
university programs, precollege programs, and pOblic awareness and continuing
education progress, respectively, and provide appropriate recoomendations.

Throughout the report, the term science education is meant to include
metheeetics, engineering and technology as well as education in the physical
and life sciences, unless otherwise noted. Physical sciences include physics,
chemistry, mathematics, computer science, earth and materials sciences, while
life sciences include biology, agricultural and medical sciences.

B. Previous Oversisht

In 1966, the Whits House Science Council published a report entitled. A
Renewed Partnershie.1/ The report emphasized the importance of educational
institutions to the nationsl interest because they produce the scientific and
technical talent essential for our nation's future. The report further
emphasized that the Nation is failing to attract sufficient numbers of
talented U.S. citizens, especially women and minorities but also white moles,
into advanced education in science and engineering. The Council recommended
that the federal research agencies substantially increase investments in
colleges and universities because ". universities today simply cannot
respond to society's expectations for them or discharge their national
responsibilities in research and education without substantially increased
support (p.3)."

In 1983, ERAS assessed the DOE's overall relationships with the
university community. The resulting report, An Assessment of the Relationship_
Ilg,,veen the Daeartnent of Energy and Universities and Colleges (DOE/S-0023).
analyzed seven major issues and concerns affecting the overall relationships
between DOE and the academic community, includi.ag education and training.
ERAS addressed primarily the Department's responsibilities at the university
level and did not maks recommendations on precollege level activities and

1/ ALlageeseesLALehe_Rejasionshio Between the apartpent of Energy
end_Mniversi;ie, And Colleeee. (D0E/S-0025).

2/ fillunsmilaugsgihja, Report of the White House Science Coumcil
Panel on the Health of U.S. Colleges and Universities, chaired by David
Packard and D. Allan Bromley, 1986.
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rtograma. ERAll's principal recommendation fur education was that the DOE
should 'explicitly reaffirm its responsibilities to help ensure that
sufficient embers of highly qualified scientists and engineers are vailable
-0 meet current and future national energy RAD needs (page 25). ERAB
apecifically noted that the primary focus of DOE's support lor professional
human resource development should be 'quality, not quantity.° (p. 27)

A more recent DOE report, UlliERWEI-AUSAELE-SECILiCELIUS_ZdESALL2D
rr.2suga_alliejj-LjkitiatituLaLinusx (DOE/ER-0296, Septeiber 1986)
addresses the mutually beneficial partnership between the federal government
And rho university research community in developing new knowledge and
educating the nation's future scientists and engineers for careers in research
and development. The report is a valuable summary of DOE's current activities
ie science and engineering education.

C. DDS's Current Role in Education

I. Missions, Resources. and Legielative Authority

The missions of the U.S. Depertment of Energy include support of baste
.esearch to broaden the nation's scientific knowledge base; development of
e,ergy technologies to help provide the nation with a mixed and balanced
eaergy supply system; and national security responsibilities. 2/

Collectively, the Department of Energy represents a significant
tnmstment in federal support for scientific research end development .- in
FY 88, $13 billion in budget authority including $6 billion in scientific and
.gineering research. To carry out its missions. DOE is both a user and A
;Atron of a large portion of the nation's scientists and engineers. It
.mprisms complex of over 50 contractor-operated research laboratories

employing in excess of 135,000 people within the complex which hes a total
.c,olacement cost of well over $50 billion. Within this complex, nine
Iltiprogram national laboratories and thirty speciclieed laboratories carry
or much of the fundamental scientific research and energy technology it6D of

DOE and all of the nuclear weapons-related research and development.
;1?se latter facilities account for slightly more than 40 percent of the
nenartment's total field budget and employ over 60,000 people. More than half

these employees are scientists, engineers, and technicians. The DOE,
terough its national laboratory and university contractors, is responsible for
ihe conduct of research in almost every scientific and technical discipline

The DOE has vast resources: human resources, research and development
-lboratories, inatitutional capabilities, funding, and leadership. Leading
7:-sesrch scientists in nuclear physics, high-energy physics, chemistry,
tiology, and materials science, among others, are employed in the world-class
..0E research laboratories. Equally outstanding are the engineers workilg on

energy technologies as well as the builders of high.energy accelerators.

DOE's 1986 Annual Report to Congress, p. 2
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fission reactors. fusion reactors, superconducting magnets. synchrotron light
sources, particle detectors, and a host of ancillary devices. A steady flow
of new, well trained, highly creative scientists and engineers is essential if
the Department is to continue 1,, meet its mission responsibilitiee as
selceasfully as it has in the past.

DOE has specific legislative authority to conduct education-related
activities. The Energy Research and Development Administration Act of 1974
requires the agency to sponsor and assist in education and training activities
to help assure an adequate supply of human resources for energy 1160 programs
[P4blic Law 93-408. Section 101 (11)1. The DOE Organization Act of 1977
specifically directs the Office of Energy Research to be the principal advisor
to the Secretary of Energy on education and training activities required to
support the short- and long-term basic and applied research activities of the
Department [Public Law 95.91. Section 209.b (4)1. The Office of EnerlY
Research has traditionally taken t e lead in providing both direct support for
science education activities as well as in encouraging other DOE program
offices to support education activities related to their own programmatic
activit's. The Director of the Office of Energy Research periodically
reports to the Secretary of Energy on university and other education-related
activities carried out by DOE and its laboratories.

Many top-flight scientists and engineers in universities and industries
are closely associated with the work in DOE laboratories. Perhaps DOE's
greatest contribution to education is in providing this link between
universities and the laboratories, enabling many university professors and
their gradaate and undergraduate students to participate directly in research.
This unique opportunity to perform research, when combined with formal
classroom instruction, is invaluable to aspiring research scientists, The
Panel believes this intertwining of universities with DOE laboratories has
greatly advanced both scientific research and education in Merits.

2. Current Activities

The main focus of DOE's science education programs has been traditionally
at the graduate and postdoctoral levels. However, DOE's current scieoce
education programa range across all education levels, from precollege to
post-graduate. Appendix 0 sumoarizes the current range of DOE education
activities, while Appendix E provides additional information on the precollege
programs.

The principal means by which the Department supports edacation is through
the support of researchers at or associated with universities and colleges.
In rf 1987 the Department supported more than 3500 individual university
research contracts and grants totaling about $350 million. These awards
contribute directly to education by involving graduate, postdoctoral, and
undergraduate students in DOE-sponsored research.

DOE has taken several initiatives to strengthen its overall relationships
with the university community as a result of ERAB's advice to the Secretary in
1983 on DOE-university relations, Tao steps were taken which had immediate

6
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relevance for education and support of human resource development. (A summary
of the status of recommendations is included as Appendix F.)

First, the Secretary of Energy signed in August. 1984 a policy statement
on DOE-univeraity relationships that, among other things, explicitly endorsed
DOE's role to eccourage and support the involvement tf students in each
research and technology development program both to meet the DOE's own near-
and long-tern needs and to invest in the nation's new scientific and technicel
human resources.

Second, DOE initiated a series of budget increases for the DOE Laboratory
Cooperative Program. the principal program activity directed at building
research and educational bridges between the Departeent's national
laboratories and the university community (see Chapter II). The budget for
this program has grown from $3.5 million in FY 1984 to more than $9 million in
FY 1989. with a corresponding increase in the nether of students and faculty
members involved in laboratory-sponsored research and education programs.

DOE also provides substantial support to education through the programs
and resources of its major national laboratories and research facilities.
Research laboratories and facilities at the national laboratories are heavily
used by university scientists and students. e.g., the Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory, Brookhaven's National Synchrotron Light Source, and
Argonne's Intense Pulsed Neutron Source.

In the last two years. DOE has initiated additional science education
programs. These include the establishment of the DOE High School Science
Student Honors Research Program and of Science Education Centers at five
multiprogram energy research laboratories, as well as increased support for
high school science teacher research ard instructional programs at the DDE
laboratories.

Aelde from the support provided for graduate and postdoctoral research,
d:rect funding by tha DOE for science education activities at all levels was
approximately $15 million in FY 1987. Table 1 provides s breakdown of this
support at the varlet's levels. In addition to $15 million in direct funding,
there le a significant amount of volunteer or "in kind" efforts taking place
at the Department's la:nratories. often involving Individual (or groups of)
scientists and engineers b.:eking with students and teachers in local or
regional schools and universit;.:s. It should be noted that the cost of the
present precollege program (WM) le a small frection of the science
education program summarized In Table 1 ($1511) and a very small fraction of
the total education program ($36011) obtained by summing Table 1 (p. 8) and
Teble 2 (p. 9). Therefore a substantial funding increase in precollege
education would have little impact on the total education budget.

Programs for students and teachers at all levels of the educational
system are conducted in laboratories widely dispersed geographically across
the 'nation A list of DOE's science and engineering education programs, both
university-based and those st the DOE laboratories and research facilities may
be found in Appendix D. Coordination of these DOE edecation activities

7
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IANA1

DEPARIVIENT OF MERCY
CURRENT SCIENCE EDUCATION FROCRANS:ll

FY 1988

1.

Ziggli6ESAXIMLIELIMEMEE101

INDIVIDUALS/CRAMS

A. PRECOLLEGE

FUNDING
LEVEL

11J1 N991
NUMBER OF

ZABILEUNKEI

1. Minority Student Research Appren *.ceship $ 120 200
2. DOE High School Student Honors Research 550 260
3. Prefreshmen Engineering Program (PPEi: 300 2,000
4. Precollege Science Teacher Resverch/Tra ning 250 50
5. Laboratory Technical Assistants to Precollege N/A N/A

Schools

13 UNDERGRADUATE
1. Research Internships at Da Laboratories $1,400 1,000
2. Science & Engineering Research Semester (SERS) 600 120

C. GRADUATE STUDENTS
1 Graduate Research Appointments at DOE Labs $2,000 350(EST)

D. UNIVERSITY FACULTY
1. Minority Institution Faculty Research $3,000 45(EST)
2. Faculty Research Appointments at DOE Labs 2,500 200-300
3 Short Courses/Institutes for Faculty 500 1,000(EST)

E. POSTDOCTORAL RESEARCHERS
1 Postdoctoral Research Appointments NtA 725(EST)

II. INSTITUTIONAL SUFFORT

A MINORITY INSTITUTIONS
1 Minority Institution Research Travel $ 300 200(EST)
2. Cooperative Research Programs with DOE Labs 2,500 N/A
3. Minority Educational Institutions Assistance 1,500 8 projects

Program

III. OTHER

A. CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS _Ha __. 500(EST)

TOTAL $15.520

Does not include DOE on-campus research involving faculty & graduate studsnts
(5410/1 estimated level in FY 1988)

8
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TASLE 2

DOI SUPPORT MR UNIVERSITY RESEARCH AND DIVI2AMMODIT AND

ASSOCIATED GRADUATE AND POSTDOCYCNAL EDUCATION(a)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Office

University

Research Support (b) Graduate 8 Postdoctoral (3)/(4)

Are& (in M $) Students (e) Fellows (r) (in X $)

Energy Research 282.8 3198 635 88

Basic Energy 102 1420 300 12

Sciences
Nigh Energy 68.5 670 2254 102

Physics
Nuclear Physics 35.8 3/7 tly

Magnetic Fusion 44.5 331 30 134

Biological and 32 320-480 8D -80

o Environment

Fossil Energy 26 325 -60 -80

Conservation 6 24 300 -30 -80

Renewable Energy

Defense 13 163 N/A -80

Nuclear Energy -1-1 _IL-- _Ha- =IL

347,3 4005 -725 87

*includes both Nigh Energy Physics and Nuclear Physics,

(a) In compiling the data in thit table, tbe panel attempted to separate DOE on-campus direct funding with

support provided to the DOE laboratories for faculty sod student research and training. Therefore, thr

number of graduate students and postdoctoral fellows refers to university-based researchers.

(6) FY 198/ operating end capital equipment provided to university-bssed performers.

BEST CM AVAILABLE
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(c) These aro tho graduate and postdoctoral students supported at universities. In addition, graduate and

postdoctoral students ars also supportad at the DOE laboratory sites by the Office of Snargy Research.
This includas 700 graduate students at ths Lawrence Serkslay Laboratory. 115 at the Ames Laboratory
(Iowa State), 111 at tho Arm; in National Laboratory. 103 at the Srookhaven National Laboratory. 21 at
ths Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, and additional studants at other altos. Ths total numbsr
of DOE laboratory-based postdoctoral fellows supported by the Offics of Energy Research is 100 4t tha
Argonne National Laboratory, 57 at the Srookhaven National Laboratory. SO st the Lawrenca Sorkeley
Laboratory, and 45 at the Oak Sidi* National Laboratory. The number of graduate students supported in
this program la stimated by assuming 12.5 graduate students par million dollars of support.
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principally occurs at the staff level through ieformal working groups and
staff level discussions of education programs, opportunities, intereste and
needs

D. Dweeloping Rumen Immures,

1. Emerging PrOblees in the U.S.

The Panel is disturbed by trends in contemporary and future human
resource needs in relation to both the quality and quantity of the supply of
science and engineering talent. From numerous reports and other source
materials examined by the Panel, it ie evident that the U.S. is faced with a
declining number of individuals prepared to participate in the science and
engineering activities of this nation. Also evident is the diminished quality
in the performance of those being schooled or trained in science and
mathematics, particularly at the precollege level.A/

Human resource eeeds are increasing three times faster in science and
engineering than in areas such aa business and law. The need is greatest in
engineering, mathematics, computer sciences, chemistry and physics as compared
to the social and life sciences.1/ The following provide indicators of
current trends: ii/a/

Data from the National Science Foundation indicate that If present
trends continue, by the year 2000 there still be over 100,000 fewer
graduates with Bachelors degrees in science and engineering then there
were in 1904.

As a reault of low birth rates in the past 10 to 15 years, the number
of school-age citizens is declining. At the same time, this group is
increasingly nonwhite. Minority students are now the majority in 25
of the nation's largest school districts. Nationwide, minorities

"Science Achievement in Seventeen Countries: A Preliminary Report."
International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IAE),
1988.

1/ Vetter, Batty M., statement before the Joint Econoeic Committee,
U.S. Congress, December 11, 1987.

1/ National Science Foundation, Date,Book.

2/ Vetter, Betty M., statement during meeting of Education Panel,
Energy Research Advisory Board, Forrestal Building, U.S. Department of Energy,
Washington, D.C., October 1987.

I/
Symposium held at Franklin Institute, Philadelphia. Produced by the
Government-University Research Roundtable, July 1987.
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will soon make up 30 percent or wore of the total school-age
population.

- Traditionally, white males have been the primary hunan resource for
meeting national needs in science and engineering. However, the number
of white males earning degreee in all science and engineering fields is
decreasing. Therefore, an =ore white males choose not to study science
and engineering, we will be looking increasingly to minorities and
women to fill the gap.

- While the number of minority graduates with bachelors in science end
engineering increased slightly in 1986. the number of doctoral awards
to all minorities decrees,4 by 15 percent from a very small base
number. In 1986, Ph.D.: in engineering were awarded to six American
Indians, 14 Blacks and 25 Hispanics.

- Along with most minorities, women have been virtually unrepresented in
certain science and engineering fields and have been underrepresented
in nearly all such fields. At all degree levels and in all science and
engineering fields, the number of woolen earning degrees has increased
in the past decade while the number of nen earning degrees has
decreased. However, in many fields the increase in the number of women
does not make up for the decrease in the number of men. Since 1984,
the number of women obtaining advanced degrees in science and
engineering has leveled off as they move increasingly into business,
law, end other nontraditional areas.

- Foreign graduate students comprise more than 50 percent of the
enrollment of our graduate schools in many technical areas. The number
of advanced degrees in science and engineering awarded to foreign
students on temporary visas has increased sharply over the last decade
and continues to increase. In 1985, foreign students earned four times
as many doctorates in science and engineering fields as did all U.S.
minorities and U.S. women combined. The U.S. relies increasingly on
foreign graduates to fill research and teaching vacancies in some
university departments, and, in some technical areas, to fill positions
in industry and in government laboratories.

- Although foreign graduate students constitute an important component of
our technical human resource pool, they are ineligible to fill certain
positions in high technology fields requiring security clearance. The
pressure to staff such positions emphaeixes the critical need for an
adequate supply of graduates who are U.S. citizens.

The Panel concludes that without further attention to their educational
needs and choices, U.S. students of both sexes and of moat racial and ethnic
groups will continue to decrease their participation in science and
engineering pursuits. Thus, the flow of new science and engineering talent
will diminish. Unless action is taken now to develop human resources among all
segments of our society, tapping especially those segments that have been
traditionally underrepresented, the DOE and other research-based agencies will

12
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not have an adequate pool of scientific and engineering talent available to
meat projected needs.

2. Stronger Foreign Competition.

The value of a well educated work force cannot be overestimated. The
greater emphasis given by some of our economic competitors to the development
of their human resources contributes to higher quality, more reliable, and
lower coat foreign prodects.2/ If the United States is to maintain, let
aloe improve, its standard of living and quality of life, the U.S. will have
to compete with foreign countries, in large part. on the basis of ite
technological advantage. Tomorrow's desirable jobs will require increased
technical knowledge and skills on the part of the work force to operate the
sophisticated plants and factories of the future. Tomorrow's workers will
need to be able to adapt readily to charges in technologies, and retraining
programa will require creative new approaches and considerable investment.

The Panel notes that a report by the International Association for the
Evaluation of Educational Achievement19/ indicates that American pupils
consistently scored in the bottom half in general science, biology, chemistry,
and physics when compared to high school students from 17 other countries. In
the U.S.. only 57 percent of high school students are enrolled in science
courses in any given year and less than 80 percent of American students
complete secondary school. The following selected indicators provide a
troubling comparison with other countries: 11/

In the USSR and Eastern Europe, approximately 96 percent of students
complete the precollege program and all students study science and
mathematics each year (mathematics for ten years. physics for five
years, and chemistry and biology for four years.)

In the United Kingdom, Western Europe and Australia, studento study
biology, chemistry, physics and mathematics concurrently during the
last three years of secondary school.

In Japan, 92 percent of students complete precollege education. At the
upper secondary level, all students take a minimum of 2 years of
science and 2 years of mathematics. College bound students take

2/ Drucker, Peter, "The Changed World Economy," from foreign Affairs.
Published by the Council on Foreign Relations, Inc., Vol 64, No. 4. 1986.

19/ "Science Achievement in Seventeen Countries: A Preliminary Report."
International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement
(IAEA). 1988.

11/ Gardner, Majorie H., Statement before the Subcommittee on Science,
Research and Technology, Committee on Space, Science and Technology, U.S.
House of Representatives. March, 1988. p. 5-6.
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mathematics every year (through beginning calculua), plus physics,
chemistry, biology and earth science, often concurrently.

- In China, the world's largest school system, there is a new notional
unified science curriculum and new textbooks. All students ate
required to take physics, chemistry and biology in middle schools.

- In Thailand, a developing couotry, science and mathematics are taught
every year from first through twelfth grade. All high schools --

academic, vocational. coamercial and fine arts teach science through

twelfth grade. All science courses are laboratory-based.

To exacerbate further the problem of precollege science education, a
severe shortage of fully qualified, precollege science teachers exists in the
nation. The pool of qualified science teachers is far too small to meet
current needs. Various studies find that we ars failing to attract enough new
teachers, end equally important, we are failing to inspire, educate, and keep
current those teachers we do have. Selected excerpts from the reports
reviewed by the Panel are the following indicators: 12/11/11/

- Preliminary results from a nationwide survey by the Council of State
Science Supervisors, currently under way, indicate that science teacher
shortages exist in 24 of 25 states reporting so far. Physics teachers
are in the shortest supply, followed by chemistry and mathematics.li/

- The average age of high school chemistry and physics teachers in 1986
was near 50 years. This means thet many of the current classroom
teachers are nearing retirement. At the other end of the pipeline, any
teacher training institution that can boast as many as one or two
physics or chemistry education majors per year is unusual.

In 1986, there were 7,100 high schools that did not teach a single
physics course because they did not have qualified teacher. About
4,200 schools did not have a chemistry course; and 1,900 schools did
not provide biology for their students. In 1986 also, 66 percent of the

12/ "Report of the 1985-86 National Survey of Science and Mathematics
Education". Research Triangle Institute, November 1987.

UI "Survey Analysis of U.S. ivelic and Private High Schools: 1985-86,"

draft copy. National Science Teachers Association, Washington, D.C,, April
1987.

14/ Gardner, Majorie H., Statement before the Sub-Coamittee on Science,
Research and Technology, Committee on Space, Science, and Technology, U.S.
House of Representatives. March 1988.

15/ Gerlovich, J., Draft Survey, Iowa Department of Education,
DeaMoines, May 1980.
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primary (K-3) and intermediate (4-6) teachers had never taken a course
in chemistry; SO percent of these teachers had eons: taken a course in
physics; 15 percent had never taken a course in bioloay.

Recent research has shown that nearly all 77,000 U.S. public high
school science teachers teach out of field, many in three or four
subjects for which they fail to meet the inimum requirements
recommended by the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA).
Sixty-eight percent of high school science teachers have major teaching
assignments outside of their major field of study. Increased science
requirements for high school graduation In many states have exacerbated
the problem to thy point where high school principals have great
difficulty in filling positions for chemistry and physics teachers with
persons who are even minimally qualified.

As a result of teather shortages at the secondary levels, more and more
teachers are being assigned to cross over from a discipline where they
have some confidence into one where they have little preparation. For

example, a teacher with a'proper teaching credential in biology may
well be assigned to teach chemistry and physics also, having taken no
more than a single college-level course in these fields. At the
elementary school level, teachers rarely have hed more than a single
science course in college.

Although the majority of science teachers have earned !teeter's degrees,
these degrees are predominantly in fields of education, not science.
This often occurs tor reason, other than teacher choice, Science
courses are often not available at tines when teachers can enroll
except through special programs such as institutes funded by the
National Selene. Foundation.

Science teacher, in most other countries worldwide coaplete a 4-year
bachelor's degree in a science and mathematics etqcipline before they enter
Oa professional sequence that prepares them for ':,ching. In the United

States, the large majority of our science teacher.. ,o not complete full
science majors, but rather meet the lower state certification requirements in
science. The teacher education courses in the United States are integrated

into a 4-year program. The following are example indicators of science
teacher requirements elsewhere:

In the USSR and Eastern Europe, all teachers complete five years of
pre-service college education and return for the equivalent of one
year of in-service education every five years.

In the United Kingdom, Western Europe and Australia, science teachers
earn full science baccalaureate degrees; then prepare to teach.

Japanese science teachers coaplete undergraduate science degrees and
are paid salaries very nearly equivalent to those of college
professors.
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Ihe Panel feels that the time has come for the U.S. science and

engineering community to mak* a cemsitment to precollege science and
engineering education to ensure a future supply of science and engineering

talent. Since teachers are key to upgrading precollege programs. major
coordinated effort. must be initiated between the science and engineering
community and the education establishment to upgrade both pre-service end

in-aervice programs for cience teachers. Concomitant initietives need to be

taken to make precollege science teaching a more attractive and rewarding
profession. A unique role that the DOS can play In this important national

program is presented in Chapter 3.

3, Effective Use of Limited Resources: Opportunities for Intervention

Studies show that talented studente are discouraged or diverted from
pursing science and engineering studies not only because of the decline in the

quality of math and science education at the precollege level, but also
because of cultural chenges that have occurred during the peat two decades.
With the expanded professional opportunities for women, fewer with high
scientific talent are going into precollege teaching with a concomitant loss
of quality to the teaching profession. Menges in the structure of the
typical family unit include s higher incidence of single parent and dual
career families and these changes have added pressures to providing adequate

supervision for childn -. in the hume. Competing with formal classroom
instruction are action-packed, hiehly stioulating television programs and
computer games, which often draw students away from pursuits requiring high

levels of commitment and concentration, such as science and mathematics.

Therefore, interventions in the educational process are needed to
encourage students to seek careers in science and engineering, and to remain

committed to study these areas. The Panel concludes that DOS can assist in

this process In A unique way, utilieing its singular resources: its talented
people end world-class laboratories. To achieve maximum impact, those
interventions should be positive, focused, timely, and continuing. The

magical inspiration of a young scientific talent by close personal contact
with e world-class researcher Is one kind of intervention that the DOL
laboratories are well positioned to provide.

Current research in education points to optimal targets of focus and
provides Insight on how to make timely interventions. To achieve maximum
effectiveness, the Panel is convinced that actions and programs that encourage
students to move into, or remain committed to. science and engineering ere
most effective Oen they focus on supporting teachers. When teachers are

supported in their effete. to reach all students, a aultiplier effect is
achieved in reaching many students per teacher. In addition, DOE programs

should emphasize participation by ell students, including women and
underrepresented minorities. Intervening at appropriate times when these

students are Bost riceptive.
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Along the educational tins-line from elementary tbromgh groduate school.

certain points stand out as "nodes,' offering high opportunity for ffective
interventions in the teaching of scitoce and methematics.li/ Intervention at

these times is most likely to strengthen science and 'mathematics education end

commitment end, ultimately, to produce more numerous end more highly motivated

scientific end technical personnel.

Nodes occur around the first, seventh, and tenth-grade levels, the
sophomore/junior year in college, and again at the postbeccalauresta level.
These modes and common perceptiona are discussed in the following.

First Celide. In contrast to parents in Oriental cultures, Who view skill
in eethemetics en a measure of a child's intelligence end school
atcompliehment, U.S. parents have tended to judge their child's progress
in kindergarten end early elementary school years by reading skill.

Schools and teachers generally support this view. Comm perception^
^none Americans are that mathematics is not for everyone, that ability in

mathematics is an inborn talent, and that mathematicians are born, not

made.12/ Similar perceptions apply to learning science.11V

Seventh Grade Cultural roles influence students subtly throughout their
formative years; however, these role models begin to have concrete impact

in adolescence. Mathematics and science are generally considered to be

*for boys' and tha humanities "for girls." Girls andior their parents

and teachers may perceive mathematics to be "unfeminine."11/ Studies

document the common phenomenon of to:chore calling on end helping boys in

11/ Malcom, Shirley M., zguay_usUbisialus2.1_ssamahlasd2ALL_
American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS Publication 84-14).
Washington, D.C., December 1984.

13/ "Mathematics Achievement of Chinese, Japanese, and American

Children." M.O. Steven/eon, S. lei, J.V. Stiglet. ficience, Vol. 231, No.

4739, page 693-699, 1986.

Al/ Pepin, Seymour.
Adam Basic Books, 1960.

1 1. .4.. a

12/ Penalise, Elisabeth and Penelope L. Peterson. 'Teacher-Student
Interactions end Sex-Related Differences In Learning Mathematics', Wallis-
And Teacher Iducatipti, Vol. 2, me. I, pp. 19.42, 1966.
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mathematicu classes much sore frequently than girls. Examples and
language used in science texts and curricula are predominantly those from
vhite. middle-clase, Western, male culturs.22/21/

At the middle or junior-high school level, students start to be "tracked"
into different curricula: those selected for the "academic' track ors
given more mathematics and aciance, while those vhose environments or
cultures may not provide then with the language, analytical, and
conceptual skills to perform veil on 1.Q.-type tents (including MAT and
SAT) are eliminated from the &cadmic mathematics and science courses.
These students are often placed in the vocational education or industrial
arts track.22/

Tenth Grade. At this node, "low testing" White males, females, and
minorities are not encouraged, and are often not prepared, to elect the
eleventh and twelfth grade mathematics and science courses that would
qualify thee to enter colleges or universities where science and
engineering study are emphasized. nue they are not prepared to elect
educational programs that lead to careers in science or technical fields
and are effectively cut off from future job opportunities in these fields
because they fall to compete at this stage.21/

Sophomore/Junior Year in College. At this point, females and minorities
are not encouraged to major in science. Discouragement can be related to
test scores or to cultural factors. At the same time, there is a
frequent and well documented disenchantment of females end minorities
who do major in science, and these stLdents have a higher drop-out rate.
Around 50 percent of Black and Hispanic youth with SAT scores of 550 and

22/ Cohen, Rosalie A. 'A Match or Not a Match: A Study of Intermediate
Science reaching Materials", Chapter 3 from The Science Curriculum: The
&port of the 1986 National_forum for School Science Edited by A.B.
Champagne and L.E. Hornig, American Association for the Advancement of
Science, 1987.

211 Snelling, W.R. and R.F. Soruch. kismcg_in_thE_LazzalArtk_
Curriculum: A Longitudinal Study.pf 49 Selectiye Colleecs Columbia
University Press, 1972.

22/ Kay, Nina. V. 'A Stu.y Le Determine and Test Factors Impacting on
the Supply of Minority and Womet Scientists, Enginee.e, and Technologists for
Defense Industries and Installslions," Center for the Advancement of Science,
Engineering, and Technology of 'croston-Tillotson College (CASET). NASA,
Johnson Space Center, Buildin6 A Suite 323. 2101 NASA Road One, Houston.

22/ Ibid.
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above, and a declared intention to pursue a science or engineering
career, drop out of the pool before their junior year in college.2A/21/

Lk/

Feetbeccataureate. At this stage when students are making decisions
about career specialization, many encounter feelings of isolation,
alienation, disorientation, and low self-image. Cross-cultural

communication can be a problem. Thin is particularly of concern to women

when they have classes with foreign national professors who bring to the
classroom and research laboratory their attitudes toward women as a

subservient group. Even in our own culture, some hold the view that
there is "men's work" and "voaen's work."22/21/

E. Concluding Remarks

The Panel believes that the DOE Inn help the country make maximum use of
its intellectual resources in order to retain its coepetitive position in
energy research and development and in energy-related inthistries. The
challenges facing educators and employers in the United States are great. As

eaployers. the DOE and other federal agencies have a stake in the success of
efforts to ensure that these challenges are met.

To ensure a reliable supply of appropriate human resources, the Panel
recommends the development of a five-year plan of coordinated education
programs from the precollege to post-doctoral levels, with appropriate

evaluation of the effectiveness of the various programs and periodic oversight
by appropriate advisory groups. In this context, the key points of the
present report are summarized in Appendix C and a full listing of the
recommendations is given on page 42.

al Ibid.

21/ Snelling, Boruch, Roduan.

li/ Malcom

72/ Kay

21/ Cornell University/National Science Foundation. Conference on Women

in Science, February 198e.
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CRAPTSR II

onlvusrrf PROGRAMS

Introduction

The Department of Energy supports graduate and postdoctoral education
both through funding for university-based research programs and through
funding of selected fellowship programs. These two modes of direct aupport of
advanced students are coaplementary to sect other and are both required to
advance DOE's mission, In addition to the above methods of direct funding of
university science education, DOE also provides significant support far
university faculty and student participation in DOE laboratory research
programs.

DOE's principal mode of support to university science education is
through support of specific university-besed research programs. This funding
includes support for a large number of graduate and postdoctoral students.
This is A very effective method for ensuring that educational funding is
directed to projects that are of specific interest and importance to DOE.
This node of support simultaneously yields research resilts and educates new
scientists and engineers in energy-related fields.

The DOE also has a small program of competitive graduate and postdoctoral
fellowships in specialized, energy-related fields of particular relevance to
the DOE. This is an important component of DOE's educational program and
ensures a supply of high quality scientists in research areas where future
manpower shortages are predicted. Presently the approximate percentage of
advanced students supported by DOE through fellowships is only 2 percent. The
panel concludes that this percentage is too small and recommends that the
number of fellowships increase.

To ensure quality and effectiveness, each DOE university education
program is specifically evaluated by the hosting institution. In addition, a
series of in-dapth, longitudinal evaluations are now under way on the
effectiveness of the undergraduate semester program and the summer programs
for undergraduate, graduate, and faculty menbers, all of ehich are described
below.

A. Graduate And Postdoctoral Education

The Panel believes that achieving both national and DOS-specific research
policy objectives depends heavily OD the research universities to educate
future scientists, engineers, and science educators and to make edvances in
scientific and technical knowledge that sustain our economy and ensure our
national defense.

Graduate and postdoctoral students are involved in all phases of fbn
DOE's research programs and MIS a major contribution to the DOE's fk el

science and energy research program. A nunber of respondents to tha Panel's
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survey (see Appendix 11) confirm the magnitude and importance of the DOE's

contribution to the notional effort to strengthen the science and technical

edecation system. The Penal believes that the DOE's support of students
through university research grants and contracts represents a component of
U.S. educational ptogreas of huge proportions and tremendous value.

Currently, DOE is providing direct support to many advanced graduate and

postdoctoral studeets througb research assistantships and fellowships (see

Table 2).

I. Support of Academic Research Programs

The Department of Energy, since its origin as the Atomic Energy
Commission, has been both a user and a patron of many of the country's leading

scientists and engineers. The importance of the partnership between the
Federal Goverment and the university research community has been emphasized
by the Secretary of Energy, John Herrington, and truly remarkable strides have

been made in recent years in strengthening DOE-university interactions. The

Panel believers Chat DOE's greatest contribution to education is in their
direct support of work in university laboratories where many professors and
their graduate students and postdoctoral researchers carry out forefront
research whict: goes hand-in-hand with instruction to produce research

scientists.

The Panel is convinced that the DOE's mode of supporting graduate and
postdoctoral students through specific academic research programs st
universities has been very effective in educating the nation's scientists in

energy research. This funding method ensures that student support is directed

to projects that are of specific interest to DOE. Furthermore, many of these

students and their faculty advisors use major research facilities at DOE
laboratories, including, for example, the National Synchrotron Light Source at
Brookhaven National Laboratory, the Linear Electron Accelerator at Stanford,

and the Tevatron at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory. Support of

university-based researnh projects involving graduate students is more
effective when multi-year commitments are made. Hence, the Panel concurs with

DOE's recent change to three-yea. :*search grants in planning and managing

an effective university research prugram, stable iong-term funding over a time

frame comparable with the completion of doctoral thesis work is essential.

In evaluating the relative merits of supporting fellowships vs. research
programs, tke Panel concluded that it is important to have a proper balance

between tha two nodes of support. Vigorous programs in energy research on

campus are necessary to attract the best students. Such programs can
stimulate excitement and interest at the universities in energy research and

in the specific RAD programs of the DOE. The Panel believes, however, that
fellowship support, because it is more competitive, probably is more effective
than research assistant support in attracting the most talented students to

energy-related research. Whatever the mode of support, the Panel stresses the
importance of the educational content of the graduate research experience. In

this context, the significance of the educational contribution provides one
measure of the value of university research to the DOE and to the Nation.
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The current (FY 1988) level of DOE support for university research and
development and the associeted graduate and postdoctoral ducation is
summarized in Table 2. Approximately 4000 graduate students and 725
postdoctoral researchers are directly supported on university grants and
contracts. In addition to this direct funding, a large amount of indirect
support IA provided through the fecilities usage program of the DOE nAtional
laboratories and through the msny collaborative research activities between
the universities and DOE laboratories that strengthen university research and
education.

The Panel believes that, in its direct support of advanced education, the
DOE is helping to ensure an adequate supply of highly qualified, well-
educated scientific and technical professionals to meet future husan resource
needs. By using university faculty and students to carry out major parts of
its researrh program, the DOE not only fulfills its research mission but
simultaneously invests in the education of our future scientists and
engineers. The high quality of these future scientists and engineers is
ensured by the highly competitive nature of DOE's current research grants.

2. Graduate fellowships

The r,:,... ..,rrently supports about BO graduate fellowships in selected
energy-s ,inted areas of science and engineering, such as nuclear engineering,
Assalth ,-ysics, fusion science And technoloey, and radioactive waste
management. Th Panel concludes that this fellowship program has several
unique merits. Because of the highly competitive aspects of the fellowship
program, It ensures that highly talented recipients will do their graduate
studies in areas of science and engineering of particular importance and
relevance to energy problems, including areas tat are relatively underfunded
through university grants and contracts. The fellowship program also exposes
applicants to energy problems (including haw and where they are being
attacked) at an early stage of their advanced studies. These festuves enable
group of particularly talented science and engineering students to become

directly familiar with the areas of science and technology in which DOE is
most interested. The fellowship program thus provides scientists and
engineers with the expertise and encouragement to make contributions in
selected energy research areas in their later careers.

On the other hand, students applying for such fellowships are much less
mature in terms of research sophistication then those applying for
postdoctoral research fellowships. Thus, the applicant's ability to select
and/or proposes specific research plans may not be very useful as a criterion
for fellowship melection, in which case this selected fellowship program in
effect Is not very different from a 'generic fellowship" program. The Panel.
however, concludes that these fellowships serve to bring excellent studenta
into areas of energy research and constitute an important component of DOE's
educational programs.

Fellowship programs that specifically target underrepresented minorities
end woolen are not widely available at the DOS laboratories. Recently the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory initiated such a fellowship program,
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the National Physical Scieece Consortium. The program Is modeled on the

Graduate Education for Minorities program which is designed to support
graduate engineering students and currently has 200 students in the science

and engineering pipeline. The National Physical Science Consortium will offer
unique combination of financial aid, research experience, and monitoring

through joint university-industry program. At UHL, the first applications

for this nem program will be accepted from senior undergraduate or graduates

during the fall of 1988 with the first fellows starting their programs in the

summer of 1989. This program has potential for implementation at all DOE

national laboratories.

Follow-up studies show that fellowship programs of the DOE, and its
predecessor agencies, have generally been very successful.22/ Information

gathered on past fellows by the Oak Ridge Associated Universities indicates

that high percentages of all fellowahip holders complete graduate degrees and

continue to sake significant scientific contributions In fields of interest to

the DOE. Based an anecdotal responses by former fellowship holders, the Panel
concludes that the availability of fellowship support at critical points has

strongly influenced the careers of some of today's leading scientists and

engineers. The Panel therefore believes that the fellowship program should be

expanded beyond the present rwo percent level to perhaps twice that level, but

kept in balance with other aspects of research support.

3. Postdoctoral Appointments

Postdoctoral research experience is an important part of the training in

some scientific disciplines. Many young recent PhDe need an extended period
of additional research-related experience lu:are they are ready to assume a

full research career. This extra time is considered by many academic
institutioms to be an extension of the graduate education process.
Postdoctoral research appointments are also important *entry points" to U.S.
science for foreign scientists, many of whom subsequently spend a large part

of their careers in the U.S. Approximately 725 postdoctoral researchers are

currently supported on DOE university grants and contracts.

The DOE laboratories represent important, In many cases unique. resources

for postdoctoral research. The state-of-the-art, often unique facilities and

scientific instruments available at the DOE laboratories are particularly well

suited to postdoctoral-level research and training. The DOE laboratory system

currently supports 350 to 400 on-site postdoctoral researchers each year.
These researchers supply a valuable source of new talent for DOE laboratory

research and developoent programs. Laboratory requests for postdoctoral

researchers exceed the number of available funded positions by a ratio of

two-to-one.

22/ DOE Student Research Participatien.frogegm. Profile and agrvey of

1979-1982 Particioante. U.S. Department of Energy. Frank M. Vivio, Argonne

National Laboratory; Wayne Stevenson, Oak Ridge Associated Universities.

January 1988.

GIl
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4. Special Postdoctoral Programs

The DOE supports about SO special postdoctoral fellowships administered
by the Office of Fusion Energy, the Fossil Energy Program, and the Office of

Health and Environmental Research. Included in these programs are the
Alexander Hollander Distinguished Postdoctoral Fellowships created to be
supportive of the mission of the Office of Health and Environmental Research.

Distinguished postdoctoral fellowships arm also offered by a number of the DOE

laboratories. lime Panel believes that the distinguished postdoctoral
fellowship programs are effective in attracting top level talent to the
laboratories, thereby contributing significantly to upgrading thy quality of
research at the laboratories and to elevating the perception of the
laboratories by the research community.

The Panel concludes that the research mission of the DOE will be severely
curtailed if additional numbers of bright sod talented youmg people are not
encouraged to enter scientific and technical fields of particular relevance to

fundamental scierce and to energy reseerch.

gememeodstions

1. The Panel recommends that the DOE continue to emphasize its educational
mission primarily in support of graduate students and postdoctoral fellows
through university granta and contracts Which also serve the research mission

of tha Department. The recommended level of support ehould be increased in
those disciplines of special importance to the DOE's fundamental science and

energy mission.

2. The Panel recommends that stable sed predictable funding levels be
provided for university-based research projects involving students by making

multi-year commitments.

4. The Panel recommends that targeted graduate and postdoctoral research
fellowship prograas be increased by the DOE in areas of science and
engineering of particular importance to energy programs, with particular
emphasis given to areas that have limited university research funding.
Special targeted fellowship fox underrepresented minorities and women should

be established.

4. In the fulfillment of its mission to support &Advanced edUcation and
research, the Panel recommends that the Department continue to focus on
quality In its efforts to develop hawse resources.

C. Undergraduate Education

Undergraduate students represent real opportunity for the Department to
directly influence specific career choices in scientific and technical fields.
Traditionally, the DOE has accomplished this by praviding opportunities for
hands-on research experience. These programs have proven to be excellent
vehicles to stimulate and encourage young college students to pursue
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graduate-level degree. in scientific or technical fields of direct interest

and relevance to DOE.

DOE provides support for undergraduate students and undergraduate

teaching faculty principally through the University-DOE Laboratogy Cooperative

Program (Lab-Coop Program) and the new DOE initiative, the Science and

Engineering Research Semester (SERS).

1. DOE's Laboratory Cooperative Program

The objective of the Lab-Coop Program, initiated In the mid-1950a by the

Atomic Energy Commission and administrated through the Office of Energy

Research, is to attract younger scientists end engineers into energy-related

careers by providing °herds-on" research experience at the national

laboratories for students and faculty. Up to 1200 undergraduates and 250

faculty menhirs per year participate in summer research and instructional

programa conduc.ed et over 30 DOE laboratories end contractor facilities.

About half of theee participants are from small, predmminately undergraduate

institutions. (Traditionally, about half of the nation's science graduate

student population alto come from such institutions.) The students work as

members of le/oratory research teems, sometimes in coojunction with faculty

members from their boom institutions. The number of participants is expanded

somewhat (estimated at about 20 percent) by suppleamntal support from the

research budgets of the national laboratories in recognition of the mutual

bene.-ie to the laboratories and the visitors.

The program is particularly attractive to students and faculty coming

from small, non-research colleges and universities, especially those located

near the national laboratories. In recent years, the program has encouraged

and eephesized more participative by women and minorities. Wore than

ons-third of all the undergraduate student participants in the leb-Coop

Program from 1979 to 1982 were women (for comparison, 11 percent of all

scientists end 'engineers are women while 16-17 percent of all science and

engineering students ars women.); eight percent of the participants were Slack

and three percent were Hispanic (for comparison 2.5 and 2 percent of

scientists' and engineers are Black and Hispanic, respectively.)

The Panel believes that this program ham proved to be an excellent

vehicle for memo, of undergradinces faculty to the research end

development activities of the DOI national laboratories. Its record of

success is lepressive: more then two-thirds of the umdergraduate participants

pursue graduate study in ecience, ensineering and related disciplines;

approximately 60 percent of the students report that this is a direct result
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of their Lab-Coop experience.n/ The program has been especially effective
in encouraging women and minorities to go on to graduate study and carvers in
science and engineering. In a survey conducted by the Department and
pOblished in 1988, "The U.S. Department of Energy Student Research
Participation Program," 40 percent of the female participants indicated that
participation in tbe program had influenced to large degree their deciston
to attend graduate school, whereas only 29 percent of the males made a similar
indication.

Tba program received a large funding increase in FY 1984 and has
continued to increase each year since. The Panel believes the Lab-Coop
Program to be especially worthy of increased funding. Student interest is
high; for each positive offered, five applications are received.

Without exception, the national laboratories have contributed internal
funds to support their undergraduate education program* in recognition of
their unique mission and, in some cases, specific geography. To the extent
possible, this supplemental support comes directly from the budgets of the
laboratories and depends significantly on the coasiteent and interest of the
laboratory staffs. Through their annual institutional plans, the national
laboratories report strong interest in this program as a source of talent and
vitality, and for maintaining the life blood of many fields important to
national energy security. The Panel believes that several laboratories have
made an excellent effort and should be commended for developing programs that
are innovative and stimulating; the laboratories should also be commended for
developing programs that are designed to recruit women and underrepresented
minorities into science and engineering. These programs, Which emphasize
intensive 'hands-on" undergraduate research experiences, can serve as modals
for other Federal and industrial laboratories.

2. Science and Engineering Research Semester (SERS)

The Science and Engineering Research Semester is a new program initiated
in FY 1987 as an integral parr of the Lab-Coop program. This program was
initiated as one response to the Secretary's interest in significantly
expanding the opportunities available to students at the DOE laboratories.
Undergraduates participating in this program are selected from applications
solicited nationwide and receive a 16-week sesester research/instructional
appointment at one of five participating national laboratories: Argonne
National laboratory; Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; Pacific Northwest
Laboratory; Oak Ridge National Laboratory; and, Brookhaven National
Laboratory. In contrast to tbe Lab-Coop Prairie, students may receive
academic credit for their participation in the SERS program by taking courses
sponsored by nearby universities and some students receive academic credit for
the research expericnce as well. Some laboratories have large numbers of
resident university-accredited staff members able to oversee students who
receive academic credit for their laboratory experience.

3MV Ibid.
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The SERS program began In the Fall and Spring semesters of 1987-1988 with
approximately 120 students. Flame are to expand gradually the program to 400

to WO participants. One attraction of this program is that studeuts are
exposed to DO8 laboratory research and specialized instrumentation as part of

their academic training.

3. Faculty Research Participation

The undergraduate faculty research participation progran provides the
opportunity for faculty from predominantly undergraduate institutions to
participate in state-of-the-art research projects during the summer and

academic year. The Panel believes that these programs provide a valuable
opportunity for those faculty who are interested in research but have limited
opportunities to participate in advanced research because of institutional
limitations (small liberal arts colleges, undergraduate engineering colleges,
etc). This program allows these faculty melbers to participate in new
developments in their research fields, enabling them to continue to transmit
the latest knowledge in their fields and to share with their students the
excitement of discovery. The DOE laboratories which sponsor this program
generally receive tide to three times as many qualified faculty applicants as
there are funds avsilable to support them. The Panel notes that because the
faculty participate more actively in the research and because the costs of
faculty stipends considerably exceed those for students, faculty appointeents
are funded primarily from laboratory research funds, which leaves the Lab-Coop

funds primarily for undergraduate student appointments. The Panel recommends

that the DOE continue support of tto Faculty Research Participation program.
at least at Its present support level.

4. Discussion

The Panel believes that the Department should continue to emphasize its
research programs for undergraduate students and their associated faculty.
Undergraduate contact with faculty most active in research and consulting is
regarded as a major factor in encouraging students to pursue careers in
science and engineering. The Panel, therefore, believes that the DOE should

significantly enhance its support of undergraduate research by encouraging
principal investigators supported by DOE grants at universities to actively
recruit urdergraduates to participate in university-based research programs.
Such encouragement could be provided in the DOE program annouricements
describing university funding opportunities.

The Panel considered the issue of undergraduate fellowships in energy
manpower areas denigrated to be in short supply and concluded that such
targeted fellowship programa are more effective at the graduate and

postdoctoral levels.

The effectiveness of all the umdergraduate programs supported by DOE
should continue to be closely monitored and evaluated. Programs should be

expanded based on comparison of the results of these evaluations. Particular

attention should be paid tO encouraging woven and minority students to pursue
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their interests in science and engineering studies et the undergraduate level.
As noted on page 14, women and ignority students experience higher drop-out
rate before their junior year in college than their white male counterparts.
For such former students, re-entry progress in technical areas of greatest
need to the DOE could be nutually beneficial.

Recommendations

1. The Panel recommends that the DOE increase support of undergraduate
students in th. Lab-Coop and SEES Programs. Priority should be given tu women
and underrepresented minority students and to students from *netitutions
having little or no in-house research activities.

2. Ve Panel recommends that the DOE encourage principal investigators to
actively recruit undergraduates as participants in ongoing. DOE-sponsored
university-based research programs.

3. Me Panel recommends that the DOE support the development of vigorous
programs explicitly to attract and retain a larger fraction of under-
represented minorities and women (including those re-entering the field)
undetetaduatea in science and engineering, particularly in areas of greatest

.need to the DOE.

4. The DDE should maintain at least the current level of support in the
Faculty Research Participation Program for faculty from undergraduate
institutions, particularly faculty from small, non-research institutions who
might not otherwise have an opportunity to participate in advanced research.
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Chapter III

PRECOLLECR EDUCATION PROGRAMS

A. Introduction

The DOE cannot afford to ignore the precollege education system in the

U,S. It includes 45 million students, 2.5 million classroor teachers, and an
annual budget of nearly $200 billion. Many recant reports have highlighted

the declime of the academic achievement of U.S. precollege education. While

this decline adversely affects the potential talent pool for DOE research and

developaent activities, it is not feasible for the DOE to tackle these

prohleme.mlone. To achieve any headway vith improving the quality of
precollege science tAWration and achievement, concerted efforts by the DOE
together with the National Science Foundation and the Department of Education

will be needed. In this chapter we present some initiatives which take
advantage of the unique resources that the DOE can -.offer to address these

problems.

DOE's interest In precollege education results from its need for a
continually replenished supply of qualified scientists, engineers and

technicians. In this context, DOE hAA a responsibility to join the national

effort to assist and support educators in providing quality science and
mathematics instruction at the precollege level. Precollege education

programa include those prograos directed at students and faculty in elementary

and secondary schools and in coomunity colleges (see Appendix D and E,)

The strength of the Departoent's precollege education programs lies in
the DOE laboratories, their staffs, and their facilities. Exposing students

and teachers to "live science" in a DOE laboratory can ignite the interest and

intellectual curiosity of students and can vitalize and revitalize teachers
and the membera of the teaching profession. Even informal encounters with

scientists can be pivotal in stimulating young people to pursue careers In

science and engineering.

Toward that end, the Department supports precollege education programs
that encourage young people to pursue careers in energy-r*lated scientific and

technical fields. As pointed out in Chapter 1, the first, seventh and tenth

grades are particularly important intervention points when encouragement of

science and mathematice studies can be particularly effective. Sone DOE

programa are aimed at enhancing the knowledge base and general scientific

literacy of ell students in order to enhance the overall capabilities of the
U.S. work force, While other programa provide access to state-of-the-art
research facilities for edUcation and research activities for committed

students and teachers.

In reviewing DOE's current precollege programs, the Panel believes that

the Department and its laboratories have done a remarkable job in providing
opportunities for the best and brightest students to work directly with

leading research scientists. These early contacts with the exciting world of
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advanced scieece servo to encourage these yeung people to pursue their
interests in science to the limits of their capabilities. The Panel believes
this to be an appropriate and unique role for the DOE and encourages the
strengthening of these programs.

The discussion of the precollege edecetion programs starts with a summary
of the present precollege program (bath in the text and in Appendix D and E).
In assessing these programs. the Panel identified areas where improvements
were needed, both from programmettc and management standpoint. These
findings are then presented, followed by further discussion of the role of the
DOE in precollege education and a brief suomary of the overall fiedings.

S. DOB's Precollege Program

Nest of DOE's precollege effort in focused at the high school level.
Several DOE laboratories, however, hew also conducted programs at
elementary-school and community-college levels. Nest of DOE's current support
for precollege programs goes to programs conducted at the DOE laboratories.
These laboratory efforts include both formal and infuroal activities thet are
funded with direct support from DOE or are carried out through a combination
of resources inrluding research program funding, grants. and volunteer
efforts.

I. DOE National Programs

At the high-school level, most of the DOE laboratories provide
opportunities for high-school science teachers and their high-achieving
students to become involved in laboratory research and/or to rake advantage of
laboratory resources to develop aaterials for use in high school science
classes. Opportunities are also available at many of the DOE laboratories for
students, principally minority students, to learn about future careers in
science and engineering while participating in apprentice learning programs.
Programs for teachers include training institutes and opportunities to develop
instructional materials.

The principal emphasis of DOE's current precollege programs, however, is
an providing opportunities for the most cometent and confident high-school
science students and teachers to interact with scientists and engineers at the
DOE laboratories. The most nationally visible effort of this type is the DOE
High-School Science Studeet Honors Research Program. Initiated in 1985, the
Program involves students from each state, including Puerto Rico and the
District of Columbia. Students participate in a two-week summer research and
instructional program at participating DOE laboratories in such research areas
as computer science, environmental research, life sciences, eleeentarY
particle physics, and superconductivity. A similar program, planned for FY
1989, will target high-school science teachers.

7he principal DOE precollege progras not conducted at or with the
national laboratories is the Prefreshman Engineering Program (PREP).
Engineering (or engineering-affiliated) schools at universities compete for
funds to conduct sumer institutes for its target audience. 711is Program
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.:.nourages women and minority students st the junior and senior high school
iPvel to consider careers in engineering or related fields. The PREP program
,apports approximately 2300 students each year. Statistics indicate that over
;,t, percent of the women or minority students who have participated go en to
.,neoll in college-leval engineering or science plograms. Some individual PREP
projects report that over 80 percent of their participants go on to major in

engineering/ecience programs.

The Department also supports summer research institutes for precollege
rrndents and teachers. During FY 1987. over 300 high-school science teachers
w!.1 460 science students from junior. middle and senior high schools
participated in summer research and instructional programs at DOE facilities.
nas total includes programs that each year target more then 200 minority
stndents who work as lid,oratory research apprentices.

2. Laboratory Initiatives

The Panel finds that the degree of success of the DOE precollege programs
evident in 'the willingness and interest of staff at individual DOE

:.00dratories not only to carry out DOE-supported national programs but also to
1:tiate complementary programs with local schools.

Significant among the model programs initiated by the individual DOE
it.boratories are those that respond more specifically to educational needs of
r.achers to remain current in their fields and to gain motivation and
itspiration for renewing their professional commitment. Leading among these
r-.acher prograoa ere inatitutes and jobs programs designed to enhance the
,Irrparation of science and mathematico teachers and to provide summer
mployment. Similar programs are also conducted for high school students.
articularly for women and minority students.

Introduced in 1984 at several DOE laboratories is a national teacher
inogram, Residence in Science and Technology (REST), which has the potential

become a program that all DOE laboratories *ay conduct in common. Current
n.:rticipatlng laboratories are Argonne. Srookhaven. Lawreecs Berkeley.
:Aarerce Livermore. Los Alarms. Oak Ridge. and Pacific Northwest Laboratory.
'tis program targets outstanding teachers, selected nationally. and allows
tLem to participate in laboratory research end to develop instructional
strategies and materials based on this experience. A significant component of
a number of the teacher programs is ttu instructional materials the teachers
divelop from their laboratory research experience. For their work. ome of
:nee* teachers are awarded graduate-level education credits by agreement with
.ogional universitiea.

Programs at the DOE national laboratories also target a local audience of
4i:11-school and/or junior-high or middlm-school mschers and students
throughout the year. Programs thet ere primartly conducted for outstanding
students (and their teachers) include resee:ch participation, special events,
ond workshops. Programs directed at alacrity and fewale students include
c6rriculum projects. in-house tours, lectures, and workshops.
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A variety of special event. conducted at the DOE laboratories' recognise
achievement in science education and provide encouragement to science and
mathematics students and teachers. Sponsorship of science fairs,
presentations at meetings of school administrators and school board members.
publication of student project books based on current research at the
laboratories, presentation of science awards in awards ceremonies at the
Aschools, scholarships and awards for excellent teachers, and students are
examples of special events.

lhe Panel notes that very few of the current precollege progcame at the
laboratories ars designed for teachers who are teaching outside their
curriculum aroma, for remedial students, or for the disabled. What programs
there ere to increase general scientific literacy include direct classroom
inetruction, outreach through prefeseional orgenizatione or partnerships with
school district, or industries, and ad hoc support Activities auch as loaning
equipment to schools or providing personnel to judge science fairs or to tutor
students.

The Panel commends the Department fer the number, variety, and quality of
existing precollege initiatives, a umber of which began during the last three
years. The DOE laboratories have clearly responded to local and regional
interests hy developing excellent programs that meet educational needs in
local and regional communities.

The Panel believes that a healthy precollege science and mathematics
education system is essential to carry out the Department of Energy's mission.
From available indicators.21/ the Panel finds that the U.S. precollege
edueation system need* strengthening. Because the precollege education system
is huge, the DOE cannot expect and should not alone try to influenee the
entire system. DOE can help by closely working with other Federal agencies.
bueiness and state and local governnents to improve the system with steady,
reliable and encouraging support. The Department can be particularly effective
witb carefully selected education prograne, as discussed in the next section.

C. Areas for improvement

1. Targets for DOE Programs

Itis Panel concludes that a stable, more targeted effort by DOE in
precollege education is needed. The Panel finds that the DOE has not yet
concentrated its efforts where the meat good can he done, particularly at the
key intervention points, or nodes. In maximizing the effectiveness of
precollege programa, teachers are key. Through the multiplier effect.
teachers can reach the largest number of students and attract and retain them
in science and mathematics studies,

/be Science Curriculue: The Resort of the 1986 National_Forum for
§chool Sciencq. Edited by A.B. Champagne and L.E. Hornig, American
Association for te Advancement of Science, 1987.
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Precollege science teachers tend to be isolated from new develePnents in
their dliciplines within a few years after they Leave college and enter the
riessroom. They have few opportunities for keeping current in their fields or
fnr developing the kind of collegial relationships with research scientists
that could help to enhance the status of the teaching profession. The
centext in which teachers 'work often mitigates against quality instruction. A
myriad of non-instructional duties such as hall monitoring, lunch duty, and
oisciplire problems both divert teacher attention from their central
in5tructional roles end inhibit their participation in DOE-sponsored
educational opportunities. To provide a sore favorable environment for
tcracher participation in in-service programs. the DOE laboratories should
evablish partnerships with the schools, and create bonds with the state and
local school authorities, the unions and the teacher's professional
..aociations. Several progress that allow teachers to practice 'hande-on
s-ience are currently in piece at the DOE laboratories (See Appendix D and
a'. The Panel finds that insufficient attention bee been given to how these
..achere could influence their own institutions once they return. The DOE
.Loratories have not taken full advantage of the extensive evaluations made

1-7 NSF and other agencies that offer guidence for designing experiences for
reacher* that are likely to result in substantive long-term change.121

The Department also has few programs to update Cho average teacher,
retrain the crossover teacher, and excite the capable non-science oriented
et,sient. Cuarent DOE programa tend to aim at those teachers and students whr
are already committed to and qualified in science. While some DOE prograws
--ist specifically to drew traditionally underrepresented minorities and ..11.n
into the pool of science end mathematics students, the effort in this ara4 is
hot strong end does not effectively LAO the extraordinary potential of the DCE
1m:oratories to enhance science education in the United States.

Further, most DOE precollege programs for students concentrate on
stieulating the interest of high-school students. Few progress are focussed
on tudent/ in the pre-high-school years, and few proerems have been developed
that Address effectively the issue of improving science and nathesatice
education as early as possible in the school experience. As discussed in
Chapter early intervention can have a great impact on the science education
of young students, specially on minorities and females and especially when
rho intervention targets the teachers -- not necessarily science specialists

vho work with these underrepresented students.

The Panel further finds too low number of highly talented young people
electing careers in science teaching. The Panel discussed several mechanism&
te increase the number of talented young people entering science teaching
causer*. Particularly promising le a teacher training fellowship program for
trupport to students, with an undergraduate degree in science, mathematics, or

12/
StaimnElms_thejlatninaLfirAsimajimadiii2n, Volume 1. 1997,pp. 94, 95.
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englawering, to complete a Master's degree in Education. Such a program would

offer strong incentives to highly talented people to enter science teaching

careers at the precollege level. The Panel recommends that the DOC strongly,

endorse and participate in efforts by the National Science Foundation and the

Department of Education to establieh such a graduate fellowship program.

Opportunities for summer research *alignments to science education students

could also have 4 significant impact an enhancing the attractiveness and

e ffectiveeess of this science teacher education program.

Another promising program for embeecing the quality of precollege science

e dWcation would allow professional scientists end engineers to divide their

time between precollege science teaching and DOE laboratory research.
Specificadventeges of thie approach Include continual professional
vitalization for in-service science teachers through hands-on research
esperieece, association with active and productive scientists, enhanced
professional recognition. and Increased financial rewards. One implementation

of this concept could be through alternating teaching activities Curing the

academic year with full-time research participation at a DOE (or industrial)

laboratory dUring the summer months. Another possible implementation could

combine precollege teaching with research work t a DOR or industrial
laboratory during the work week, with full time research participation during

the aummcr. The Panel feels that this approach bee inherent flexibility with
regard to the frection of time allocated to teaching vs research. how the

time allocations ars distributed during the school or calendar year, and where

the research is carried out (DOE laboratory or industry). The Panel believes

that the DOE could play an important role In catalyzing such program Which

could then Le xtended to other settings and formats. It is felt that this

program has the potential for meeting the needs of a large number of

in-service teachers and school districts in a modality that would be

acceptable to the present education infrastructure.

2. Management

With several exceptions, the precollege activities initiated at the
laboratory level have been "bootlegged from support for university-level

programs or supported by volunteer efforts. The Panel believes that

volunteerism Is fine, but it thrives if adequately funded so that stable,

ongoing commitment is achieved. The Panel thus concludes that stability of
commitment and funding Is needed to sustain the infrastructure of precollege

education programs.

The Panel finds that the Department's limited education resources aro not
used as effectively as they might be at the precollege level. An improved

infrastructure is needed to support the DOE precollege education Programa.
Because no formal network now exists, effeetive strategies developed at one of
the DOE laboratories are rarely disseminated among other DOE facilities, nor
to those in the educational community who could use them. No long-range
plenning has taken place that would include a mechanism for reaching consensus
among the DOB laboratories on progran priorities. objectives, evaluation, and

dissemination of programs end materials.
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Currently, few mechanisms are In place to track program participants or
to monitor the fraction of the atudents going into graduate level work and in

particular into specialised energy areas. Dy virtue of the size and
Lent.ralized control, the Department could, preaumdbly, coordinate activities
and disseminate results of program evaluations to an extent currently net

possible or probable elsewhere.

The DOE has also not taken full admantage of the strength to be gained by
establishifto communication networks to facilitate cooperative efforts with
private industries and other federal egencies, such as the National Science

Foomdation, the Impartment of Defense, the Departmont of Education;
prefessional organizations ouch as the National Science Teachers Association,
the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the Association of

Science Technology Centers, the Council of State Science Supervisors; colleges
ard universities; state agencies; etc. Interagency collaboration is difficult.
imt it oust be done to enhance the effectivevess of the education programs
wnerrtaken by DOE. Useful partnerships with other entities could and should
I), teetered using the unique resources end strengths of each.

D DOE's Role

In general, the Panel recognizes that the DOE can play a leadership rola
by developing sustained partnerships between the DOE laboratories and the
Nzhools to promote the development of a broad pool of competent and interested

-.Ounce learners. Through such partnerships, the Department is in a position
to promote wide interest and understandieg of science and of the need for

qua!ity science and mathematics education.

In collaboration with the National Science Foundation (NSF) or other
ahencies, tla DOE could develop a comprehensive teacher-enhancement project
wbich would involve similar programs conducted across the country. With

science ducators involved in planning and implementing programs, and with the

support of local school administrations, these programs could go a long way
toward invigorating science and mathematics in-service programs. Science and

mathematics teachers generally regard the NSF's Science Teacher Institutes as
the most successful of the 1960x programs to develop science educators. Many

teachers deplore their demise. Extensive NSF evaluations of that program give

guiearce for future planning, a.g., how to design experiences so that they are

Iiiely to result in substantive long-term change.22/

To develop program, that reach a broader group of teachers and students,

rh DDE will need approaches and strategies different from tnose used to reach
contieent and competent teachers end students. Special efforts are needed to

enlares the pool of talent by clearly showing the general student the
exAtement, methods, tools, processes, and Leplications of scientific inquiry.
ln particular, more opportunities in non-traditional settings could be offered
ro ihose teachers who most need help but are least likely to seek it.
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Eetablishing a communication network among the DOI laboratories would
allow the effective DOE precollege programs to be better exploited; ides,
could be shared; end tbs various program models can be monitored end
evaluated. in addition, there should be a coordinated effort to develop new
programa based on formal needs assessments eed program evaluations. A part of
this new infrastructure could be a five-yesr education program plan which
would include a mechanim for reaching consensus among the DOE laboratories on
program priorities, objectives, evaluation, and dissemination of programs sod
materials. Mut unless the Department is willing to provide appropriate
resources to sustain its effort for five years or Imre, the effort will not be
worthwhile.

I. Pledinge

The Panel finds that the U.S. precollege education system needs
strengthening, Chat DOE has an importent role to play in strengthening
precollege odUcation, and that the DOE should do more in precollege education
than it has in the past.

The Panel finds that the strength of ehe Department's precollege science
education progress lies in the DOE laboratories, their staffs end their
facilities. The Department and its laboratories hem dons a remarkable job in
providing opportunities for the best and brightest young students to work
directly with leading research scientists. The Panel finds that the degree of
success of the DOE precollege programs Is dm to the willingness and interest
of scientists and staff at DOg laboratories not only to carry out
DOE-supported netional programs but also to initiate complementary programs
with local schools.

The Panel concludes that the DOE needs to concentrate more of its efforts
in the precollege area where it can do the most overall good: namely at
teachers. Through the multiplier effect, teachers can reach the largest
number of students at My intervention points and attract and retain them in
science and mathematics studies. The Panel finds that an improved
infrastructure is needed to support the DOB's precollege education program.
The DOR needs to take advantage of the strength to be gained by establishing
communication networks to facilitate cooperative efforts with other federal
agencies and private industries. The Pawl further finds too low a number of
hishly talented young people electing careers in science teaching.

Escomendatione

1. The Panel recommends that the Department establish an infrastructure, s
communication network, and a five-year plan to provide stable support for
precollene education progress.

2. The Panel recoomends that the Department strongly endorse and participate
in the efforts by the National Science Foundation and the Department of
Education to establish graduste fellowship programs for a Nesters degree in
science education for sciencejengineering/tech ology baccalaureate graduates.
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The Panel further recommends that DOE provide opportunities for future science
teachers to participate in laboratory research programs.

3. The Pagel recommends that DOE initiate a program for allowing in-service
science teachers to divide their time between classroom teaching and
participation la DOE (or industrial) research during the calendar year.

4. The Panel recommends that the Department develop formal partnerships, and
strengthen existing partnerships. between DOE laboratories, teachers, and
state and community organizations dedicated to reheating student involvement

in science, mathematics, and engineering.

5. The Panel recommends that ODE target students who demonstrate high
achievement, comaitment, or potential In science, and involve these students
In formal and informal programs that allow personal encounters between then

and workimg scientists.

6. The Panel recommends that DOE bass its precollege programs on the
following guidelines which ensure that programs reach the largest number of
ate:dents and are most effectiva in retaining them in science and mathematics
education. Mese guidelines should be either on the followed or modified.
depending on each DOE laboratory's unique strengths and on the successful
education programs that are currently in place.

Concentrate on developing programs for teachers. Emphasize programs

that 1) help teachers enhance their science skills and understanding;
2) provide teachers (and students) with hands-on science activities;
and 3) encourage understanding of the relationships between science,
technology and society.

Assess meads involving both educators and scientists in the process.

Evaluate the effectiveness of ongoing programs.

Target the grads levels that individual laboratories can reach

effectively. Some programs should give special consideration to young
students and their teachers at the elementary and middle school levels.

Develop and support vigorous programs to stimulate and nurture the
interest of young women and underrepresented minorities to participate
sore fully in the ADE education programs in science and engineering.

Collaborate with eduestors and researchers to develop instructional
materials for taking advantege of stets-of-the-art audio-visual aids,
computer technologies and other electronic delivery systems, and
strategies for exploring relationships betueen science, technology and
society. Efforts in this area should focus on developing materials
that con be integrated into or used as a supplement to existing science

curricula.
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CHAPTER IV

MIMIC ANARENESS AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

A. PXblie blueation And Ammrsmess

The Panel believes that a well educated and informed citizenry is
extremely important to the success of the Department's mission. The best
efforts of capable scientists and engineers to develop and transfer new,
energy-related technologies may be in vain if thm general public does not
understand and, thus, may be unwilling to support technologically based
advantageous policies and energy options. As energy policy evolves, public
acceptance is necessary for its implementation. Public acceptance may range
from conserving energy to making caoices on various energy options and
environmental issues. Ire make wise choices, the public needs a basic
understanding of scientific and technical issues in order to distinguish
between reasonable and unreasonable p3licies.

The importance of education to t* DOE mission should be emphasized in
official DOE statements to the public. Key ideas that could be presented are
given in Appendix C.

Educating the public is a multifaceted task, requiring cooperation with
schools. state and local agencies, industry and the media. The Department can
make some inroads into public energy education by sponsoring library and
sesame exhibits, energy fairs, TV science spots, and other energy awareness
programs. Direct consumer mailings and speakers bureaus coordinated through
local agencies or utilities are other passible avenues of contact with the
general public.

The long-term results, though, will come from efforts that go hevond
consumer or citizen education and address the root causes of the barrier
between technology and society; namely, the perception by many adults that
average people cannot understand science and mathematics. Many Americans are
fearful of studying mathematics and science, and distrust technology. Parents
and even teachers may convey this perception to their children at a very early
age, Experiences In Pacific Rim countries demonstrate that mathematics and
science can be successfully taught to most precollege students.W

The Panel believms that children may provide the ultimate channel through
which science education materials reach parents, since tha 'class" in adult
education efforts is dispersed. Fact sheets, science and math homework
involving parent participation, even a series of educational video cassettes
that children can check out from their school libraries and take home to share

2h/ "Mathematics Achievement of Chinese, Japanese and American
Children.* H. V. Stevenson's end J. W. Stigler, Science Vol. 231, No. 4739,
1986.
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with their families, should be investigated as potential methods for educatina
adults, to the mutual benefit of children. parents and teachers.

The Panel believes that tbe best contribution the Department can maks to
public science education is to encourage DOE laboratory scientists and
engineers to reach out to the parents of young children through the schools
and through such school-based groups as the Parent Teacher Associations and
*glance museums. Ono innovative prograi of this kind is the 'Family Math
Series°21/ developed by staff at the Lawrence Hall of Science at the
University of California at Berkeley. Through the parents work with their
school-age children on math problems keyed to what the child is learning in
school. The program is positive, nonthreatening ond fun, end starts with
activities for very young children.

B. Continuing Edenation

She Forel recognizes that, because of the increasing rapidity of advances
in science and technology, the need for continuing (or lifelong) education has
assumed increasing importance in upgrading both the knowledge base end the
specific skills of employees. For exemOle, in today's teChnological work
force, the use of computers to all-pervasive, yet mamy mature practicing
scientists and engineers have ro formsl training in computer science.
Universities, professional societies, and industrial companies have
established a large number of intensive summer minicourses, focused evening
courses, and video courses (sometimes with tutors) at the workplace and other
modalities to meet the needs for continuing education of today's technical
workforce.

In these endeavors, the DOE laboratories could play a leadership role in
upgrading the skills and knowledge bass of the American workforce. The DOE
laboratories are in an excellent position to provide continuing education for
their own personnel, at both the professional and technician level. Once in

place, continuing educat'on programa at the DOE laboratories could then become
available (on a full cost recovery basis) to meet the continuing education
needs of local industry, particularly DOE contrectors or industrial personnel
requiring specialized training in energy-related science and technologies.

Continuing education and intern program at the DDE laboratories could
have a significant impact on upgrading the skills of technicians. Since World
War II, the armed services have played an important role in the training of
technician' to meet the nation's defense needs. The ODE labs could play a
similar role in the training of technicians to meet the notion's energy needs.
Such a program could be attractive to women contemplating reentry into the
work force and to minority workers desiring upward mobility.

22/ Jean Stenmark et al. Family Math, copyright 1986 by the Regents of
the University of California, Berkeley, California.
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C. Industrial Support Of Energy Relocation

The Panel believes that the DOE should encourale the energy industries
to strengthen their support of =lone. education at all levels.
Private-sector support of precollege and higher education and continuing
education takes many forms in the technical and scientific areas related to
energy production, distribution and use. A few of the more prevalent support
activities are discussed here.

The energy industry, both collectively and as individual companies, is
involved in and corcerned about scientific and technical education. Most
major companis provide some form of financial aid directly to teachers and
students who are studying or participating in research prograns that are
energy-related. Often companies establish endowed c*eire or professorships,
graduate fellowshipa and undergraduate scholarships *.t universities and
colleges. Perhaps even more freqmently, teachers in nearby educationel
institutions are &splayed by industries as part-time consultants or to
instruct company personnel, students are given on-the-job training, and
cooperative work programs are undertaken. This type of support is estimated
to amount to more than SI billion annually. The Panel believes that the
energy-related industries have further potential for the support of
educational progress and that the DOE could effectively encourage end
coordinate additional contributions.

In recent years, equipment manufacturers have been particularly generous
(partially as a result of enliehtened tax policy) in donating used equipment
Or in offering large discounts on new equipment to educational institutions.
This equipment ranges from computers to test apparatus and instrumentation to
operational modelle.

Many energy-oriented companies also offer "continuing educations courses
to their employees, often partially on company time. These courses run the
gamut from project management to advanced technology and are generally focused
on improving the profeseional skills and knowledge of key employees. In some
companies, such as engineering-construction fires, these courses provide the
best means for upgrading and/or retraining personnel.

Teo industrial activities that relate directly to the Panel's concerns
are summer employment of teachers and students, and sponsorship of teacher
workshops. All companies contacted by this Panel indicated that they have
consistently employed promising students and deserving teachers during the
Dimmer. The Panel feels that the potential for industrial participation in
programs involving part-time precollege teaching coupled with part-time
industrial research and development should be explored.

Several recent reports by professional societies have esphosixed the
vital importance of industrial employment for students and teachers. Not only
doss such experience help the chosen teachers and students mast their
financial obligations while contributing to energy-related work, these
experiences also broaden their horisous and focus their talents on the
challenges of the real world. At the ram time, college and university -- and
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swan high-school .- officials have been sephatic that, without thin help from
industry, they would not be eble to keep many of their best faculty members
and muperier students.

The energy industry sponsors teacher workshops throughout the nation.
Often this is done through technical societies such as the American Society
for nachamiCal Engineers and the Americsn Nuclear Society, or through trade
organisations euch as the United Staten Council for Energy Awareness. Such
workshops often contribute to the development of energy-related courses and
curricula. The potential for such workshops to have an even greeter impact
should be explored.

Reamendations

1. The Department should provide incentives to its own scientific and
technical personnel, se well as those at the national laboratories and
universities, to take the initiative in developing energy-relevant adult
education programs and working with local school groups to develop parent
outreach programs in science education.

2. The Panel recommends that the pas strengthen continuing education programs
for both profeesionals and technicians at DOE notional laboratories and
enlarge thcae programs to permit participation by local industry on a full
cost-recovery basis.

3. The DOR should support spacial programs that allow vomen and
underrepresented minoritiee to retrain or participate in internships in energy
research, particularly in areas of greatest need to the DOE,

4. Tho Mg should encourage private companies involved in energy-releted
businesses 1) to condutt in-house educational programs; 2) to donate equipment
to educational institutions; 9) to help local high schools, colleges and
universities develop energy-related courses and curricula; 4) sponror andior
participate in pre- and in-service teacher education programs; end 5) to
provide part-time employment to teachers dividing their time between
precollege teaching end RAD work.
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MOIST OF IIIMANIIIDATIONS

Gemeral

The Department of Energy should

1. Highlight the concerns of DOE regerding science education and
potential constructive actions taken by the DOE In science
education in all appropriate public information presentation'.

2. Establish a visible, stable commitment to science end engineering
education that funda a spectrum of activities from elementary
school through postdoctoral levels.

1. Allocate funds to ensure that scarce resources are appropriately
distributed 1) to emphasize DME's primary educational ission in
support of graduate students and postdoctoral fellows, and 2) to
augeent the support of precollege progress that enhance the quality
and enlarge the pool of potential science end engineering students.

4. Establish policies that encourage DOE leboratory staff to participate
In educational activities at the national laboratories and in
outreach activities that support local and regional initiatives to
improve scieece education, particularly at the precollege level.

Graduate and Postdoctoral

1. The lanai recommends that the DDE continue to emphasize its educational
mission primarily in support of graduate students and postdoctoral fellow'
through university grants and contracts which also serve the research mission
of the Department. The recommeeded level of support should be increased in
those disciplines of special importance to the DOE's fundamental science end
energy mission.

2. The Panel recommends that stable and predictable funding level" be
provided for university-based research projects involving students by making
multi-year commitments.

3. The Panel recommends that targeted graduate and postdoctoral research
fellowship programs be /Demised by the DOE in areas of science and
engineering of particular ieportance to energy programa, with particular
emphasis given to areas that have limited university research funding.
Special targeted programs for women and underrepresented minorities should be
established.

4. In the fulfillment of its mission to support advanced education and
research, the Panel recommends that the Department continue to focua on
quality in its efforts to develop human resources.
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Endergratimate

1. The Panel recomende that the DOS increase support of undergrsduate
students in the Lab-Coop and SERE Programs. Priority should be g.:ven to women
end underrepresented mdmerity tudents and to students from institu lone
having little or no in-house research activities.

2. The Panel recommends that the DOE encourage principal investigators to
actively recruit undergraduates as participants in ongoing, DOE-eponsored
university-besed research programa.

3. The Panel recommends that the DOE support the development of vigorous
programs explicitly to attract and retain a larger fraction of under-
represeoted minorities and women (including those re-entering the field)
undergraduates in science end engineering, particularly in arias of greatest
need to the DOE.

4. The DOE should maintain at leest the currant level of support in the
Faculty Research Participation Program for faculty from undergraduate
institutions, particularly faculty from small, non-research institutions who
might not otherwise have an opportunity to participate in advanced research.

Precollege

1. The Panel recommends that the Departs establish an infrastructure, a
coamonication network, and a five-year plan to provide stable support for
precollege education programs.

2. The Panel recommends that tha Department strongly endorse end
participate in efforts by the Notional Science Foupdation and the Department
of Education to establish graduate fellowship progress for a Resters degree in
science education for science/engineering/technology baccalaureate graduates.
The Penal further recommends that DOS provide opportunities for future science
teachers co participate in laboratory research programs.

3. The Panel recommends that DOR initiate a program for allowing in-service
*chime teachers to divide their time between classroom teaching and
participation in DOE (or industrial research) during the calendar year.

4. The Panel recommends that the Department develop formal partnerships, and
strengthen existing partnerships, between DOS liberator-lei, teachers, and
stets and community organisations dedicated to enhancing student involvement
in science, mathematics, and engineerine.

5. The Panel recommends that DOE target students who demonstrate high
achievement, commitment, or potential in science, r 3 involve those etudents
in formal and informal programa that allow personal encounters between them
and working scientists.

I. The Panel reteCOMMTIMP that DOE base its precollese programs on the
followirg guideline. which ensure that programa reach the largest number of
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studenta and ate meat effective In retaining them in science and mathematics
education. These guidelines should be either followed or modified. depending
en each DOE laboratory's unique strengths and on the successful education
programs that are currently in place.

Concentrate on developing programs for teachers. Emphasise programs
that 1) help teachers enhance their seieece skills and understanding:
2) provide teacher' and students with hands-on science activities; and
3) encourage understanding of the relationship. between science,
technology and society.

Muss needs involving both educators and scientists In the process.

Evaluate the effectiveness of ongoing programs.

Target the grade levels that individual laboratories can reach
effectively. Some programs should give special consideration to young
students and their teachers at the elenentery eed middle school levels.

- Develop and support vigorous programa to stimulate and nurture the
interest of young women and underrepresented minorities to participate
more fully In the DOE education programa in science and engineering.

Collaborate with educators and resserchers to develop instructional
materials for taking advantage of state-of-the-art audio-visual aids.
computer technologies and other electronic delive.:y syatens. and
strategies for exploring relationahips between science, technology and
society. Efforts in this area should focus on developing materials
that can be integrated into or used as a supplement to existing science
curricula.

Public ameremeas and Continuing Education

I. The Department should provide incentives to its own scientific and
technical personnel, as well its thee. at the national laboratories and
universities. to take the initiative in developing energy-relevant adult
education programs and working with local school groups, to develop parent
outreach programs in science education.

2. The Panel recommends that the DOE strengthen continuing education programs
for both professionals and technicians at DOE nationel laboratories and
enlarge these programs to permit participation by local industry on a full
cost-recovery basis.

3. The DOE should support special programs that allow women and
underrepresented mieorities to retrain or participate in internships in energy
research, particularly in areas of greatest need to the DOE.

4. The DOE should encourage private companies involved in energy-related
businesses 1) to conduct in-house educational programs; 2) to donate equipment
to educational institution.; 3) to balP local high schools, colleges and
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meiversities develop energy-related courses and curricula; 4) sponsor snd/or
participate in pre- and in-service teacher education; and 5) to provide
part-thee employment tc teachers dividing their ties between precollege
teaching and RAD work.

4S
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The Seinehary ef Energy
W, shinpon. QC 1.685

Mr. John O. Schoettler
1180 East MAY Circle
Parker, CO 80134

Deer Mr. Schoettler:

February 19, 1987

The President, in addressing the future of the country in

his State of the Union Address, noted the important role sciente

and technology will platy in enhancing the future coepetitiveness

of the United States. and the resulting need for excellence in

education in preparing for the future. Clearly, there is a need

to strengthen the Nation's science-education System if we are to

continue our pre-eminence and Ieedership in science.

The Department is doing much with the education community.
In addition to dirett Support to the university community through

research grants nd contracts, DOI also makes available such

major user-facilities as the National Synchrotron Light Source

and supports a weber of laboratories, such as the Fermi National

Accelerator Laboratory and the Stanford Linear Accelerator
Center, which wen established esSentialty to be available to the

university community. In addition. in 1985 DOE started a new

program of bringing the very best high-school science students

for participation in summer research at the world-class research

facilities lotated et DOE laboratories. It is estimated that the

total value of DOE support to university research and education

xceeds one billion dollars per yeer.

Yet, with the increasing importance of education and science

to the future of the Natio), I want to ensure that the Department

is doing all that it should to develop fully the Nation's
scientific talent at the pre-college, university and post-
graduate levels in order to meet the Nation's future scientific

and technological needs.

Therefore, I would like the Board to undertake a Study that

wcwld review the Department's activities with the edutation

community to ensure the% ODE is indeed playing its proper role

vis-a-vis other federal agencies and the private sector in the

support of scientific and technical education and training. In

particular, the Board should address the following key queStions:

o Do the current education and training programs of DDE

address the right needs and are they effectively

coordinated?

S4
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o Is DOI taking full advantage of the resources and
capabilities of the national laboratories in the support

of education and training?

o What responsibilities and mtchanisms ern appropriate for
the Department in the Support of elementary and secondary
science.education, of undergraduate and graduate
students, of post-doctoral researchers, and of the

general (non-science) public?

o Should the Department provide support for undergraduate
and graduate research fellowships in energy manpower
areas designated in short suppty?

I would appreciate the report by February 1988.

Yours truly,

John S. Herrington

FPI
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tomRasearcb Advmy Boma
to the

Wild Maim Depinmessi ofLaw
WOO laiss Mums, S.W.

W 20315
586-8441

August 18, 1987

Dear

I am writing to seek your personal %views and suggestions on the
role and responsibilities of the U.S. Department of Energy in
support of the national effort to strengthen the nation's science
and technical education system.

By way of background, the Secretary of Energy has asked the
Energy Research Advisory Board to undertake a study that would
review the education activities of DOE, particularly to ensure
that DOE is indeed playing its proper role vis-a-vis other
Federal agencies and the private sector in the support of
scientific and technical education and training. The Secretary's
letter to ERAB, along with a list of the members of the ERAB
panel established to carry out this study, are enclosed for your
information. Also enclosed Is a recent report which includes a
summary of current DOE support for scientific and technical
education at the precollege and university levels.

As you can see from the Secretary's charge letter, the scope of
our study will cover the precollege, university and postgraduate
levels with significant attention to the potentially unique
contributions which can be made in scientific and technical
education by the Department's national laboratories and major
contractor research facilities. The panel would sincerely
appreciate your personal views and suggestions on any or all of
the issues listed in the Secretary's letter. It wouli be
particularly helpful if we could receive your views by September
30, 1987, so that we can prepare a synthesis of the various
comments and recommendations in time for the next meeting of the
panel scheduled for October 9, 1907.

0 I
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Thank you vary much for your assistance on this vitally important
effort for the Department of Energy.

Alldree Dresselhaus
Chairman, Education Panel A

Institute Professor of
Electrical Engineering A Physics

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Enclosures: List of Panel MeLbers
Secretary's Charge Letter
University Research A Scientific Education
Programs of the Department of Energy

Please address replies as follows:

Mildred Dresselhaus
Chairman, Education Panel
Energy Research Advisory Board
ER-5, 3F-043
U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, DC 2051I5

1 2
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RESPONDENTS To LEITH'S OF INQUIRY

Fernando E. Agrait
President
University of Puerto Rico
GPO Box 4984-G
San Juan, Puerto Rica 00936

George S. Atwell

President
Colorado School of Nines
Golden, CO 80401

Robert Barker
Provost
Cornell University
300 Day Hall
P.O. Box D.H,
Ithaca. NY 14853-2801

Alphonse Buccino
Dean, College af Education
University of Georgie
G-3 Aderhold Hall
Athena, GA 30602

Robert L. Clodius
President
National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges

One Dupont Circle NW
Suite 710
Washington, DC 20036-1191

Kermit L. Carlid
Professor and Chair
Collage of Engineering. Department of Nuclear Engineeting

University of Washington
Seattle, WA 98195

Bernard R. Gifford
Dean, School Education
University of California Betkeley
Berkeley, CA 94720

Solomon W. Golomb
Vice-Provost For Resarch
University of Southern California
University Park
Los Angeles, CA 90089-4019

U ,3
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Robert E. Gordon, Ph.D.
Vice-President For Advanced Studies
University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, IN 46556

Patricia Albjerg Graham
Dean. Graduate School of Education
Harvard University
Longfellow Hall
Apian Way
Calbridge, MA 02136

Robert A. Grose
Dean, School of Engineering and Applied Science
Columbia University in City of New York
New York, NY 10027

Janes A. Hefner
President
Jackson State University
Jackson, MS 39217

David Imig
Executive Director

American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
One Dupont Circle
Suite 610
Washington, DC 20036-1192

Marvin E. Kauffman
Executive Director
American Geological Institute
4220 King Street
Alexandria, VA 22302.9990

Kenneth L. Klirwer
Dean, 4choo1 of Science
Purdue University
Math/Science Building
West Lafayette, IN 41907

Howard Mehlinger
Dean, School of Education
Indiana University
V.67. Wright Education Building
3rd and Jordan
Bloomington, IN 47405

Sean P. McGlynn
Vice-Chancellor For Research
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA 70003-2755
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Allan W. Oster
President
American Assoriation of State College and Universities

One Dupont Circle
Suite TOO
Washington, DC 20036-1192

Dale Parnell
President
American Association of Community and Junior College

One Dupont Circle NW
Suite 410
Washington, DC 20036

Paul G. Pearson
President
Miami University
Roudebush Hall
Oxford. OH 45056

James L. Pyle
Director, Office of Research
Ball State University
Muncie, IN 47306

Gilbert Sanchez. Ph.D.

President
New Mexico Highlands University
Las Vegas, NM 87701

J. Kenneth Shultls
Professor
Kansas State University
Ward Hall
Manhattan, KS 66506

John S. Toll
President
University of Maryland

Saltimore, MD 21201

George Wheeler
Provost
University of Tennessee
505 Andy Holt Tower
Knoxville, TN 31996-0154

Kenneth D. Whitehead
Deputy Assistant Secretary
US Department of Education

for Higher Education Programs
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Laurel L. Wilkening
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
Louise Cherry Wilkinson
Dean, Craduate School of Education
Rutgers State University of New Jersey
New Brunswick, NJ 08903

F. Karl Willenbrock
Executive Director
American Society for Engineering Education
11 Dupont Circle
Suite 200
Washington. DC 7003b

Jack M. Wilson
American Association of Physics Teachers
Executive Officer, Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Maryland
Cnllegc Patk, MD 20/42

25-932 0 - 90 - 4
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Education Panel
Energy Research Advieory Board

Agenda
August 4, 1987

Holiday Inn, Maple R000
Pale Alto. California

Convene

Introduction Jf Members and Staff
Opening rewarkii
Panel Overview and Charter

4:15 Overview of Current DOE Science
Education Programs

5:00

5:30

6:15

7;00

8:00

NASA Amex Research Center
Education Program

Science Education Programs at the
Lawrence Hall of Srience/lawrance
Berkeley Laboratory

Science Education Programs at the
Lewrence Livermore National
Laboratory

Break for Dinner (The Greenery)

Discuseion
o review of issues
o future meeting dates
o future speakers
o staff studies or surveys requested

9.00 Adjourn

Mildred Dresselhaus
Chair

Antionette Joseph
Director
Office of Field
Operations Mgt,

Richard Reevss
Associate Director

Marjorie Gardner
Director
Lawrence Hall
of Sciebce

Roland Otto
Associate Director

Pat Meth
Manager
External Relations

Panel Members
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Education Panel
Enerim Research Advisory Board

Agenda
Octnber 9. 1987

Forrestel Building
Rom 4A-110

8:30 Convene

Administrative Items
Survey of Respol.ses to
Letters of Inquiry

9;00 Science Education Programs
at the National Science Foundations

10:00 Break

1D:15 DOE

University Consortie
Perspectives on Energy-related

Scientific and Technical
Manpower Development

11:15 Current Trends in Students
in Science and Engineering

12:15 Lunch

1:15 Science Education Programs at
Argonne National LaborAtory

Mildred Dresselhaus
Chair

Richard Stephens
Director Industry
and Universities
Programs
U.S. Department of
Ene-gy

Bassam E. Shakashiri
Assistant Director
for Science
Engineering Education

William Fellint
Executive Di:ector
Dak Ridge Asiociared
Universitiei

betty Vetcer
Ext:ative Director
Commission on
Professionals in
Science and
Technology

Robert Springer
Director
Educational Programs
Division

2.15 Discussion Panel Members

4:00 Adjourn

11i
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Education Panel
Energy Research Advisory Board

Agenda
December 16 and 17, 1987
Battelle Washington Office

2030 A Street, N.V.
Suit* 800

IngatidaDaradiaLli
8:30 Convene

Coffee and Panelists' Discussion Mildred Dresselhau-

of Meeting Plana Chair

900 Department of Education Lawrence Grayson
Deputy Director
Postsecondary Relations
Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Post-
Secondary Education

10:00 Council of State Science Supervisors David Kennedy
President

11:00 National Institutes of Health William Pitlick
Research Training
Officer

12:00 LUNCH

12:30 Department of Defense Ted Berlincourt
Director
Research and Laboratory
Management

1:30 Department of Energy's Richard Stephens

Follow-up of 1983 Bennett Study

2:30 Discussion Panel Member,

5:00 Adjourn

I 0
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Una Au....notliteL.11

8:30 Coffee

9:00 Minority Students in Precollege Cora Marriott
Mathematic snd Science Department of Sociology

University of Wisconsin

10:00 Science Service, Inc. E. C. Sherburne
Director

11:00 Brookhaven National Laboratory Nicholas Sarsios

Director

12:00 LUNCH

12:30 Discussion Panel Members

5:00 Adjourn
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Education Panel
Energy Research Advisory Board

Agenda

8;30 Working Martin;

January 12 and 13, 1908
Battelle Washington Office

2030 N Street. N.W.
Suite 800

iii

Mildred Dresselhaus

Richard Stephens

Irene Hays
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Eoacation Penal
Energy Reaearch Advisory Board

Agenda

January 27, 1988
Battelle Waehington Office

2030 H. Street, N.W.
Suite 800

4anahlumiL._12.11

8:30 Convene Mildreo Dresselhaus

Introductory Remarks Chair

Discussion of Draft Report Panel

1 1 1 A--
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APPENDIX D

DOE'S CURRENT SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
EDUCATION PROGRAMS
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APPENDIX E

DOE ' S PRECOLLEGE EDUCATION
PROGRAMS

121
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Appendix E

Survey

DOE Pre-lbliversity Education Programs
November 1987

Responses

Facility Contact

X - Allied Corporation Kathy Bien
Bendix Kansas City Division

X - Argonne National Laboratory Juanita Thomas
X - Associated Western Universities Melanie Russell

X - Bates Linear Accelerator Facility William Lober
X - Brookhaven National Laboratory Donald J. Metz
X - Center for Energy and Environment Carlos Mnysonat

Research
X - Environmental Measurements Laboratory G. de Planque
X - Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory Marjorie G. Bardeen

X - LawTence Berkeley Laboratory Lucy Day
X . Los Alamos National Laboratory Judith Kaye
X - Mound Facility, Monsanto Research Howard Charbeneau

Corporation
X - NORCUS Brian Yalett
X - Oak Ridge Associated Universities Yvonne Sanders

X - Oak Ridge National Laboratory Linda Cain
X - Pacific Northwest Laboratory Irene D. Hays
X - Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant Debbie Wattier
X - Pantex Plant, Silas Mason Co , Inc G.L. Curtis
X - Princeton Plasma Physics Latioratory Harold Furth
X - Sandia National Laboratory Ralph Bonner
X - Savannah River Laboratory Janell Gregory
X - Solar Energy Research Institute Joan A. Miller
X - Stanford Linear Accelerator Center Helen Quinn

N - Ames Laboratory Daniel William
N - Inhalation Toxicology Research Institute Roger McClellan
N - MSU -DOE Plant Research Laboratory Karen Kline
N - Notre Dame Radiation Laboratory John Bentley
N . U.S. Department of Energy, Morgantown Wennona Brom
C - Coal Fired Flow Facility Charles Lee
C - Hanford Engineering Development Dorothy Hansel
C - Idaho National Engineering Laboratory William Toth
C - Lawrence Livermore Laboratory Ron Teunis

X 5 Response; C Contact, no response; N No programs .
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Appendix E

Targeted Auchonces tor Precollege Propane

415 Hoc Acertb

ammo= Instruct Ion

Curriculum Do* vinent

InHouse Tours, Lectures

Outreach

Research Parbdpatton

Spec* Everts

III1Students

EN Teach")

Workshops and Instbdes
1 I

0 10 20 30 40 50 00 70
Number at bnite reported as target au/Pence

Rem 011 001

FIP370 2, Targeted audiences, whether students or *whim we noted tor combats/4s in 195
programs repotted fivrn 21 Wales. MI one program component may target both students
and Mechem.

1'13



Goals of Precollege Programs

Teachers

T1 Enhance Contort Know lei*

12 Improve Instrucdonal SIM% On

13 incense Canter Ammon

T4 Understand raence-Technobgy-
Social), Relationships

TS Enhance Insauctional Malaria%

TO Provide Resources and Equipment!

17 Reward Excellent Teaching

Students

St Enhance Interest Sdence Camera

52 Enhance Scientific lieracy

0 20 40 GO 80 100 120 140 100
Number ol Programs

ROM 011 003

Figure I. The goals cd195 precollege programs a! 21 DOE Wein Viefil reported. My one program rnay
tun mom than one goal.
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APPENDIX F

STATUS OF RECOMMENDATIONS MON PREVIOUS OVERSIGHT



ENERGY RESEARCH ADVISORY BOARD
ASSESSMENT OF DOE.UNIVERSITY RELATIONSHIPS (AUCUST 1983)

STATUS OF RECOSNIENDATIONS

MAJOR ISEYER/NECONNEDATIONS DOA ACTION TO NM

1 DOE Policies Regarding University Support

A. DOE should develop egency-wide R40 planning processes. Agancy-wide R&D planning process has bean under
review tor three ymers. Proposed Agency R6D
Coordinatinn Council would provide guidance to
progress in preparing long range R&D plans.
Opportunities would be provided for external
reviews of plans.

5 Expand xisting system of advisory panels. Several new DOE program advisory committees have
been added since 1969 including basic Energy
Sciences nd Health and Environmental Panels.
University scientists ars included on
.11 existing advisory panels. Pew policy
directive on proposal review procedures/standards
under development.

C. Concentrate support for Historically Mack Colleens and DOE support for H=2 boo increased every yeer
Universities (=is) in a few cospetitively selected since 1983. Institutions with science/enginaering
institutions. capabilities have been particularly successful.

Nina formal collaborative programs Walt between
HSCUe end DOE lab.,

D DOE should issue agency-wida policy statement defining role Policy statanent an DOE-univer.ity relations
of univereitias in DOE program.. issued by Secretary Nadel in August. 1984, snd

reaffirmsd by Secretary Herrington in January,
1916. Statement includes guidance on support for
students, joint university-lab programs, stability
in university funding, etc. ER has agency-vide
monitoring function.

7



MAJOR ISSIZSAIZOMEIXDATICIM

II. DOZ 14anagessent and Procurement Policies and Procedures

A. DOI should review the eppropristeness of the university
propomel review procedures used by each DOI office.

S. DOE should strongly reaffirm importance of unsolicited
research propoaals.

C. Universities should normally deal with only one DOE field
office for all DOE contracts/grants.

D. Grants end multi-year research swards should be used to
support univeraity research

E. Periodic meetings should be held between university
administrators and DOE procurement staff to rev:Dive
problems.

ill Reit' onships between DOE leboratories and Universities

A. mboretory research proposals should be subjected to the
same standards of peer ravine as university research
propmesis,

DOZ ACT= TO DATE

Proposal review procedures were evaluated in 1954
and procedures used by each program were

sunnerined in din Rgi ZEESSAS Wide.

Unsolicited research proposals remain tbe
principal mach/mien used by DOS to support
university research.

This recommendation was extensively studied and a
decision made to retain the current regional focus
for university awards. Chicago normally handles
about two-thirds of all DOE research awards and
continued efforts ars being made to ensure
consistency in execution/monitoring uf university
awards by the various field offices.

Estunsivs um of research grants to support
university research began in 1915. RASSATtb
grants are multi-year.

Regular meetings were held between DOE and
university staff beginning in 1935 with many
issues resolved. Meetings ars OM bold AO
necessay

ER conducted an in-depth review of procedures
umed by both the labs and Dos program staff to
review now research proposals from lobs.
Extensive use of scientific advisory committees by
the lobs was noted. DOE has Deemed regular
guidance to the labs cm criteria for considering
new research work. Annual on-sits institutional
reviews of each lab includes valuation of
proposed now research.
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WO! ISSOWRICCOOIIIIDATIONE DOS ACTION IN DATE

8. Laboratories nhould have greater discretion In a allocation Continuing reviews are emit of DOE policies/pro-
of resources and in selection of performers cedures for reviewing laboratory work including

provisional for subcontracting. In general, the
labs have eignificant flexibility In deciding how
to allocate resulaces end/or to involve
subcontractors including universities.

C. DOE -qv:mid encourage laboratories to develop collaborative Secretary's polity et/Moment includes guidance to
research programa with universities and industry, labs on Joint renearch program* with universities

and industry. A number of collaborative programa
have been developed with universities; fever with
industry althouah recent *aphasia en stimulating
laboratory technology transfer may theme this

D Significantly expanded support should be provided for
laboratory-bass/1 faculty and atudent research/education
appointoenta

E. Annual laboratory institutional reviews should include
evaluation of each laboratory's relationships with the
university community

IV Univereity Participation in Energy Technology RAD

A. Each DOE technology propels office should support
university research related to programmatic needs

BEST COPY AVA:LABLE

Since the ERAS report wee released in 1983, DOE
support for laboratory education programs has
increased from $5.5N to $12.35. New precollege
ecience program have been instituted and five of
the ER multiprogram labs have been clamsified as
Science Education Centers providing support for a
range of faculty and student program* including
academic semester appointments for undargraduate
students and faculty/etudent teem research during
the summer.

The annual institutional plan and on-site reviews
for each laboratory includes discuasion and
evaluation of laboratory-university interactions
.ncludIng Joint research programs, support for
glummer and acadamic year appointments for faculty
and students, etc.

Tha ERA8 Panel was concerned about the relative
imbalance in university funding free DOE with
over 80% of total university funding provided by
the Office of Energy Research. University frcndIng
from the energy technology programs has not grown
appreciably lance the ERAS report principally due
to budget limitations, The Office of Fossil and
Nuclear Energy have attempted to Ire vvvvv support
for university research but at relatively low
levels.
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S. The ER Engineering Research Program should be significantly increased funding has beim pravidad to this
increased in miss and scope. program since 1984 including support for on

innovetive Joint laboratory-university raimarch
program in fundamental engineering research.
Involving NIT and the Idsho National Engineering
Laboratory

C. Increased support should be provided for competitive
graduate fellowships in engineering disciplines
specifically including nuclear engineering

V DOI ROLE IN TN/ ofvuorman ray msw PROFESSIONAL MANPOVE2

Support I. provided for 75-88 graduate research
fellowship. per year in nuclear engineering and
fusion technology. The FY 88 Senate/Nouse
Appropriation Dill for DOE also includee WM to
initiate a new research and graduate education
program in nuclear engineering including t laser
30 graduate fellowships per year. DOE technology
programs have rho authority to support graduate
fellowships in their respective ission area.

)d
A. DOE sheuld explicitly recognise its obligation to play a The ERAS Penal strongly supported an eepanded role 0111,

significant oupporting role in the overall national effort for W3E in aciencific manpower development
in technology education. including fellosships. postdoctoral researchers

8. DOE should initiative an agenry-wida graduate and
postdoctoral fellowship prograa.

end precollege program.. The Secretary's
university policy statement xplicitly cites the
importance of pot support for etudente Funding
for precollege and college level student programs
at the DOE labs has substantially increased since
1981 Policy level endorsement for sn
DOE role in manpower development and education hair
bairn provided by both OSTP and ONE.

Consideration was given to reinstituting an
agency-wide graduate research fellowship program
but the decision vas mode to support such
fellowships through individual DOE proves offices
where there was clearly identified manpower
need. Postdoctoral appointments are Providoti
through the individual labs except for the
Assncy.wige gallionder Postdoctcral Fellowships in
Environmental Science
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C. Immo/4W emphasis should be placed on attracting
more rumen srd minority students into dae notional
SAT menpowei pool.

VI. COMMUNICATIONS SSTVgig DOR AND Tfil UNIVERSITY COMPARITY

A. DOE should establish a similar university forum to the
successful "DOD-University Forum" to advise on DOS-
university relationehips and concerns.

S. DOI should improve the dissemination cf information te
universities about DOE research needs, programa, interemts
and facilities).

3

8011 ACI701 11:1 DMZ

DOE supported education and mummer development
programs include specific emphases on attracting/
eupporting women and einority students. One
program. the la Prefieshmen Rastas's-ins Program
(PREF). focuses on junior high school
4omen/minority students, other programa tend to
canclifltratO on students "already in the pipeline,"

A proposal WAS made to and accepted by Secretary
Model to set up "DOD-University Forum."
Mowevvr, subsequent concerns over the number of
DOE advisory committees led to a decision not to
proceed with the Foram, University scientists are
actively involved in all current DOg sciontific
advisory committees including MIAS. lhe need for
an additionel advisory committals focused on

university concerns is periodically revievmd by
ER.

A coaprehensive ags gaga =am& was
published in 1984 and will be reissued in 1987
with subsequent publication on biennial basis.
An on-line ccaputerised data base on DOI prograas
is also under development all a companion co Oa
Wit .L2 Yuman.
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MS. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Toni. I do want to congratu-
late the Department of Energy and certainly express my apprecia-
tion to Secretary Watkins, because he indeed is putting greater em-
phasis on our educational programs. As a note of interest, Admiral
Watkins was a student at Oak Ridge and he says at this time that
he really just decided he wanted to stay in engineering, that he
wanted to pursue his studies in nuclear engineering because he
was really motivated while at Oak Ridge to go on and pursue
greater excellence in his education. And that certainly speaks well
for what we do at Oak Ridge.

But I think at the same time that we do need to put science edu-
cation on a higher priority with greater visibility and I would like
to get your comments on science being perceived as a basic skill.
Are we doing enough to elevate science to its proper role as we ap-
proach the 2Ist century?

Ms. JOSEPH. I serve for the Department on a Task Force on
Women, Minorities and the Handicapped, and I think that experi-
ence and the hearings across the country, as well as the inter-gov-
ernmental meetings that have occurred since then, show that there
really is a focus on just that area.

There is an effort also on the Administration looking at technolo-
gy transfer and looking at what initiatives might be taken in tech-
nology transfer. And one of the subgroups of that effort is a human
resources subgroup that will look at that component in science edu-
cation, training of students and improvement of the science educa-
tion system to provide a better science and engineering foundation
for students that will become the work force of the year 2000.

So I think there is, in ,tie last two yearE at least, some signifi-
cantly increased effort in just that ;Ilea.

MS. LLOYD. I think we need to say at the very beginning, we are
not here to put down our educational systems or our teachers, our
educators, in any way. We want to see what we can do to help the
educational system, the role of the National Laboratory, the role of
the private sector, the role of the Federal Government in not only
improving the quantity, but the quality of science education, that
we are here to help and certainly not to put down.

I am concerned about the number of students that are getting
into the program. Are we attracting the top third, the top half
where are we really focusing in on the young people?

Ms. JOSEPH. In the DOE programs, there is an emphasis on the
top 25 percent of the students in each of tne program areas. This is
true for the high school honors program, that is even a smaller seg-
ment, probably the top 10 percent. In the lab co-op and in the other
undergraduate and graduate programs, we are talking about stu-
dents who have grades that are in the top 25 percent. In addition,
we have several targeted programs which are aimed, just as you
say, not to replace the science education system, but to support it
through enrichment programs. The prefreshman engineering pro-
gram is an example of that for minorities and women in seventh
through tenth grades, and that focuses on students with relatively
high grades, but more importantly with an interest in aptitude and
science, and the enrichment part of it is focused primarily on im-
proving their math skills.
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We also have a number of outreach activities which you will
hear about in great detail, end these activities focus, across the
board at all levels of student interest in the sort of turning on part
of science, the magic of science in the early years, but also aimed
at families and parents and the general public in creating a more
supportive environment for students to be interested in, to fear
less, science and math and to see the enjoyment and the excite-
ment of science and math.

So the Department, actually through its laboratories, covers the
pmut but, in fact, does emphasim the top 25 percent of the stu-
dents coming out in its major support program.

Ma Limp. I have one final comment and then I am going to give
the microphone to Congressman Schiff, but this troubles me be-
cause I think it is important that we not only define who our scien-
tists and engineers will be, they are not all going to come from the
top 20 percent. I think we need some programs for the average stu-
dents and I think we do need to put greater emphasis on the pro-
grams for minorities, for women, because there are a lot of young
people that need to be motivated, that really need to be turned on
by science and I do not think they are necessarily always in the top
20 percent.

I think as we look at our mission, redefine our mission, that
maybe we ought to broaden the base of our support of programs for
those that may not be in that top 20 percent.

Thank you. Congressman Schiff.
Mr. &lime. Thank you. Ms. Joseph, thank you very much for

coming today.
There is just one area I would like to ask about. I enter into the

Science, Space and Technology Committee with a notion that of the
groups you have even named, I think the group that is most left
out is women, and I base that on the idea of stereotypical effect. In
other words, men are pilots, women are stewardesses; men are doc-
tors, women are nurses and all that. I am a lawyer by training and
profession and I can tell you that the University of New Mexico
Law School, when I graduated in 1972, was three percent women,
today it is 52 percent women. The University of New Mexico Medi-
cal &hool is probably up to about 20 percent women now.

I just wonder in the area of science and technology, and I know
that is a rather broad question, but are we turning around there? I
mean, are young women students convinced that they can also be
physicists, mathematicians and chemists or are there still mind
blocks here to that?

Ms. JOSEPH. I recommend one report that has recently come out,
it is called Everybody Counts and it is from the National Research
Council, with the emphasis on the importance of mathematics in
science education. And one of the areas that I think they do an ex-
cellent job on is on looking at the problems that women face very
early in their education of stereotypical attitudes toward women in
mathematics.

I think the programsand we helped fund the project Everybody
Countsthe programs that they recommend, including things like
family math and real family orientation, to take away these stereo-

t sare
things that are needed. They have a kit that goes out to

tli:1IITAs in the schools to help start removing some of those
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stereotypes. I think those kinds of things will take a long time, but
I think that, just as medicine and law have changed in terms of the
participants, so have there been increases in the pipeline for
women particularly and for minorities in the last decade in science
and engineering. Women, of course, are going to soon make up the
majority of students in higher education if the demographic data
continues the way it looks, and a significantly higher portion of
women did enter the science and engineering pipeline over the last
15 years. I think it might have gone from 15 to 30 percent. But all
of those trends, I am sorry to say, have leveled off, and, in the case
of minorities, have begun to dip down.

And if you look at that as the resource for 90 percent of the new
entrants into the work force being women, minorities and immi-
grants, it is clear that much more needs to be done to continue to
attract them into the pipeline and to keep them in the pipeline.
And my guess is that programs in mathematics enrichment should
probably be one of the focal points, all the way from the earliest
grades through the programs that we have in the Department of
Energy as well.

Mr. Scam. I would just like to make the observation that this is
a difficult area, because on the one hand we can't ignore the lack
of equal opportunity from whatever cause for certain groupsand
like I say in my opinion, especially women in this area. At the
same time I am not a believer in quotas, I am not a believer that a
certain number of slots should be kept open in, say, a National
Laboratory for people just because of their background in any way,
shape, or form. And I think you said the key word, it is pipeline. I
think the way to achieve ultimately equality and equal opportunity
is to, for special efforts to attract the brightest people from all
groups, but especially from these groups, into the pipeline Kt that
they will become, by virtue of their own talent, our top scientists,
mathematicians, and so forth.

Thank you very much.
MS. JOSEPH. Thank you.
Mr. SCHIFF. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Toni. We appreciate your par-

ticipation and for being with us, and we appreciate the good job
you are doing, and again our best wishes to Admiral Watkins and
tell him that we appreciate his initiative and his interest in science
and engineering education.

Ms. jOSEPH. I will do that, Madam Chairman; thank you.
Ms. Limn). On our first panel today, we have Dr. Alvin Trivel-

piece, certainly a good friend of this Ccommittee, and we are de-
lighted that he is now the Director of the Oak Ridge National Lab-
oratory, he is a great scientist; Dr. Robert Springer, also of equal
accolades, who is with Argonne National Laboratorywe have an
all star cast todayand Dr. Manuel Perry of Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory and Mr. Bill Willis, Executive Vice President
of the Tennessee Valley Authority. Let me just say, of course, that
TVA is not a National Laboratory, it is a Federal agency and wr-
tainly a great resource that we have here. They have a gres'fr con-
tribution to the subject that we are discussing today.

It is ralwzgs a pleasure to be with you, Dr. Trivelpiece, and we
look fo to your testimony. I would like to again remind you
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that all of your complete written statement will be made a part of
the Congressional Record and you may proceed and summarize as
you wish.

PANEL 1

STATEMENTS OF DR. ALVIN W. TRIVELPIECE, DIRECTOR, OAK
RIDGE NA'TIONAL LABORATORY; DR. ROBERT W. SPRINGER, DI-
RECTOR OF DIVISION OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AT AR-
GONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY; DR. MANUEL PERRY, HUMAN
RESOURCES PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT, LAWRENCE
LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY; AND DR. WILLIAM F.
WILLIS. CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, TENNESSEE VALLEY AU-
THORITY
Dr. TRIVELPIECE. Is this the auditorium microphone here?
Ms. LLOYD. I think we are limited with microphones today and

we are oing to have to share a little bit. Please proceed..
Dr. sm. Thank you, Madam Chairman, it IS really a

pleasure to be here. Mr. Schaff, nice to see you.
I want to conlyatulate the Committee on having a hearing on

this subject. I thank this is very important to do. It is sort of tradi-
tional to say it is always a pleasure to be here, there have been
many times for the Administration when I have testified under cir-
cumstances in which the Congress was displeased with some aspect
of the Administration's performance or activity and although you
say it is a pleasure, it is not quite. In this case, it is not only a
pleasure, it as really a joy. I am pleased to be here.

MS. LLOYD. You know, we cover a lot of ground, but I think this
is a new day for the. Depprtment of Energy with greater emphasis
on science and engmeerang education, and I am just thrilled to
death, may I say, with the new Secretary. I think he is doing a
good job and I think it is going to be a good four i.ears anyway.

Mr. SCMFF. Excuse me, MctorI assure you I wall not make a
habit of this, Dr. Trivelpiece, but I just wanted to add that I have
had an opportunity to sit down with Admiral Watkins to discuss
matters personally with him, and I just want to echo that. I think
President Bush's selection was very fme in this case.

Ms. LLOYD. Please proceed.
Dr. TRIVELPIECE. You have my prepared statement, as you indi-

cated, it will be in the record.
MS. LLOYD. Without objection, your entire statement will be

made a part of the reeord.
Dr. TRIVELPIECE. And it has a lot of details in it and I am not

going to try to cover all of those details. Toni has covered some and
of course the AEC and proceeding through the Department of
Energy has had a rather remarkable effect on the educational
world, and I only want to add a few things.

You mentioned that Admiral Watkins had attended the school at
Oak Ridge and that he had benefited from that. I have had the ex-
perience of going all over the United States and all over the world
and having Feople say that I attended the something or other
school at such and such a laboratory, or I received a grant from the
Division of Nuclear Education and Training from the AEC, and I
was greatly distressed when during the Nixon Administration, for
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reasons that people thought our supply of scientific manpower was
too high, that many scholarship and fellowship prrgrams were cut
back, and that program in the AEC at that time was terminated. I
thought then it was a mistake, I still today think it was a mistake
then.

The Department has a lot of programs, and so does the Laborato-
but before starting this, I would like to acknowledge Linda

Wn who is accompanying me here today from the tory,
who Is the individual that in fact gets the work done on many of
the Laboratory programs.

We have programs for everypne, in the sense of adults and teach-
ers. We have an activity that involves ecology and the physical sci-
ences, and this takes place out at Freels Bend at the site where the
graphite reactor was. As you know, that's now a historical site and
it is a facility where trs and students and adults can come. It
involves K through 12 activities, each unit is a half day, it involves
such thinp as superconductivity, the geology of east Tennessee,
how predators go after each othersuch things. So it has been an
interesting opportunity for a wide collection of people to have some
involvement.

Toni Joseph mentioned the PALS program, the Partnerships in
Science at the Laboratory, started in 1988 and involves a memoran-
dum of understanding between Oak Ridge National Laboratory and
the Oak Ridge Schools. It involves speakers becoming involved in
h*h school and equipment loans and so on.

We also have programs for students all by themselves, pre-col.
1 students. There is an activity which goes under the acronym of
S NNI Summer Educational Experience for Disadvantaged. It was
startea by the American Chemical Society. They have had about
2,000 students go through this, this is the second ypar that this has
been at Oak Riclge and we expect about seven to eight participanta,
and it involves a ten-week program in which juniors and seniors
are involved in it and it is a $1,000 stipend, half of which comes
from the American Chemical Society and half of which comes from
donations. And as I said, that is primarily for the disadvantaged
students.

There is a local honors program started in 1986, involves high
school students in the Oak Ridge area, some 20 students have been
involved. This does not have a regular formal clock associated with
it, but it rather anticipates whenever students are available, mem-
bers of the Lab are available and it is a matter of mutual interest,
and so we are prepared to do that.

On a national scale of course, as Toni mentioned, we are involved
with the teacher research associates. There are 13 teachers at the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, they snd something like eight
weeks there. This is a program which I have watched while I was
at DOE from the various Laboratories, and I think they have done
a superb job. Berkeley has, with a lady by the name of Peggy Car-
lock, who is involved in the National Science Teachers' Association,
has made a remarkable turnaround in some of the areas in schools
in the Berkeley vicinity.

There is a high school honors program and, as Toni indicated,
that did get started during the time I was at DOE. And I know you
have complimented Admiral Watkins, I think it is also important
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to realize that the past three Secretaries, although they have per-
haps not been as vocal, have in fact been interested in this subject,
beginning with Secretary Edwards and Secretary Hodel and cer-
tainly in this case, this program owes its existence in great meas-
ure to Secretary Herrington, who the very first time whew. I began
to brief him for his confirmation hearing, said can we do anything
with the national laboratories to inspire youth to consider careers
in science and engineering. I thought he was joking and I thought
it was the new boss just with a new line. He in fact kept it up, and
it was through his insistence that we ended up suggesting that 50
students, one from each State, in computer sciences go out to the
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and work on the Cray for two
weeks, and I still remember with some fondness when I called the
Director of the Laboratory at that point and asked him what he
thought of having 50 high school kirls running around Livermore
Laboratory for the summer working on the Cray, you could hear
his heart stop beating at the other end of the telephone line.

The reason that I mention that is that I think the Lab was some-
what apprehensive in having them there and perhaps even a little
bit resistive. That resistance changed from that to enthusiasm to
do it again the next year. And part of the reason was the Laborato-
ry scientists with whom I talked said that one of the more impor-
tant things was it changed them as much as it changed the stu-
dents, that having bright young students around asking questions,
even though they were in high school, was an important ingredient
for the lab, and they would want to continue doing it even if the
Department did not.

other thing that I found fascinating is I had the good fortune
to go out and meet these young students during that first summer,
and you might well expect they were impressed with the opportuni-
ty to get to meet a Nobel Prize winner, they were impressed with
the Cray, they were impressed with the other experiments at Liver-
more, they were impressed with the staff. But you probably would
not guess the thing that impressed them the most. And rather than
ask you to answer this rhetoric question, I will answer it for
myself. What impressed them most was each other. It was the first
time in their lives that these young students had had contact with
individuals of their age who were as smart as they were. These
were some of the very best in the nation. They immediately formed
a computer network so that they could communicate with each
other by teletype and the like, and they have since maintained
some contacts. Seventeen of them went back to Livermore the very
next year to work there at the Laboratory again. I am sure that
this will pay rich dividends 10, 15, 20 years from now. This same
group of young students will have networked with each other and
will have maintained this kind of contact.

The DOE labs can do a lot more. I think this is the main point
that I want to get across. The situation is not saturated. Very little
money and a little bit of volunteer time goes a very long way nnd
by no means are the laboratories overrun with or saturated with
students. This could in fact be expanded I think very, very effec-
tively. Things are done for postdoctoral students, for graduate stu-
dents, for undergraduate students, for high school students, for
adults. It involves institutions such as the Oak Ridge Associated
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University who I guess you will hear from later, Southeastern Uni-
versity Research Association, historically black colleges. We have
relationships with the University of Tennessee at Knoxville and
theyou had mentioned earlier this distribution problem, and of
course it is true that something like 20 million new workers will be
here in the year 2000 and that something like 82 percent of them
will be female, non-white and immigrant.

The DOE is as much a consumer of talent as it is a producer of
talent. The DOE will not be able to continue its work, as you know
there is something like 115,000 employees in the Department of
Energy and its laboratory and weapons and other complexes and
probably 30,000 of those are scientists and engineers, a very large
number. So it is I think a responsible position for the Department
to take to try to help contribute to the pool of such talent in addi-
tion to being one of the consumers of the talent.

I know for sometime your now departed colleague, Mr. Wydler,
was always interested in technology transfer and pushed hard, and
there is a bill that bears his name, Stevenson-Wydler. He was in-
terested in tech transfer and how the laboratories can be better
used to get retented things out. Those are things that you can keep
score on, patents. But I submit that the kind of investment that we
are talking about here in young students, is also tech transfer. The
time reach may be very long; 10, 15 or 20 years and ability for you
and others in the government to keep score and say well yes it has
occurred because there have been this many patents may be more
difficult, but this is really tech transfer. I believe it is very impor-
tant.

Once again, Madam Chairman, I congratulate you on having this
hearing and I would be prewed to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Trivelpiece follows:]
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TESTIMONY
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

May 15, Me

Alvin W. Trive !piece
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Madam Chairman and Members of th Subcommittee, I am pleased to have the
oppottunity to testify before this Subcommittee to present my views on science

education and the role of the Department of Energy's (DOE) National Laboratories.

Although this is not my first appearance before this Subcommittee. I look forwald to the

occasion since the topic of science education is one which has assumed critical

importance to our nation. it is also an wee in which I have had a long-term personal
commitment having spent moil of my adult life involved in science education. For

newly twenty years, I taught at the university level and while at the American
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), I was actively Involved In

educational activities. The organization of my testimony will provide a brief historical

perspective of DOE involvement in education at the National Laboratories, a rather

general overview of post high school programs at Oak Ridge National Laboratoty

(ORNL) and highlights of severW successful undergraduate resewth programs carried

out at National Laboratories. I intend to focus my attention on precollege programs,
discussing ir some detail severe) precollege initiatives at ORNL I greatly appreciate

your interest and concern and anticipate a most worthwhile hearing.

kfistorlcat Persnectiv,

DOE has a long history of involvement in education from its beginning in 1946. When

one considers that DOE hkitional Laboratories we major employers of scientists and

engineers, the Interest by DOE in education is most logical. In tact, It would not be an

exaggeration to say that DOE has a vested interest In education, particularly in the

areas of science, engineering, and mathematics. To quote Secretary of Energy
Watkins, 'I know that the Department of Energy's National Laboratories are home to

some of the worid's brightest and most innovative scientists and engineers. These
creative minds are a precious asset and will be encouraged not only to continue their

basic research, but also to improve the process by which new technologies are
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transferred to American industries, small businesses, and universities.' Histortally,
the involvement in education has been focused in higher education with emphasis on
research appointments at the faculty and post doctoral level. Eventually,
undergraduate programs were developed which also foCused on research
opportunities for students. While educatiOnal activities at the National Laboratories
are funded in a variety of ways, the bulk of the funding for educational programs
comes thiough the Office of Energy Research (OER).

The educational links between the laboratories and academic institutions ars seen as
beneficial to both in that: (1) faculty, students, and staff scientists have access to
research facilities that may not be available at the base institution and contribute to the
on-going research at that guest facility; (2) facutty, stuthints, and staff scientists interact
with professional personnel beyond 'that ot the base Institution; and (3) students
participating in research programs provii* an "experienced pair of hands" and a pool
of capable students to be encourecied to pursue graduate degrees or to consider
employment at the National LabofatOrieS.

From the formation of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) in 1948 through a
restructuring in 1974 to the Energy Resoarch and Development Administration (ERDA)
to its present status as the Department of Energy, initiated in 1977, the involvement
with education has been remarkably consistent over time. In fact, it is interesting to
review Institutional Plans (IPs) for ORNL during these eprliiir times and note the
similarity of goals to those expressed in the current IP. The gosh:. 4u1te consistent
from 1978 through the present, excluding reference to precollege activities which did
not appear until 1987, include an emphasis on the importance of an adequate suppiy
of scientists for the future and a need to expand opportunities for minority participation.

ELOSIIIMILIsulgalilittLAchatalludinlailLQBNI.

The laboratories do an excellent job with existing programs in interacting with college
and university students and faculty. At ORNL, various methods ars used to recognize
and doCument such interactions. About 1000 university-based researchers, supported
in a variety of different ways, are housed annually ei ORNL In FY 1988, there were
Over 250 subcontracts with over 100 different colleges and vversities and over 5000
university-conducted experiments with our 'user facilities,' (research facilities
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available tor shared use). Them are many other long standing, dose collaborations

between (ANL and inthvidual universities that ars based on mutual research

interests. These collaborations support research programs at such prestigious

colleges and universities as Massachusetts Institute of Technology, University of

Illinois, University of CalitOrnia at Berkeley. University of Caitorma at Santa Barbara.

and Duke University. These collaborations often involve active exthange ot students

and faculty while canying out neseatth of mutual advantage. While ORNL has joint

activities with educational institutions on a national and international basis, at the

same tine% a special relationship does exist with the University of Tennessee at

Knoxville (UTK). This special relationship includes: extensive interaction between

both stalls; involvement on advisory boards of both organizations; and the Science

AiDance, a memorandum of understanding (MOU) sponsored by the State of

Tennessee which encourages joint collaborative research between ORNL and UTK.

The Science Affiance is highlighted by the Distinguished Scientist Program. which

seeks to attract scientists and engineers of high national and international stature who

then have joint appointments at both UTK and ORNL. There are also several

specialized UTK graduate programs (Oak Ridge Graduate School of Biomedical

Sciences and Graduate Program in Ecology) located at ORNL, as well as the UTK

Graduate Program located in Oak Ridge which offers evening courses to those

pursuing advanced degrees in scientific and engineering disciplines.

Over 250 post high school students and faculty took part in research-based programs

at ORNL in FY 1988 through the Office of University and Educational Programs. The

various research-based programs, many a cooperative effort with Oak Ridge
Associated Universities (ORAU), a consortium with whom ORNL has a long and

successful relationship, span the academic level of programs supporting

undergraduates to those supporting faculty research. The goal of DOE for thous

programs is to help ensure adequate supplies of technical personnel for its future

research mission. These programs have been monitored and facts exist which

suggest that the goals of these programs have been met.

Minority Programs at ORNL

Existing laboratory programs are also proving successful in increasing the

involvement of minorities in laboratory opportunities. Money committed througti
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subcontracts to minority educational institutions (MEls) has increased by over
40 percent from FY 1987 values. Memoranda of Understanding *It, five MEls were
estabished In FY 1988 with the goal of increasing participelion wah those institutions.
A unique pioneerIng science and technology alliance involving three National
Laboratories, Including ORNL, and three minority educational institutions, was
estalSished by DOE in 1987. Since that time, the Al lime has been successful in
improving opponureties for minority involvement at the participating National
Laboratories. Through an equipment loan program In FY 1988, OM $112400 worth
of equipment was Waned to four MEls. Eleven Field Wont Proposals (FWPs) were
established to provide continuity of support with projected award commitments of over

$3.3 million through FY 1991.

There are several new initiatives recently annamced by Dr. Herman Postma, former
Director of the Laboratory and currently the senior vice president at Marlin Marietta
Energy Systems, Inc. These new initiatives address the need to affect in a positive
way the number of minority teachers in Tennessee. There are three dstinct new
Initiatives Pro Posed by Df. POSMIL The first initiative has the goad of increasing the
number of black teachers employed by the Oak Ridge schools through summer
employment opportunities at the Oak Ridge facilities. The second initiative calls for the

expansion of the existing co-op program to accommodate not only students planning
on careers in science and engineering, but also including those planning on teaching
careers in those areas. The third initiative Is similar to the co-op program in that
summer-hire positions will be expanded to include individuals whose career plans are
focused on teaching in science and engineering areas. While the overall focus of
these new initiatives is to increase the pool of black teachers in Tennessee, these
Initiatives also provide an expanded opportunity for all teachers particularly those in
the areas of science, engineering, and mathematics. (Information concerning
educational programs at ORNL can be found in Appendix A which consists of the

relevant material manned from the CsiBilaillatiena1labsumaalaatilulluoal_ElAw
FY19894994.)

linsbusraduala.BalaamILEmararna

There are several programs which support research experiences for the
undergraduate. Some of these programs are for students working toward an

4
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associate degree while others are for students aiming, at least initially, toward a

baccalauseate degree.

StughatftsuatcUarlistatimiaBel

Lot us consider in detail one undergraduate program, the Student Research
Participation Program (SAP), a sumIlliar research participation program for

undergraduate students in which many research facilities, incbding ORNL serve as
hosts. To highlight relevant points, it can be documented that in 1987. 58 percent of

students participating as SRPs from the years 1979-82 have received advanced

degrees while 42 percent expect to receive Ph.D.s. Most of ttbse who had completed

the Ph.D. said the program influenced their rkicision to attend graduate schoci. An

important fact in light of demoiraptdc Marrs concerning the changing nature of the

future WO* force, is that females, mom than males, reponad that pallicipation in the
research experience had an influence on their decision to atiGnd graduate sabot It is

ImPortant to recognize that the SRP Program involved students from ail 50 states,
Washington. D.C., and Puerto Rico. II also included appointments at 40 afferent host
laboratories across the United States. DOE taboratortes, while all involved In energy-
related research, vary in many ways. Laboratories may be managed by uni...cosities or

by the corporate worid. And as universities and corporations differ, so do the
relationships between the laboratories and their managing entities. The laboratories
may be single-purpose with a dedicated mission or multi-purpose with diverse

responsibilities. Consequontly, students were present at a variety of sites under
different conditions throug the SRP experience. Nevertheless, research indicates
utile variabitity in student data for participation at the afferent bcaffons. The end result
for the students was much the same, regardless of site. This suggests that the
commonality of participation In the SRP Program sponsored by DOE through OER is
sufficient to ensure certain kinds of outcomes. Thus, the SRP Program serves as a
representative mockri for the various kinds of student research prognims sponsored by
DOE and demonstrates the proven abillty of DOE and the participang National
Laboratories to implement and cany out successful educational programs. (A

summary concerning the SRP programs can be for.rtd in Appendix S which consists of
program highlights excerpted from the U.S Department of Enemy. Stuppnt Research
peak:illation program_ Pmfilitand Survey of 1979-1982 Participants.)

5
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Several other undergraduate programs should be mentioned that provide research
experience& Two such Science Semester programs, now in their second decade at
ORM, operate through prestigious consortia of small, liberal arts colleges. A new
program, Implemented in 1987. and funded through OER, is the Science and
Engineering Research Semester (SERS) program. Through the SERS Program, the
potential for attracting quality students representing a wide range of academic
institutions is dramatically Increased, and consequently the pool of potential scientists
and mathematicians is enhanced. While these Science Semester programs have
different names and different funceng sources, they are similar in that the emphasis is
on the provision of a quality research experience which %ill encourage students to
pursue advanced degrees in scientific Of technological areas. And of course, for the
SERS Program, an additional goal is that students will return to a National Laboratory

and take pan In energy-related research. From the perspective that most participants
do in tact pursue graduate degrees in science, engineering, and/or mathematics,
these programs ere successful. lt is too soon to determine if SERS students do
choose careers in energy-related research. However, It is known that SRP
participants, In muny respects analogous to SERS participants, are three times more
likely to work in a federal government laboratory as are other U.S. scientists and
engineers. This certainly suggests that SERS participants will exhibit similar career
choices, (information concerning educational programs et ORNL can be found in
Appendix A which consists of the relevant materiel excerpted from the Do Ridge
Naggnal Laboratory Institutional Plan: Fr' 1989-1994.)

futsalliaLlsbacillan

Roc Kumasi

There are a great number of studies that document the deficiencies t.1 our educational

system In the area of science. engineeiing, and mathematics and while the numbers
may change, the overall picture is the same. This painted picture ls not optimistic but
rather bleak. A report, Science and Engineerina Education, (A complete copy of this
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report is included in Appends C) commissioned by former Secretary of Energy,

John & Herdnglon In 1987, had as its goal a "review of DOE's activities with the

education community to ensure that DOE is playing its proper role Vi£4.41-14/1 other

federal agencies and the private sector in the support of scientific and technical

education and blankly.' The Enemy Research Advisory Board (ERAS), charged by

Secretary Herrington to develop this report, does a supertor job in summarizing: (1)

existing Oterature concerning the status of scaince. engineering, and mathematics

educetkm: (2) relevant demographic predictions; and (3) the involvement of DOE in

suppott of scientific arxi technical education and training. This report not only

summadzes existing information. but also thirvelops recommendations for DOE. While

the scope of the ERAS report is broad, covering university, continuing education.

precogege. and piklic awareness, the balance of this paper will deal only with the

areas of precollege education programs and public awareness.

Accoiding to the ERAS report among many others, to ensure a iterate public and an

adequate supply of scientifically educated and trained personnel, it is necessary to

impact the educationai system at the precollege level. The eons of DOE and the

National Laboratories have been successful in the ern of college and university

activities, meeting the goats of encouraging young people to pursue advanced

degrees and to work in energy-related careers. However, all indications are that to

meet the needs of tomorrow, efforts in science education must begin at a much earlier

period. The success of DOE and the National Laboratories in its existing educational

programs clearly suggests that the interest wellies, and commitment is present for

actual success in the precollege area. Information exists which defines the national

crisis in science, engineering, and mathematics and makes clear that to meet the

mods of the future, efforts must be directed at the precollege area. That is not to

suggest that effons at the college and university Wel be decreased but rather that

efforts at the precollege level be expanded, utinxing the demonstrated expertise and

resources of the National Laboratories.

Part of the interest In precollege education at the laboratories is linked to the growing

concern of the public about the status of education, particularly in reganl to education

in science, engineering, and mathematics. Almost daily, the public is exposed to

another study, another report purporting to document the inadequacies in our

educational system. There is a particular concern in respect to science. engineering,

and mathematics education perhaps because these areas are seen as most imponant

7
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to the nation's ablIty to remain technolofcally competitive. Apo:tang to the ERAS
report, there is need for concern In respect to the number of students we educate in
science, engineering, and mathematics as well as an equal concern ki respect to Via
quality of this education. Many of our students wpm to be needy illiterate in any
scientific sense. And a further cause for concern is that of our 'best and brightesr. No1
only do an insufficient number of our °best and brightest° choose technological
careers,it Is also documented that when compamd with the best of other nations, our
best do not compare wet at least at the high school level. It appears that not only are
we educating our students poorly, we are educating an insufficient number to
adequately and effectively supply our future technological needs. To exacerbate the
situation, not only we we educating students poorly, we are educating the wrong mix
of students. The composition of the work forte is anticipated to change dramatically by
the start of the next century with the white male becoming a minority in this work force.
And yet, particuterly in the area of science, engineering, and mathematics, the majority
of current personnel are white males. Foreign students, who may or may not remain In
this country, receive a disproportionate number of graduate degrees in the
technological areas; women and undergepresented minorities do not receive a
proportionate number of such degrees.

It seems clear that what Is needed are programs that: (1) increase the number of
students that choose careers in science, engineering, and mathematics; (2) improve
the quality of education of those students choosing such careers; and (3) enhance
public understanding and appreciation of science, building support for adequate
science education and science pohcy. h also seems apparent that schools need help
hi achieving these goals. That statement is not intended to be Mhos!. It should suffice
to say that our schools carry a heavy burden, often with inadequate resources. It

becomes important for government agencies, the corporate world, the professional
societies and other Interested parties to work cooperatively with schools to ensure a
literate population. Through such partnerships, the educational systems will become
much snonger.

programs At Oak Ridge

At Oak Ridge National Laboratory, our educational programs reside for the most part
in the Office of University and Educational Programs (UEP) where the majority of

8
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funding is provided by OER. Within UEP, there are major areas of responsibility
including programs involving universities, minority initiatives. and precollege.
Precollege education is a most Interesting and exciting area of responsibffity. In part,
this is because precollege Is uncharted hirritory, encouraging flexibility In assessing
the needs and creativity In establishing programs to meet these needs. What are the
needs? In one sense. the answer is quite simple. The needs am to (1) ensure a
technological workforce which will meet our future needs and (2) prepare a
scientific:any literate public. To meet the needs in the precollege edication area,
programs at ORNL identify three target audiences. Those audiences are students,
teachers, and the general public.

= 114.=1, tt 11 = tt=lal 7 & t. l

Students peer throur;;; ,rhoroscopes and suddenly a drop of water comes alive; the
connection betweer. j rain, dying trees. and basic chemical concepts is made clear;
an appreciation and unders..Anding of our region Is developed through geological
experiences and etudes of adaptations of Tennessee animals; superconductivity as it
relates to fundamental ideas concerning the strixture of matter is inves5gated; insects
as decomposers expose participants to insects as Mend rather than foe; wolves and
owls demonstrate the predator-prey relationship; and pinewood derby cars are used to
explore basic relationships between (Mance and force. The Ecological and Physical
Sciences Study Center provides half-day, 'hands-on° science experiences for arsa
students from Kindergarten through 12th Grade (K-12), teachers, and the general
public. The Study Center, funded by UEP, Is managed and administered
cooperatively by the National Environmental Research Park (NERP) in the
Environmental Sciences Division (ESD) and UEP. The Study Center was conceived
and implemented in the Spring of 1984 through the efforts of NERP staff. At that time,
several study units in the life sciences were developed and used by the 125
participating students and teachers. The Study Center, since its inception in 1984 has
grown tremendously, serving over 15,000 students and teachers in the East
Tennessee area. To make these figures even more impressive. includng adults
involved in Study Center public awareness programs and workshops conducted on a
national level for teachers and other science educators the total audience served by
the Study Center approaches nearly 20,000. During this year's -slow pence (January
through April). nearly 3,000 individuals were involved in Study Center activities. And

9
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while the number of participants in the Study Center is rapidly expanding, there Is

neverthetess a waiting list for participation in Study Center activities.

The Study Center seeks to provide quality "hands-orf science experiences for those

involved in its programs. To ensure these quality science experiences, Study Center

staff Is comprised of highly-qualified individuals, experienced teachers skilled In the

teaching of science. There is also a link with the science education faculty at VIC

wNch gives added assurance of the validly of the activities. The most important goal

of the Study Center is to provide 'hands-ore science activities for area school children

and teachers. When children and teachers visit the Study Center, they we exposed to

the joy and excitement of science with science Presented as a aYaamic and exching

process rather than as a collection of facts. The Study Center study units are not

intended to replace the science of the classroom but rather to expand and enhance

the traditional classroom experiences.

The stiidents, teachers, and other groups participating in the Study Center are dverse.

They come from outlying rural districts, from the inner city, from public, private and

home-taught schools and from conventional middle-class commvnities. Ail kinds of

young people utiftze the Study Canter. The average, the academically gifted, the show,

as wed as the disabled, participate in the Study Center. The clientele range from the

preschool child who participates through a home school program to the high school

student who comes to team of superconductivity. It is obvious that with such a dverse

student population, the teacher population is also dverse. While school groups aro

the heaviest users of the Study Center, we also serve such special audiences as

scouts, science clubs, and the Southeastern Consortium for Minorities in Engineering

(SECME). an organization designed to encourage minorities to consider careers in

science and engineering.

The Study Center has two sites it calls home. For the many outside activities, home is

the historical Freels Bend Cabin, comprising part of the 36,000 acres making up the

Oak Ridge Reservation. The second home, established this past winter, makes use of

the facility which houses the Graphite Reactor. Constructed in 1943 as part of the

wartime Manhattan Project. the Graphite Reactor is the world's oldest nuclear reactor

and the first federally owned reactor to be opened to the public on a routine basis. The

reactor operated through 1963 and in recognition of the significant contributions made

by the facility, the U.S. National Paric Service designated the reactor a National

10
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Historic Landmark in 1966. and in 1968, it was formally opened to the public. tt is in

this public area that the indoor study units are carried out. There are Nate definite

problems associated with each site (a., lack of electricity, excessive noise). The sites

aro Ideal in one anportant respect, they are locations where the students are exposed

to real sciencel At Freels Send, a natural outdoor setting. students have ths

opportunity to investigate biological phenomena, such as the role of decomposers or

water quality, in a flattest environment. At the Graphite Reactor Facility, the students

(especially the younger ones) are always filled with awe al the appearance of the

reactor. This facility gives the student a concrete feeling of what big science is all

about. It is difficult to envision a better place to (wry out `hands-on" activities on

supercondicavity. Certainly a major need of the Study Center is a permanent, year-

round home. Experience with the Study Center makes clear that close access to "real

science" adds an important component for children (and adults) in fostering an

understanding and appreciation O.` science. To have Study Center activities take

place distant from the laboratory not only loses the link of science and the laboratory,

but also lases the positive public relations component of students and teachers seeing

friendly laboratory staff at work.

Not only dti students benefit from quality science teaching at the Study Center,

teachers also benefit Teachers are able to observe master teachers in science,
111091ve curriculum materials tor Use in their own classrOoms, and link with the manY

resources of the laboratory. Special workshops utilizing the Study Center units ars

conducted for teachers through the Study Center allowing teachers the opportunity to

expand their own teact;ng skills and develop their own knowledge base without the

Involvement of students.

For the future there are several areas within the Study Center for expansion. First,

Mire Is a need for simple growth of the Study Center itself. At this time. there * a

waiting fist for participation in the Study Center units which is nearly as great es the

number of actual participants. Participation in the Study Center is limited by space

and teaching staff. The Study Center presently has many of its study units adapted for

use by the cUsabled; plans are being developed to continue to expand in this area. A

major tool of the EirdefitiSt is mathematics end consequently Study Center actnities

currently include use of mathematical skills and tools; this is another area for further

development. Teacher training is also expected to play a more important role in the

Study Center with a greater number of programs for teacher-training being develoPed
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and °nominated through the Study Center, utilizing the expertise of Study Center We
and its academics links. A specific proposei to the Natkinal Science Foundation (NSF)
is being developed for a three year Macher-heining program to be implemented in the

summer of 1990. For ORNL, this cab for training of (K-6) teachers in the area of
material sciences. This is part of a joint effort to present a multitaboratory proposal to

NSF with the goal that sums of the individual laboratory strengths will be more than the

strengths of the individual parts. The Study Center wli serve as the coordinating body

for the management owl administration of the program. Finally, the Study Center
intends to become more visible in the area of pubic awareness, planning more
programs for the general public as well es for family Involvement it does seem clear
that if the Study Center is to grow in the many dimensions seen as Important,
expanded space and staff becurne important.

Nalignanmazems-fiuMuslanDiALQBNI.

The precollege prr --am at ORNL has other programs whose primary focus le students.

Two of the programs are part of highly visible national programs. The Depanment of
Energy. through OER. sponsors the High School Science Honors Program. This
Program brings to participating laboratories outstanding high school students from
across the country and selected foreign countries. Each state and participatim foreign
country sends one student to ORNL for a two-week research experience in the
Environmental Sciermies Division (ESD). The theme of the Program at ORNL is that of

Environmental impact; students join staff scientists in ESD in investigating
environmental issues grouped around three major areas: global carbon/greenhouse
effect, low-level hazardous waste management, and problems stemming from air
pollution. Students ars housed at Maryville Collego where they are able to make use
of the many recreational opportunities available at the small, boral arta college.
During their stay et the laboratory, students ere Involved in research activities, lectures,

small group seminars, role playing, and of course, social activities. The Program at
ORNL Is a great success and this is directly related to the commitment and leadership

of the staff in ESD. Over 100 staff members were involved in last year's Program, a
major factor in the excellent Program carried out at ORNL

Project SEED is a national program sponsored by the American Chemical
Society (ACS). The goal of SEED is to encourage young people who might not
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normaily consider careem in science. engineering, and mathematics to consider
careers in those areas. SEED students take pan in a ten-week summer program for
which they receive a stipend of $1,000 (pan of which is supplied by ACS). As part of
the SEED program, students are matched with a mentor and take pan in on-going
research, develop and submit a written report of the research, end participate in career
education activities.

LagalEmamtalatIt

A local program for high school students Is the Special Honors Program for High
School Students. This program initially provided academic year research experiences

for academically gifted high school students. Stuckints loin their science mentors in
developing a research plan and work together to establish an appropriate approach to
the problem. In ronent years the program has been expanded to provide such
research opportunities doing the summer and to facilitate participation by college
students. There is no pay for students involved in this program. The students
participating in the Special Honors Program have done researth in a wide variety of
areas including, but not limited to calculating diffusive loss in a rippled tokamak,
writing computer programs for simulating and displaying diffusion Ornited aggregation,

the study of ceramics using x-ray techniques. determining the effect of grazing by
snails on different growth forms, and mapping of genes arising in transgenid
experiments.

LageLproaram for Teachers and Students: j3AIS

A new program with dramatic potential is the Partnerships at the Laboratory in Science
(PALS). The PALS program began, and is stiff primarily, a pannership with the
science departments of the Oak Ridge Schools. As a result of this official partnership,
a speakerldemonstrator program hs s been developed and an equipment loan
program is being implemented. Also, through the Partnership, students in the Oak
Ridge schools are involved In an ongoing research effort to characterize the Cedar
Barrens located close to Jefferson Junior High School. Teachers now have a formal
method to Interface with the laboratory. The PALS program provides a mechanism for
organizations to Interface with laboratory resources and the schools. For example, the
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precollege program Is now Involved in the various school ''Mvention" programs, such

as Invent America" end Invention Convention.° While the Partnership is officially with

the Oak Ridge Schools, the PALS program allows the laboratory to respond to
requests from other school systems. As other systems learn of the PALS program.
they are eager to be bivalved and do nta hesitate to make contact. Such Interactions
are In Variant opportunities to Influence science education In East Tennessee, In rural.

urban, and city school& and Ii another area in which expansion is important. Through

the PALS program, ft becomes possible to implement an extensive outreach program.

Programs such as the High School Science Honors Program, Project SEED, Special
Honore, and PALS are ones which are heaviry dependent on laboratory personnel.
For these programs to exist and be successful, staff members must be willing to give of

Oak time. The staff at ORNL Is outstanding in their support of precollege initiative&
They excel in their wilIngninis kr be involved in precollege science education. Wthout
exception, virtually any masonable request can be honored because the scientists
support precollege programs. This &wort may range from mentoring a iggh school
student, to speaking in an elementary classroom, to working with the High School
Science Honors Program. to developing curriculum, to giving of their Saturdays to talk

to Machent. There is no direct pay-back to the staff. With precollege students, the
`break-even° point in respect to research contributions is rarely met as it often is met
with other research participation program& There is no mechanism for reward to the

staff in any monetary sense and yet, the staff scientists continue to be supportive of

precollege education. ft Is obvious the staff is concerned and caring and wants to
contribute. They contribute for a variety of reasons: out of altruism, because they want

to return some of what they were given; because they want to help in the edit:atonal
process; and because Ow enjoy working with students. There is another reason they
contribute and that is a most important onethey want to pass on the joy of science
and the excitement of the scientific process. A good question is 'why do people study

science?" There are many good, possible answer, to explain why people study
science. Ectmomic strength, technological leadership, the assurance of an adequate
defense, aro all good reasons to study science. Out when a scientist is asked why he

or she chose science as a career, the answer is almost always the same. Science is
fun! And that is what our staff wants to pass on to young peoplethe excitement and

fun of edema.

4
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The laboratory is actively Involved in teacher erthancoment programs. Through the

Study Center, teachers abeam exemplary scktnce teaching and have the opportunity

to take part In workshops designed to assist in Unvarying the teaching of "hands-on"

activities. In a mom structured manner, there are several summer programs at the

labiratory which support research appointments for teachers. DOE, through OER,

funds the Teacher Research Associate (IRA) Program. Teachers am selected o:-.

national basis for placement at a pastidpating laboratory. Teachers am then matched

with a mentor and take place in an eight-week research experience. The teachers

receive a stipend of 11500/week and a housing allowance for those from aut of the

area. They also take part in seminars and In curriculum developmmt activities. And,

of course, there are social get-togethersl Sdence Teachers Research for Vital

Involvement (STRIVE) is a similar program which is a cooperative venture of Oak

Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU) and ORNL Mother summer opportuaty for

teachers 4 in cormectkon with the High School Science Honors Program. Teachers

are hired to work as counselors for the Program, serving as a liaison between the

students and ths scientific staff. This provides teachers with the opportunity to work

with the "best and brightesr and to participate in research activities in ESD.

Another way the laboratory links to the teaching community is through Partners tor

Resources in Science and Mathematics (PRISM). PRISM Is a regional group of

teachers who meet on a regular basis to plan. develop, and organize teacher

workshops for area teachers. They have developed a plan for an equipment loan

program along with a loan °wish list' for area schools. PRISM also serves as an

advisory board to assess precollege programs under consideration by the laboratory.

An excellent example of the kind of linages to be promoted Is referred to as the "Jana

Whitaker Story.° Jane is a science teacher at Lenoir City High School. serving as

Chajman of the Science Department, and is an outstanding science teacher. Jane

has participated in the High School Science Honors Program and has served as

chairman of PRISM. Through her association with ORNL, Jane and staff members at

ORNL have developed curriculum matenais on superconductivity which she uses at

War school. She has also o3nducted workshops locally and on a national level using

the superconductivity materials (the materials have been distrIbuted on a national
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basis Mini* the Department of Energy as part of thetr recognition of National
Science and Technology Week). Jane unites the ladylikel staff to judge science
prolects, give talks at her school and to sem as mentors to her students. Such
linkagn have a ripple effect, affecting not only ansa teachers end students, but also

possessing the capability kir national hnpact.

The primary goal of worldng with teachers is to affect the teaching of science In a
posftive way. This may be done by introducing the teachers to the world of research,
by assisting them in developing curriculum for their students, by facilitating their aoisty

to cany me whands-orr activities with their students, by anelArdloli thin with oldilo to
enhance their science teaching, and try being a force Mowing for revitalization. By
teachers working with other teachers, ../td using the Office of University and
Educational Programs as a focal point. an existing support system has been
developed and sustained throughout the years. Teachers are encouraged to maintain
their Inks with the laboratory and to develop mentor relationships with the technical
staff. Teachers perceive UEP as a resource they can use not only to access the
laboratory but also as a link to the eckicational community and its programs. Through
these links with the laboratory, teachers return to use ORM. as a resource and to link

their shcients with the leSoUlCes of the laboratory.

finglaru For The Gomm( Public At ORNL

The third WW1 audience for precollege is that of the general public. it is most
important to include the general public in sco laboadory programs. Not only does such

involvement provide an opportunity to expend the general understandng and
appreciation of science, it should build support for our overall educational programs.
Throughout the year. special programs are made available for the public. These
programs have inckided those on botany, predator awareness. and bird habitats.

While some of these special programs are for adults only, others encourage the
participation of families. 041f adult programs may often attract scout leaders end others

who work in a teaching capacity, thus expanding our educational network. In respect
to family science, there is rather clear evidence that working through the family
network improves the achievement and attitudes of young people (and their parents)
toward science. Consequently, *family science ls also an area of growth.
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Another growing precollege area is that of special prefects. Some of these special
projects are very concrete and their effects ars visible and Immo:nate. Special
programs are held at the laboratory to recognize National Chemistry Week and
National Science and Technology Week. A Science Bowl, in cooperation with
FellissINS State Technical Community College. was started tNs year and plans are to
make this an annual event. Involvement in the Junior Science and Humanities
Symposium and The Southern Appalachian Science and Engineering Fair,
cooperative effons with the University of Tennessee, will be continued. Many of our
special projects are mule available through the Study Center. This year, special
Study Center programs, one for minorities and one for girls, were held during spring
break. Again through the Study Center. there will be special summer science
experiences, two one-week programs, offered during the SUMMilf for area school
children. Summer Study Center activities are also expected to be a major area of
growth. (Press cippings describing precollege programs can be found in Appends D)
There am other kinds of special projects whose effects are not Immediately apparent
and which have as a Iong-rang goal to assist in CRNL becoming a rem= center in
precollege science education In this region. Many of the existing programs are
components of this long-range goal, but there are additional activities which are
necessary. To serve as a regional resource center, it is important to be actively
involved in local, state, regional, and national organizations and aware of current
educational developments and programs. Through linkages with organizations and
groups with common or similar goals, (American Association for the Advancement of

SCience. American Chemical Society, National Science Teachers Association, and
Association of &lime and Technology Centers to mention but a few) the strengths of
these orgarkatIons can be interfaced with the strengths of the laboratory to build a
strong regional science resource center in the area of precollege science education.

17
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The farsighted vision of those who initiated end implemented the Atomic Energy
Commission, recognizing even in 1946-that education in the sciences anti technology
is the Ofe blood of the National Laboratories, Is to be commended. That DOE has
continued to not only support but to expand Its educational role, using universities and
its Naffonal Laboratories, is also most laudatory. The educational activities eupported
by DOE and its predecessors have had a profound beneficial effect on educsticm. This
documented effect has teen most marked through the abitity of DOE-sponsored
programs to encourage studerils to pursue graduate degrees in science, engineering,
and mathematics as weff as to pursue energrreiated careers. It is ciear that the
suppon of educational activities is in the best Interest of DOE; for DOE, of necessity,
has an intimate dependency not only on a technical staff composed of the very best
but also on a literate public willing to provide support for the DOE missions. It is also
clear that DOE through Its National Laboratories has the resources and expertise to do
even more to ensure a quality education for all, particularly in those areas relevant to
its mission.

I believe far rnore could be done, and is appropriate to be done, by DOE in the area Of

science ackacation, especially in the precollege arena. The vehicle is present, through

the DOE Naomi Laboratory lamily. to have maximum impact on the quality of science
education. I would hope that the mission of DOE wouti expand its educational efforts
focused on the precollege population while also working to enhance public literacy.
As Director of Oak Ridge National Laboratory and as a concerned citizen, I applaud
this Subcommittee anti the Cont,.ess for their support of efforts by DOE to utilize the
National Laboratories as teaching toots. I noticed with pleasure that In Secretary
Waildnif prepared remarks for his confirmation hearing, ho said, 'The laboratories will

also have a growing role in helping high schools and universities motivate young
people to seek vocations as scientists, mathematicians, and engineers of tomorrow.
We ere not doing enough in our nation to encourage young people, and particularly
the growing number from minority backgrounds, to pursue careers In science and
engineering. I oppredate the opportunity to be here today to address this most
important area of science, engineering and mathematics ediNstion and the National

Labonstories. I am committed to the role of the national laboratory as a significant
resource to Improve science, engineering and mathematics education. I hops to

18
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=Owe to work with Secretary Watkins, members of the titibcommiltse, members of

Cowen, and of coma, with you Chairman Lloyd, to attain Ma goal of quafity

science, angineering and mathematics aducation for all. Thank you Madam

Chaimutt I would be pleased to answer questions.

19
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Designated User Research Facilities

ORNL has served for many years as the
inward of numerous. highly soplustnated
experimental Tbese user 'echoes are
designed to joinny save the technical community
and DOE Nimmons by minimising unnecessary
duplicauon. promoting bendicial sestnufic
interaction& and making the mom effective use of
cooly and. in many cases. unique equipment

Visiting annum using these fschues are
Important source of external Untractions for
(ANL In 1988. more than 40 visiting
researchers collaborated with ORM. scientssis on
projects involving user faculties (Table 431
Tradnumallv, about one-half of these
collaborsuons involve unwersitv scientists
(Fig. 341. but 'troupe ties with industry and
relaxed patent regulations have prompted a greater
number of industrial participants. Figure 35 shows
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Tates 43 Eagenmessere eeeetause swer rum* tachreelf
(EY Isti1

Leveret, laSeare 01311. rasp Teal

Ea Teem Van de Genf (9 1'24) 0 14 (491) 6 (46) 39 (1361)

Hatilleba Hem? fee Research 35 579) 0 34 (491) ZS ((72) 144 (1,249)
Facility MUM

Oak Ridge Elearre Liam 4 (279) 2 (29) 16 ((.669) 2 (13) 24 11,990)
Agrokswer (ORELA)

Naomi Ceseer for 23 tem - (33) 9 037) 3 (25) 42 (2115)

AR* Iessens.
Ruirecb (NI:SASR)4

Nimes Saseensi immix? 0 0 0

Shand Rewards Revelment 31 217) 3 (31) 28 (6 s0) 2 (34) 64 t432)

(MARV

Surface Maiificentes sat 34 349) 10 ((7) 40 ((,165) 6 (61) 92 11.599)
Ouruseruseem (SMAC)
Laketon,

11oprecamies Ressech -9) 1 (2) 0 2 (95) 9 (176)
Peaky

Reel& Plumes lassircb 0 0 0 0 0
Rumor' (HPRII)

Nem( Earmensensal o2 ((.495) 3 t69) 11.3411) 1 ,1) 109 12.9061
Roma Pain (NZIP)

Rad imairek Facility 1 11.610) 1 ((5) 0 0 2 (1.693)

HIsh Tesqueseses Malenab 13 (61) 9 (30) 94 (929) 0 116 (1,077)
Lemma (31Thtl2

Tad (12 lacilitio) 230 (3.610) 36 (276) 2'3 (6,630) 47 (434) bet (13,170)

'None of en prosided; amber of user.dais e al parentheses.
Vseilky Mese by DOE reactor shutdown onn.

trees in the number of outside users al our
facilities since 1979. The use of user [militia is
expected to increase ORNL seeks greater
nano= end collaboratioa with other march
apemen and iodinate.

A nun [mow influencing the use of user
fannies in FY 1917 and 1988 was a result of

DOE's order on March 26. 1987, to shut down all
research reactors at ORNL This order directly
affected the Wowing factlann

the Health Physics Ranch Reactor (HPRR).
the Nauesal Caner for Small-An* knew;
Research (NCSASI),
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the Neuron Scattering Facility (NSF), and
the Low-Temperature Neutron Irradiation
Facility (LTN1F).

In addition, DOE's decision ro place the Bulk
Shielding Rower (BSR) into cold shutdown
condiden has led to the anittatien of the LTN1F,
leaving 12 ORNL scientific facilities thsignand as
official uaer facilities.

User facilities will play a hey role in future
energy research for the United States, therefore,
the misdate director of ORNL research roetors
and his staff are working to return these moor
facilities to operation as safely and quiddy as
possible.

University Programs

Educational Programs

Overview of ORNL's University Relations
Programs

The DOE Llmversity Laborstary Cooperative
Program (LICP), Office of Energy Research
tOER), supports reicarch partinpanon and
traitung for students and faculty at ORNL
through both ORNL and Oak Ridge Associated
Universities IORAU). Many more participants are
supported by programmatic funds housed in the
Laberarcey's divisions and by other sources, such
as coney, and universities. ralowshipc and
grams. About 1000 ustiversitrbased researchers
are housed annually at ORNL; fewer than 300 are
supported by ULCP. In addition, many ORNL
division have lownanting collaborative research
projects with internationally renowned university
faculty.

ORNL plays MI important rule in the
edumtion and trainin of university students
through a myrad of programs designed to provide
research experience. Over 1000 annual guests at
ORNL are tainted with universities. either as
precollege studenss, undergraduate and graduate
students, faculty, or postgraduate appointees. Most
von for shost-ttrm research projects, but about

E 7
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one-thin an aligned full-time to ORNL divisions
far raw* thst may last from I to 2 years,
produeing about 400 person-years of program
assinasee- They are homed by the Laboratory
through a variety of mechanisms

awarding R&D sulmontraetc
eneouraging shoe-term research in the
designated DOE User Facilities and other
rescaues;
supervising students and collaborating with
faculty on reran= panicipatien appointments;
donating and loaning personnel and ;impose=
resources; and
establishing close collaborations with specific
universities and university consortia.

DOE and ORNL also benefit from u=versin
programa. Manpower projection" performed for
DOE indicate that the demand for well-qualified.
trained asentists and engineers will continue to
increase, particularly in finds such as health
physics and computer science. At the same time.
trends point to a decreasing number of science and
engineering graduates. especially those who are
U S. citizen To ensure a supply of personnel to
perform energy-related research. DOE has a
comptehensive program deigned to improve the
quality of science education and to user 'm

umber of students timing to study scums
ORNL plays an imeval role in this program to
enhance the research capabilities of eduestintal
inatinnimi and to train students for careen in
research.

Working with uniersities is a cost-effective
way to achieve ORNL's programmatic goals.
ORNL award, numeous R&D subcontracts to
universities that sponsor research on campus in
support of the Labontory's missions. In addition.
a number of programs are coordinated through the
Office of University Relations whereby students
and faculty participate in research at the
Laboratory. These arrangetnems are attractive to
the Laboratory bemuse they usually cost Int than

142 CkzA Ridge ,Vaigasoi Laborator,

it would to hire addiional *toff and still maintam
quality work.

In addition to being cos Weans, university
personnel make submantial entributions to
ORNIA mission& Romany, far example,
=marmot anstribusione were made by a former
postdoctoral appointee and current postdorteral
appointees in di design, conetrunion, and
upraise of the sautning-tunneling mierticape in
the Health and Safety Research Division
(HASID). Over the two decades that ORNL has
hoard undergradwe miens on academic-year
seism mentseter prugrams, students have made
tubes:give anstributios to ORNL projects that
lair were patented and/or remind Mt 100
awards. Furthermore, working with university
personetel fulfills the Laboratory's technology
transfer objasives.

Over 20 different programs provide
opportunities for students and faculty to participate
in remota at ORNL far appointment periods
ranging from 6 wens so several years. About half
the programs are administered through ORAL!.
Opportunities exist for summer and/or academic
year appointment& Comprehensive program: in*
graduate students include graduate internship,
summer appointments, and thesis research.

Y university personnel receive training or
caperintents on ORNL's etate-of-the-an

resource while they Ile under research-
participation appointments. DOE supports a
variety of university programs at ORNL, both
through ULCP sad programmatic funds.

About 105 co-op students were employed by
ORNL in PT PM; by contrast, about 200
etudems, 48 postgraduate, and 30 faculty reeived
researeh-participation appoimmems through
programs run by the Office of University
Relations. Thes appointments exclude the almost
200 who received research travel comma for
short-term research visits.

Programs are available through ORAU that
help support travel costs far university faculty and

..; nal Plan FY 1989-19911
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graduate swam ander relearn travel comma"
Additional eagrams euppon travel ems for
hisemically black collega and universities (HRCU)
researchers, such as Minority Innitution Research
Trani (MIRT) and Vest? kapetant Small
Imitotion Trani Suppen (VISITS). The
append asies may lee to perform apnoeas at
user halides and resources at may be used for
conathaciom with ORNL staff about conuman
felleirdl interests.

University Consortia

ORNL has a dm relationship with several
warn* amortia. For ammple, ORNL has had
a longicanding oollaboratica with ORAU on
educational programs that has been arengthened
through the intpkmanation of severa) new joint
programs m nen as joint mlivenity outreach
nannies. In FY 19116, ORNI, moved closer to the
Southeastern Universities Research ASKICWICO
(SURA), which is another consortium of major
universities in the Southeast, through sudi
activities m membattip an the Board of Trustees
and mays committees. ORNL also continues to
haft strong sonata endgame with the Great
Lakes College Association/Associated Colleges of
the Midwest (GLCA/ACM) and Southern College
University Union (SCUU) consort* now bah in
their second decades.

Raiarch and Development Subcontracts

ORNL awards about 270 RAD subcontracts
to oar 100 univessides annually. These
subcontracts pan* space rmarch on campus.
bus may also include provisions for student
internships or fainhy appointments to perform
research at the Laboratory. About 40% of ORNIA
subcontract obliptions are with UTK (including
the cost fro the joint appointments under the
ftiotisqpilshed Sdanin Program)

In FY 19311, universities in a majority el states.
Puerto Rico, and Csnada received research
funding from ORM; Money committed through

aboaaracts so mimesis education institutions has
ncreased by over 25% during the second half of
FY 19114. Program HA is the largest sponsor of
uninaity saboastmets, amonoting for about 1 OS
in FY 1936. Odor mice mama d university
rawer* are Norm ER (1616). hap= EE
(13%), and Program M (I0%). A law
percentage (ow 45%) of the university
subcontracts age sponsored by Work-for-Others
agencies.

Research Collaborations

Many lang-aanding. dom collaboration mist
between ORNL and individual unbasities that
are timed on mutual march interns. About
one-third of ()RNLI annual R&D mammon
expenditura goo to suppon collaborative research
at 20 prestigiotm colleges and tudirmisies such as
the Mamathimats lastkum of Technology. the
liniments of Illinois, and the University of
California at flerkehy. Most of then
oalaborations involve outstanding departments at
these premier research inaituams and include
active exchange! of students and fealty.

ORNL is also engaged in a tam R&D effort
the deployment of an advanced raboac system

apt* of performing tasks Meadow to humans
and/or whose execution time an be reduced if
performed by automated roma The pal of this
petal is to develop a generadon of advanced
robotic systems capable of performing surveillance,
maintenance, and repair tasks in nudes facilities
sad other hamdous environments. This pal will
be achieved through a collaboration among
ORNL; the universida of Florida, Midtigms,
Tennessee, and Tams; and a number of indulaild
partners. This program is designed to take fun
advantage ol existing mounts at all genii:inane*
institutions. ORNL participates in the research,
coordinates die overall effort, and conducts,
coordinated experiments and integrated equipment
tests to demonstrate the overall progress of the
tC11:12.
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ORNL plays a tele in Miming education
end =earth Wilkie on cansvga. For camp* aa
part of Megawatt agniemem, eqedpasent
necemary to arry ont the rematch may be
pordeased. In the peetodl equipment had to be
returned unlee the equipment wu too wady to
trumpet. However, men thongs in DOE policy
have allowed aceivamet purchaged under
subcomran ler lee than $SOOD to remain the
property of the school upon termination of lite
work.

ORNL she panicipme in the DOE Lem
Reseerch Laboratory Equipment (ERLE) Rfurram
that allows college and universities so obtain
mess equipment for the cost of temperance
only. The equipsent ranges from mall detectors
te sophisticated malmeal inetnemeote and may be
new, wed, or in need of repair. The Leboratery
ineetains a data base, which is updated monthly,
that Um mailable equipment. University pastas=
can aeons this dem Moo

Beide praridini equipment resourees, ORNL
works with mode= institution to enhance their
educational programs and research capabilities by
domes pescand and resource. ORNL staff
manben frequendy give =Men at
throughout the nation, ether became ci an ad hoe
lanbu vo km faculty te through formal postage
such as the (MAU Traveling Immure Propose
and the Industrial Renerele fugue ORD

:Visiting Washes Perm 'am Ads,
bob* Ike, dim seam amel faculty to mmult
estmeively with the Motet and give university
mooned inighm into mut of the coning-edm
Wane performed at the Lthorstogy. About 75 to
l(10 of these visits are made =smelly.

Mem ORNL staff members are affiliated with
universities on WI odium basis to mach dames and
to collaborate with faculty on research projects.
Some 23 to 30 adjima pefeseen from ORNL
receive cempertentica under official appointments
hem The University of Tennessee. Many others
dome their-teaching talons to other institutions.

such as Know& College, Tennessee
Teclmological Theenity, and ROM State
Community College.

ORNL malf alio made Meet mune as pan of
ORAU'a mummer training progress spansored
by DOE. ORNL mho provide other typo of
amisance so fecutey, including critical review of
proposals and manimeriper md organising joins
meetings and confesences

Facilities and Equiment at ORNL

ORNL is tlu bow of 12 official DOE user
facilities. These facilities War unique appanuttitie
for outside reseambers to perforin OliperiMID on
mate-of-theort equipment at minimal co= Many
of these facilitie are supported by eeparase
operational funds, and mem need pay only their
mad and homing mets. Of the mer-ORNL
participants tat= thee Neither over the lam
5 men, about 6016 cane fee uneenities

lo FY 14101, nearly 300 university researdien
performed experiments for 5610 user days in
ORNI.'s DOE Iner facilities. Tbe largest
peraniqe of the university-based mem (31%)
wham regards at the Holiiield Heavy Ion
Rewards Facility. Other facilities ban* used by
=easily researrhere include the Oak Ridge
National Eavinmenental Research Park and the
Surface Medificatinn mid Characterization
Collaborative Rewards Center (SMAC/CEC).

Other unique mown that mew be available
to Merge reorders include =mem:pude,
=Maim (a Cray X-MP and two 64-node
parallel procceems), advanced electron micromices,
analytical 'mimeos (including a new Ruder
transform mass spectreager), and other resesmit
molt. In addition, the Walker Branch watershed
located on the Oak Ridge Reservation (ORR), is
one of the hem sites in the world for watershed
rentards. Arrangements to use these remota are
made directly with research staff or through the
Office of University Ribbons..
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Precollege Fragrant'

Muds of ORNL's imam bi precollege
pageant, is In rapine to the federal psernosan's
renewed imam in science End mathematics
alumna The quantity and quality of science and
mothannies training as both the college and
precolleee keels is declining. Some of the problems
have been mandated in the university in tams of
poor precollege preparation and &dining
enrollment., especinily of U.S. chinas and
mambas. Within the lam sacral year& DOE has
the recopized that this problem may affect our
ositen's ability so contra in international research
arenas in the future. Thaefore, DOE has
imphnoroad sewn.' preatilege programs designed
for both nucleon and leathers. ORNI. has also
responded to the calls for action with several new
preadege activities, organized and managed be
University Relations. University Relations works
thistly with Public Relations naft

ORNL hosts high school teachers during the
summer and high school landaus year-round. In
addition to reward participation. other events are
organised for summer guests to the Laboratory,
mciuding a saninar sena that focuses on Map'
Laboratory pingtams and a sena of tours so that
attendees cats learn of the vs/1m of research that
takes place at ORNL

For many years several programs have existed
to awl the Laboratory to high schooi students and
teethem. In the summer of 1985, 14 high school
OSCIterl Mir participants in the pita Summer
Field Experience program that allowed than to
assin ORNL researcher" far 6 weeks.

Two new summer research programs. the
Carbon Dioxide program and the High School
Honors Workshop, were implemented dunng
FY 1988. The Carbon Dioxide program is a
national program us.olving teachers ioncerned
with research about the elobal carbun 4 %de and
with linking this research to cum l41.1rn
&wampum Teachers war also :tis °It ed alf
science associates with the High %. Honori

Workshop, saving as liaisons between the students
and ORNL science staff.

In FY 1988. 28 teachers participated in
ratan* activities at ORNL under the
massagesnesn of the University Rainless Office. A
ember advisory group, Partners for Resources io
Science and Mathematics (PRISM), has been
workire with area teachers In providing worizhops
and equipment loan programs. The workshops
seek to link the 'big science* of the Laboratory
with the exist* science cumin:him The
equipment loan program attempts ID provide
teahers with needed equipment Another teacher-
oriented initiative in FY 1988, PRISM Amman
Tatcb441 (PAll encouramie teachers to bob with
laboratory personnel to enhance their own
knowledge in a given area and to devetop materials
appropriate far their teaching assignment For
example, one teacher has worked with Ruff in
ORNL's Solid State Division to develop matertab
linking superconductivity to traditional thence
topics.

Programs established for high school students
have been expanded and new programs have been
implemented. ORNL hosted one of the DOE
National High School Henors Workshops in
FY 1988, with a focus on environmental sciences
Over 100 Environmental Sciences Diviston (F.SID)
staff members provided the workehop with
meant experience and student knurls and
seried in other capacities. Fifty-sewn high school
students, representing all nate. the District of
Columbia. Puerto Riot Italy. Canada- Cerchany.
France, and Japan spent 2 weeks at the
Laboratory.

During their stay at the Lshoratory, these
students were involved in environmental studies
dealing with the effects of comaminann an the
environment The Special Honors Study prngram
implemented in FY 1986 allows exceptional high
school students to conduct a study project in an
arra in which thew have a special interest at the
Laboratory under the supervision of an ORNL
staff member Seven students panicipated in the
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pradame degree or were currently enrolled 437

grain= echo&
The Special Summer Program provides

oppertunida for tardergaduate studms from
HISCUs to participate in rdearch as early as the
hada= year, wish the in:amigo to rehire for
suhrequan some= through eradustion. Became
ci this program, sad other university-relations
Forms, the number of panicipants from
minority educational imitutions has increased
sipificandy over the last nm fiscal years, The
number of students sad faculty from HSCU, has
clisabed hum 4 in FY 1935 to 29 in FY 1983, and
the ember et students and faculty from Hispanic
instennions was amend from none in FY 1915
to 19 in FY 1938

Graduate Programs

Graduate students can perform praise=
research through several pregrans. (*NL has
homed a number of students for summer prate=
impale= who have been awarded DOE
fellowships. Thais march, which cao be
sponsored by ORNI. R&D subcontram is also
the objective of the Laboratory Graduate
Participate= {LOP) propam. Students *elected for
I= program perform fulkinte them or
dilemma= mean* for up to 2 years under the
direction of his or ber eradiate committee, which
would include both ORNL and univeraty
nprestatatives. This progam is very competitive
and eelectiva typically fewer than ten
appointments ata made annually.

All candidata mum be approved in the ORNL
Graduate Fellow Selection Panel, a committee
composed of pniessimal staff representing all
ORNL research and technical divisions. Ths
oan Graduate Fellow Selection Panel also is
responsible far approving students with masters
degrees and postdoctoral applicants who are
appointed throush the Postgraduate Research
TmgAppointinent programs viva highly
mmpentive and selective, this prar Int allows

ORM. graft the opportune*, to retsina valuable
Praffles assitance hum man mama *siring
finsha research taproom. Special mention is
paid to men& programmatic meals. Laboratory
employees have been recruited Sam graduate
modern programs. For aranspk, the Swum
Research Interoship perm dnineed fee
graduate stades= with a minimum pudopoint
avenge of 3.5. Smdans ia health physics
graduate program were actively teenage& four
were hired as interns for summer 1906. In
addition to the health physim Maus, cadmic
students have also been recraiad specifically oa
assia with samba in the maul Hamdous
Wsste Remedial Actions Program (HAZWRAP)

The University of Tennessee. Knoxville

UTX aajoys cepa:holy dote nes to she
Laboratary. Many lit K facul1I tmmbece haw
served as consultants and research participants at
ORNL. ORNI. Ralf have served on UTK
advisory commenem. and UTK staff base played a
sundae advisory role at ORNL. Mawr ORN1.
staff have trade advantage of the UTK Resident
Grestuate Program in Oak Ridge, which offers
evening courses to rhea pursuing advanced degrees
in a variety of scientific and engineenng
disciplines.

Science Alliance

A current memorandum of undemanding
(MOW in effea is with UTX, which was
initiated as pan of the Seance Alliance. Sponsored
by the stale of Tatnessee, this Censer of
Excellence at unt operate under the =mites of
the Sena Schools Program.

The purpose a the Selena Allk se is to
encourage pint research collaborations between
ORNL and UTK, thus fostering a unique
environment for research wadi,* Many different
activnies fall under the provam's umbrella, but
ihe oft most omit& is the Distinguished Scsenust
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SARA program. Faculty from the service
ecadesnies will aloo be encouraged to participace.

The number of university reeeareh pankipants
is expected so immense ia FY 1909 with the
cencinustion id she Osk Ridge Science and
Eagineering Ramey* Semesters. Whin fully
operstional, the Oak Ligge Science and
Eimineering Reminds Semester program would
%wpm over 300 studenu annually for reined'
participation and training, moody &ems the
academic year. MI participants wiU be housed in a
multipurpose building to be constructer in central
Oak Ridge. The program is being successfully
phased in with over 60 parncipants to FY 1988.

Sussiniary

The precollege and usersity relations
programs will cominue to pow significantly in the
future. Is is important that a facility be developed
that meets the needs of our growing precollege and
univerrity programs. ORNL will continue to
involve ..rew groups in our activities, impkment
new ;.a..erann to meet needs, and otherwise
cob Ana our education and training aCtivitlet The
way% of propams currently offered by ORNL ma
considerable and unpressive, but oppertunmes far
new maim*, soli emu.

The &ANL University Relations prose= will
continue to grow and act as a model kr other

, kderal liberator'ea and corporate entilies in their
efforts to enhance the education of the nation's
youth. ORNL has demonstrated a commitment to
incrust the involienseist of univenity personnel in
in R&D activities. It is imperative to supply well-
waked, qualified senbalosi personnel for the
future. The Lairoatory is moinitri DOE in
achieving this pal hi two ways: (I) hY Providing
opportunities for students or all ages to receive
training and to perform research and (2) by
eneouraoing students to attend p aduate school in
enerwrelated disciplines. The university
interactions am also importaw in transferring
ecience and technology throw,h sponsori ng faculty

roman* participation and visits at ORNL and
through OR.NL siaff visits and lectures oo campa.
Collsborative rmearch programs with univereity
personnel will continue so be a con-effective
method to receive qualky assissance in fulfillment
of the Laboratory's missions.

A paposal has been submitted to the NSF for
a teacherenbancement program for teachers
from kinderpnen through grade 8 This
mulie-boratory pr000ml invokes tithe DOE
laboratories, with ORNL sax* as the lead
laboratory. The proposal calk for a budget of
nearly $6 million over a 5-year period and is
expected to serve ova 400 teachers, The teacher
Program will focus on *hands-on aceiviiies that
link the 'big some of she laboratory to
conventional science cuiticula.

Minority Business Procurement

Energy System's Award Fee Contract with
DOE requires that we provide maximum practical
opportunity for minority businesses to tell us the
commodities and services used in the operation of
our facilities and programa

ORNL management and staff work dotty
with the Socioeconomic Programs Office and
Purchasing naffs to identify and qualify companies
owned by socially and economically disadvantaged
inti:viduals so participate in the company's
purchasing activities. The following activities
support this program.

Outreachmore than 25 trade shows, business
opporiunity fairs, and conferences for small and
disadvantaged businesses are attended each year.
Stiff members also meet one-on-one with
minority aim anies to enable them to "market*
thew goods aril services.

Seminars and workshops are cosponsored with
DOE and other organizations to help company
representatives be= understand our

1 SO Atli R4e Named Labornto,-. .. Plan FY 1989-1994
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requirements and the correct procedures for
doing business with ms.

Large, complex procurements are broken down
into onsaller pieces to enable greater
participation from minority finns.

Special arrangcments are made with Accounu
Payable to ensure that immix payment is nude
to minority firms to help alleviate cash.flow
problem

An annual swords program is conducted that
recogniza a minority.owned ftnn and minority
colleges or universities (or mounding
performance of work for us.

As part of the award, acUvity discussed
previously. internal staff are recognized for their
support of the program by serving as
'advocates' for small and disadvantaged
companies.

Streets supper is provided to DOE in
identifying work that can be awarded co
minority companies that have been certified

25-932 0 - 90 - 6

under the Small Business Adminietration's
84) Program. Once the sward is placed by
DOE, our staff members serve as technical
;mutton for the commas.

Placement of comma and orders with
minority companies has increased steadily over the
years. Energy Symems has received the following
awards rat:piling perfoensnee in this arm.

FY 1988Diminguished Prime Contractor a
the Year foe Region IVawarded by SM.
Headquarters;

FY 1908--Small Minority Business Advocate of
the Year for the state of Tenni:nee. Ruby
Millerawarded by SBA-Region IV;

FY 1988Corporation of the Year, Portsmouth
Gaseous Diffusioa Plantawarded by
Columbus (Ohio) Regional Minority Suppliers'
Development Council; an4

FY 1987Small and Minority Business
Advocate award, AUyn Zerby Cit rD at
ORNL.

177
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Sammy of Findings

Since ita femstion in 1977. the U. S. Department of Sim (DM) has
had the respensibility ant legislative authority to dewiep menu that
NV mire adulate supplies ci aimed personnel for its future research
mission. One mechanism for doing this is to provide widegewluate same
and engineering melees with DOE labceatory fawn experience. The DOE
Slaident RIONIth Participation (SW) Program, sponsored by DOEs Office
of Unite/sty and Industry Programs is the principal vehicle fcr arranging
and supporting MOE research appoestmems

The report reviews information provichid by a sample of the 2.152 SRA
Program peticipants wiz held appointnerns from 1979 to 1982. Some
of the mos signtficant findings of the MeV ant

In 1567. many survey respondent' wire stifi vartsing on graduate
degrees. Howewr. 42 percent had cr expected to receive PhD:*
22 potent either had or planned degrees in medicine. law, cr other
peofesiont and 29 percent expected a masters degree to a emir
highest degree.

Over 58 potent have already attamed an advanced degree

Flftyfoir anent of the wardens said that their priMilif work
activity was march as compared to 33 percent of all employed
scientislo and engineers in the U. S.

Former SRPs are rnere than three times as likely to work in a federal
gowenment Mann (9%) as other U. S. sten= and enrolees
(2.4%).

Sixty percent of all respondents and 78 percent of those who had
ccenpield PPLDS indicated that the program utuenced their demon
to Mini graduate school.

Females were mere &My than males to indicate that PartidPabon in
the program had an influerce on their decision to attend graduate
school

Mare than half of the respondents ( 57 percent) indicated that the
Ingram influenced their choice of area of specialization.

In general. the mformaton piovided by past SAP Prcignm pan:imam
indicates that particloaron in the program encouraged a malonty of them
to attain higher ieveis or education. They indicated Mit they received
viduabie experiences that miluenced their career development

PAGE 2
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BIOGRAPHY

ALVIN W. TRIVELPIECE

Alvin W. Trivelpiece became the Director of Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) and a vice-president of Martin Marietta Energy Systems in January
1989. Triveipiece oversees the research and development programs and
associated support Operations at ORNL, one of the Department of Energy's
(DOE's) multiprogram energy laboratories. Activities at ORNL Include applied
research and engineering development in support of DOE's fusion, fission.
conservation, and fossil energy technology programs and basic scientific
research in selected areas of the physical and life sciences. These activities
involve a staff of over 5000 and a budget ot approximately $500 million.

During 1987-88, Trivelpiece semed as the Executive Officer of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science. From 1981-1987, he was the
Director of the Office of Energy Research at DOE. Trivelpiece was corporate
vice president of Science Applications, Inc., in La Jolla, California, from 1978 to
1981, and from 1976 to 1978 he was vice president for engineering and
research at Maxwell Laboratories in San Diego, California.

Trivelpiece was a professor of physics at the University of Maryland hem 1966
to 1976 and was a professor at the University of California. Berkeley, in the
Department o' Electrical Engineering from 1959 to 1968. While on leave from
the University of Maryland, from 1973 to 1975, he served with the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission as assistant director for research in the Division of
Controlled Thermonuctear Research.

A native Californian, he received his B.S. degree from California Polytechnic
State University in 1953, ano his M.S. (in 1955) and Ph.D. degree (in 1958)
from the California Institute of Technology.

Tnvelpiece was a Fulbright scholar 11 the Netherlands from 1958 to 1959 and a
Guggenheim Fellow in 1967. He was named Distinguished Alumnus of
California Polytechnic in 1978 anri of the California 1--,itute of Technology In
1987.

His research has focused 01 plasma physics, controlled thermonuclear
research, and particle accel gators. He was granted several patents on
accelerators and microwave Cevices. He has pub'ished many papers in his
field, and is the author of two hooks un plasma physics.

He is a fellow of the AAAS, the American Physical Society, and the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers. and is a member of the American Nuclear
Society and Sigma Xi.
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Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Dr. Trivelpiece. Dr. Springer,
please proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT W. SPRINGER

Dr. SPRINGER. Madam Chairman, members of the Subcommittee,
I am extremely pleased by the Committee's interest in this subject
in the role of the National Laboratories in science education and it
is indeed a privilege to be here and be able to share with you my
perspective on that from the point of view of having worked at Ar-
gonne now for eight years.

It seems to be generally agreed that the national labs are a scien-
tific resource of enormous magnitude, which can really have a sig-
nificant impact on science education at all levels. Dr. Trivelpiece
has mentioned that he feels the labs are under-utilized in that
regard and I certainly reinforce that.

Argonne, for example, has the largest program among the DOE
laboratories and we have considerable more capacity than is now
being used.

Ms. LLOYD. As you know, Congressman Schiff and I visited Ar- 1

gonne, we were there in February.
DT. SPRINGER. Yes.
Ms. LLOYD. And I was most impressed with Dr. Lederman's pro-

gram on Saturday morning for the young scientists, the bright high
school students from the area, that participate in the program. You
certainly are to be congratulated. I hope that you continue the pro-
gram since Dr. Lederman is leaving, with renewed interest.

Dr. SPRINGER. You will learn about that this afternoon from the
representative from Fermi Lab that will he here.

Mr. SCHIFF. I just want to add that although I represeni. a dis-
trict in Albuquerque, New Mexico, my wife and I are natives of
Chicago, Illinois. My wife is a graduate of the University of Chica-
go which manages Argonne, and if I even think of doing something
too adverse to Argonne, I assure you I hear about it at the dinner
table.

Dr. SPRINGER. Well what I would like to do is convey to you
something of the nature of what we are doing and why and also
some sense of what more I think we could do, and try to provide
you with a measure of not only what can be done at national labs,
but what more can be done for science education.

We shape our program to a great extent by the context in which
we operate. We are located, as you know, very close to the city of
Chicago and in those vast suburbs around it, so we have a great
opportunity for programming in the precollege area, particularly
that directed at the minority population in the city. The Laborato-
ry is also right in the middle of a very rich supply of educational
institutions of higher education as well. This ranges everywhere
from the small liberal arts colleges that are so popular in the mid-
west up to major research universities, private and public, some of
the most prestigious in the country. And so we feel a responsibility
for and there is an opportunity there to support science education
at that level as well.

In particular what we want to dothat is the major role of our
programis to provide this large population of faculty and stu-
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dents with regular contact with the type of exciting, cutting edge
research and big science that goes on at the national labs. This re-
quires obviously a large scientific resource such as a national lab
and a lot of interested people.

As a major multi-purpose research lab, Argonne has the physical
resources that you became acquainted with out there, and as to
personnel, the IDepartment of Energy in general and Argunne in
particular, have a long history of involvement in education, which
you have heard curnments on already, since essentially the origins
of these organizations. This has the important consequence that
participation in these programs is a normal, expected thing. It is
part of the culture at Argonne and also at the other laboratories.
The degree of cooperation we get as a result of this from the re-
search stair is extremely high and that provides us with the per-
sonnel resources we need, and of course that is critical.

So there is an opportunity there and a responsibility adequate
scientific resources, physical and human, and of course we also
need the financial resources.

Funding for these programs is obviously something that is on ev-
eryone's mind today, so let me comment a little bit on that. Most of
the funding for programs at Argonne is provided by the Depart-
ment of Enetv under the umbrella concept that Ms. Joseph men-
tioned, the Science Education Center. The Deparanent now sup-
ports these Centers at six laboratories and the main idea of the
Center is that the program is viewed and funded as a whole rather
than as a collection of unrelated individual programs. That is im-
portant when one is trying to support science education at as many
levels as we are, to have the flexibility and the pmsibilities for pro-
gram integration that the Science Center idea allows.

As to the level of funding, it has gone through a series of pla-
teaus, in my experience anyway. For c period of something like ten
yearsthis was awhile backthe funding fir these programs was
fixed, it was level and it was well below that needed to provide pro-
grams at all levels and also to have a real impact on scitmce educa-
tion, given the size of the student and faculty population in the
country. We had essentially no programs in the precollege area
and our ability to provide research experiences for undergraduates
and research opportunities for graduate students was quite limited.

That began to change about four years ago and since then fund-
ing for our program has increased, and we have been able to add
important new programs that you have heard something about, at
the precollege area and also in the undergraduate level. Unfortu-
nately, even though we all recognize an increasing need for these
sort of things, we are at another funding plateau. There is no in-
crease for these programs in 1989 and there is none projected for
1990. And as I indicated earlier, we have considerable more capac-
ity than is now being used. Not only that, but increases at this
point, given the infrastructure already being established, the in-
creases go primarily into having more participation from faculty
and students. The programs at Argonne, in my judgment, could
easily be effectively and efficiently doubled in size. I think that is a
reasonable measure.

Also I want to outline certain of the programs we are doing,
trying as mulh as I can to not duplicate other comments.

1S7
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I certainly endorse the idea that we have to reach down as low
as possible in the precollege area to try to stimulate interest in sci-
ence and awareness in science and to try to do that for a large
number of students, and that creates one difficulty for us, because
it is difficult for us to bring large numbers of precollege students in
the lower grades to the lab for long periods of time. There are al-
ternatives to do that though and that is you simply form some
partnerships. One way we can do it is to work with teachers and
the other way is in a partnership with colleges and universities.

You have heard mentioned the high school teacher associates
program this summer. Argonne is participating in that and a sig-
nificant portion of our appointments there will be for teachers in
the city of Chicago and we will be combining that with other ele-
ments of our program to provide in-service training, teacher insti-
tutes, summer institutes and so forth. And all of it working toward
providing a support network for teachers in the region and in the
city in particular. So we would like continual contact with these
people and for them to feel that they are not in that high school
with the large teaching burden and a low budget without any sup-
port at all, that they have a network of their peers and they have
people that they can ask for support at the laboratory.

We have had small programs for high school students for eight
or nine --ars. This is about 40 or so high school sophomores and
high school seniors that come each summer. In order to try te
expand these programs and involve the large numbers of students
that I mentioned I think are necessaiy, we formed a formal coop-
eration with Chicago State University, that is primarily a minority
institution in the city. And we are currently Idiscussing a similar
sort of arrangement with Northwestern University.

We have hai a large summer program for undergraduates for
many years and I want to emphasize also the importance of con-
tinuing that. It is in this undergraduate research participation pro-
gram we call it, that the students that we do get interested in sci-
ence really get to find out what a research activity and real science
is all about, and find out whether they really like it and they are
influenced in the sorts of fields that they chooie and get a first-
hand taste of what it really would be like to do it. It is that time
where I think their minds are really made up.

Sometimes we hear that our efforts +o increase participation in
science ougl-4 to be focused a lot more at the precollege level, I
think we s)- have certainly a lot more than we now have there,
but we n maintain the undergraduate and graduate pro-
grams as The demand for cur mdergraduate program is ex-
tremely high. We typically place 200 students each summer in our
undergraduate program. We have applications from somewhere be-
tween 1,200 and. 1,500, so the demand for this is very high. And it
is in response to this sort of thing that the Department formed the
semester program a few years ago. That will enable us to provide
opportunities to a much more significant portion of these interest-
ed students.

And then having stimulated hundreds of students every year to
go on to graduate school and pursue research careers, it is only
natural that opportunities also need to be provided at the graduate
level. As Ms. Joseph mentioned, that is done a lot directly with

15S
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universities, but there is also a need for p at the laborato-
ries. We have 60 or 70 graduate students ;gag. at any one time
doing thesis research and primarily they are there because the
equipment that is available at the lab for their research is not
amibble at their home institutions, and that is an important role
for the national labs to play in that area.

It is also important for us to provide opportunities for facey,
not only faculty who are interested in research but faculty who are
interested primarily in teaching. For both of those, there are ap-
pointments available to again come and participate in research. We
also operate a large series of workshops and faculty institutes that
give them periodic updates on current developments in research,
given them an introduction to the facilitier and programs at the
lab that they can later participate in.

Finally, we also provide teaching and research faculty in our
region with access to instrumentation at the lab. Instrumentation
again is another major problem facing educntional institutions at
all levels and reser. ch facilities and equipment is again something
that is in good supply at a national laboratory, so we try to facili-
tate access to equipment that is in the research divisions and also
in our own small teaching laboratory.

So I will simply conclude then by reiterating that I think the na-
tional labs have a great deal of unused potential for support of sci-
ence education at all levels. We are very pleased that this has been
recognized by the Committee and that the Committee is interested
in finding ways of making greater use of this resource. I would be
glad to answer questions and provide you with any further details
you might need.

[The Prepared statement of Dr. Springer follows:]
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Madam Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am extremely pleased by the

Committee's interest in the role of the national labontories In mimics education. It is a

privilep to be able to provide you with my perspective on that role, based on being Director

of Educational Programs at Argonne fir the past 5 years and a faculty member and

department chairman in a university engineering program for 15 years prior to that.

The national labs are a scientific resource of enormous magnitude which can make

important and, in many ways, unique contrthutions at all levels of whines education. They

ars greatly underutilized in this regard. Argonne has the largest program among the DOE

labs, and we have considerably more capacity than is currently being used. I hope to convey

to you the nature of what we are doing and why, and some sense of how much more we could

do. This should provide you with one important measure of what and how much can be done

for science education at national laboratories.

The context in which we operate at Argonne naturally influences the nature and the

scope of our program, both in mortal and in detail, Argonne is located very close to the civ

of Chicago and in the midst of its vast suburbs. Accordingly, we have a unique opportunity

among the DOE labs and with it a serious responsibility for programming in the pre-college

area, particularly that directed at the large minority population in the city The Laboratory

is also within a few hours of a very large number of institutions of higher education,

including many small, high quality, undergraduate liberal arta institutions, and some of the

nation's most prestigious research universities, both public and private. Both, as you know

very well, play important roles in science and engineering education at the undergraduate

and graduate levels. It is therefore also important that we support science education and

research at these stages as well. In particular, it is essential that as many as possible of this

huge population of faculty and students have regular contact with the type of exciting,

cutting edge research and "Big Science" that are the national labs' stock in trade.

The overall goal of Educational Programs at Argonne is therefore to offer programs

that provide this contact in a variety of ways, and in a broad range of ecientific and

engineering 5elds for faculv and students at virtually all levels.

Such a task obviously requires a large scientific resource and many interested people.

A. a major multi-purpose research laboratory, Argonne has the physical resources that are

needed. As to personnel, the Department of Merv. in general, and Argonne, in particular,

have long histories of national and international educational programs that go back almost

JHI
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to the beginninp of' these organizations. This has the important consequence that
partitipaticui in educational activities by the research staff is a normal, expected thing. It ia

part of the culture at Argonne and at other DOE labs. The degree of cooperation we get from

the research staff is therefore extremely high end provides us with the personnel resources

that our goals require.

So there is need and opportunity, there is responsibility, and there are adequate

scientific resources, both physical and human. Dollars are also necessary for student and

faculty stipends, for materials and for effort ea the part of staff from my Division. Funding

for these programs is obviously something that is on all of our minds here today, so let me

move to that.

l'Irst, I want to note that most of the funding for educational programs at Argonne is

pnwided by the Department of Energy, under the umbrella concept of a Science Education

Center. The Department now supports such Centers at six of its laboratories (ir. addition to

supporting individual programs at other labs). The main idea of a Center is that the
program is viewed and funded as a whole rather than as a collection of separate, individual

programs. It is very important when one is trying, as we are, to support science education at

all levels and in many ways, to have the flexibility and the possibilities for program
integration that the Center concept allows.

As to the level of funding, the history and current gtuation is briefly the following.

For a period of something like 10 years, funding for these programs was fixed and well below

that needed to provide programs at all levels and on a scale that would result in a real
impact an science education. We had essentially no programs in the pre-college area and

research expenences for undergraduates and for graduate students were extremely dollar-

limited. This began to change about four years ago. Since then, funding for our programs
has increased, and we have been able to add several important new programs, particularly in

the pre-college area, and also expand undergraduate programs considerably. Unfortunately,

even though the need for programs of this sort has become greater and increasingly

recognized, we have hit another funding plateau. There was no incresee for education this

year end none is projected for FY90. As I indicated earlier, we have considerably more

capacity than is now being utilized. I believe that we could effectively and efficiently double

the size of our current program. I want to emphasize that because our organization and our
program. are, for the moat part, in place, funding increases at this point will largely be used

to increase student and faculty participation.

109
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At this peirit I want to briefly outline what we are doing et each level in more specific

terms, and what we estimate our capacity to be in each case.

It is important that ere itimulate and support interest in and awsreness of Ilde1149
from an early age, and to do so for a large muober of student& The further one reaches into
the lower grades, the more students one has to address. We have limitations on our ability
to bring large numbers of very young students to the Laboratory for long periods of time.
But there are alternatives which still enable us to reach large numbers of students. One is
to work with teachers. The other is to work in partnership with colleges and universities.
We are doing both.

The Department of Energy has initiated this year a new national program far high
school science teachers which will bring 20 teachers to our Laboratory for the summer.
During the coming years, we plan to combine first-hami participation in research during the
summer through this program with a variety of workshops and teacher institutes during the

academic year to build a continuing support network for science teachers. A substantial
portion of this effort will be directed at teachers in the city of Chicago. Through thissuppert
network, teachers will be able to increase and renew their knowledge of ecience, to stay
current with exciting new developments, to arrange for clam tours, and to bring interesting
guest lecturers and demonstrations to their classrooms. We can accommodate twice the
number of teachers that this new program will support and, along with several other labs,
we are seeking additional support for this from the National Science Foundation. Ifwe are
sucressful, teachers from lower grades will be included in the program. We also could offer
at least twice so many In-Service programs and teacher institutes as current funding levels
allow. Personally, think this is one of the most important programs we can have. Teerhers
of science at the middle and high school levels can have a tremendous impact on students'
interest in science, but they work in most difficult circumstances. Any support we can
provide them is greatly appreviated and will pay great dividends.

We have provided small programs at Argonne for high school sophomores and seniors
for the past eight years or so. Approximately 40 students are involved in each. In order to
expand these programs to involve more students, we have receney established a formal
cooperation with Chicago State University, which is a predominately minority institution in
the city. We are also currently discussing a similialf arrangement with Northwestern
University. The advantage of these cooperations is that, while we cannot accommodate large
numbers of preesillege students at the Leboratory, =remedies can. They have classrooms

1;r3
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and laborstories that are ideal for this purpose and which are vastly underutilized during

the mummer months. They also have a high intenat in attracting students, particularly

minority students, to their schmce and emineering programa The partnenhip is thus a

natural one. The cooperative program we are planning vrill amidst of a majoroutreach effort

at the lower grades, primarily directed at stimulating and sustaining student interest in and

awareness of science. As shown by the photograph which was enclosed with my testimony,

this can be done with very simple experiments- In this case, students are &nerving the

levitation of a superconducting disk. As the students progress' te higher grades, they will be

invited to participate in summer classroom and laboratory programs with more emphasis on

content and hands-on experience. Argonne will support both the outreach and the summer

programs, both administratively and scientifically. All participants will be brought to the

Laboratory for special events. Funding currently available is well below that needed to

implement these programs on the scale that is possible and is needed.

Argenta has had a large summer program for undergraduates for many years. This

is part of one of DOE's menr national programs. Through this program, students with an

interest is graduate study and a research career get an opportunity to see what is really like

by actually participating in advanced research under the guidance of an individual research

scientist We sometimes hear that efforts to increase the number of students taking up

careers in science should be amcentinted entirely on the pre-collage level, that by the time

students reach the undergraduate level their minds are already mode up. Our experience

indicates that both are needed. At the undergraduate level we do find students with a
definite interest in scienre and engineering, but they know very little about the excitement

end rewards of research. Also, they are being attracted to other fielde in which rewards

seem to be greater end the path easier. The fact that many are now choosing alternatives to

science and engineering has been verified by many recent studies. A recent formal

evaluation of the DOE undergraduate summer program nationally has documented that it is

extremely successful. Five years after completion of a summer program at a DOE lab, 90%

of former participants indicate that they either have or will soon receive an advanced degree.

Moreover, more than 60% indicate that this program was a significant influence on their

doing so and on their choice of field.

The demand for DOE's undergraduate research participation program is extremely

high. At Argonne, we get benison 1200 and 1300 applications from honors caliber
undengraduates every summer. We are only able to accommodate about 220 and current

funding restriets ne to actuelly placing aboat 200. In order to provide opportunities t3 mom
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of these students, DOE initiated a new program two years ago called the Science and

Engineering Research Semester (URS). This program provides undergraduates with

opportunities to participate in research during the academic year. The program is designed

to be the science analog of the off-campus and semester abroad programs that have been an

established part of nen-science curricula for many years. The research experience is

supplemented with seminars and, as needed, with academie courses taught by college and

university faculty. Students who want credit for this experience are generally able to obtain

it from their home institutions. Students prepare reports on their research, and some are

able to present their work at national etudent research conferences. Many are listed as joint

authors an papem submitted by the team to scientific journals. Argonne currently places

about 65 students at the Laboratory in this program each semester. Ws could accommodate

approximately 125 if additional fimding were available. Recently, we have begun arranging

for faculty and small groups of students to participate in this program as a team. This adds

considerably to the educational coinponent of the program. Again, however, current funding

levels limit SEES to about one-third of what would be

Having stimulated hundreds of undergraduates to go to graduate school each year, it

is naturally apprepriate to also provide programs which support graduate education and

research. DOR does this to the greatest extent through direct support of researth at
universities. In addition, however, the national labs also provide opportunities for graduate

student thesis research. This is particularly important when special experimental
equipment needed for the research is not. available on campus, but is available at the

Laboratory and these days, when experimental facilities can be extremely expensive, this is

often the case. Approximately 70 students are actively engaged Le Rill scale thesis research

at Antenna at any one time, and about half this number are also doing parts of their thesis

with equipment on-site. Both of these numbers are well below demand and our capacity.

Funds available for anis research this fiscal year were fully committed by late January.

We estimate that we could accommodate at least twice the nImber or graduate students we

now have and that this would still not satisfy demand.

It is also important to provide opportunities far faculty to participate in laboratory

research. This is clearly one of the beat ways to involve faculty in DOE's research programs,

particularly ki the early stages of their research careers, Many faculty at primarily

undergraduate institutions try to sustain an active research program in spite of heavy
teaching commitments. It is important for these faculty to do research. A collaboration at a

national lab can be of great value in this effort. Ftiquently, participation in a summer or
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sabbatical leave program at Argonne or another DOE lab leads te a joint research proposal

and it continuing collaboration. These partnerships thus spawn research programs on

college and university campunes which then involve eVe71 mom undergraduates in research.

either on campus or again in one of the laboratories. We now have about 70 faculty members

conducting meareh on .site during the summer and 10-15 on sabbatical leave during the

academic year. Capacity at Argonne is estimated to be approximately 130.

My Division also sponsors a series of 20 to 25 workshops and conferences which

supplement these programs for individuals in important ways. I have already mentioned In.

Service programs and Faculky Institutes for pre-college teachers. Faculty Institutes focused

on regent research result& are also provided on a regular basis for college faculty with a

prime*, interest in teaching. Workshops which present the capabilities of the major

experimental facilities at the Lab, which the Department makes available to university

faculty, are also a regular event- We would like very much to be able to expand this series by

about 25%, particularly in corOu.nction with the new pre-college outreach and teacher

network programs I described earlier.

ws also provide teaching and research faculty, with access toinstrumentation

available at the Lab, but not on many campuses through a Regional Instrumentation

Sharing Pmgram. TMs is done on an individual, special arrangement ban*. There is

considerable demand for this program, particularly from faculty at nearby small colleges

which have little hope of acquiring extensive laboratory facilities themselves. Funding for

this program could usefully be increased by a factor of 2 or 3.

I will conclude by reiterating that the national laboratories have a great deal of

unused potential for the support of science education at all levels. We are very pleased that

this has been recognised and that the Committee is interested in finding ways to rr eke

greater use of this resource. I would be glad to respond to questions and to providr the

Committee with any farther details it might require. Thank yam

1 "f')
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Ms. LLOYD. Thank you, Dr. Springer. We will withhold our ques-
tions until all our panelists have concluded their statements. Dr.
Perry, we now look forward to hearing from you. You may need to
move that microphone closer to you since we are sharing today.

STATEMENT OF DR. MANUEL PERRY

Dr. PERRY. Thank you. Chairman Lloyd, Mr. Schiff, I very much
appreciate the opportunity to come here and appear before you
today.

As you are aware, the 1.--)wrence Livermore National Laboratory
is one of the largest and in my view one of the best science and
technology research facilities in the world. We employ over 9,000
scientists and technical support personnel at our organization.

One of my responsibilities as manager Of the planning and devel-
opment group at the Laboratory is the study of changes that affect
our ability to recruit and hire individuals. What I see is a rapid
diminishment of the pool of qualified young and interested scien-
tists and technologists coming into the professions.

1 know that there is no need for me to spend time and try to con-
vince this Committee of the critical need of the immediate and full
scale effort to raise the level of science education in our Nation's
schools, that's the reason we are here today. There is also no need
for me to remind you of the scientill: excellence of the national
laboratories. But what does need pointing out is the disconnect that
presently exists between these centers of excellence and our
schools.

A profound and widening gap exists between the scientific com-
munity and the general public, and this gap has created a work
force that does not possess an up to date awareness of the current
status of scientific and technical knowledge. Such a lack of scientif-
ic and technological literacy creates apprehension and distrust at
the very moment this country most needs the creativity and the
enthusiasm of well-informed, well-educated young scientists and
technologists.

To continue to depend upon present scientific community to meet
the current and the future international competition in science and
technology, while ignoring those who will replace them, is to eat
our own seed corn. The American scientists and technologists of
the 21st century are in our schools now. We need a strategy to
engage the whole, entire scientific community and especially those
at the national laboratories in the process of reclaiming science
education.

I propose that the quickest and the most effective solution to this
dilemma is to replace the disconnect with an efficient, smooth-func-
tioning collaborative connect between our schools and our centers
of scientific excellence. Such a union will ensure the quality of
future scientists and technologists and the future is with us now.

As you know, most of the national laboratories are already in-
volved in independent programs designed to support science educa-
tion in our own areas. For the last 20 years, Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory has developed and run many successful education out-
reach programs in an effort to narrow the gap. During these 20
years, we have developed over 86 education outreach programs, 60
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plus programs are active today. We have education programs for
students, for teachers and administrators. Our student programs
involve students K through 8, high school, community colleges and
universities and post-doe. Our faculty programs involve teachers
from elementary schools, high schools, community college, college
and universities. Our goals for our programs are key. Havi, sci-
ence and technology experienced as an interesting, fun ar,..1 an
achievable activity; having hands-on science of hear, see, as well as
do, having scienee and technology seen as inter-related and that
present walls between the two disciplines of science and techmtp-
gy, having them come down. And having all students, all races and
both sexes, understand that they can achieve and that they are
welcome in the field of science and technology.

Our commitment to education programs is unique. If it is impor-
tant to the laboratory to do it, then we will find a way to get it
done.

I admire and applaud the efforts that we have undertaken over
time as well as those of the other laboratories. But I also know that
such independent programs engender duplication, unevenness of
effect and slow progress. Laboratory-specific programs tend to be
diffuse in subject matter, generally unknown outside their own
region, uncoordinated and lacking in continuous funding.

Sientists and technologists participating in these programs are
often not recognized a.s performing a service to education commen-
surate with their programmatic contribution. Consequently many
people participate at a risk to their career.

Let me now close by making some recommendations. I recom-
mend that Congress establish a policy endorsing the legitimacy and
the necessity of science education activities by all program areas of
the national laboratories. Such a mandate from Congress would un-
derlie the stated commitment of this administration to education.

Also I recommend that ("ongress provide sustained educational
outreach funding at a level which will ensure the continuity of ef-
fective programs.

For the national laboratories, I make these recommendations,
that we involve staff members from all disciplines: scientists, tech-
nicians, crafts persons, in education outreach programs aimed at
narrowing the gap, that the national laboratories provide the time,
the dollars and the recognition for employees to develop quality on-
going education programs, and that the national laboratories serve
as regional centers, providing quality educational programs in
their own areas articulated with their own schools, and then final-
ly that the national laboratories collaborate with other scientific
laboratories to develop a system to exchange information, effective
prgrams and educational materials.

ese recommendations, directed nationally, using the highest
level of scientific expertise found in our laboratories as resources to
our schools, and receiving continuous funding, will begin the turna-
round in scientific and technical education in this country. If such
recommendations are instituted by the present administration, and
if the involvement of laboratory scientists and technologists is rec-
ognized as an important part of our professional responsibility, we
can do again what we did in the 1950's faced with Sputnik and
similar educational dilemma.

4)
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1 strongly urge this Committee to put these recommendations in
place as soon as possible.

Ms. LLOYD. Thank you, Dr. Perry. All of this testimony is rich
and is well prepared and I want to congratulate all of you.

Bill, we look forward to your testimony as equally informative.
Please proceed.

[Materials submitted by Dr. Perry follow:I
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM PARTICIATION
PRE-COLLEGE SUMMARY TABLE

- 12)

AGMAILLA
STUDENT
U221iNSI

FACULTY
=MAUI

STD/FAC
LAMM

Advieory/Consultant 0 1 0

Career Fair 1 0 0

Collaborative Resarch 0 1 0

Conference 1 1 0

OtherInformation Sharing 0 1 0

OtherTeacher Enrichment 0 1 0

School Year Mork Experince 2 0 0

Skill Training 3 0 2

Student/Teacher Training 0 0 2

Summer Mork Experience 2 0 1

Tacher Training 0 4 0

Teachr Training/Reeearch 0 1 0

Toura/Speakera 1 0 2

MOrkshop ---A-
13

1-
11 7

1r OW. TOTAL 411
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS
ACTIVE PRZ-COLLWE STUDENT PrAGRAMS

(R-12)

LISTED HY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May 9, 1989

ACTIVITY: Career Fair

TITLE; Career Days

EDUC GROUP (STUDENT); E1ementary/Hi9h/Co11ege

Arrnmanvz ACTION PROGRAW:

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR 00AL:

Upon request various schools will have a career day. Verious
Laboratory departments will set up inforhotion booths on campus
regarding careers. Chabot College Valley Campus sponsors an annual
Career Day which UAL euployees have been participating in for the
past 7 years.

ACTIVITY: Conference

TITLE: Expanding Your Horizons Science 6 Math Conference

ZDUC GROUP (STUDENT); Ath-High School

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OX GOAL:

A 1 day conference, held at Chabot College in Livermore.
The Livermore confrence is one of about 80 LYN conferences held
across the country annually. Coordination is through the Math/
Science Resource Cantor t Mills College in Oakland. The Center was
founded in 1976 for the purpose of putting on these conferences.
The purpose of the conference is to encourage junior high and senior
high girls to continue taking math 6 science cowries and to provide
them with Tamale role models in the scientific areas.

0 "3
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROJRAMS
ACTIVE PRE-COLLEGE STUDENT PROGRRMS

111-12)

LISTED RY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May 9, 1989

ACTIVITY: School Year Work Experience

TITLE; Plant Engineering Experience Program (PEEP)

EDUC camp (STUDENT): Sigh School

Arrnmarn ACTION PROGRAM?: 11

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

A high school work experience program for tudents 26 years of
age until graduation. They work 25 hours pox week during tag school
year and full time during the summer end holidays. Major emphamis is
learning responsibility and commitment to what having a job means.

ACTIVITY: School Year Work Experience

TITLE; Student Technology Experience Program (STEP)

ZDUt GROW (STUDENT): High School/College

AFFIRMRTIVE ACTION PROGRAM: I

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL;

The program offers local high school and college students
meaningful work experience, and encourage* them to continue their
education in science, engineering or business. Participants must be
full-time students and maintain a satisfactory scadmeic standing.
Participants ten work up to 26 hours per week during the school year
end 40 hours per week during the summer.

2 4
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EDUCATIONAL OOTREACII PROGRAMS
ACTIVE Pei-COLLEGE STUDENT PROGRAMS

(K-12)

LISTED SY TYPE or ACTIVITY
May 9, 1999

ACTIVITY; Skill Training

TITLE: Apprenticeship Pre-Apprenticeship Program (AP)

EDUC GROW (STUDENT): Apprenticeship

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?) I

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

Ar program supplies on-the-job training and Ciaisr00111 training
leading to state certification as a journey-level craftsperson.
Participants work full time in advanced technologies during
their 3-4 year apprenticeship. At least 144 hours of related class-
room instruction and approx. vuo hours of productive work are includ-
ed in the program. AP positions are published in the Lab's CURRENT
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES bulletin. Applicants must be IS end have a
high school diploma or (GED). Applicants are required to take a
standard math and mechanical test.

ACTIVITY: Skill Training

TITLE: On-This-Job Training Program (OJT)

EDUC moor (STUDENT): Elementary/Sigh/College

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM; Y

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

OJT program provides technical and clercial skills training
to individuals who hove limited earketablo skills and ars unemployed
or underemployed. Successful completion of the training and the
existence of an appropriate opening can lead to career employment
at LLNL.
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EDUCATIONAL OVTRZACM PROGRAMS
ACTIVE PRE-COLLEGE STUDENT PROGRAMS

(R -12)

LISTED ST TYPE Of ACTIVITY
May 9, 1999

ACTIVITY: Skill Training

TITLE: Tutor Program

UGC MOP (STUDENT): 7th-College

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

The tutor program brings together Lab employees with
students who MUM help in understanding math, AlcillACO and computers.
The sex-gloat is voluntary and tutoring is done during non-work hours.
Since 1977 more than 900 students have been matched with LLIIL
employees. In 1994 more than 200 students were tutored on a variety
of technical topics. The care and encouragement Lab tutors show
have often been cited by tudents as a prime factor in their deci-
sion to continue on in the math, science and computer fielda.

ACTIVITY: Summer Work Experience

TITLE: DOE high School Student Supercomputing honors Program

EDUC Gam (sTuDENT): High School

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

The program offers the brightest high school students in
the field of computational science hands-on experience with the
world's fastest and most sophisticated computers. In addition,
it introduces the students to Laboratory cientists -- experts in
variety of disciplines -- who share thipsr computing experience

with the students. Each student completes a prOgramming project
to demonstrate the capacities of the supercomputrs. This hands-.
on experience provides an opportunity to solve problems in mathe-
matics, physics and computer graphics.

() 4 t.

Ar 4. (1
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EDUCATIONAL OUTMEACN PROGRAMS
Amin PRE-COLLEGE STUDENT PROGRAMS

01-12)

LISTED BY TYPE OT ACTIVITY
May 9, 1989

ACTIVITY; Summer Work Experience

TITLE; Nigh School Summer Program

=VC GROW (STUDENT): Nigh School

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

Program provides on-the-job work experience for 1 Granada
Nigh School student and 1 Livemnorls Nigh School student. Gives
students exposure to the UAL environment and provides community
involvement by the department.

ACTIVITY: Tour/Speaker

TITLE; Explorer Post Boy Scouts of America

EDUC GROUP (STUDENT): High School/College

ArrIRKATIvE ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

The program was established to encourage young people to explore
careers in science and engineering fields. Girls and boys, between
the ages of 14 and 20, have the opportunity to interact with LLNL
scientists and engineers end to attend lectures end tours. The main
goal of the program is to have participwints gain insight into carters
through hande-on experience.

7
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS
ACTIVE PRE-COLLEGE STUDENT PROGRAMS

(N-12)

L:STED BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May 9, 1989

ACTIVITY: Workshop

TITLE: Art in Science

EDUC GROUP (STUDENT): K-12

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

The purpose of the project is to have students understand the
role of art in science, science history, and learn about Black
contributors to the fields of science and technology. The workshop
is designed to enhance students' art skills, teach graphic design,
discuss careers of art in science, and learn about Black scientists
and inventors.

ACTIVITY: Workshop

TITLE: Engineering 4 Science Career Day

EDUC GROUP (STUDENT): High School

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROMT.AM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

4. E. held a one-day workshop. Mechanical engineers and
scientists answered students' questions and gave overviews of their
careors, They also explained how they became interested in science
and technology, what high school and college courses are required,
etc. Tbe goals for the workshop were to encourage students to
pursue careers in science and math and, because of the shortage of
femeLes with good math backgrounds, to encourage female high
school students to keep taking math courses.

S
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS
ACTIVE PRE-COLLEGE STUDENT PRoGRANs

(X-12)

LISTED SY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May 9, 1989

ACTIVITY: Workshop

TITLE: Science On Site (SOS)

EDUC GROUP (STUDENT): X-8

APPIRmATIVE ACTION PROGRAM7: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR Glans

A workshop tor the entire staff of on elementary or middle
school. Held at the school, it is a special time for teachers and
administrators to tak "time out" togethr to analyze their iciA4C0
teaching techniques, attitudes and goals. The focus is on helping
teachers. Workshop also covers the general goals of science educa-
tion, including preparing young people for a modern technological
world where science and computer literacy ere becoming mandatory.
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS
ACTIVE PRE-COLLEGE FACULTY PROGRAMS

(R-12)

LISTED BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
Nay 8, 2999

ACTIVITY: Advisory/Consultant

TITLE: Livermore Valley School District Science Advisory Council

EDUC GROUP (FACULTY): Advisory Committee

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: N

MORAN PURPOSE OR GOAL:

The purpose of the council is to improve the quality of
science education in the Livermore Valley elementary A secondary
schools. The council is involved in long-range district planning,
makes recommendations, provides technical advice and proposes and
reviews idoes for Science projects and programs.

ACTIVITY; Collaborative Research

TITLE; Green Souse Gases 6 Global Climate Change (CO2)

EDUC GROUP (FACULTY): Sigh School/Middle School

ammaxxim ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

A program to provide teachers nationwide with the support
necessary to develop effective, multi-disciplinary instructional
materials for addressing issues related to the problem of carbon
dioxide build-up in the earth's atmosphere. Sy focussing on a
problem of international concern, this program creates a setting in
which the physical, life and social sciences are seen as relevant
and beneficial to humanity. The program also inspires a valuable
partnership between th nation's scientific and educational
communities.
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EDUCNTIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS
ACTIVE PRE-COLLEGE FACULTY PROGRAMS

LISTED NT TTPE Of ACTIVITY
May 0, 1989

ACT/VITT: Conference

TITLE: Preparing for Tomorrow's Technological Needs

EDUC GROUP (FACULTY): Elementary/Nigh/College

ANTIRmaTrim ACTION PROGRAM?:

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

The conference wee aimed at identifying creative solutions to
the Critical issue of the nation's ability to supply the technical
workforce of the future. A total of 300 Bay Area educators and
representatives from private industry and the Laboratory attended.
As a result of the conference, LLAL staff have been aldved to attend
curriculum and school district advisory boards. The goal of the
conference Was to increase the interest of elementary, high school
and college students in careers in science and technology so there
will be no shortfall of manpower in these fields in the future.

ACT/VITT: Other-Information Sharing

TITLE: Electronic Educational Bulletin Board

CDUC GROUP (FACULTY): Elementary/High/College

AfTIRIOTIVE ACTION PROGRAM?:

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

Program was established to provide a national network to local
teachers for science curriculum sharing and general information
sharing, etc.
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS
ACTIVE PRE-COLLIXX mum PROGRAMS

(K-12)

LISTED SY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May 8, 1999

ACTIVITY: Othr-Teacher Enrichment

TITLE: SEC Saturday Lecture Series

=VC GROUP (FACULTY): 11-12

Armommys ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

This school year series is designed primarily for lementeri
thru high school teachers, to give them a chance to meat informally
with leaders of the computer and science fields. This gives tachers
an opportunity to experience some of the powerful ideas that they so
often have read about, but have never had the chance to experience
first hand. The base audience is teachers, but students in
elementary thru high school can also find these lectures interesting
and informative.

ACTIMY: Teacher Training

TITLE: Hands-On Experimental Laboratory Program (NELP)

EDUC GROUP (FAMILTY): 11-8

ArrImanvis ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

KELP workshops provide hands-on experiments and projects that
elementary and middle school teachers can adapt for their own
classrooms. KELP workshops are conducted fres of charge at the SEC.
Academic credit is available through Cal State University, Keyword.
Enrollment is limited to 12 teachers.

) 9
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EDUCATIONAL OCTAVIO/ PROGRAMS
ACTIVE PRE-COLLEGE FACULTY PROGRAMS

(X-12)

LISTED SY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May 8, 1989

ACTIvITIs Teacher Training

TITLE: Helping Our Partners Enrich Scief,c9 (NOM)

ZDUC GROUP (FACULTY): 11-6

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?:

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

ROPES is a comprehensive teacher training program designed to
help elementary school teachers gain confidence and support in the
teaching of science.

ACTIVITY: Teacher Training

TITLE: Lawrence Livermore Elementary School Study of Nature (LESsON)

gm GROUP (FACULTY): 11-9

arnatann ACTION PROGRAM?: I

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

The goal of LESSON is to develop and maintain in students of
a young age the potential for science study and to motivate them to
embrace the study of science through high school and college. The
Laboratory provides 2.5 week workshops for elementary/middle school
teachers. The workshops demonstrate the "hands on" approach to
teaching science and respond to teachers' questions in the areas of
physics, chemistry, biology, electricity and magnetism. Materials
for in-class and take-home experiments are provided.

"2 3
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS
ACTIVE PRE-COLLEGE FACULTY PROGRAMS

(K-I2)

LISTED BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May 0, 1909

ACTIVITY: Teacher Training

TITLE: Summer Science Institute (SSI)

EPIC GROUP (FACULTY): K-6

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

SSI helps teachers feel better about teaching their science
classes. 551 includes lectures, experiments, lesson planning and
field trips. Teachers also experiment with lessons they develop, by
presenting them to summer school classes. Teachers who participate
in $SI bold in-service training workshops, at their individual
schools, to share what they learned over the ummer.

ACTIVITY: Teacher Training/Research

TITLE:.Caribbean Basin Program

EDUC GROUP (FACULTY); K-S

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: Y

PROGRNM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

The Lab doss collaborative research and special projects that
are mutually beneficial to the Laboratory , University of
Puerto Rico and the University of the Virgin Islands. One project is
the Laboratory's co-sponsorship with tho Univ of the Virgin Islands
and the Virjin Islands Dept of Education to conduct two LESSON work-
shops during the summer of FY00 to upgrade the level of elementary
school science education in the public and private schools on the
islands of St. Thomas and St. Croix.
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EDOCATIOXAL =RUCK PROGRAMS
AcTrvz PRE-ODLLEGE FACULTY PROGRAMS

(K-12)

LISTED BY TYPE or ACTIVITY
May 8, 1989

ACTIVITY: Workshop

TITLE: M. E. Summer Engineering Institute Program

ZDOC 011407 (FACULTY): High School/College

ArrmATrys ACTIO* PROGRAM?: X

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

Community College and High School teachers participated in
this progrem. Workshops ore held on various technological ubjects
plus Laboratory tours are offered. Teachers are given materials to
use in the classroom, plus copies of all lectures during the work-
shop. The goal is to stimulate students' interest in technology
by giving drafting teachers up-to-date information. Because of
the overwhelming state-wide response to this program, a proposal
was made to the State, tbst the same type of workshop be held in
Southern California. Hughes Aircraft was interested in administering
this program in Southern California.
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MDDCATICORL OUTREACH PROGRAMS
ACTIVE PRE-COLLEGE STUDENT/FACULTY PROGRAMS

(R-12)

LISTED BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
Nay 9, 2989

ACTIVITY: Skill Training

TITLE: Computer Learning Center

/220C =COP (870/FRC): X-12

arriamanvz ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROORRN PORPOSS OR GOAL:

oyfre wiqa range of claseia, workshops and self-guided
tutorials 04 tbe facility's ISM, Apple II and PLATO coursware.
Prime goal, to to help teachers and students overcome fears associated
with using computers as well as to provide assistance. Tutociala
cover topics mud): am LOGO. BASIC, typing, and other programs from
th software library.

ACTIVITY: Skill Training

TITLE: Logo Classes

EDUe GROUP (STV/FAC): K-8

arnamAnvE ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PRCGRAN PURPOSE OR GOAL:

Beginning, intermediate *Ind advenced level Logo compute&
classes ere offered to 3rd tbru Stb grads students. Classes are
2 hours and are bold before, during and after school. Logo classes
vary from elementary programming to working with the fibonecci number
series and froctels. Summer classes are offered to students as well
as faculty.
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACE PROGRAMS
AcTrn PRE-COLLEGE STUDENT/FACULTY PROGRAMS

LISTED BY TYPE or ACTIVITY
May 9, 1909

ACTIVITY: Student/Teacher Training

TITLE: Fusion Energy Education Program

IIDUC mato? (STO/FAC): Elementary/Righ/College

Arrnmams ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

The goal of this program is to provide material for
integrating information about the fusion process and fusion
technology for science education at all grade level,.

ACTIVITY: Student/Teacher Training

TITLE: Star Project

EOM GROUP (STU/FAC): K-12

Arrnmann ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

Through the federal Star Schools program, students receive
math, science and foreign language instruction via satellite. The
Lab, California State University system, NASA and the California
Institute of Technology joined together to write tho state's $5.7
million grant proposal. Some $100 million in federal education funds
will be awarded over the next five years. Currently, the Lab offers
teacher training workshop* and ctivities. With the inception
of the Star Schools progv.m, teacher training and workshops will be
expended more widely by state-wide broadcasting.
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH mamma
AcTrn PRE-COLLEGE STUDENT/FACULTY PROGRAMS

(K-12)

LISTED BY TYPE Of ACTIvITY
May 9, 1989

ACTIVITY: Summer Work Experience

TITLE: Summer Youth Employment Program ISTEP)

EDUC GROUP (sTv/rac): Sigh School

ArrnmaTzvE ACTIM PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

Plant Engineering works with the school district to employ
disadvantaged and educationally handicapped students for tbo
summer. This etudents have an on-site supervieor from the school
district se well as close supervision by Laboratory personnel.
Students are employed as gardeners, custodians and in clerical
positions.

ACTFVITY: Tour/Speaker

TITLE: Livermore Computer Center - Computer Museum

EOM GROUP (STU/MC); Elementary/Sigh/College

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL;

The museum offers a "hands-on" exhibit. Throe videos -
"A Calculated Growth", "Graphics" and a "Tour Through the Computer
Canter". Located at Almond Ave School in Pod F. Prefirred group
size is 20.
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MOUCATMOSAL MRS= PROGRAMS
ACTIVE! PRSOOLLSOZ SITOCNT/PACOLTI PROGRAMS

IX-12)

LIS= SI TM OW ACTrVITY
May 9, 190

ACTIVITY: Taur/Speakor

MIRE Spankers Bureau

SOUC GROUP (STUIPAC): Zleeestary/nien/Calioga

APPIRMATIVR ACTIOO PROGRAM/1

PROGRAM PURPOSE CO GOAL:
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=carom PROGRAM PARTICIPATION
UNDERGRADUATE SUMMARY TABLE

(COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY)

STUDENT
=LUZ= 21112112$112

FACULTY
=MAW

STD/FAC
MIA=

Advisory/Consultant 2 1 1

Collaborative Res/larch 0 1 0

Conference 1 0 0

Educational Fvolopment/Support 0 0

Othor--Course Work 1 0 0

School Ivor Work Eaperieince 2 0 0

Skill Training 0 4 2

Summer Work Experionct 1 0 0

Toure/Sponkers 0 0 2

Workshop

7 6 15

fir GRANO TOTAL 2$

UAO
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EDUCATIONAL 007REACA PROGRAMS
ACTIVE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT PROGRAMS

(COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY)

LISTED BY TYPE OP ACTIVITY
May 8, 2989

ACTIVITY; Advisory/Consultant

TITLE: Arizona Navajo/Hopi Indian Project

MCC GROUP iSTUDENT): Collsqn/University

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PRoGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

The Dean of Engineering at Northern Arizong University
requested assistance from Laboratory engineers in holping acme
150 university enginsering students install photovoltaic collo on the
roofs of Angelis at the Navajo/Hopi Indian reservations which would
enable Indian students to have elevtric lights to study by at night.
In addition, mechanical engineers and department heads are currently
working with the Tribal Indian Council to develop a pre-engineering
school on the Navajo reservation, with the goal of lowering the high
drop-out rate of Indians tudonts at the university. This is the
first modernized study facility on an Indian reservation.

ACTIVITY: Advisory/Consultant

TITLE: Hispanic Enginsering Education Support Program

=VC GROUP (STUDENT): College/University

APPIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

Program provides Northern Arizona University Blspanic
engineering students with support in thralls areas: academic, such as
counseling, tutoring and mentoring, cultural, pairing each student
with a Rispenic community support group in his/her hometown; and
nconomic, under which NAV will contact industries in the student's
hometown to arrange for part-tims, mummer or cooperative employment.

23 1
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS
ACTIVE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT PROGRAM

(COLLEGE/ONIVERSITY)

LISTED BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May 8, 1989

ACTIVITY: Conference

TITLE: National Association for Equal Opportunity (NAm))

EOM GROUP (STUDENT): Colloge/universitY

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: Y

PROGRNM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

NAM sponsors annually a conference to network information.
that would be helpful in the development of opportunities for Men's.
Curriculum development, technology exchange and research cooperation
are among the areas of interest pursued by the universities. LI.Nt's
involvasent with RAMO has generated applicants for summer and
permanent career positions with the Lab. Federal, private industry
and nonlprofit organizations market programs and their manpower needs
es wall es perticipate in workshops focusing on devalopment issues.

AcTIVITY: Other-Course Mork

TITtE: undergraduate Summer Institute on Contemp Topics-App Physics

EDUC GROUP (STUDENT): College/University

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGENY PURPOSE OR GOAL:

DAS, LIN/. and the Rests Foundation offer appointments tO out-
standing undergraduat physics and engineering students . The
curriculum consists of lectures and projects. The Summer Institute
provides the participants a unique opportunity to develop ILO under-
standing of the basic principles and current stote-of-th-art of
several currently very active and exciting areas in Applied Physics.
The students gain hands-on experimental, theoretical Or computational
physics experience by completing a small project.
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS
ACTIVE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT PROGRAMS

(COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY)

LISTED BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May 8, 1989

ACTIVITY: School Year Work Experience

TITLE: Co-Operative Education Program (CO-OP)

EDUC GROUP (STUDENT): College/University

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: Y

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

CO-OP program provides college students with practical
research experience while they are in college. Students alternate
semesters working full time at the Lab and working toward their
degrees. The work experience supplements and reinforces academic
training. Emphasis is on scientific and engineering disciplines.

ACTIVITY: School Yer Work Experience

TITLE: Utah Valley Technical College Co-op

EDUC GROUP (STUDENT): Other-Vocational Technical College

Amman% ACTION PROGRAM?: ti

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

Purpose of program is to prk.4..3e hands-on experience in the
mechanical engineering technology field for vocational/technical
students. The Co-op students get 3 months of on-the-job training
and 3 months of technical school training and then return to the
Nuclear Test Operations Division for 3 more months of OJT for a total
of 6 months hands-on experience. The goal of the program is to
provide NTOD with a good recruiting resource.
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACS PROGRAMS
ACTIVE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT PROGRAMS

(COLLEGE/UNIVERSITI)

LISTED SY TIPS CT ACTIVITY
My 8, 1909

ACTIVITY: Summer Mork Experience

TITLE: Summer Eeployment Program (SEP)

EDUC GROOP (STUDENT): College/Onivessity

ArrmaTrim ACTION PROGRAM: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

Cns of the goals of the program is to increas the representa-
tion of minorities, women, vetertns and handicapped persons in
specific science and engineering Zields. Th program also lavas
participants exposure to highly valified scientists end engineers, is
well as to the Lib's outstanding high-tech research facilities.
Students and faculty are selected on the basis of their career
objectives, interest and academic achievement. MOst work assign-
ments ere in science and engineering. In the summer of 1907, the
Summer Employment Program (SEP) became pert of SSIP.

211
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACO PROGRAMS
ACTIVE UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY PROGRAMS

(COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY)

LISTED SY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May Et, 1989

ACTIVITY: Advisory/Consultant

TITLE: Vocational Education Advisory Council

EDUC GROUP (FACULTY): Advisory Committee

arnamanvz ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

The council meets during the academic ye:kr to discuss
directions and plans for Livermore Valley Schools' vocationsl

programs and for the Tri Valley ROC programs.

ACTIVITY: Collaborative Research

TITLE: Summer Institute for Faculty Program (SIF)

aim GROUP (FACULTY): College/University

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: Y

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

The purpose of the program is to enrich the research and
education programs at colleges and univrsities with high nroll-

ments of minorities, women and handicapped students. Candidates
should be faculty members from these colleges and universities.

Selections are made by matching the interests of faculty *umbers

with full time summer employment opportunities.
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EDUCATIONAL 007IXACE PROGRAMS
ACTIVE UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY PROGRAMS

(COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY)

LISTED SY TYPE or ACTIVITY
May 0, 1999

ACTIVITY: Skill Training

TITLE: Collaboration/UniversitiesCytogenetin Studies

EDOC GROUP (FACULTY): College/University

ATTU:NATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?:

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

Environmental Science Div. is doing collaborative studies
with Drs. Jenkins and Sanders from Cal State Univ at Long Beach.
They are continuing to adapt and develop stat-of-themart methods
for the detction of nytogenetic damage in selected aquatic
organisms.

ACTIVITY: Skill Training

TITLE: Collaboration/Universities - -E. Siciliano, Univ. of Texas

EDUC GROUP (FACULTY): College/University

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: If

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

A project in nomad and in collaboration with the University
of Texas is underway to better understand the molecular detail of
mutagenesis in mammalian cells and the role of DMA repair in the
production of genetic alterations of environmental agents.
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ZDUCATIONAL OUTRIACR PROGRAMS
ACTIVE UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY PROGRAMS

(COLLSGE/ONIVERSITT)

LISTED AY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May Or 2989

ACTIVITY: Skill Training

?mats Collaboration/Universities- -Organic Chemicals Studies

EOM GROUP (FACULTY): College/University

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PORPOSt OS 40AL:

EAvironlItAtal SCiOACO is working in cooperation with Dr.
Pinder of Prinoaton Univ to determine the feasiblity of using
optrodes to monitor changes in concentrations of organic compounds

in different subsurface materials. Experiments are also being
conducted in cooperation with Dr. Duals Grbic-Galic of Stanford
University, who has conducted considerable research on the metabolism
of organic compounds by subsurface microbes.

ACTIVITY: Skill Training

TITLE; Collaboration/Universities--Southern Calif. Bight Studies

EDUC GROUP {FACULTY): College/University

arrnmAnits ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE CS GOAL:

Environmental Science Div is participeting in an inter-
disciplinary program to investigate the fat of energy-related
by-products in the deep basins of the Scuthern California Bight.
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EDUCATIONAL 0011ZACE PROGRAMS
ACTIVE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT/FACULTY PROGMANS

(COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY,

LISTED BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May 8, 1909

ACTIVITY: Advisory/Consultant

TITLE: Technical Volunteers

=VC GROUP (STU/FAC): Elementary/Nigh/College

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION FROGMAN?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

LLNL Technical Volunteers have offered their technical
expertise to assist in promoting science education. They have served
on curriculue advisory committees and have helped teachers develop
coeputer training skills to assist them in their classrooms.
Volunteers have also advised students with :special projects, served
a* mentors to students with specific career interests and helped
evaluate equipment to be purchased for science programs.
Additionally, they have helped schools with problems in energy
conservation, acoustics, emergency preparedness, communication and
science fair judging-

ACTIVITY: Educational Development/Support

TITLE: MUCollaboration

EDUC GROUP (STU/FAC): College/University

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: Y

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

The MD program at LLNI contributed to establishing the
Alabama SAM University doctoral program in physicsone of two
PhD programs in physics at MOB in the U.S. The Free-Electron
Laser Research Project serves to develop AAMU research capabilities
and provide state-of-the-art research and training for graduates
at MINI. Faculty are also employed at LIAN. tbru the Summer Institute
tor Faculty pxogram. MAL co-hosted, with AAMV, a conference on the
LESSON Program developed at the Laboratory. The purpose was to
acquaint institutions with the program and suggest techniques for
seeking funding.
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS
AcTrvz UNDERGRADUATE STVDENT/FACULTY PROGRAMS

(couLtoztuormaTT)

LISTED BY MS or ACT/VITT
May $, 1989

ACTIVITY: Educational Development/Support

TITLE: ROMCollaboration

EDUC GROUP (STU/FAC); College/University

AFFIANATrvig ACTION PROGRAM?: Y

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

Dense Plasma Research is being done at Atlanta University.
AU and LLNL scientists continue to collaborate on the colculation of
electron collision cross sections for ions of the oxygen iso-
elecl.mnic sequence and study of other leo -electronic sequences. This
project provides opportunities for graduate students and faculty
members from AU to participate in fundamental physics research at LLNL.
It also provides thesis projects for graduate students and expanded AU
research in atomic related plasma physics.

ACTIVITY: Educational Development/Support

TITLE: ROCOCollaboration

EDUC GROUP (STU/FAC): College/University

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: Y

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

LIAL provided assistance to Tort Malley State College in the
development of an electrical engineering curriculum: component of
Fort Valley's Energy Science Degree Program. Faculty and students ars
employed at LLNL for the :summer thrill the Summer Institute Faculty
Program and the Summer reploymont Program.

2:!
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS
ACTIVE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT/FACULTY PROGRAMS

(COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY)

LISTED SY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May 8, 2969

ACTIVITY: Educational Development/Support

TITLE: HDCU - -Collaboration

EDUC GROUP (STU/FAC): College/University

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: Y

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

The Toroidal Plasma Research project supports Nampton
univmrsity collaboration with the U.S. Dept of Energy SAW Francisco
Operation, Office and Princeton Univ. The objective is the
investigation of transition between R and L modes in neutral beam
heated ASDEX-type devetor discharges.

ACTIVITY: Educational Development/Support

TITLE: 3111CU--Collaboration

EDUC GROW (STUIFAC): College/University

AFFIRMATIVE ACT N PROGRAM?: Y

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

The LLIOL field-geology program accepts annually approximately
14 students nrolled at Howard University to study the latest
geologic techniques at NTS for 5 weeks. Howard University and
LLNL have an agreement to collaborate on physics research in the
field of magnetism. Objective is to enhanco the gradUate program in
physics and to contribute to NU leadership in the field of magnetise.
Two LUG. scientists have implemented this program and serve as
adjunct faculty.

4
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EDUCATICNA1 OUTREACH PROGRAMS
ACTIVE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT/FACULTY PROGRAMS

(COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY)

LISTED BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May 8, 1989

ACTIVITY: Educational Development/Support

TITLE: NSCU --Collaboration

EDUC GROUP (STU/FAC): College/University

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: Y

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

In collaboration with LLNL Jackson State UniverSity has
instituted a bachelor's degree program in hazardous materials
management. This is the only program of its kind in the nation.

ACTIVITY: Educational Development/Support

TITLE: It/ICUCollaboration

EDUC GROUP (STU/FAC): College/University

AFFIRMATIVE ArTTON PROGRAM?: y

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

Computer hardware and software have been loaned to Mississippi
valley State University to support their Solar Energy Research Project.
In addition, a professional and faculty exchange program was also
deployed to strengthen the research capabilities of MVSU.
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS
ACTIVE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT/FACULTY PROGRAMS

(COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY)

LISTED BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May 8, 1989

ACTIVITY: Educational Develcpment;Support

TITLE: HBCUCollaboration

EDUC GROUP (STU/FAC): College,univetsity

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: Y

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

Through the HBCU the Laboratory provides funds and assistance
to Southern University to perform research in "Subsoil Solute
Transport Modeling". As a result of this research project, SU and
LLNL has developed a bachelor's degree program in Hazardous Waste
Materials Management. Southern Universities Director of Energy,
Dr. Fathy Saleh is the contact person for this degree program.

ACTIVITY: Educational Development/Support

TITLE: Historically Black Colleges 6 Univers ties Program (RPM

EDUC GROUP (STU/FAC): College/University

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: Y

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

The primary goals of the H$CU program are to anctease
scientific and technical expertise at individual colleges and
universities and to traie black students who wish to become
scientists or engineers. Currently, the program works with more
than 15 different }IBM' on pro)ects sanding from field deology to
computer drapttcs to free-electrcn lasers. The HBCU has formal
collaboration with 12 historical black colleges and universities.

25-932 0 - 90 - 8
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS
ACTIVE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT/FACULTY PROGRAMS

(COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY)

LISTED BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May 8, 2999

ACTIVITY: Skill Training

TITLE: Collaboration/UniversitiesAnalytical Cytology Program

EDUC GROUP (STU/FAC): College/University

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

Analytical cytology is the focus of a joint program between
Bsomed and UCSF Medical School. It's a highly effective mechanism
fOr promoting interactions between LLNL and our colleagues at UC

Medical Center. The program awards "mini-grants" as seed funding
for collaborative reslarch projects between investigators at UCSF
and LLNL: it provides post-doctoral and faculty fellowships that
support investigators from UCSF on assignment to LLNI.; and it

faciltates joint LLNL/UCSF developments such as our state-of-the-
art fluorescert image cytometer.

ACTIVITY: Skill Training

TITLE: Summer Research Participation Program (AM)

EDUC GROUP (STU/FAC): College/University

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

AND i$ a consortium of universities which has the overall
objective of promoting and coordinating research and training on
projects of a regional nature that require interuniversity coopera-
tion. It promotes training and research on energy-related science and
engineering in the western part of the US. DOE through AMU, provides
support for education and training programs at numerous DOE-Sponsored

research sites. LLNL is one of the DOE sites open for research parti-
cipation by AND students and faculty. AND students work on research
projects on a one-on-one basis with LLNL scientists.

2.13
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS
ACTIVE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT/FACULTY PROGRAMS

(COLLEGE/UNTVERSITY)

LISTED BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May 8, 1989

ACTIVITY: Tour/Speaker

TITLE: American Indian Society for Science a Engineering (RISES)

EDUC GROUP (STU/FAC): Community ,..ollege/College/University

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: Y

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

The purpose of the American Indian Program ia to increase the
number of American Indian employees at LLNL and to increase the number
of American Indian students pursuing careers in science and engineer-
ing at the college leVel. LLNL provides a $1000 student award and
hosts 3-day visits by faculty, students and faculty advisors.

ACTIVITY: Tour/Speaker

TITLE: Navajo Community College Program (NCC)

EDUC GROUP (STL/FAC): Community College

AFFIRHATIvE ACTION PROGRAM?: Y

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

LLNL technologists make week-long visits to the Navajo
Community College campus and assist the college faculty in teaching
classes, evaluating curricula and evaluating equipment. Presentations
are made to local high schools and junior high schools through
arrangements made by the college.
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS
ACTIVE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT/FACULTY PROGRAMS

(COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY)

LISTED BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
may 8, 1989

ACTIVITY: Workshop

TITLE: Sonior Design

EDUC GROUP (STU/FAC): College/University

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

"Senior Design" is a class at Cal Poly which actively seeks
industry participation to sponsor student projects iproblems not
hardware costs, etc.). In February 2986 the Beam Fusion Engineer-
ing Div. decided to participate in the program sponsoring a total
of three projects (paper studies) over a period of 9 months.
Currently the Nuclear Test Engineering Division is in the midsts of
coordinating a set of projects to be sponsored by both NTED and Beam
Fusico Engineering Division to be completed by December.

2.15
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM PARTICIPATION

GRADUATE STUDENT/POST-DOC/FACULTY SUMMARY TABLE

STUDENT FACULTY STD/FAC

pCIIVITUA LEMMA LAMBAUA LUMAMA

OtherGraduate Fellowship 1 0 0

OtherWork Experience 1 0 0

Skill Training 2 0 0

Summer Work Experience --_-1 ____a_

sr ORAND TOTAL s 5

5 0 0

4? 1
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EDUCATIONA.L OUTREACH PP'GRAMS
ACTIVE GRADUATE STUDEN1/POST-DOC/;ACULTY PROGRAMS

LISTED EY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May 8, 1909

ACTIVITY: Other-Graduate Fellowshlp

TITLE: Nati Whys Sci Consortium For Graduates Degrees-Min. 6 Women

EDUC GROUP (STUDENT): Other-Graduate Students

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: Y

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

The main purpose and goal of this program is to expand the
pool or qualified women and minority PhD's in the physical sciences.

ACTIVITY: Other-Work Experience

TITLE: Post-College Appointment Program (PCA)

EDUC GROUP (STUDENT): College/University

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: Y

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

PCA provides Laboratory-relevant work experience to
individuals who have completed the academic requirements normally
associated with professional career employment in science and
engineering disciplines. Participants work full-time.
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS
ACTIVE GRADUATE STUDENT/POST-DOC/FACULTY PROGRAMS

LISTED BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May 8, 1989

ACTIVITY: Skill Training

TITLE: Occupational Medicine Resident Training (field assignment)

EDUC GROUP (STUDENT): Post Doctoral

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

There is an on-going occupational medicine residency
program based at UCSF. The residents are assigned (l per qUarter)
to the Health Services Dept. and work under the direction of the
faculty here. This resident continues to be paid by UCSF but
receives practice experience onsite.

ACTIVITY: Skill Training

TITLE: Post-Doctoral Research Staff Members(Post-Doc)

EDUC GROUP (STUDENT): Post Doctoral

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?: N

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

Recent PhD's or equivalents perform basic research assignments
at LLNL which allows the individual an opportunity to acquire further
scientific training and to develop professional maturity in
independent research. The Lab currently has approximately 44 Post-Doc
employees working in various scientific departments.
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EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS
ACTIVE GRADUATE STUDENT/POST-DOC/FACULTY PROGRAMS

LISTED BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
May 8, 1989

ACTIVITY: Summer Work Experience

TITLE: Natl Consortium for Grad Degrees for Minorities in Eng. (GEM)

EDUC GROUP (STUDENT): Other-Graduate Students

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM?:

PROGRAM PURPOSE OR GOAL:

The purpose of this program is to provide opportunities for
minority students to obtain a master's degree in engineering
through a program of paid summer eningeering internship and
financial aid.

N
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STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM F. WILLIS
Dr. Wi Lus. Thank you very much, Madam Chairman and Mr.

Schiff, it is a distinct pleasure for me to be here on your panel. I
congratulate you for what you are doing--

Ms. LLOYD. I think they want you to move your microphone.
Dr. WiLus. Is that better? Okay.
I am happy to be here on this esteemed panel and I appreciate

the honorary doctor to make me fit in with this group up here, my
esteemed colleague.

Ms. LLOYD. Think nothing of it, we are just happy to accommo-
date you this morning. One of the many services we provide on this
Subcommittee. [Laughter.]

Dr. Wi um. Thank you very much.
We are happy to be here and talk about some of our experiences

in this very important subject that you are addressing on your Sub-
committee. We support education as a part of our mission in the
valley. One of the primary things we do besides electricity and
river control is working on the economy of the valley, working with
our industries, and we would like to bring maybe a little different
perspective to this panel today, based on our experience in working
with our industries and our new entrepreneur businesses that are
springing up, and addressing some of the concerns that they have
working with the chambers and economic development people in
seven states.

We find some terrible things were happening in the valley, start-
ed in the early I980's as industry started to recover from the reces-
sion of that time. When they came back, they wanted to retool in
some of the modern technologies so they could compete in a global
economy. And what they found is they did not have the skilled
work force to work with that they needed to change their technolo-
gy and their processes. We found that in looking at our school sys-
tems and the output of them around the valley, we found that of
course, as you well know, that our SAT and ACT scores are down
from 20 years ago, we found that there is an 80 percent decline in
certified and trained teachers teaching science and math in our
schools, and most of our school systems are rural school systems in
the valley. We found another disturbing thing to overcome that
dearth of good qualified science and math teachers, that there is
only about half of the number of science teachers being graduated
in our mAjor institutions and only about one-seventh of math
teachers, as there was some 10 or 15 years ago, and that was a very
disturbing statistic to us.

We also find that in our high schools in preparing our children
to go on to either four-year schools or postsecondary schools to get
a technical type degree to work, that about 40 percent of the kids
coming out of the high schools only had a general education type
degree, and about 20 percent were coming out with some vocational
education type degree that was not geared to the type of industry
that was out ther., today. And what was missing in both of these
curriculums was science and math type backgrounds. We found
that postsecondary schools, two-year colleges and community col-
leges were having to go to remedial courses to get them ready for
the technical courses that industry was demanding today. And be-
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sides that, these kids were not able to go on to a four-year curricu-
lum because the type of work they were getting at the two-year col-
leges did not prepare them to move on into the four-year curricu-
lums, and particularly because of the problems of science and
math. We had a terrible waste segment in our education system.

And that was impacting our ability to attract industry in the
valley, it was impacting our ability to be globally competitive, not
only in the valley, in the nation. So we could not stand back and
not do anything. We are not educators and we do not have the high
degree of science capabilities that are in the labs, but we thought
we might could be integrators between industry, the postsecondary
and secondary school systems and the laboratories where the sci-
ence is available, to take some of the technology that is available
today and make it applicable to help our students in our school sys-
tems catch up and providt. the resource that our industries so des-
perately nftd today.

We started out down in Mississippi, the first place we started, be-
cause of the problem in the high schools around the area that in-
dustry had identified, that the science and math teachers were not
certified to teach courses in nine counties around there. There was
only a small pei -?lit that had certifications to teach what they
were teaching. So we worked with a private foundation in Missis-
sippi and the newspaper and the local school boards in the state
and industry, to put together a program to help to bring teachers
in from those school systems, so they could get their certificate to
teach science and math, help upgrade their laboratories and their
teaching equipment in their schools. We did that also with the Uni-
versity of Martin and nine counties around the University of
MartinUniversity of Tennessee at Martin. And that program just
really did what we thought it would do, it turned on the teachers
which later turned on the kids. We had 109 teachers in Mississippi
and 63 I believe at Martin, over at the Urziversity of Tennessee at
Martin, and we were particularly pleased at Martin, not only what
it did for the school systems and the test scores with the kids, it
upgraded that tremendously, but three-quarters of all of the ones I
believe in Tennessee at Martin got their certification to teach sci-
ence and math and nearly three-quarters of them then went on to
get their Masters degree m science. One of the participating teach-
ers at Martin, we are very pleased to report, was the National
Teacher of the Year. And the University of Tennessee at Martin,
you know, has been designated as a math and science center of ex-
cellence and we believe that part of our program that we work
with is one of the reasons why they were selected.

Another thing we are doing is we are considering how we could
exnd environmental education in science and math in the most
effective way throughout our region to help motivate kids to be
turned on to it by looking at the practical side of science and math,
get turned on to it and then move on to higher echelons of those
curriculums.

We have set up an environmental network, education network,
among universities in our area, the southeast, we have 14 universi-
ties we are working with now and we hope to have 17 when we are
fmished, but we get about 500 teachers coming in during summer
months and off months per year at each one of these centers, work-

251
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ing on problem solving, curriculum development of how they can
te problem solving back into the classroom. And we think that
these materials focusing on the real problem solving and not on
rote memorization helps students to get a more meaningful grasp
of basic science and math, and they begin to get turned on to it.
We are very pleased with that program, it has been a dozen years
in existence and growing every year and we are very excited about
what is happening as a result of that program.

It is alsowe are very pleased that that program has been used
as a national model by the Alliance for Environmental Education.
It has about 35 organizations across the country that embrace that
concept. Here in Chattanowa at the University, we have a water
quality monitoring network where 35 teachers and some 110 stu-
dents from 33 schools in the area are conducting field studies and
this enhances the richness of their understanding of science and
math through practical application, and again I think it turns
them on more to that curriculum as a vocation for the future. In
addition there are about 4,000 students from the region that have
additional fiehl work at our Land Between the Lakes Living Lebo-
ratory between 3arkley and Lake Kentucky. Several of the partici-
pating teachers and students in these programs are winning na-
tional and regional awards as a result of it.

In working with industry in the region, we are finding two prob-
lems. As they are having to convert to new technologies, they are
having to retrain their work force that they have in place. As you
well know, the work force that we are going to depend on in the
year 2000, most of those people are in the workplace today. Unfor-
tunately, they missed an opportunity to get some development and
education that I believe they wish they had now because the new
jobs are demanding a type of understanding of cognitive skills in
science and math that was not required some 10 or 15 or 20 years
ago. So we are working with postsecondary schools to develop pro-
grams to bring back from industry people that need to be re-
trained, really to get some principles of technology, so they can be
trained in new demanding type technologies that the world de-
mands today.

Also we are working in Ime particular program we are proud of
in Tupelo, Mississippi. It is a model program to line up two years of
high school into two years of junior college or community college
work to help bridge that transition into the technology world of
today. It demands a lot more attention to science and math, it gets
away from general education. Not only does it prepare the high
school student to be more readily aptable to the technology
courses, laser technologies and all the computer based technologies
of today, robotics and things that are required by the industries
that are employing these two-year college graduates, but it also
lines them up better to go on to four years of education if they
choose to do that after two years in the postsecondary schools. That
program down there iswe know the people, the community of
Tupelo and Lee County that we work with, the industrial develop-
ment people, the industry base that we work with down there have
credited that program with the creation of some 2,600 new jobs in
that area that they might not have been able to attract if they did
not have that skilled work force.
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Industries today are looking at areas that pa,y tremendous atten-
tion to the education sector in developing the skills that they want.
You know very well, Madam Chairman, the impact and the
amount of weight in the superconductor and supercollidor project
that is given to local educational systems in that selection process.
And that is something that we need to be more and more con-
cerned about.

One very interesting programI got very concerned a few years
ago that the divergent and wide-spread opportunities that was be-
coming prevalent in the area between urban schools and rural
schools. As you well know, and in your district, there are a lot of
rural schools that do not have the opportunities from the tax base
or other teacher base that maybe some of our better urban schools
have. So we wanted to look to see what we could do to develop a
model rural school system that mild bring the modern technology
to that school system and overcome the impediment of a tax base
of being in a rural area or having the teacher or equipment capa-
bility to teach the kids on a level field, that other kids were getting
in urban areas.

We worked up in Coalfield, Tennessee, and I know you know
where that is up in Campbell County, and we are using the video
laserdisc technoloo to teach students math and science that is co-
sponsored by the National School Board Association, Tennessee De-
partment of Education and the local school boards. There are about
30 teachers now that have been through that program in two years
and some 2000, students, and we are having that program evaluat-
ed by Vanderbilt and they find that the kids in the school learn
about 40 percent more quickly, they retain about 30 percent more
than they have under the standard courses, methods of teaching in
the area. And the most exciting part about itthat is great and we
expected that to happenbut the thing that is exciting about it is
they used to have a terrible discipline and drop-out problem in the
school and that has almost gone away, because the kids have got
excited about learning and they want to be there. Another program
up at Tennessee's Alvin C. York Institute that we are working
with. This is a school in another rural school system that could not
hire a physics teacher, just could not get one to come there. We
worked with Tennessee Tech and the Chamber of Commerce in
that area and some business people to bring in the satellite course
from Oklahoma State University on physics and we fmd thatwe
were concerned that they could not get the quality of education
they needed through that, and a control program with a control
class in other schools that had ifood science teachers, good physics
teachers. We found out that this method will work and in fact I
believe they scored about 23 percent better than the control group.

It is one thing to talk about how to get this technology that is
available that is coming out of our laboratories and out of our re-
search and educational research institutions to our kids. We have
been working with the State of Tennessee this last year to try to
take the fiber optics technology and help 'in that regard of transfer-
ring this teaching technologq to schools. As you know, we have
been putting awe are involved right now with putting 850 miles
of fiber optics cable across our high voltage transmission system for
our own communication system, as well as leasing it to a communi-
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cations company. We are working with the State now to see if we
can take this technology and working with universities or laborato-
ries or whomever the partners we can get, to try to take some of
the exciting teaching capability and knowledge that we cannot
other wise get, into some of these rural areas in larger rural school
districts, through fiber optics, that we can get a wide band of possi-
bilities of teaching and demonstration that we can take. I think
that is very exciting and we are very pleased to work with the
State of Tennessee to try to help make that happen.

I have given you a few examples of some of our partnershios. We
are not a laboratory, but we are a demonstration agency that we
see impediments to economic development in the area and we try
to find the best technology and the best expertise and marry it up
with a problem to help overcome that. And we see education as one
of theI guess it is one of the most serious things that we have got
to deal with in the valley, to help ourselves compete in a global
economy. We are doing anything we can to marry the technology
with the kids and with industry. Partnerships are important. We
find in the areas that we work, that when we get good partnerships
with industry, the education community and the local government,
we can make something happen.

And I think that is what you are talking about in your hearings
today, as to how to take these partnerships and put them together
and help our Nation. We find that I guess one of the biggest les-
sons that we have found out of all of this, are the kids, the stu-
dents, that we have dealt with that can be turned on when they
are given the stimulus. They get excited about it and they do tre-
mendous things when they are given that kind of opportunity.

As I mentioned a minute ago, to bring these technologies that
are available, an understanding of science from people who can
really motivate like these gentlemen here and the people in the
laboratories, they can really motivate and turn our kids on. We
have got the technology capability today to take that, either bring
the kids to the laboratories or take the laboratories to the kids, and
we should find ways to do that and I would hope that your Com-
mittee keeps turning up the heat all the time to find better ways to
do that. You are on to something vory important and we at TVA
would like to work with you in any way we can in demonstration
preects to help advocate that and move it on to higher levels.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Willis followel
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REMARKS BY N. F. WILLIS, CHIEF OPERATING OfFICER
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

BEFORE THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE 04 ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY

MAT 15. 1989 CHATTANOOGA. TENNESSEE

TVA Is probably best known as one of America's largest producers of
electrical energy. We also manage the Nation's fifth largest river system,
and we carry out a wide range of other resource development responsibilities
for our seven-State region and the Nation.

TVA is vitally interested in helping to improve the welfare and quality of
life of the people of the region. Over the years, we have become strong sup-
porters and partners in the work of educational institutions. We recognize

that solid programs in math and science are essential if the region is to
maintain a strong and productive economf

Unfortunately, however, the condition of math and science education in the
region is no better than in the rest of the country, and in many cases it is
much worse. Student SAT and ACT scores are significantly lower than they were
20 years ago. and in the last ten years we have seen an 80 percent decline In
the number of trained and certified science teachers in secondary schools
across the Nation.

According to a study by the Cooperative Institutional Research Program,
our Nation's colleges are attracting only half as many science majors and one
seventh as many math majors as they did in 1966. In the meantime, the number
of students entering business programs Us more than doubled, and the very
brightest are going on to law school. As one professional engineering journal
recently aoted, however, we cannot sue our Natiw to greatness.

Math and science are the building blocks of today's technical society.
Unfortunately, the students who graduate from high school are often poorly
equipped to tackle the more technical jobs that society has to offer. Forty

percent of the high school students who take a general education curriculum
are relegated to the lowest rungs of jobs in our economy. And when they seek

better jobs, they typically need years of remedial education to prepare them
for advanced study. Another 20 percent of the students participate in minimal
or outdated vocational training programs, and these students, too, are
typically ill-prepared for either truly technical jobs or for further
education.

In the early 1980s, as e result of concerns about the quality of education
in rural parts of the Tennessee Valley, we sponsored a joint project with the
CREATE Foundation and Itawamba Community College in northeast Mississippi.
Our studies had shown that among the rural schools in a five-county area, few
of the instructors were actually certified to teach, and the SAT scores were

well below the national average. Another nine-county study, conducted In west
Tennessee with the support of the University of Tennessee at Martin and the
Tennessee Department of Education, produced similar results.

As a result of these studies, we helped develop programs to encourage the
teachers to upgrade their skills. One hundred and nine teachers from 14 area
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high schools participated In the Mississippi program, and 63 teachers partici-
pated in the Tennessee program. The results exceeded all our expectations.

In the Tennessee program, for example, almost all of the participating
teachers became certified, and nearly three quarters of them went on to earn
master of science degrees. One of the partiCipat1ng teachers was even named
national Teacher of the Tear. Moreover, when the University of Tennessee at
Martin was designated as a Math 'Ann Science Center of Excellence, our program
was recognized as one of the factors considered in the designation.

TVA has also clevellped an environmental education program that has proven
to be highly effective in helping instructors teach math and science. The

Secret of the program's success is a network of environmental education centers
located at colleges and universities throughout the region. Fourteen centers
have been established over the last 12 years. Eventually, we hope to have 17
centers in all, Each of the centers conducts training workshops for approx-

imately 500 teachers a year. They also develop and disseminate educational
materials, help communities solve local environmental problems, and conduct
research on the practical aspects of environmental education.

The supplementary educational materials are intended to be used as practi-
cal problem-solving tools for general math and science courses. Because the
materials focus on problem solving, not rote memorization, they help students
get a more meaningful grasp of basic math and science skills. As a result.
students understand the principles better and retain the information longer.

The network has been so successful that it is being used as a model for a
national network developed by the Alliance for Environmental Education. The
Alliance is a national association of 35 organizations, including such diverse
groups as the American Gas Association, the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts of
America, Edison Electric Institute, the Issac Walton League, the National
Audubon Society, the National Education Association, and the Soil Conservation
Society of America.

In another program conducted through the University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga, TVA is using high school sIcients to operate a water quality
monitoring network. as of last December, 35 teachers and 110 students from
33 schools throughout the Valley had conducted field studies, and over 4,000
students had received additional instruction in water resources management.
Workshops and a summer "water camp' at TVA's Land Between the Lakes are an
integral part Of the program. Several teachers and studerts have won regional
and national awards through their participation in this program.

To help students acquire better technical job skills training. TVA has set
up programs in several locations throughout the Valley. In each location we
work with local industries, communities leaders, high schools, community
colleges, and universities to provide technical training for high school and
community college students. By integrating the last two years of high school
with the first two years of college, we have created four-year technical
training programs that meet the needs of students and local inoo:try.
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The first program was established in Tupelo, Mississippi, in 14111. It has

since become a national model for career development. .t has helped create
more than 2,600 jobs in the Tupelo area, and it helps explain why Tupelo added
more then 2 million square feet of commercial and inoustrial floor space
during the past two years.

Many of our programs take advantage of sophisticated modern technology.
In COalfield, Tennessee, for example, we have developed a futuristic instruc-
tional laboratory using video laserdisc technology to teach students math and

science. Video laserdiscs have been used for years in training airplane
pilots, but have seldom been used la high schools or colleges. The video
laserdisc is similar to the compact disc used in the music industry, except

that it has video and software components. The teacher operates the laserdisc
by remote control and uses It to supplement instruction and to guide classroom
discussion.

The program is cosponsored by the National School Board Association, the
State Department of Education, and local boards of education. Since 1985. 30
teachers and over 2.000 students have participated in the program. The results
show that students learn 40 percent more quickly and retain 30 percent more
information than they do under traditional instructional methods. Classroom
behavior has also improved, and the student dropout rate has declined sharply.
The lessons learned through this program are also being applied In other areas
in the Tennessee Valley.

In another project, conducted jointly with Tennessee Technological
University. the local Chamber of Commerce, and Oklahoma State University,
students at the Alvin C. York Institute in Jamestown, Tennessee, are taking
physics classes beamed via satellite from Oklahoma State University. The

classes are interactive, and students talk to the Instructor at Oklahoma State
through a telephone. Tennessee Tech's evaluation of the program showed that

the students' physics scores were 23 percent higher than those of a control
group.

Wa are also working with the State of Tennessee on the feasibility of
using fiber optics for telecommunications between high schools and
universities. We are already stringing fiber optic cables on some of our
transmission towers for the joint use of TVA and a long-distance telephone
company. Similar fiber optic lines could be used by high schools and univer-
sities for interactive television classes in which students at Several
locations could talk with one another and with the instructor.

These are examples of TVA's partnerships in education across the region.
The success of these programs is in large measure the result Jf cooperative
efforts between education, government, business, and industry. We have shown

that these partnerships can work. They have become a permanent part of our
education system in the Tennessee Valley, and they are being applied elsewhere
in the Nation as well.

One of the most important lessons we nave learned through our education
prograMS is that students today can be turned on to math and science if they
are given the right stimulus. Nigh-tech learning through computers, video
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laserdiscs. and satellite telecommunications is exciting to them. So is
hands-on practical problem solving, which is offered through our environmental
education network centers.

Ne have a wealth of educational resources in Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory, Tennessee's Chairs of Excellence, and the many research centers scat-
tered throughout the Valley. Scientists at these centers are working on the
fundamental problems of our time in high intensity environments that can trig-
ger the Imaginations of even the most 3aded students. If we truly want to
motivate our students toward math and science careers, we should allow them
access to these resources.

The technologies that TVA and others across the Nation are developing can
bring these resources Into the classroom. To take these technologies beyond
the demonstration stage, however, and make them national in scope, will require
the cooperative effort of education, government, business, and industry--
working in partnership for the good of America's future. If we hope to have a
strong and prosperous future, we must begin overhauling our math and science
teaching programs today, because today's students are America's future.
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Ma LLOYD. Thank you very much, Bill. I am not only delighted
to have representatives of our three national labs here, but I am
also delighted that this gave us an opportunity for you to tell the
story of what WA is doing. It is rewarding for me to know that
you are aware of the need to improve the work force and the qual-
ity of life here in the valley. So it is a great story that you have
told and I appreciate that as well.

As you were giving your testimony, it occurred to me that what
we are really talking about here in science and engineering educa-
tion and technology transfer, is improving the quality of life and
the opportunities for all Americans, which is our ultimate goal that
we are working toward. But also, it seems to me that we are rede-
fining not only the mission of education but our methods and our
purpose of education as well, because there are so manyeduca-
tion has become more of an ongoing process than ever before.
Would you agree?

Dr. Wm.'s. Yes,
Ms. LLOYD. That is what we are having to work with. As we also

look at the national laboratories, and we are certainly aware that
they are national treasures, but I think there will 'be a greater
awareness across our country of really what goes on in a national
laboratory, what a national laboratory means to our country, that
it is the great treasure-house of our country and if we do create
new wealth, from a large part it will come from what goes on at
our national laboratories.

In this light, would you gentlemen from the national laboratories
comment on the fact that you will ultimately become regional cen-
ters to provide quality educational programs, as we redefine the
role of the laboratories? Is there any way that you can collaborate
or maybe divide responsibilities, that there is not an overlap, and
ultimately working together as institutions of higher learning.

Dr. TRIVELPINCE. The microphone has been passed to me.
MS. LLOYD. Well I am sure you know how to hand it down too.
Dr. Taivzulscx. There was a period in the history of the DOE

laboratories, AEC laboratories, in which I think probably you could
characterize their attitude toward the outside world as somewhat
of insularity, if being somewhat isolated, almost hostily so in some
cases. That period I think began to change somewhere in the early
1970s. While I was at DOE I tried to make the case with the labo-
ratory directors during the various meetings that we had that that
was no longer a suitablv approach, that the pattern of the past was
really not the proper pattern for the future, that in fact the labora-
tories themselves could not just simply say well okay, we have
changed our attitude. We are now going to sit and wait for univer-
sities and industry to come to us. I said you have to take the initia-
tive and go out and make contact with tL9m. I thought that was
true seven or eight years ago, I think it is still true today. To the
extent that as a laboratory director I can cause that to happen, I
will try to do so.

And the answer to your question after that long involved prelude
is yes, they can; yes, they should and I believe that we can do more
in t to take the opportunity to make contact with institutions
such as TVA and through universities and through high schools to
expand into the educational arena. It is not a very expensive thing
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to do, it does take a little time, but the benefits both to the institu-

tion and to the nation are quite large
I think some of the other couniries do this as well, and I have

noticed with some interest how Academician Velikhov in the
Soviet Union has used the Kurchatov Institute and some of its re-

sources to try to provide summer camps where students learn
about computers and how to take advantage of them. This perhaps
might upset some people in the United States that they are using

computers over there, but they have made a serious effort to go
after this and use their facilities to the benefit of their young
people and I think we should do no less.

MS. LLOYD. I BM going to askI am going to put one question in

with this as we pass the microphone down and then I am going to
turn the microphone over to Congressman SchilT, but as each one

of you make your replies, let me ask you one other thing. If you
had additional money, where would you spend it; precollege, teach-

er training? Put that in your minds as the microphone goes down.

Dr. TRIVICLPIECE. Can I add on to that then?
Ms. LLOYD. You certainly may, that is the reason I asked it now.

Dr. Tumuli:ex. The thing that has concerned me, and I am a
member of the Government, University, Industry Research Round-

table for the Academy of Sciences and just recently accepted the
chairmanship of the Sciences Education Board replacing Shirley
Hill next January. That has caused me to think about some of
these things in ways that perhaps not everyone has. And what has
troubled me is not so much that we are losing students at the sev-
enth or eighth grade or ninth or tenth grade, what troubles me is

we are losing them at the third and fourth year of life. You know,

what happens to this absolute natural curiosity that children have
when they are three and four years old, and then by the time you
sample them again the third and fourth year of school, you discov-

er that they not only are no longer very curious about some of

these things, but in fact they have some rather well established
degree of hostility toward science and technology. If you lose them
then, it is just as bad as losing them in high school or junior high

or wherever.
So if there are possibilities where the laboratories could begin to

get involved even down at younger ages, in the grammar school

and perhaps even try to establish community programs that ex-
plain to parents and thereby make it passible for preschoolers to
have some awarenesses, that would be useful. That is nut some-
thing where money is involved, but I wanted to add it.

Now more specifically to answer your question with regard to
money, I think that just simply scholarships and fellowships, com-
petitive throughout the United States, for the Department of
&orgy, much as those that were available through the Division of

Nuclear Education and Training in the past, would be outstanding.
This laboratory, if it had them assigned to it, would certainly take
advantage of it or would be pleased to compete for the students
who are granted them on a national basis. I do not care how it is
done, I just think it ought to be done, whether it is national or
local or subdivided.

Ms. Lunn. Very good. Dr. Springer.
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Dr. SPRINGER. As to operating as regional centers, I certainly en-
dorse that; not to the point where they do that exclusively and I do
not think you had that in mind. For example, the way we operate
and have for some time at the university level, is that the people
that come to Argonne, and I think it is typical, those that come to
the laboratory from the midwest mrtainly predominate but they
come

Ms. LLOYD. I think I really had reference to certainly you cannot
cover all the disciplines at Argonne.

Dr. SPRINGER. That is right.
MR. LLOYD. As you look at expanding the roles of the laborato-

ries, I wanted your opinion of maybe dividing up some of the disci-
plines.

Dr. SPRINGER. Well that is the reason that I think we cannot
become exclusively regional. That is there are people from Chicago
that will want something that we do not have, there are people
from Tennessee and Florida and California that want things that
they can't get there. So we certainly need to concentrate, and I
think that naturally happens, that we providewe are a resource
for the region but we also have to be, because of the varied nature
of the lab as you say, a resource for the whole country.

The other eense in which we are a regional center is in a more
general sense, that is not providing highly technical science educa-
tion for someone interested in science, but general support for sci-
ence education and also something we do not do a lot of and that is
the general question now of science literacy. I think we can do a

deal more than that. That would be certainly on a regional
isthan we do now. The programs that have begun more re-

cently with teachers certainly are a step in that direction, but I
think we have a natural resource to help on the science literacy in
that we do things that are exciting and get a lot of attention. Ev-
erybody who reads the newspaper finds out about some of the

that go on in the national labs and we have that natural
mechanism to get people's attention and use it to talk abota. oasic
science literacy issues.

As far as what we would do with additional funds, the priorities
that we have submitted to the Department of Energy say that we
would put additional funds into precollege programs. I mentioned
that we are close to the City of Chimgo anti have as a very high
priority to develop a strong network of support for science teachers
in that region. We would ago put as a high priority to continue the
development of the undergraduate program which allows people to
come to the labs during the semester. This is the science angog of
off-campus and semester abroad programs that universities h,ave
had for a long time. One of the main reasons I think that is impor-
tant is that it is not just a lab activity, it is a partnership with the
university community where these kinds of programs would be rec-
ognized by the university and the college as an integral part of a
curriculum.

And then fmally, I think it is also important that we provide op-
portunities for people to come, particularly for graduate student re-
search, and to use the facilities of the lab where such facilities are
not available in their universities. Those would be my three prior-
ities.
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MIL LLOYD. Thank you. Dr. Perry.
Dr. PERRY. When it comes to the regional centers, I believe very

strongly in a regional center concept, primarily from the dand-
point of the ability to be very effective and vety focused
certain types of programs connected with follow-up. At the nationa
laboratory we have the resources to assist in teaching, but at the
same time we have sort of a responsibilit3r to follow-up as part of
that teaching, to bring an individual in where in fact there is little
connection or at least ongoing connection, there is a tendency to
send the ship back out to sea, but without the ability to continue to
have the resources available.

So I believe primarily we should have regionaland I am talking
regional not within 45 miles or 50 miles, but it can be within re-
gions of states from the standpoint of how that national laboratory
is located.

From the standpoint of dollars, I would see that ours would be
one of continuing along the main thrust we have had for a number
of years. We have to increase the pipeline, and that one is one of K
through 8 with a high priority toward those type of programs of
students as well as teachers. And in addition to that, it would be
one of looking at the disciplines for which we provide instruction.
Science, as in mathematics, we have quite a bit of course work,
quite a bit of involvement in those areas. But I notice as part of
your responsibility there is the issue of technology. Can you name
one educational technology program targeted towards K through 8
that is pretty much effective across the nation? There are very few.
And at the same time we have the scientists who may think of the
idea, the engineer who may design it, 60 percent of our staff are
technical support staff, and if you crank the numbers, we are run-
ning out of support staff as quickly as we are running out of scien-
tists and engineers and we had better pay attention to how we are
bringing along the whole student body of a school system to meet
our future science and technology needs. And so we would use
these monies targeted towards pipeline but across educational spec-
tra.

Ms. LLOYD. Thank you, Dr. Perry.
Bill, what is your insight on this, how could t ere be greater

interface between TVA and the labs?
Dr. Wm.'s. Well as I mentioned awhile ago, one of the things we

find that the kids get turned on to is some of tht new technology
for learning. As you well know, reading is the least effective way to
learn and retain, hearing is second, seeing is third and doing, put-
ting hands on is the most effective way. Some of the new technolo-
gy that has come available in the last two or three years with the
mteractive video laserdisc, technology for teaching can expand the

process ten-fold very easily and retention rate is great.
The thing that I would like to see is more marriages between

school systems and universities where they develop the curriculum,
provide the software for the interactive video laserdisc stuff in sci-
ence and math, that is the most appropriate and exciting terms
that then exciting scientists can talk about and at the same time
some of the new technology in teaching married with that. If they
can do that in the laboratories, provide that sort of help in develop-
ing that software to go with the new video interactive laserdisc
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type equipment, teachers can get turned on md expand and ex-
trapolate their abilities many-fold times over. That is where I
would like to see the help because these people have the technolo-
gy, they have the know-how to do it and they have the excited
people to tell the story, they can motivate and provide the technol-
ogy at the same time. That is where I would like to see the atten-
tion put.

Ms. LLOYD. Thank you a lot. Mr. Schiff.
Mr. Scmvir. Thank you, Madam Chair.
Gentlemen, there are two things; first, in the discussions we have

been having now obviously on the role of the national labs and
TVA, and really what we are talking about is centers' expert facili-
ties contributing to education. Do you now havethis is a begin-
ner's question I know because I just got to Congressare you
funded now for any such programs or is everything you are doinc
out oftaken out of your resources at least nominally line itemed
for other purposes?

Dr. TRIVELPIRCE. To some txtent that is probably a question that
would be better addressed to Toni Joseph since those funds the De-
partment of Energy has that are dedicated toward this purpm,
come through her office, but yes there are funds that are distribut-
ed in that. I think there could ite more and I know one of the ac-
tivities that we had talked about in the past was the idea of trying
to have some sort of a year-round operation that quite frequently
students come to the laboratories for the summer. In order for
them to be there year-round, that would require some kind of hous-
ing facilities or clormitories or the like. This was considered a
couple of years ap and as I recall there was an attempt to use
third-party financing, but the third-party financing had some diffi-
culties with the Office of Management and Buctget because they re-
garded any third-party financing as an absolute commitment ofthe
government even though it appeared that it had a pay-back feature
built into it. And I do not quite know what the status of that is at
the moment, but that would be one.

But it is a combinationI mean the direct answer to your direct
question is it is a combination. There are some funds provided
Ouvugh the Department which are directly earmarked as educa-
tional funds, and then there are others which are in effect done on
the margin and through volunteer activities at the laboratory.

Mr. ScHire. The others are welcome to answer or not answer. I
think you have given sort of a general answer, Dr. Trivelpiece.

If any of you would like to answer, please do so.
Dr. 4.R1r. Mine is a little bit different. One of the issues I raised

was the issue of sustained funding. A number of the programs that
we offer, in fact the mitority of the programs that we offer, are
funded by the laboratory from the standpoint of however it takes
to get the dollars, we will end up scraping up the dollars to get it
done, if it is worth doing.

There is the need for additional funding if we are going to start
moving toward regional centen, and especially duplicating or
transferring these type programs in regional areas. At the present
time, we may have some very good programs, but very limited in
the dollars we can scrape together to move and duplicate those pro-
grams in a very sort of expeditious way.
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Mr. SCHIFF. Let me ask on one other subject. There has been
mention at least once if not a couple of times on the question of the
number of certified science teachers now in the school system, and
how that is particularly difficult in more rural areas for the school
districts to provide. This is certainly not an original idea with me
but it is one that I find very attractive. I would like to know if
there is a possibility in your minds of appropriate staff members
teaching courses in the public schools, say for example a physicist
teaching one physics course in a high school during one semester. I
obviously see two obstacles, one is that physicist is employed to do
other things and would that staff member have the time to teach
even one high school course. And I see a second problem with the
certification of being a teacher. We are talking about certification
in science, but I wonder if the educativnal system would permit
someone who is not certified as a teachar to cove in and teach
even one course in their expertise.

I wonder if you have any thoughts on that, if that is being at-
tempted or if you think those obstacles would be too great or could
be surmounted. Whoever would like to start.

Dr. PERRY. I know in our area the olxitaclesthe walls are not
high enough that we cannot sort of scale over them, I believe the
crisis is of such a nature. There are systems in the State of Califor-
nia where we can go for the emergency credential and we have
people in systems in the State of California where in fact that
strategy is being used. I would think if we were to think creatively
with a large number of our employees now reaching the retirement
stage and if we look at the termination rate and retirement rate as
they're retiring earlier, there is a vast reservoir of top scientific
talent coupled with educational systems where we can be creative
around that credential, where we can tap into a pool that to date
has not been tapped into, the retired scientific teacher for class-
room teaching.

Mr. SCHIFF. But to do that full timeexcuse me one second, Dr.
Perryunder the present system they would pretty well have to go
back and become certified teachers, would they not?

Dr. PERRY. Yes, but not full time certified, you can go with emen
gency credential and by taking just a few courses, which the school
distxicts working with the community college will authorize in fact
to have the person end up with the credential, thereby being avail-
able to teach a semester class, to teach a weekly class. But that is
an avenue I think worthy of pursuing.

Dr. SPRINGER. The sort of thing you are bilking about does
happen in our neighborhood but on a very, very limited basis and
on a highly individual basis. That is, there are a few individuals
that in one way or another get connected to a school and interested
in a school and they volunteer to do someI do not think they
teach full courses, they typically supplement in one way or an-
other.

My feeling is from talking to the staff that to try to do that with
research staff on any sort of a large or systematic basis would not
work. That is, they do fmd the demands on their time to continue
their research are the prime thing and they would take most of
their time.

2p4
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The other thing is that it takes a fairly rare individual to be able
on the one hand to do advanced remarch and then to turn around
and talk in terms that are understandable to someone who is 10
years old or 12 or 14. It takes a fairly rare combination of talents
there I think.

Dr. TRIVELPIECE. My colleagues have covered this fairly well. I
think that I would only add one thought and that is what is the
harm that could come to students by being taught by a full time
ph3rsicist, chemist or mathematician. I do not understand the ap-
prehension or fear that school boards and school districts have
with respect to allowing this as a possibility. That mystifies me.
The worst that could happen is the kids might learn something.

Dr. WILLIS. In the two or three programs that we have worked
with school districts on the certification problem, we have run into
the same thing. We thought we could get some help from retired
scientists and engineers and we ran into the same problem. It
seems like the best answer is to use the scientists and engineers as
motivators and really try to upgrade the skills of the teachers that
are out there now, to bringing them back and they could come into
laboratory centers like this and work with the laboratory and get
their certification very quickly. They can usually do this in a
couple of summers. That is the most rapid route to the remedial
prlem. One of the larger problems we have is getting students to
involve themselves in science teaching programs and math teach-
ing programs in the universities now. It has fallen off tremendous-
ly over the last number of years and we have a major concern
there. That is where a progra n like the laboratories have to
having the teachers to work part time with the laboratory and
teach, to keep them motivated to stay in education, allow them to
have a part time job with a Laboratory or the scientific community
so they can earn the esteem and remuneration from doing that and
at the same time stay motivated to stay in teaching.

I think that is an area we have got to find a formula of how to
keep our bright children interested in becoming teachers and stay-
ing in that profession once they get into it. That is part of the for-
mula that we really have not given a lot of attention to. I do see
the laboratories doing more lately of bringing the teachers in in
the summer and giving them some summer employment, but that
is a terrible problem we have in the country and we need to put
more attention on it.

Mr. ScHIFF. One last thing, what about a more limited approach,
and that is for example, as I said I am a lawyerI believe I said
itby training and profession, and I used to go into the public high
schools fairly frequently to give one or two lectures on my field of
expertise in terms of criminal prosecution. And I did not teach the
course, I did not represent that I was an educator because I am cer-
tainly not, but I at least felt I made a contribution by at least being
before a class for an hour or two to tell them about what I did
every day, which with yespect to the teachers, they did not. I
wonder if there are ongoing programs which at least do that much
where perhaps a phymcist by way of example, it is certainly not
meant to be limit could speak for an hour or two in a high
school physics class. Are those ongoing ideas right now of any great
dimension and moment, because in my area I am not aware that
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with Sandia National Laboratory and Los Alamos National Labora-
tory in our backyards, I am just not aware that their professional
people are in our school system very often at all.

Dr. PERRY. I believe your national laboratories like ours are
doing what you just described. There are a lot of people who are in
the classrooms every day. The way we address the question you
just raised was from the perspective of those who are certified to be
teachers on a semester or classroom basis. From the standpoint of
motivators to go into the classrooms, that is going on daily. I mean
we will have, on a yearly lxisis, hundreds of people from I know
our organization, and I am well aware from Sandia and from Los
Alamos similar type programs. But if you think about :4, and espe-
cially from the standpoint of the national laboratories, we have a
tremendous percent of total scientific talent in our national labora-
tories, located in those facilities. And if you compound that with
the fact we have a tremendous number of minorities and women in
those national laboratories, but when was the last time you have
ever seen a Hispanic scientist on television, in a magazine? From
the standpoint of role models, and if we are talking about the de-
mographics shifting with more women and more minorities, as part
of that mix, how do we leverage those valuable resources we have
in our national labs, who are female and minorities, to get into
those classrooms where they can be not only teachers in the way of
content, but role models from the standpoint of what are possibili-
ties for all students.

Dr. SPRINGER. In our area certainly there are individuals going
for short periods of time in the way that you describe into the
classrooms. I do not personally have a good sense of the extent to
which that happens. The main thing I would like to say is that I
am looking forward to what I think will be one of the main bene-
fits of the teacher program that the Department of Energy has just
initiated, is to create more of this. That is, the teacher program
will bring teachers to the laboratories for periods during the
summer and these appointments might be repeated once or twice,
and as a result of that I think a lot of teachers are going to make
contact with individual staff scientists and develop personal rela-
tionships that they can then call on, the kind of thing that you de-
scribe, without having a formal program, without having to come
through the lab director or the Division of Educational Programs,
they will have a friend that they can call on. And I think this will
multiply significantly and it is certainly a desirable thing to

haften.. SCHIFF. Let me just conclude by saying that I have a very
strong belief about government, which I brought with me to my
present position, that we are all in this together. All of us here at
these two tables, for example, are all paid by the taxpayers. There
axe different funding routes, but ultimately the same taxpayers
pay us to do the same things. And I realize everyone has primary
responsibilities and I do not mean to take away from that, but to
the extent possible, I just want to say I applaud the idea of person-
nel from the national labs going into the school system, of person-
nel from the school system, the educators, being admitted to the
national labs, and anything in which we share this knowledge and
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this talent pool that has been built up through the contributions of
the very same taxpayem.

I would like to thank you gentlemen very much for answering
my questions. Thank you, Madam Chair.

Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Mr. Schiff. And our panelists,
we appreciate your input and we will be submitting questions in
writing that we did not have time to ask you. We would like you to
respond and that will be included in the record. Thank you very
much.

We are going to have panel two before we break for lunch and
then after lunch we will resume our h with panels three,
four and five. Our next panel includes Ms. 'orie Bardeen, Pro-
gram Friends of Fermi lab; Dr. Jon eigel, President of
Oak Ridge Associated Universities; Dr. "Lee Riedinger, Director of
the University of Tennessee Science Alliance. Our next panelists
are friends of the Subcommittee and we appreciate your great help
today as well.

If you would try to hold your oral testimony to around ten min-
utes and your entire statement will be made, without objection, in
its entirety part of the record.

Please proceed, Ms. Bardeen.

PANEL 2

STATEMENTS OF MARJORIE G. BARDEEN. PROGRAM DIRECTOR,
FRIENDS OF FERMILAB; DR. JON M. VEIGEL, PRESIDENT. OAK
RIDGE ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES; AND DR. LEE L. ME-
DINGER, DIRECTOR. THE SCIENCE ALLIANCE
Ms. BARDEEN. Chairman Lloyd and Mr. Schiff, thank you very

much for having us come all the way from Illinois to share some of
our experiences with you in science education.

I think you have heard an awful lot about what is going on at
laboratories in a general way, so what I would like to do is focus on
two programs that we have at the Laboratory and look at how we
designed those programs, how we determined the audience and the
goals of the programs and then also look at how we measure their
effectiveness.

The Summer Institute for Science and Mathematics Teachers is
a high school program for 60 teachers who spend four weeks at the
Laboratory in the summer. They spend half of their time with re-
search scientists in seminars and they spend half of their time in
the high school laboratory setting with master teachers. There are
four follow-up sessions anal the teachers receive both a stipend and
graduate crit for their work.

Before we began this program, we sought the advice of teachers,
university professors and businessmen. When we spoke with them
about what role the laboratory could play in our area in science
education, they recommended that we focus on average teachers.
They felt this was an area where we could reach a wide range of
students and at the same time make a significant change in the
quality of the education that those students received. Then they
recommended for us some goals for our particular summer pro-
gram.

4,1) r
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First of all, they thought we should target lively and successful
teaching strategies for existing materials. By that, they meant
looking at eompiter a . 'cations, at laboratory and hands-on dem-
onstrations and at . em solving. The3r wanted us to enhance the
teachers' background in their basic subject area, but at the same
time expose them to new ideas in scientific research. And finally,
they wanted us to show the connection between science, society
and technology. So so that teachers who come to Fermilab to spend
four weeks in the summer are able to take a story like cold fusion,
bring it into their classroom. They are not intimidated, they are
very comfortable with letting this story unfold, not so much from
the point of view of telling the students of the technical details of
cold fusion, but in exposing it as a story of how science is done.
They can certainly have learned a lot of things about validation of
scientific experiments, about publication, et cetera, that help them
understand how science is really done as opposed to perhaps how
science is often taught in the high school classroom.

Well, how do we do with a program like this, what is our success
rate. We actually have four ways of measuring the success of the

and in fact at the end of each year we publish a report
Wriftraolfnfiliil, of course we ask the individuals how they felt the four
week prwram went. We give them an opportunity to evaluate our
effectiveness in achieving the goals and also comment on various
staff members. We follow up a year later by asking them what
they were able to use in their classroom from the prtwam. Did in
fact the materials that we present to them work with students in
the high school classroom setting. And finally, we do talk to the
participants three or four years later to find out if, as a result of
our program, they have been sharing materials with other teach-
ers, have they gotten involved in professional organizations, are
they doing in-service programs in their area so that in fact the
impact of the program is broad and not just limited to 60 partici-
pants.

Although we do not formally solicit input from department
chairmen and principals and superintendents, we get a lot of anec-
dotal information back from them. This information on the
Summer Institute indicates to us that it is a smashing success, and
in fact one of the reasons it is a success is because it is not business
as usual. When teachers come to Fermilab, they come to a world
class research institution and they have an opportunity to meet sci-
entists like Leon Lederman and they have a chance to go home and
tell their students what a wonderful opportunity they had in the
real world of science. So that is one program that we have been
running now for seven years. It is now funded by the National Sci-
ence Foundation. We have one more year left in tlie grant We are
not sure where funding will come after that, but the interest in the
area is strong enough so that we hope to maintain that program.

Congressman Lloyd referred to Saturday Morning Physics, so
perhaps I will not discuss that program, but talk to you briefly
about a junior high school program that we have started. Again,
when we wanted to look at junior high school education, we
brought in teachers and university professors to ask them what
advice they might give us. In this case, their advice was the follow-
inf. Junior high school teachers do not look at Fermilab as a re-
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source to them. They do not understand what happens here and
they would not normally choose to come here. We think you should
start with a program that will bring students and teachers here in
a rather informal setting and then from that, you can build a
stronger program for working with teachers.

We got together with some junior high school teachers and de-
signed a program which is miled Beauty and Charm at Fermilab.
Beauty and Charm are names of two quarks, it does not refer to
the quality of the staff members. That program is a curriculum
unit dud was designed by junior high school teachers with assist-
ance from Fermilab scientists. It includes all the materials that a
teacher needs to teach a unit in the classroom, and we also run
workshops for the teachers to enable them to teach these materi-
als. Finally, the students who study this program are invited to
visit the laboratory, which is not ordinarily a possibility for junior
high school teachers.

e have been doing this program for four years now. We have
had as many as 4,000 junior high school students who have come
through the laboratory. Of course they all come on field trips with
their parents, so in the meantime we have had a lot of parents who
have come and now we are seen as a rest).- ce for this particular
area.

The goals of this program that were recommended to us were in
some sense negative goals; do not teach how many leptons there
are and how many quarks there are, and give us the names and all
the numbers t.hat go with particle physics that you do. However, do
show us science in action, do show us science process, help the stu-
dents develop an awareness and understanding and appreciation of
science, talk about science careers and opportunities for student&
You have people in the laboratory at all levels of skill and educa-
tion. Let the students know that there is a place for them in the
world of science. So this is the type of program that we designed.

Again, how effective have we been? iVe do many of the same
things in this program that we do in our other program; however,
here one of the sources of information that is most interesting to us
are the parents of students. And we get as much information at the
soccer field from the parents who say "Boy, my kid went to Fermi-
lab yesterday, it was a wonderful opportunity. i.te came home
andhow can we come out to the lab, I would like to know more
about this. Can we come on Sunday." So we get a lot of feedback
from the community that indicates we are exciting families about
science, not just students.

We would like to be able to do more in the area of junior high
school science. We would like to be able to do more in the area of
elementary school science. In particular we would like to develop
some programs similar to the Oak Ridge Ecological and Physi=1
Science Study Program where students can come and spend a half
a day working with hands-on science where their teachers and stu-
dents can learn together from other teachers. The Laboratory has
committed the funds to build a facility which will enable us to
bring students, youner students, to the Laboratory, and my job in
some sense is to provide the programs that go with that.

We feel it is very important in our area to be seen as a regional
resource. We have been working with teachers since day one. We
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continue to do that, and in fact, the center that we are building,
the teachers see as their own and they talk to us about "well when
we do this, would you please have a computer hot line, would you
please be sure that it is open in the evening", so we feel very
strongly that the relationship that we are developing is a collabora-
tive one in which we open the doors and allow the educators to
come into the Laboratory.

And I think you realize that this is all done because in some
sense we have a very supportive Laboratory Director, who has
really been a pioneer in the area of science education. And I
cannot tell you what a pleasure it has been for us to work with
him. And we are figuring out how after July 1 he is still going to
be there giving us advice and sort of guiding us down the right
path.

Mr. SCHIFF. 1 do not mean to interrupt you, Ms. Bardeen, but Dr.
LettermanChairperson Lloyd and I visited Fermilab and Dr. Let-
terman said he was going to teach a course at the University of
Chicago called Physics for Poets. I thought that sort of summed up
everything at one time very eloquently.

Ms. BARDEEN. Yes, he did. In fact, he has always enjoyed teach-
ing the courses for the non-science students. And I think ir. fact
that is something that has translated into our programs, because
again, we appeal to the average teacher and the average teacher
teaches a wide range of student ability. So we are not just looking
at someone who is going to be a scientist, but we are looking at, in
general, the student population.

So thank you very much and I will be happy to answer questions
you may have later.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Bardeen follows:]
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Testimony of Marjorie G. Bardeen
Therm Maxtor, Friends of Fermilab
Rand flatboat Aocelentor Laboratory

Comnittee OD Science, Space snd liachnology
Subcommittee cm Energy Reattach and Dir. oat%

RIERCQUEEDI
Science and mathematics literacy: national studies delineate the problems and plopose

solutions fur curricular and instructional reform. Bus, Eb2 is going to bring about change? We

cannot expect the schools to raise the literacy of the nation allalone. Many outside pumas can

and men contribute. We can double and triple our efforts by creating innovative partnerships
between the education community and natioeal laboratcries. museums, and businesse s. between

fmmal and infonnal science programa
As mit of to bask couuniatient re science, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Femilab)

began offering educational tours for high school students and teachers in 1972. Whoa Leon M.

Lederman became Laboratory Director in 1979. educational opponimities at the precollege level

were expanded in iv:sponse to the need in our area to revitalize the skills of current science

teachers, to maintain intenast in the teaching of science as a career, and to encoursge young people

to pursue careers in mimeo and engirseming. In 1983 Friends of Fennilab (FFLA.) s not-for.

profit corporation, was established to facilitate the formation of partnerships among Fermilab,

school districts, and public snd private fielding agencies.

To fulfill its mission to =thence the quality el pncollege WIC= educatimt and to promote a

breeder public aware.= and undemanding of science Print& of Fermilab has raised close to 52

millioe from public and private sources. The corporr is governed by a 24 member Board of

DittCtOis composed of Fermilab staff members, dye .., business, and education leaden. The

Director of Fermilab is a member of the Bata An executive staff of three manages the office.
Friends of Fermilab began with one pope= for 43 participants at a con of $73,000. This year

we an sponsoring 16 pimp= that directly teach as many as 10,000 people. Up to 60 teachers

staff the program The FY 19 budget, including operating funds and dedicated program funds, is

$450,0idit
In oder to increase the Labontory's participation in precollege education Familab plans to

open a Science Education Center in FY '91. This facility will be dedicated to Renal and informal

science education programa. The Center will include a teacher mount center, space for large

interactive science displays, clasnooms and offices. Key Forams will Wilde;

Teacher Training Training teachers to use laboratories and deZINCOMICel effectively with

students will help provide lively and exciting science prognms.

Out-of-school Prop, r Students and Patents Informal science programs will suppon
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and reinforce formal classroom instruction.

Flands-on-Science - Direct pasonal experience with the pheRCOMM1 and principles of science

and technology pnwide a depth of insight and involvement that cannot be matched by less

acdve education.

Adult Educados - All chimers, not only students but also parents, teachers ml other adults.

should experience du joy of explormion and discomy and lemn about do science that impact

societal issues.

In FY '89 15 programs for high school students aodfor teachers and eight programs for K-8

students and/or teacher me being conducted as Fermilab. Most me sponsmed by Friends of
Fermilab. Today, I will describe Friends of Fennilab program development, managemm and

funding, provide an overview of the program, and discuss their impact. Finally, I will focus on

additional needs.

PILKILIMIE11112111211.=216litientENT
Friends of Fermilab has developed a successful formm for program development and

implmentadon that allows schools to tap the mimeos of a national reseamh facility. The format

includes two key components: coratucting a needs assessment and establishing a program
committee. Program development is guided by recommendations from an appmpriate needs
112943311Y or conducted with educators, community leaders. Fermilab scientists and representadves

of Meow of Fermilab. A typical needs assessment workshop includes 20-28 participants, is held

on a Saturday, lasts fair to six hours, and covers a major program type or a new age group. It is

important for Fermilab to litigall the education needs arr perceived by the people who teach the

students and graph*, the graduate& National laboratmy staff are not e;vessarily capons in
precollege education. HoWeVer, when they undentand what the local priorities fcc improving

mien= and mathematics education sse, they can assess the laboratory resources and determine

ways to wort in pone:ship with educaton so promote change.

After the needs assessment is a completud, * program committee, composed d two to four

locai educators (iiAM teachers, &pertinent chairmen or insmictional administrators) and a

Fermilob scientist, evaluates the results of the needs assessment and makes program
recomnendationa to the Priced' of kiermilab Progrsm Director. Based ow. those recomrsendarions

Friends of Fermilab execudve staff repasts funding proposals, subject to approval by the Board

of Dkeetnrs, and seeks funds from private sod peb8c sauces.

Vilth the advice of the prof am committee, the Program Dhector hires the stsff. The staff is

responsible for such tuks as program announcemnt. staff selection, CUITiCUIUM develornent,

participant selection, follow-up activities, evalustion, Fogram reports, and disseminate&
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Strengths of our program develesment model hichidc;

developing ownenhip of tbe prop= among mach= by involving them from the

beginning.
giving teachers leadenhip roles tempi, d both by their peers and research scientism

establishing continuing communicadon channels between mean:hers and machos.

utilizing antenise Win various groups - teachers, science education specialists, scientists

- with mmug imam= with their regularjob.

integradng Mho:story educe:dm pronrams with =kiting kcal inservice programs.

ZILMEAUELTECIINia
Cunent precollege education programs sponsored by Friends of Familab am funded by dm

U.S. Department of Energy Office of Energy Research, the National Science Foundation,
Universities Research Anociation and vellum private foundations and individuals. In midition,

stam of Illinois ama education cenmrs and school districts provide support for teachers who

participate in inservim programs.

NSF XI%
ICOE 32 0%

STATE 3 3%
FOUNDATEINS 152%
CONTRIRITIONI 7.3%

Figure 1 shows the sauces of funds 1983-1988.

HEISEAULQUILYIEN
The Friends of Fermilab education programs se developed within a framework Mat lakes into

account the mission of Fermilab, the appropriate use of its !militia and the salenn SW interests of

its personnel. Pmgrains far highee grade levels axe inaugunted first At a given level programs

begin by twinging students sad their parents or teachen to Fermilab In order to establish an

awall01310.03 of the Laboratory and the role it can play in education. Program for teachers follow.

Thus, it is seen that the high school programs have developed maturity sad form a compiebensive

program for students and teachers alike. Programs at the junior high and elementary levels are in

the early sages of developmem
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former pankipanti and staff numbers, Teachas with a new enthusiasm krteaching also have a

renewed interest ie during with one another dnough inaervice aed continuingeducation acdvities.

ANKTIONSLISEREA
23 DOE labocantries sponsor precollege education pnagrams. Included em the two national

programs, the DOE High School Henan Research Program and the DOE Teacher Research

Associams hogram, u well ea many local inhiatives each as those sponsored at Fermilab.

However, we hue only begun to tap the nuerkahle teseerces that nathand laboratories nixesent.

In hely 19181 a repro (DOWS-0065) of the Energy Research Advisee), Bond was issued m the

Depute= of Energy on Science and Eagineering Education. The panel recommended that the

Deputes:at bass its precollege programs on guidelines which ensure that progra,-,1 mach the

largest number of stodents and am roost greedy': in nuining them in science and insihernatics.

Among those guidelines went

Commune on develaping rowans for teachers. Emphasize pennons that I) belp teat here

enhance their science ddlls and understanding; 2) rovide teachers (Ind studentswith Mads-

en acdyitien and 3) encourage understanding of dierelationships between science, twin:Dicey

and society.

Scan props= should give special consideration to yotmg students and their teachers at the

elementary and middle school kW.
Develop and support vigorous Fograms to stimulate and nurture the interests of young women

and tmderresusented ralneddes to participate most fully in DM education programs.

In addition to num= needed for current high school pmgrams, we need supped fce elementary

and middle school programs, especially for progrsms targeted at young women and minority

student'. We need zesources that permit individual laboratories to work withschool systems in

response to Iocel and segional needs.

EINALISIMILS
When Friends of Fermilab beean in 1983, it was not at all clear that a nmearch facility wu an

appropriate swine for major teacher inservice propams. Teachers and students have given us the

answer. *Year Precollege education programs wort at Permilab because it is ma busines u

usual. Tendon came to a wodd class high energy physics research labastory for a niece

opportunity to Maass science conducted at the frontiers of human understanding, Teachers gain

imitable _mime learning item leading resesimillICICUICI like Labeneery Director and Nobel

Linneste, Leon badmen. Students hate an experience in science den Wooden and enriches their

anitudes and develops their appreciation for science. Students am, pestaps for the firm time, what

the %veld of Wig= is teally like, and they like what they see!
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MS. LLOYD. Thank you very much. Dr. Veigel.

STATEMENT OF DR. JON M. VE1GEL
Dr. Vzion. Yes, ma'am. Thank you very much.
Oak Ridge Associated Universities is not only a consortium of 49

universities, it is alto the Department of Energy's first or second
oldest national laboratory. Since 1946, we have been responsible for
all of DOE's fellowship programs, and given this experience we rec-
ognize full well that the country is not interested in the subject of
science education for esthetic reasons. The interest is motivated by
the need for action. At a minimum, we need to move and do more
with respect to science education in order that we at least tread
water with respect to the competitiveness and productivity situa-
tion we find ourselves in now. And we need to do even more if we
expect to regain the competitive edge that we have formerly en-
joYed.

Now in 1957 and again in 1965, the Nation experienced a change
in national attitudes about science education. I suspect we are at a
comparable point in 1989. Instead of being driven by the Sputniks
and by great society, it is this issue of international competition.
And I personally believe that the rapid transformation we are
seeing in the way private sector R&D is done in this country will
also impact the way science education is handled.

What we really need to pay attention to is the quantity and qual-
ity of scientists that we deliver to the point of need. Now one con-
venient measure of this is the number of science students that we
have, but it is by no means the single best measure, nor the only
measure.

Considered from this context, it is easy to be pious about science
education. It is less easy to see what we can do that will produce
costeffective results. I have five questions that I believe define the
problem.

1. How do we keep students from making academic decisions
today that will foreclose their making science career choices tomor-
row?

2. How do we get commitments to science and engineering ca-
reers?

8. How do we maximize the retention of science grads in jobs
that need their science or engineering backgrounds over the course
of a career? The public has made a tremendous investment in these
people and if they are lost to selling real estate, we all are suffer-
ing for that.

4. How can we retrain the now technically obsolescent so that
they can make contributions?

5. How can the Federal Government develop programs of action
that are balanced among K through 12, undergraduate, graduate
and in-career trainipg; and be effectively coordinated across all
agencies and industries dependent on a trained scientific cadre to
meet their mission requirements; and finally, focused on highly le-
veraged intervention points that can provide examples of success
for replication among our states?

Now I think there are some examples that I would like to cite of
potential leverage points here. Number one, something like 40 per-
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cent of all black students in this country are produced by 50 school
districts in this country, out of a total of 16,000 school districts.
Does that offer us opportunities in what we see coming along for
the ftiture? There is a selection of about 40 liberal arts colleges in
this country that produce a disproportionate share of the graduate
students in science engineering. What are they doing right, how
can we help them to do it better and how can we replicate that ex-
perience in other colleges?

had personal experience over the last few years in North Caro-
line at a very prosaic level with respect to education. I think,
Madam Chair, it goes to your point about reaching the more aver-
age student& The most complex piece of technology that is still as-
sembled on site for your individual home is your air conditioner,
your heating and ventilating and air conditioning piece of equip-
ment. And that is generally assembled on site and proved out by
bomebody who is very ill trained to know whether it is energy effi-
cient or not. And if it is energy efficient, you can save 20 percent
on your annual bill. We ran a p for a number of years train-
ing technicians in community cr:Iggalens how to make air condition-
ers energy efficient, and you cannot imagine a more prosaic bread
and butter kind of issue and you cannot imagine an issue that has
more direct impact on most people in this country than how much
their air conditioner costs them, and this is science education, this
is energy education at its most fundamental level.

Now the labs, as we have heard today, are certainly the core,
they are the anchor, they are the foundation of our ability to do
much of the work we are talking about. In my personal belief,
though they be necessary, they are by no means sufficient. We
need to take advantage and pay attention to the kind of integrat-
ing experiences that will allow us to have these leveraged kinds of
impacts.

Oak Ridge Associated Universities has been involved in a
number of these programs over the years. In most of them, the
number of students that we have applying in ratio to the number
of positions available, ranges from two to eight people, eight times
as many people applying as we can accommodate. We work in pro-
grams like the challenge programs for minorities where we identify
them at the junior college level and work with them, get our
member universities to agree to commit at the junior high school
level, that they will support these people through their graduate
degrees. Now at the junior high level, that is a commitment I sus-
pect that is hard for most kids to appreciate. I suspect also that the
parents can appreciate that.

We do similar integrated kinds of programs with hi*h school
teachers. But I want to recommend for your consideration today
five possibilities that I do not think you have heard yet this morn-
ing.

I think we are in a position today where we areit is a good op-
portunity for Us to establish a natir 1 coalition for science and en-
gineering education and the Amen,An economy, where I believe
the national laboratories, American higher education and Ameri-
can industry, which has a particular need for the scientists and en-
gineers to carry out their work. the enemy intensive industries es-
pecially can get together and do s coordinated comprehensive ap-
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proach to science education. We are all in this together and it is a
terrible misuse of our resources not to look at the coordinated kind
of

dly, I believe a national center for energy education is ap-
propriate now, where the kind of pkuming and comprehensive ap-
proach to these things on a national level will get us past the point
where we have a menu of projects that represent a why-not list of
projects. They are all good, I do not deny that I would like to see
mime consideration given to their overall balance in whether we
are accomplishing our needs.

I would propose an establishment of a center for instructional
technology research and development. ORAU is doing a lot of work
with the Department of Defense on things like interactive video
discs and so forth. Very little of those technologies and that kind of
software is being applied to the issue of science education and I
think that is technology transfer at its most fundamental and its
most basic, and I think there is a lot of work that can be done
there.

We are running and have run for a number of years and propose
expanding that an education and labor market analysis program
where we look, on behalf of the Department of Energy, at what the
needs for trained scientists and engineers is going to be over the
coming decades. And I think that provides the underpinning of
many of the statistics that all of us are depending on.

fmally, we believe, as is happening at other laboratories,
that estab: tshment in Oak Ridge of a science and engineering edu-
cation center is timely and appropriate. On an average, we have
got something like 300 students per night in Oak Ridge, and there
is no place on the local economy for them to stay. As a way to fi-
nance this, we are exploring the possibility of a joint venture be-
tween Oak Ridge Associattd Universities and a local hotel in Oak
Ridge where those two groups, ORAU and the hotel, would finance
the residential and eating facility part of it and the Department of
Energy's guarantee would be in terms of covering so many bed
nights per year on an annual basis. We estimate that the number
of bed nights are in the iange of 20,000 tt.. 30,000 bed nights per
year of people at all lewAs from undergraduate students to post-
does who could occupy these facilities, and I think do it in a cost
effective kind of a way.

I believe that we are at a cusp in our ability to do things here
and it is time for us to move out in the kind of surge for science
education that I think is not only appropriate but needed in the
point we find ourselves in today.

Thank you, Madam.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Veigel followsl
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BRIDGES INTO SCIENCE/ENGINEERING CAREERS:
EDUCATION AND ME EFDERAL LABORATORY SYSTEM

Testimony lar Hearings of the
SabOMMittee on Energy Research and Development

by
Dr. Jon M. Valid, President

Oak Ridge Mandated Universities

May 15, Mt
Chattanooga, Tenor:woe

In the 1980s, American citizens have been shaken by a series of serious warnings that we
are no longer 1k moss productive nation, thia aclinewledged leader in technelefiand
innovation, Ike leading-edge competitor, or even the mod scientifically literate nation. At
the epicenter of these warnings is the issue of educetion and career preparation in the fields
of science, mathematics, 11.4 engineering. Our national agenda for the next decade must
address the quality of education, the potential shortfall of scientists and engineers, and the
general lack of understane..ng cf science.

In 1957, and spin in 1965, the nation experienced a change in national attitudes about,
and programs for, science education. We may be at a comparable point in 1989, driven
now by competitiveness, not by the Sputniks and Great Society of those years. An
accelerated evolution of education for science today will parallel the rapid transformation
of private sector R&D now underway.

It is easy to be pious about science education; it's less easy to see what to do that will
produce con-effective results. I have five questions thst defile the problem:

1) How do we keep students from academic decisions that foreclose later career
options?

2) Haw do we get commitments to science and engineering careers?

3) How do we maximize retention in jobs that are based on science or engineering over
the course of a career?

4) How can we retrain the now technically obsolescent so they can make contributions?

1
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And finally.

5) How can the federal governmeM develop programs of action that OM
balanced among K-12, undergraduate, graduate, and in-career traininv
effectively coordinated across all agencies and industries dependent on a
trained scientific cadre to meet their mission requirements; and
focused on highly leveraged inteivention points that can provide maniples of
success kir repfication among the states?

I believe that ORAU has developed an kinovative approach that will address these
question& Our plan revolves around the following initiaaver

Notional Coalition for Science and Engineering Education and the Mneiican
Economy
National Censer for Energy Education
Center for Instructionsi Technology Research and Development
Oak Ridge Science and Engineering Education Center

To give you the sense of ORAU's experience to comment on these issues, I'd like to review
mu. programs, *hal detail the initiatives we believe would address the problem we're here
to discus.

As a program-dedicated national laboratory in the DOE system. ORAU has had education
as a primery.focus from just after World War IL Smce its formation by the Atomic Energy
Conunissicat in 1946, ORAU has educated and trained scienfsts and engineers through
collaborative research participation eppointments at federal laboratories, felleeshipts
training programs, and a hon of Mated activities. As a not-ferprofit consortium of 49
colleges and universities and a manegement and operating contractor for the Department
of Emmy (DOE), ORAU develops and administen programs that provide special tednical
education and training opportunities for precollege students and teadiens, undergraduate
and graduate students, university faculty, and postgraduates. 17 ecognizing the changing
demographic panne, we recniit applications for all ORAU programs from
underrepresented ethnic minorities and from women and we have several programs
targeted specifically for Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HliCUs) and for
minorities trid women.
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The good ideas do not stop with thew major initiatives. ORAU is working to expand the
successful high school teachers Program STRIVE Following a three-year pilot effort at
ORM., STRIVE is ready for replication at other DOE laboratories. Another productive
program ready fix expansion and replication is ORAU's %finality Challenge Program for
Ifigh School Science and Engineering Students. Known as Challenge, the regional modal
was initiated last summer with a two-week science camp for 30 minority etudents and
continued through the academic yev with activities designed ,o nurture and sustain the
interest generated by the mummer program. The program has attracted a great deal of
media attention and received acclaim from student parJcipants, parents. and school

These initiatives and program models are real solutions to the problems we have identified
el a nation. Oak Ridge Associated Universities stands ready to lifer our expertise and
experience toward reaching our common goals. Together, we can build the bridges we all
need.

J1NKERSON:bj

..(1 7
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Jon M. Veigei
President
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Dr. Ion M. Veigel is the president of Oak Ridge Associated Univemities, Oak Ridge. Tenn.. a
private. not-for-profit organization of 49 colleges and universities and a management and operating
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as elected Chairman.
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Adjunct Professor of Public Policy while offenng courses in energy policy at Duke University.
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Veigel earned a bachelor's degree in chemistry from the University of Washington. and completed
his doctorate in physicahnorganic chemistry from the University of California, Los Angeles.
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Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much for excellent testimony. Lee,
would you please proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. LEE L. R1EDINGER

Dr. RIEDINGER. I enjoyed being here to see Mrs. Lloyd and Mr.
Schiff and also the members of your excellent Subcommittee staff,
who are to be complimented.

I would like to bring my perspective to this problem from two
standpoints. One is as a professor of physics at the University of
Tennessee and Director of the Science Alliance program, but also
as a father of two daughters, one of whom got her Bachelor's
degree in chemistry yesterday and the other being a high school
science student. I hope they both continue in science.

Ms. LLOYD. I am very happy that you brought up the subject that
we are placing emphasis today, that we do not want to overlook
women, minorities in this process. You referred to your daughters.
I am happy to say that my daughter-in-law is here for this hearing
and she just got her degree and she is also the mother of a three-
year-old. So there are a lot of good things happening.

Dr. RIEDINGER. That is to be very much applauded.
Ms. Luna,. You allow me that personal note.
Dr. RIEDINGER. Of course.
Mr. SCHIFF. My daughter is only 11 years old, but my wife has a

Bachelor's degree in mathematics.
DT. RIEDINGER. Good. Well, physics of course is the best field, but

any science will do. [Laughter.]
I would like to I guess talk about the problem first of all. I guess

I disagree with some people in the country that attribute the prob-
lem of science and engineering students to the school system and to
the course work. When I compare the science courses that my
daughters have taken in high school to what I took 30 years ago.
there is no comparison, they are far better, far more detailed, far
better taught than what I had 30 years ago.

Instead, I think the problem rests with a lack of inspiration and
nurturing of the students. They have to be inspired about science
and engineering. When I was a student it was Sputnik that did this
inspiration. Today it is difficult to find one issue that provides that
inspiration, but we need to find some way to inspire and nurture
this interest of students in science. would like to find a way to do
that.

To accomplish that, I think I would like to suggest two things.
One is summer programs. A lot of people have spoken about that. I
think we need more and better summer programs for the children
at the high school and college level. My second point that I would
like to make as I go through this is that I would like to emphasize
the collaboration of universities and national laboratories in doing
this. I have some fear of national laboratories setting up too much
of a structure without the cooperative input of universities who are
expert at education. We do already a lot of different programs,
summer programs, for students.

I direct the Science Alliance which is a State of Tennessee
Center of Excellence and our role is to bring a closer collaboration
in the sciences between UT-Knoxville and Oak Ridge National Lab-
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oratory. And one of the programs we do is a summer program for
college science majors. We brmg them to campus for ten weeks, e
pay them a stipend, some of them work at the University, some at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and it works very well to keep stu-
dents at that level interested in science.

That is all State money. We spend $300,000 of State of Tennessee
money on that program. Also there is the Tennessee Governor
Schools Program where about 150 students per summer come to
the Knoxville campus for the Governor's Schools in science, to get
inspired and nurtured in science.

Jon has talked about a variety of things, they do an excellent
program in STRIVE, which we collaborate ir. a bit, to try to bring
that further training and inspiration to high school teachers.

I emphasize the summer programs as being a place where the
Federal Government should put its emphasis because I think the
schools are doing a fairly good job in academic year training, but
the students neod to be inspired in the summer to continue their
study of science. For example, the programs need to become bigger
and better. The State of Tennessee, through Ms. Farmer, runs a
DOE program, a summer honors program that Ms. Joseph men-
tioned, but it only gives an opportunity for seven State of Tennes-
see high school students to go to a national lab in the summer, and
a lot of good students, science students in high school miss that op-
portunity. That needs to be expanded tremendously, I feel.

In my written testimony I describe a program where perhaps a
Lniversity and a national laboratory working together could accom-
modate '300 high school students for the summer, and they should
not only get training with sophibticated scientific equipment at the
national laboratory, but I think they should get enrichment courses
through the university end of the collaboration. There should be
courses in FORTRAN, courses in astronomy, courses in biochemis-
try, general courses, but things that they cannot get in high school
in most cases, which they will need if they are going to proceed on
to a career in sciPnce.

Also I envision a program at the college level. As we discussed
a lot of people discussedthere are a lot of programs for college
sciJnce students, but I envision a university and national laborato-
ry working together to maybe have 200 students coming to the
campus and the national laboratory for the summer, once again
using the faculty who are available to help guide the students and
the scientists at the laboratory to help do that. That would be a
research program for maybe ten weeks.

The third part of the prwram I described was a high school
teacher program, and that is being done through STRIVE now and
through other programs on a small basis, but I think that needs to
be expanded.

And once again, I would involve the university involvement be-
cause the high school teachers need to get academic credit to fur-
ther their progression of their careers in high school teaching.
They may want to take courses of different types in science in the
summer.

This is an expensive program, what I just talked about, it would
involve two to three million dollars per university/national labora-
tory collaboration. That is a lot of money, but I think it is an
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amount of money that needs to be spent. But I think the money
can be cost-shared. For example, the program I direct, we use State
of Tennessee funds to the tune of $300,000 per summer for our col-
lege student summer pnigram. The State should be asked to cost-
share part of this package I believe.

In addition, I think that the Federal Government funds for such
a summer program should come from various sources, not only
from the NSF or from the civilian R&D part of the Department of
Energy, but also from the military R&D part of the Department of
Energy, because the supply of students will affect not only the uni-
versities of the future, civilian R&D of the future, but critically
will affect our progreseion in military R&D in the country.

So in summary, I think summer programs are the keys. Certain-
ly the instructional programs need to be improved, but I really
think that the good high school children with aptitude toward sci-
ence and math need to be grabbed in high school and need to be
stimulated and nurtured through exciting summer programs. A
few of them get that opportunity now, but too few. More of them
would maintain interest in science and see the excitement of sci-
ence if they could go from the simplicity of the high school courses,
in a sense, to the fascinating complexity that they would see in the
summer at the national laboratory/university complex. And if we
could somehow have funds to do these summer enrichment pro-
grams for more high school science students, I think our country
would benefit tremendously in the next decade or two.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Riedinger follows:I
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Nurturing of Science Students
A Cooperative Venture of Universities and National Laboratories

by Lee L Riedinger
Director of the Science Alliance at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Professor of Physics, the University of Tennessee, Knoxvide

May ls, 1989

American society is increasingly reliant upon technology and science, but
too few students choose to make a career in science, as opposed to finance, law,
or management. The forefront of our country's research equipment is becoming
more complex, expensive, and breathtaking, but these extreme aspects of that
technology deny students easy access to it for educational purposes. The detailed
scientific curricula available to students at the high school and college level easily
surpass, in my view, those available to previous generations, but too few students
are being exposed to the eicitenwnt of science.

All of the above dilemmas have contributed to the decreased production
of scientists and engineers in the U.S. In my view, one way to reverse this trend
is to carefully nurture those students with mathematical and scientific aptitudes by
carefully biinging them into contact with our country's foremost scientific
laboratories and universities. As the following testimony will demonstrate, this
can best be achieved by developing close collaborations involving universities and
national laboratories.

I. The Science Alliance

My views on this matter have been shaped, to a large extent, by my
teaching and research experience as a nuclear physicist at the University of
Tennessee, and by my work during the last few years as director of the Science
Alliance program at UT. A state-funded Center of Excellence now in its fifth
year of operation, the Science Alliance is the oldest and largest of the Centers of
Excellence established by the Tennessee Higher Education Commission. The
Center's mission is to increase the capabilities and visibility of the sciences at UT
through close collaboration with the science units at Oak Ridge National
laboratory (ORNL).

This mission is accomplished in a number of ways. The Science Alliance
promotes the hiring of world-class researchers to fill joint UT/ORNL posts as
"Distinguished Scientists." The combined resources and capabilities of the two
institutions allow us to attract leading scientists at the tops of their professions.
Currently, nine Distinguished Scientists work in areas ranging from physics to
geolog.
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The Science Alliance also provides funding for UT faculty and their
ORNL associates to purchase sophisticated scientific equipment. Our funds
generally provide partial payment for this equipment and act as a magnet for the
remainder, which often comes from federal matching money. The Science
Alliance also supports joint UT/ORNL institutes. For example, the Joint
Institute for Heavy Ion Research is housed in a university-owned building at
ORNL and serves as a focal point for 50 atomic and nuclear physicists from
across the world to come and work on research at Oak Ridge.

But perhaps the most important Science Alliance initiatives are its
educational programs. Because we are acutely aware of dwindling supply of
scientists being produced, we spend a significant portion of our funds on
programs aimed at bringing outstanding students into the scienoes and keeping
them there. For example, Science Alliance stipends are added to the regular UT
stipends for graduate students in order to attract and keep better students in
graduate science studies at UT. These extra stipends have had a profound affect
on the ability of our science departments to bring exceptional students to UT for
graduate study. Another way we are involved in education is the Science Alliance
Summer Research Program for Undergraduates. In this program, approximately
100 college science students are brought to the University of Tennessee for ten
weeks of research with UT and ORNL personnel. The undergraduates are
currently paid a stipend of $2,500 (plus a small travel allowance), and their time
in East Tennessee is spent getting firsthand knowledge of the excitement
associated with high-level scientific research. The primary goal of this program is
to provide an inspiring research experience for talented science students, with the
hope that they will continue onward to graduate studies in scientific areas.

The undergraduate Summer Research Program has met with tremendous
success and can act as a role model for large-scale programs on a national level.
The program is funded entirely by state resources, and it annually accounts for
$300,000 of the total $4 million given each year to the Science Alliance by the
state of Tennessee. The ORNL scientists and UT faculty overseeing the students
are extremely enthusiastic about the program, which has consistently attracted
high-quality students who might otherwise have pursued opportunities outside of
science and technolog; a number of the student participants have since returned
to UT for graduate work in the sciences. The students themselves, who come
from 8CTOSS the country, are also very enthusiastic about the program because it
provides for most of them the first excitement of contact with a forefront research
program.

2. Suggestions for Fakirs Programs

The Science Alliance has demonstrated the desirability and feasibility of
close interactions involving a large university and a federally-funded national
laboratory. Combining their resources clearly enables the two institutions to
accomplish more than either could on its own, while permitting each to capitalize
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on the unique capabilities of the other. UT and ORNifs shared experience in
hiring distinguished scientists; co-funding major pieces of equipment; creating
and operating joint institutes; and administering summer research programs, all
convince me that such collaborations may be the best way to nurture students
with scientific and mathematical aptitude, for the purpose of pointing them
toward careers in science.

In each of the specific suggestions listed below, the symbiotic aspects of
the university/national laboratory collaboration are crucial. Whereas a national
laboratory is not equipped to handle a large influx of high school and college
science students, most universities lack the large-scale research facilities to
provide profound research experiences to a large quantity of summer students.
That is why the combination of the two institutions can successfully provide the
summer programs desired for a large number of students.

I have three suggestions for sumnier programs involving university and
national laboratory cooperation. The first is aimed at talented high school
students, the second is for high school science teachers, and the third is for
undergraduate science majors. Their common element is that each would involve
a program of research and coursework at in a university/national laboratory
environme

A. High School Students

The Department of Energy currently sponsors a fine initiative called the
High School Science Honors Program. Each of the 50 states selects seven
high school students, one to be placed in each of the seven national
laboratories participating in the program. In the program, each of the
seven national laboratories has 50 high school students for a two-week
program of research experiences. A similar program in the state of
Tennessee is the Governor's Schools, the science portion of which is
hosted by the University of Termessee, Knoxville. Approximately 150
Tennessee high school students visit UTK for four weeks of course work
and research experiences in the summer.

The strongest elements of both of these programs could bt combined to
give a lasting experience for many more talented high school science
students. The DOE program currently is able to accommodate too few
students from each state. An increased number of students involved in the
program for a period longer than the presently-offered two weeks would
require the use of faculty from the university working with a national lab
scientist to handle the increased influx of students. Rather than the
national laboratory handling 50 students for two weeks, I propose that the
combined national laboratory/university entity accommodate 300 students
for six weeks of summer science experiences.

o 1 )
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If this expanded program were to be instituted, ample dormitory space on
the university campus would be available for the six-week period. Students
would spend half of each week at the university and half at the laboratory.
At the university, they would be involved in short courses on Fortran
programming. astronomy, and biochemistry, in addition to laboratory
exercises in biology, chemistry, and physics. At the national laboratory. the
students would be involved in research projects. To provide continuity
between the two halves of these experiences, it would be wise for some of
the natonal laboratory research supervisors to be university faculty who
are involved in those facilities for their own research programs.

Over a five-year period, this program could provide meaningful research
experience to 10,500 s udents (in the limit of all seven national
laboratories participating), many of whom otherwise might not pursue
scientific careers. Of course, funds would be needed to operate a program
of such magnitude, and cost sharing between federal and state resources
would he wise. Funds would be needed to pay for (1) dormitory space for
the students, (2) partial summer salaries for the sc4entists and faculty
involved, (3) transportation for the students between the university and the
national laboratory, and (4) small stipends for the students themselves.
The last point is important, because many high school students feel :he
necessity of having summer jobs to earn money toward their education.

B. College Science Majors

This part of the program would be modeled on the Science Alliance
Summer Research Program discussed above. Two hundred college science
majors would participate in the summer program for ten weeks. They
would he assigned to research groups, either on the university campus or
at the national laboratory. While no courses would be gwen, there should
be a series of lectures (two per week) on current items of interest in broad
areas of science. As with the high school students, these 200 college
students could live in university dormitory space. A stipend of $4,000
would be required for each student. In addition, funds for partial support
of summer salaries for involved scientists and faculty would be important.
In view of the increased training they have in '.4cience compared to the high
school students, students at this level would be involved in a significant
research project.

C. High School Teachers

This program could he modeled after the successful STRIVE Program
currently being operated by the Oak Ridge Associated Universities
(partially in collaboration with the University of Tennessee, Knoxville).
Fifty high school science teachers would he involved in a ten-week
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program in the summer. At the university, they would take courses for
graduate credit in scientific areas close to those they teach in high school.
The credit is important for their professional advancement in their high
school teaching careers. They would also be involved in a research
experience with a university or national laboratory group. Their scientific
background would be more akin to that of the college students (rather
than the high school students), in view of their advanced prior training.
Indeed. the college students and high school teachers could be assigned to
work side hy side in various research areas. A stipend of 13,500 for the
summer of enrichment is proposed for these high school teachers.

The programs outlined above are definitely ambitious, intended as they arc
to provide scientific enrichment for 300 high school students, 200 college students,
and 50 high school teachers via a university/national laboratory collaboration.
This large numbe- of incoming students and teachers would require a major
commitment by the university and the national laboratory; the resources and
personnel of both institutions would be essential for such a large-scale program.
My personal feeling is that such a program is feasible here in Tennessee,
involving the University of Tennessee. Knoxville, and the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. I also anticipate that this could be established at other
university/laboratory sites.

The size of the program will require a substantial investment of state and
government funds. While some may view the cost as too great. I submit that it is
a cost that must be borne by a society facing the technological and scientific
imperatives that now confront the U.S. Also, it seems inappropriate that the
federal agencies supporting education and civilian research and development
should be asked to bear the full teueral portion of this program. Military R&D
obviously benefits tremendously from the scientists and engineers trained by our
universities. Therefore, the Department of Defense or the weapons programs in
the Department of Energy should be expected to partially bear the cost of this
initiative.

The goal of this program is to nurture interest in science. The urgency felt
in the wake of SPUTNIK led to tremendous nurturing of scientific interest in the
late l950s. It is difficult to imagine one such event in today's highly technical
society that could inspire students to pursue scientific careers to that same
degree. I believe that our high schools and colleges are doing wen at teaching
high-quality science and mathematics courses. Perhaps what is lacking is the
confidence on the part of the student to be able to make the huge jump from the
"simplicity" of high school physics to the tremendous detail involved in forefront
research and/or development in the physical sciences. The proposed summer
experiences for high school and college students would offer an exciting and
friendly environment that would go a long way toward decreasing this
intimidation factor, while also inspiring the student to study science further for
the beauty of it. This is what I mean by nurturing the science student.
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MS. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Lee.
Has the Science Alliance examined the college of education cur-

riculum to determine if our teachers are being given a strong back-
ground in science fields?

Dr. RIEDINGER. Not the Science Alliance precisely, but the uni-
versity at large has. I gues6 my feeling is that the colleges of educa-
tion in our country are beginning to come into the twentieth centu-
ry as we are about to proceed to the twenty-first century. There
needs to be more science courses in the curriculum of a teacher
who wants to teach science. Our college of education is headed in
that direction.

Ms. LLOYD. But they are just not there yet?
Dr. RIEDINGER. Well they have added a fifth year, a fifth year to

beef up the science that the teacher will have. I think they need to
go further in that direction, but that is my own prejudice I sup-
Pose.

Ms. LLOYD. I am going to ask several questions that I would like
for all of you to respond to. Jon, you responded brie fly on the pro-
grams that should be provided for the average students. I would
like for all three of you to touch on that just a little bit more, pro-
grams for the average student, and the age that we should begin
interesting our young people in science programs and the programs
that are aimed for elementary and secondary education.

And then finally, to elaborate on the role of programs for teach-
ers. Is this the best way to enhance science education on the pro-
grams that should be ongoing and not just summer.

Ms. Bardeen, if you would take the microphone and thensince
we do not have microphones for each of you, I thought that might
be the most practical way.

Ms. BARDEEN. Okay. First of all, I think the most important
target audience is the teacher, because I think through teachers
you reach larger numbers of students than a laboratory could pos-
sibly hope to accommodate.

I think that our experience would suggest that the most effective
teacher to work with is someone who has had some experience,
who is relatively well eiucated in science; that is to say, most sci-
ence teachers do meet the State certification requirements for sci-
ence, although some science teachers may have a minimum
number of courses, for example in physics or chemistry or physical
science. You need to work with someone who has an understanding
of science, not the P.E. teacher who is now suddenly teaching sci-
ence. That teacher needs to go to a strong university program as
opposed to a laboratory program.

Ms. LLOYD. Would you recommend bringing teachers back for re-
fresher courses?

Ms. BARDEEN. Yes, that type of thing. The kind of program
where you can update their background and at the same time en-
hance their teaching skills, get them more comfortable with hands-
on science, but also get them more comfortable with the topic
itself.

We h3ve found it very successful to use the best teachers as
teachers of the average teachers. So in our particular case, we use
them as staff members. We use them to put together the curricu-
lum, they know who is out there in the real world who is a good
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presenter for teachers, and we can very often work again in con-
junction with the university, with research people, to put together
a program thatin which all of the speakers are exciting to teach-
ers, instead of just one or two and then there are the ho-hum ones
where they say yeah, but you know, he was talking way up here
and I do not know calculus and I could not understand a word he
said.

So I think that it is very important to use teachers as a resource
in developing the programs.

I would certainly echo what has been said before, in that I think
the laboratories need to reach out to teachers of younger students.
I think we need to find ways to enhance the pipeline and we will
only do that when we reach out to kindergarten, first grade. And
at the same time, 3,ou have mentioned a lot about girls and wo.nen,
and I do not think you can make a change there until you reat a
out to their mothers, because it is their mothers who are going to
turn them off to science. When the little girl comes home and she
is eight years old and her mother says I cannot do your math
homework, you have got to ask Dad. or I do not know what that
yucky stuff is you are looking at, it looks like science to me, you
have already turned off a girl. So I think that part of the program
needs to address the follow-up, the PTA, the getting in touch with
the whole community that is a part of our school system. And I
think the laboratories have the potential to do that.

Certainly in our discussions with the people in our region, we see
a lot of possibilities, and in fact at Fermilab there are all these
ideas bubbling up from the technicians, from the engineers, from
the scientists and in some sense we are trying to find a way to put
them all together and to have a program that is a cohesive whole
and at the same time find the resources to keep those ideas alive.

Ms. LLOYD. Jon.
Dr. VEIGEL. Two responses to the question. With respect to train-

ing the trainers which I think is the way to go from a leverage
point of view, what is missing as far as I am concerned at the
teachers at the public school level is it is very difficult for them to
gather themselves together in critical masses, to get that support
group kinds of activities. And anything we can do that will en-
hance that I think has got to be beneficial, from working at the
school district levelwe talk about adopting schools, we ought to
be talking about adopting school districts and working with teach-
ers at that level. It may be possible for DOE, for example, toI
would encourage at least the possibility of a national satellite net-
work where what could be beamed to individual schools would be a
50 minute unit on superconductivity from Fermilab or something
from Livermore, so that you could have a menu of enrichment pos-
sibilities that could go to the school and be taped and be used by
the teachers when it suited their particular purpose.

Ms. LLOYD. That is a good point, because elementary teachers do
not have to be certified in science education, is that correct?

Dr. VEIGEL. That is my understanding, right.
Ms. LLOYD. SO that is the only way we are going to get this level

of expertise in our elementary schools.
Dr. VEIGEL. That is right. And while we started about thinking

about it part out of a sense of whimsy, we are getting more serious
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in Oak Ridge about a child care facility that would be between Oak
Ridge Associated Universities, Martin Marietta and the whole
town, which is high technology in its own right, and looking at
child care and getting at the students at that level with respect to
setting the foundation for the kinds of science that we are talking
about here. Because to return to my first question, I think it is not
so much getting the students originally to commit to science, it is
to keep them from foreclosing that later opportunity, and the only
way they can do that is by staying open to the possibility of con-
tinuing to take the math, et cetera.

The final comment I would like to make about teachers is I think
one of the resources that is most rapidly decaying in this country
are junior college faculty and faculty at liberal arts colleges where
there is not a major program of research underway. And it is these
people on whom we are depending to train this next generation
snd when the half-life of knowledge at that level of science and en-
gineering is turning overis so short now, those people are auto-
matically behind times unless there is some way for them to be
kept abreast of thii,gs.

Dr. RIEDINGER. I guess I would like to respond to the issue of the
students who are not necessarily the cream of the crop, how to
reach out to the minority students or whatever. I guess I am not so
worried about women in science, I think they respond to the inspi-
ration just as well as male students. For example, in our summer
program for college science majors, of the 100 that we brought to
campus last summer, to UT and to Oak Ridge, almost half were
female students in the sciences, so I think that will come along
okay.

Minority programs, we need to have reach-out programs and we
are trying to use part of our money for that, to bring minority stu-
dents to our program, even though their credentials at first look do
not really look as impressive as the other students.

And then as far as attracting the average students into science, I
guess my feeling is you start with the cream of the crop. Right now
our limited summer programs for high school students can only ad-
dress the cream of the crop. You have got to try to grab those kids
first. As you expand the number of slots available for talented high
school students, naturally you go down from the cream and start to
move toward the average students. And I guess that is the only
way I know how to target the average students.

Ms. LLOYD. Thank you. Mr. Schiff.
Mr. SCHIFF. Panel, I just have one subject I would like to bring

up, and that is coming from Dr. Riedinger's reference to Sputnik
when you were a student, Doctor. I want to mention my older
brother was a high school student when Sputnik went up and he is
a physicist now too. So 1 see the s;milarity. I might add, when I got
my degree in political science, he made great fun of that term po-
litical science as a misnomer. Funny thing is, he has not made fun
of that recently, I do not understand.

Seriously, I serve on another subcommittee of Science, Space and
Technology and that is the Space Applications Subcommittee,
which oversees NASA and the space program. There is a move-
ment, of course it has lieen progressive for sometime, to build a
manned space station to be followed by manned, human manned
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trip to Mars. The testimony has been that from a purely scientific
analysis point of view, we could do much of that, if not most of
that, if not pretty much all of that, what a space station could do
and what a trip to Mars could do, with robotics. It is very difficult
to justify exactly why do we need to take the risk and the much
added expense of creating a human adaptable environment. And
one of the arguments given was the existence of humans in space
and on a space trip will stimulate an interest in space and science
and sc forth. And at first I thought well that is a pretty expensive
way of doing things. But I am starting to believe now maybe there
is something to that.

I wonder if any of you or all of you would comment, and I do not
know that it has to be limited to a space station, that just simply is
my experience. But I wonder if investing in highly visible projects
will make things worthwhile in the sense of stimulating the inter-
est of our best students in science, which is what we are all trying
to do. Any comment or observation you have on that, I would ap-
preciate.

Dr. VEIGEL. Just one comment, Congressman. Sometime in the
late nineteenth century, the historianI have forgoVnl his
namethat noted the disappearance of the American frontier and
what that had done to the American psyche, I suswct that science
and technology represent this century and next century's frontier
for us to explore and that there is value, cost-effectiveness aside
there is value for that kind of involvement. It would probably be
worthwhile if we sent a poet on the next shuttle flight instead of
another scientist for the ability to bring some of that experience
home to the Nation as a whole.

Dr. RIEDINGER. Or a Congressman.
Dr. VEIGEL. Or a Congressman. A Congressman has been on a

space flight already.
MS. BARDEEN. I can see that a manned space program or another

big science program like the SFC for example, is something that
can generate a lot of excitement and enthusiasm. However, it re-
minds me in some sense of the idea of the super-athlete, of which
there are very few in this world, but yet in some sense what we
want to do is interest everybody so they will be involved in intra-
mural programs and have good health. And I would hope that we
would not consider programs like that at the expense of shall we
say good examples in small science, because I think that young
people can be equally inspired by having a good experience with
someone when they understand what real science is. And by that I
mean not what they necessarily get in all of their classrooms, but
having opportunities. For example, to come to Fermilab and see
that scientists wear Levis, they are not in their office, they scribble
all over the blackboard, they have curly hair, some of them are
even women. I mean all of those affective things, if you will, can be
just as inspiring as the fact that you could go to the moon. Because
you see, I am never going to get to the moon, but in fact I could get
in the door at Fermilab and have an opportunity to be involved in
something that is really exciting.

So if you have to make a choice, if I had to make a choice and I
were in your position and I was looking at it purely from the point
of view of motivation, I would ch-ose thousands of points of light
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that are small rather than one large roman candle that would ex-
plode in one puff.

Dr. RIEDINGER. 1 agree that you justify the space station on the
science, but if a spin-off can be inspiration of the next generation of
Lids into science, I think that is a wonderful spin-off, but of course
justify it on the basis of the science that you would do.

Mr. SCHIFF. Let me say, it could well be the choice that Ms Bar-
deen was referring to. I am awfully concerned, for example, about
not only the space station, but the superconducting semicolliders,
not that I havenot that it has ever done anything to me, you
know, I do not have any problem with it individually but when you
start looking at the price on it and it sure appears to me it does
affect other programs, that creates a dilemma. Nevertheless, it
may wellI cannot overlook, especially for my own family back-
ground, the impact that the Sputnik program, and it was not even
our program, it was the other side's, clearly had on American edu-
cation. So I do not have all the answers, but I understand what you
are all saying and I appreciate it.

Thank you, Madam Chair.
Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Mr. Schiff.
Thank you, you have been an excellent panel of witnesses. We

have just re-Ally uncovered more in this hearing than we even an-
ticipate(' and you have largely contributed to the success of this
hearing. Thank you very much.

We are going to break for lunch right now and we will get back
as soon as possible and try to start a little bit before two. Thank
you very much. If there are no further comments, the Subcommit-
tee stands in recess.

[Whereupon, at 12:42 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-
vene at 1:50 p.m. the Same day.]

ArTERN(X)N SESSION

MS. LLOYD, The Subcommittee will resume our hearing. We are
running a little bit late, but we thank all of you for being here.
Our third panel begins our information from educators. Dr. Ber-
nard Benson is a member of the Tennessee Academy of Sciences
and a faculty member of the University of Tennessee at Chattanoo-
ga. Of course, Dr. Ron Cox is Dean of Engineering at the Universi-
ty of Tennessee at Chattanooga. We welcome you distinguished
gentlemen and appreciate you being here. Would you begin your
testimony?

PANEL 3

STATEMENTS OF DR. BERNARD W. BENSON, DIRECTOR OF
CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL, ENERGY. SCIENCE EDUCA-
TION. UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE, CHATTANOOGA, AND PRESI-
DENT OF TENNESSEE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AND DR.
RONALD B. COX. DEAN, SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING, ITIVERSI-
TY OF TENNESSEE, CHATTANOOGA

Dr. BENSON. Thank you.
The forte of the national laboratories--
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Ms. LLOYD. Excuse me, you may have to bring that microphone a
little bit closer.

Dr. BENSON. The forte of the national laboratories is research
and the national laboratories represent an idealized environment
for allowing parcicipation in research projects by precollege stu-
dents and teachers and by undergraduate majors in the sciences.
What I would like to do is temper that statement by addressing, at
least from my background, the kinds of programs that I am in-
volved in in science education and the kinds of programs that are
going on in the State of Tennessee, because I think from that per-
spectiveand especially as I listen to what is going on here today,
I find that I am in agreement with most of what has been said, but
I do feel that I ca.i add a perspective that might bring bearing on
the problem as you see it.

One program I would like to emphasize is the visiting scientist
program of the Tennessee Academy of Sciences. Actually now it is
administered by Oak Ridge Associated Universities. About four
years ago, ORAU took over the administration of this program and
it has been operati.ig under that auspice since that time. The pro-
gram actually ha4 been ongoing for about 15 years. There are
about 169I think the count in the current roster is 169 scientists
involved in the visiting scientist program. Interestingly, 23 of those
scientists are employed by Oak Ridge National Laboratories.

Now the point that I would like to bring out with regard to this
program is that last year there were 66 requests for visits from
schools within the State of Tennessee. These are junior high
schools and middle schools and primarily high schools. Only 45 of
those visits were completed. I am not going to speculate as to what
that means, but it clearly is an under-utilized program.

There are several other programs that I do not think have been
mentioned, that I will mention briefly and then focus on those that
I am directly involved in.

The Junior Science and Humanities Symposium, which has been
active for 24 consecutive years under the direction of Dr. Paul Wi-
shert, Professor Emeritus of Science Education at UT-Knoxville.
Thirty-five schools participated in this program last year and I be-
lieve including the national labs, approximately 20 laboratories
provided direct and indirect support for this program.

We have a very active regional science fair program in Tennes-
see, there are four regional science fairs. I do not believe the
Center for Excellence in Science Education at UT-Martin has been
mentioned. They have a myriad of programs addressing precollege
science teacher education.

And I think I would like for the record to emphasize that two
professional organizations in addition to the Tennessee Academy
are very actively involved in science education. They are the Sci-
ence Association of Tennessee and the Tennessee Environmental
Education Association. As President of the Tennessee Academy of
Science, I am most familiar with the programs that have an educa-
tional focus, of this organization.

In addition to the visiting scientist program, the Academy sup-
ports a grant-in-aid program administered by the Academy's re-
search committee. This is students in Tennessee's high schools who
are eligible to participate in this program. The Academy made 14
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awards last year to support research in the fields of science and en-
gineering.

The primary program dealing with research in science educa-
tionor research, I am sorry, research in the sciences, directed by
the Academy is the Academy'sthe Tennessee Academy's Junior
Academy of Science. The primary purpose of this is to aid in pro-
moting and encouraging improved science education instructional
programs in Tennessee high schools and to encourage more origi-
nal scientific research by young students under the guidance and
instruction of competent and inspired secondary teachers. At the
annual meeting of the Tennessee Junior Academy this year, which
was held inci&ntally on April 21 at Pearl Cohn Comprehensive
High School in Nashville, a total of 23 students were invited to
present papers, 44 papers were submitted from 11 schools.

This morning you heard testimony from Mr. Willis describing
the university-based center network that is supported in part by
Tennessee Valley Authority. As Director for the Center for Envi-
ronmental, Energy, Science Education at UTC, I have been in-
volved for the last nine years in this very comprehensive network
Each of the centers in this network provide several basic functions,
all of us are involved in providing services and resources through
pre-service and in-service teacher education. All I think are in-
volved in working with teachers and promoting teachers in the de-
velopment of instructional resources and materials. And each of
the centers I think is unique and stands out for their particular
area of expertise. For example, I work very closely with Tennessee
Wesleyan College. Both UTC and Tennessee Wesleyan Centers are
ire.olved in the design and development of applications of laserdisc
technology to education. Tennessee Wesleyan emphasizes science
applications at the college level and we work primarily with ele-
mentary and secondary school teachers in exploring ways to use
this technology in education, especially science education.

The program that I think has received most recognition that I
am involved in is the student water quality monitoring network.
This too is a program supported by TVA and in this case primarily
the Water Quality Department of TVA. There are some features of
this program that I would like to emphasize because it has been
considered, at least by those that participate in it, to be the most
outstanding program that they have ever participated in concern-
ing their own professional growth and development.

I think there are some special qualities that this program has
that result in this kind of statement. I think one point to make is
that the program is ongoing, it is now in its fourth year of oper-
ation, essentially the same teachers and students have been in-
volved throughout that period The program has not just focused
on disseminating information to teachers, but involving teachers
and students actively in res:nirch, in this case research on water
quality. All teachers are given some instructional background but
the emphasis is on developing cooperative relationships between
professionals in the field of water quality, educators and students.
So there is a mutual relationship, and the key I think to any effec-
tive in-service education program for teachers or any effective sci-
ence education program at the precollege level is a mutual benefit,
a benefit that can be derived by both teachers and students.
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One thing I would like to focus on is thesome of the reasons
why programs like ours are successful or some of the concerns or
admonitions that you might want to look at concerning directing
precollege teacher education programs in the future.

Science for aH Americans, a recent publication presented by
AAAS. states that emphasis on science instruction in the schools
today is on learning the answers more than on the exploration of
questions. Memory at the expense of critical thought, bits and
pieces of information instead of understandings in context, recita-
tion over argument and reading in lieu of doing. This account goes
on to say that the present science and mathematics curricula are
overstuffed and under-nourished. The condition is not likely to
change until the governance of science education is controlled by
that small percentage of teachers that I mentioned above.

Now if you look just at the involvement of teachers in the Junior
Academy of Science, 11 schools out of some 350 secondary schools
in the State of Tennessee, that comes out to something like three
percent of the teachers are involved. When I talk to colleagues
around the State, I findthat are involved in these other pro-
gramsthat essentially the same teachers are involved in all the
programs. JO the leadership is very small, and the leadership is
ver, diffuse.

We can focus on a certain program being effective, but if we
really look at the interface between these programs, we are finding
that maybe we are reaching the same people and that same per-
centagethat percentage is very small.

I do feel that the national laboratories should play a vital role in
science preparation programs, but should restrict their involve-
ment in other aspects of teacher education at the precollege in-
structional level, such as in the development of instructional prod-
ucts or in preparation of teachers in general.

central to tht problem of developing scientific literacy at all
levels is the development of effective elementary school science
teacher education programs. Little more than titular support has
been given to college and universities in recent years to develop
more teacher education programs. The increased involvement of'
national laboratories in these areas, unless done cooperatively with
higher education, can only result in a dilution of effort and distor-
tion of what really needs to be done, and I think this statement has
already been echoed several times this morning.

I know that my remarks do not fully reflect the complexity of
the dilemma facing us in science education today. Nor have I ex-
pressed the perplexity I feel when trying to communicate my views
on the problem. I am a strong advocate of a soft path approach to
most problems in education; that is, a lot of small efforts as op-
posed to a few larger ones. Whatever we do, the personal and pro-
fessional growth of students and teachers is central to our mission.
What we do not need are more programs that reflect the defect
point of view, and that is that there is something wrong with the
teachers out there and the experts in the field know what the
answer is. That is the hard path approach, it has not worked in the
past and I do not think it will work now.

Thank you.
tithe prepared statement of Dr. Benson follows)
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Introduction

ft Is my understandina that the purpose of this hearing is to explore options for increasing the
involvement of our National Laboratolles in pre-college science education for the purpose of
'exciting students and encouraging them to enter careers misled to science and technology
This is a laudable goal and I unequivocaRy support Its Intere. The forte of the National
Laboratories is research, and the National laboratortes represent an idealized environment for
allowing participaticn in research pmjects by pre-college teachers and students as well as
undergraduate students majoring in teacher education.

Existing Programs

would lace to present an overview of what is already going on in this area, al feast from a
Tennessee perspective. before addressing the question ot what shouid come next it is my
understanding that the Oak Ridge National Laboratory has several ongoing programs and new
initiatives that range from awareness protects to the direct Inv:Ailment of students and teachers
In research activities.

The Oak Ridge Associated Universities has received National Science Foundation funding to
support research participation. For the last four years ORAU has also administrated the Visiting
Scientist Program of the Tennessee Academy of Science. Upon request, these scientists give
talks and demonstrations In their areas of expertise before Junior high and high school science
groups. During the 1987-88 academic year them were 61 visits requested, of which 45 were
completed. One hundred and seventy scientists were on the roster that yew. This program has
been an ongoing effort of the TAS for over 15 years. I had the pleasure of directing this program
tor several years and can attest to the dedication and support of the program by scientists in
Tennessee I should note that 23 at the 169 scientists bled in the current rosier are empioyed
try ORM..

The Junior Science and Humanities Symposium has been active for 24 consecutive years
Thirty-five schools now participate in this program directed by Dr. Paul Wishan. Professor
Emeritus at UT-Kncxville. He reports a high level of cooperation between the U.S. Array
Research OtSce, ORAU, ORNL. aid private industrtes including UNon Carbide and Martin
Marietta Approximately 20 labOrlaraieS provide tired and indirect assistance to students in their
respective research prefects.

Tennessee is also actively kwolved in the Regional Engineefing and Science Fair program, the
Science Olympiad, and a wide farce of programs offered through the Center for Excellence in
Science Education al UT-Martin The Science Association of Tennessee and Me Tennessee
Envirorimental Education Assocition are two viable organizations with active programs In
support of science education

As President of the Tennessee Academy of Science. I am most tangier with the educascnat
programs of this organization which are financially supported by the Tennessee Department of
Education, the American Association for the AdvallOehlehl of Science, and the Nova
Foundation. TAS has been in existence for 78 years arka will hold es 100th meeting on the UT-
Chattanooga campus in 1990. This organization has over 900 members representing the state's
secondary schools, colleges and universities, industrial scientists, and state and federal
agencies. Them are rene sections In the Academy, Including botany. chemistry, engineenng,
math and cemputer science, medicine and zoology. In addition to the Visiting Scientist Piogram,
the Academy publishes a scientific Journal. cagarizes annual scientific ineeencts. Provides
reCognition to outstanding science teachers, participates in the American Association for the
Advancement of ScienCe. Supports refiewth by Tennessee's university students al the
Academy's collegiate division, provides for secondary school student research, and sponsors a
Junior aClidemy of science. The latter two programs have direct bearing on the issue at hand

Grant-In-aid for research is ad:fingered through the Academys resealch committee Dunn; the
1987-88 fiscal year. the Academy received sixteen acplications requesting a Mal of $5,182 for
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science protects horn secondary school students. The Academy made kkeleen awards in the
ermine of $1,854. Linda Com of Haywood High School wee awarded $125 to support here
protect entitled, 'Removal of Poles tants by Household Plants. She won three awards at the 1987
hiernationid Scams and Engineering Fair in San Juan. She also won the first award al the
Midwestern Research MOMS and received an honorable mention from the Federal Aviation
Adniristration. This year this program wel have an operating budget of $3,000, which includes
S1,000 requested horn AAAS.

The omen ottective of TAS's Termessee Junior Academy of Saleme is to aid in promoting and
encoungOng an hrproved science instructional program in Tennessee high schools and to
emourage more original sdentlfic research by young students under the guidance and
instruction of competent wid hred secondary teachers. The annual meeting of TJAS was held
on Apitt 21 of this yew at Pearl Cohn Corrprehensiva High School in Nashville. A total of twenty-
epee students were Invited to present their research papers Forty-four papers were submitted
this year from eleven schools.

I think you will agree that these efforts are inpressive and represent a significant attempt to
improve the quality of pre-college science educator+. Before addressing the matter of
effectiveness, I would like to note that what I Nave descreied so far represents only a porton or me
science education Initiative in our region. Each of the public colleges and universities in this area
have ongoing pre-service and in-service science education emigre=

Environmental/Energy/Science Education Network

Noteworthy are the efforts of some 13 colleges and universities which comprise the
Erwironmentpi, Energy. and Science Education Network coordinated through the
EnvironmentaVEnergy Eckication Program of the Terviessee VaBey Authority. This Network 15 ,n
its ninth yew of operation. I serve as director 01 the caner at UT Chattanooga. Ycu will be given a
detailed account of the activities of the Network at anllther time in this hearing, but I would kke to
emphasize some of the special programs of our center from the standpoint of identilying qualities
of such programs that assure their effectiveness ft ts erportant that these qualities be
Incorporated ire sinter involvements by the National Laboratories.

Ail the carvers in the Network provide resources and services to the schools, teachers, and
students In their respective service areas. We are sanely involved in pre-service and in-service
teictier ectication Al play an active role in Involving teachere in the development of instructional
products and cuinctitar materials, arid each is Involved in research focused on the developmem 01
sorre aspect of scientific or environmental literacy. Each of the csnters is unique and is
recognized for es special areas of expertise. For example, the cantos and UT Chattanoega and
Tennessee Wesleyan Colege work cooperatively In the area of the applications of laser disc
technology to education. TWC has stressed applications for college level science instruction and
the UT Chattanooga Center focuses on pre-college applications.

For any program to be ellective there must be ocirdinuity. coordination, and cooperation. Our
programs are administered through our respective universities and cooperatives but the programs
and services we otter are credited to the Network. We function through mutualism-shared
responsibility and shared recognition. Most Invortently, the practitioners and students become
Involved in the activities of Vie Milani. They are not only on the receivinn end of services, they
are pad of the *Vera network and share in both the responsibility and the 'awards.

Ely far the most recognized program administered through UT Chattanooga is the Student Water
amity Monitoring Network, now completing tts forth year of operation. ft Is supported by TVA's
Water Quality Depailmont through a contract to UTC and includes support from TVA's
ErwtionmenfaltEnergy Education Program. AN the centers in the Network are Involved in
recniting teachers and students into this prowam. Slat, from the COMPS regularly participate in
the Oltenia workshops and summer water cane.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 3 6
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The program was begun in 1986 with the dial objectives ol inowparaling water management
concepts into the secondary school atoricuton and developing basic water quality data on smelt
Awns Wei lakes in the Tennessee valley. The program has grown hom a base of 10 teachers
and 22 students tri 1986-87 lo a network of 30 teachers and 48 students invotved In detailed fled
etudes and sone 4000 students who participate in dassroom and field activities associated with
the progrsen.

Students and leachers attend two-day workshops In the early fail and receive both CISSaftwatri
instruction and field treating. The workshops Include discussions in the differences in streams.
takes, and mend*, water quality managenent eeograms devetoped In response to stale and
federal wafer lawa the quality of water required for various war %MIL conflicts associated eith
towtmoig flows thmugh a system of reservoirs: and practical considerations in designing fielo
studies. Field training Includes he is-on experience in using a water quality test kit provided to
participating leathers. Invertebrate sattpinix and fish collection techniques.

Lipan returning to their =hoots, the teachers and students develop new Inseuctiongi materials on
water resources and Incorporate the concepts learned al the workshop Into the existing
curecutum They also &mien and cordial field Shaft on bcal streams or lakes and prepare a
report on these dudes Papers and poster Sessions ere presented at water camp which is
scheduled el earty summer where editions] lecture and field instruction involve the concepts and
skiffs learned Me previous lag Teachers are afso provided turefing to present papers al
professional meetings and corderences. A yearbook wilt soon be adCed to Me annual features of
rftl program Last yew a sereor associate program was Instituted to ensure that Me teachers in
the network continue to contribute and prow professionally as a rostra ot their comirlued
participation.

Nurnemus awards and scholarships hove been received by WOMN teachers and students Two
teachers have confided In me that they would have ditt the leaching profession had it nor been
for this procram. This program is consistently rated as the most effective in-serwce program in
which the partfcipants have been involved. There are some obvious reasons why this IS so First.
leachers ale treated as colleagues and professionals. There is a dose prolessonal and personal
relationship between staff, teachers and Ardente. Indeed, we often trade rotes We team
one anotner. Teachers become students and students teachers The lines of communie.aion ar,
always open. Teachers lud students are free to call professional water quality engmer is to
discuss their tield studies or seek tectuical assistance. The research conducted Dv eel eiudents
and teachers relates to the real world. Indeed the studies conducted contribute t: EVA's
database ard serve to identity potential problem areas Ail aspects of the Netie.ok centers around
a ScienceiTechnologrSoclety focus. The program is relevant, the pashape. .5 are recognued for

thee efforts, and the rewards are shared and memortes chertehed

Wo are concerned with the personal growth of the trelivkarats involved The isitiOn ha Careers
in the sciences, social sciences, mathematics, or engineering WI occur for mdny of me students
involved. What is mom important is Mal they become scientifically literate Saence tor AO
Amencans-Pmjed 2061, a recent publication of AAAS stales that. 'a scientifically literate person
is one who Is aware that science, mathematics, and technology are interdependent human
enterprises with strengths and Imitations; . and uses scientific knowledge and screntific ways
of thinking for irdividual and social purposes

ReconhnendatIons

A reasonable question to ask is, with all this AIM*, why we there so few students entenng the
fields of science, math, ani engineering? Part of the answer to this al/0M^ is Inherent In whiff I
have presented above Note that T AS received only 16 ajolications last year tor tts secondary
student research program and there were only 44 papers submitted to the Tennessee Junior
Academy of Science from t ¶ schools That means that approximately 3 percent of the secondary
schools In Tennessee participant in the TJAS program tt Is also Interedirg that when corrparIng
noteS with other project directors, we find that the same leachers seem to be Involved In many of
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the programs. There are indeed a few select, highly moevated, productive, and effective science
teachers in Tennessee. but many are disinterested, disaffected. or dislaisioned. Whatever the
reason, they ate not kwolved and Mahar are their students

The practice of Meng coaches who, in turn, can teach science is OS a common practice, although I
will Mailitfl to note that there are many excellent scarce teachers who also coach. There is often
a preoccupation wtth accountabaty and the leaching of basics which seldom includes more that a
cursory coverage of science ProjeCt 1081 notes Mal the emphasis on science Instruction is on
the leaning of women more than on Me expioration of questions, memory al the expense ot
critical thought. bits and pieces of information instead cd understandings in context, recitation
Over etwinent, reading in ileu of doing. This account goes on to say that the present science and
mathematics cunicula are overstuffed and undernourished This condition is not 'Piety to change
until the governance of Wefts education is controlled by Mat small percentage of irwolved
teachers mentioned above

I mut also encourage a broader network than the IVA Nehvork. Also research participation or
CottaPorative programs are not the exciusive purview al the National Laboratories. Fix example,
the research interests of the Tennessee Academy's collegiate members vary from the pure
research of DT. Savundaranq of Vanderbilt University, who studies ton bombardment of surfaces,
to the applied work oi R. 0 Slovens aft S. V. Char of East Tennessee State University, who
delemSne the mulagenicity of the active ingredients present in birth control pies In recent years,
trends in the job market have enabled our Institutions of higher eternity to recruit and maintain
highly quatned teachers and researchers. Most would welcome increased association with
teachers and pre-coliege students.

The National Laboratories should play a vital rote In such research panicipation programs but
should restrict their involvement in other aspects of teacher education or pre-college instruchonal
product development to cooperative efforts with higher education institutions

Central to the problem of developing scientific literacy al all levels is the development ol effective
elementary school science programs little more thatititular support has been given to cofieges
and universities In recent years to develop more effective leacher education programs and to
recruit and maintain adequate sigh. The irceased involvement of Me National Laboratories in
these areas unless done coopergively with higher education can only result in a dikition of effort
and a cSstortion ol what realty needs to be done.

I know that my remarks do wat fully reflect the complexity of the dilemma facing us in saence
education education today. Nor have I exatressed the perplexity I Wel when trying to
comunicate my views on the problem. I am a strong advocate ce a sott path approach to most
problems in ectication, i.e., a lot of small efforts as opposed to a few larger ones Whatever we
do, the personal and professional growth of students and feathers is central to our mission What
we do not need/senors programs that reflect the defect point of view-there is Something wrong
with whal science teachers are doing and we can solve the problem That's the hard path
*Poach rt has n t worked In the past nor *V it work rem
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MS. LIAM. Thank you very much. Dr. Cox.

STATEMENT OF DR. RONALD B. COX

Dr. Cox. Thank you. I appreciate the opportunity to be here
today and to share some ideas with you concerning not only pro-
grams which are in existence, but some views that I hold, opinions
which I hold regarding the critical nature of education within engi-
neering and the science areas. I vrould like to share comments par-
ticularly regarding engineering, engineering education and related
research activities.

First, in a broad sense, I believe it is generally speed that our
country is becoming more dependent upon technology. The facility
with which we conceive ideas for new products and processes, and
convert these ideas into real products and processes which compete
effectively in world markets will be a major factor in our quality of
life in the future. In a sense, our survival depends upon our suc-
cess.

The combined activities of science and engineering lie at the very
heart of our Nation's technological vitality. The skins important to
technology management simply must be both cultivated and nur-
tured if our Nation is to be secure and if it is to compete effectively
with others in the commercial arena.

To address these concerns. I believe that several things must
occur:

I. We must do a better job of exposing our young students to the
world of engineering and science.

We must do a better job of preparing students to solve prob-
lems. to formulate problems and to apply analytical skills to their
solution.

3. We must attract more students to the study of engineering and
science.

4. We must do a better job in engineering schools of introducing
students to the integration and synthesizing of knowledge.

5. And we must do a better job as practitioners, as engineers, as
manufacturers. of turning ideas into useful products and processes
that will compete effectively in the marketplace.

The list of things we might do could be much longer; however. I
shall let this list suffice for our brief discussion today,

Please allow me to comment briefly on some of these matters.
In order to cultivate the skills we need, we must begin exposing

students to the world of technology when they are in elementary
school. To wait until they are students at the university is simply
too late. This means that students should be given laboratory expe-
riences as well as improved math and science courses. The natural
curiosity of our young people must be enhanced by the educational
experience, and the teachers, counselors and administrators must
become keenly aware of what science and engineering involve, and
they must work to develop the skills of problem solving and basic
inquiry which are so important both to the study and to the prac-
tice of engineering and science.

By conquering the fear of engineering and science, both through
confidence building and competence building in the early years of



our schooling of our young people, I believe that we will see enroll-
ments increase and the success rates of our students improve.

On the university level, we can be proud of our accomplishments
in at least one area, in the area of generating new concepts and
ids. I believe that most people would agree that the research
done ia our universities is the best in the world. As a Nation, we
hw.'e had problems though in our ability to convert and to f.',9*.r.-z,rt
quickly these ideas into useful products and prccesses. I believe
there are many reasons for this. Among these are the inadequate
flow of information from the laboratories to the producers, short
time horizons imposed by investors, tax policies which may inhibit
investment in development and too little emphasis in engineering
schools on the process of converting ideas to products and process-
es.

Let me comment on the latter topic first. All engineering schools
emphasize the development of analytical skills, among many other
skills. Alsr,, all engineering schools teach basic design to engineer-
ing students. However, few schools do a good job of prepr.ring engi-
neering students to synthesize and to integrate information which
most often cuts across many disciplines. I believe that more empha-
sis needs to be given to this matter. Fortunately, if I may brag on
our engineering program at UT-Chattanooga, I think we are at
least on the right track in our engineering school. We emphasize
interdisciplinary design projects which allow students to work in
teams to address comprehensive problems. In this way, students
learn to manage large-scale projects, to work effectively with
others, to manage resources, to design and test systems and sub-
systems, and to make timely decisions. These are important skills
to cultivate. In my opinion, however, there should be funds made
available to schools who approach engineering education in this
way. There needs to be a funding agency that will address this crit-
ical need among our engineering students.

If I might digress just a moment from the prepared comments, I
would say that there is in essence a two-tiered funding system
among engineering schools across the Nation. One tier has to do
with the large research universities, comprehensive research insti-
tutions, which are largely funded by government agencies and
many industries, The other group, the group which provides at
least one half of our engineering graduates in this country, are not
comprehensive research institutions. They receive very little Feder-
al funding. HoweTer, they are still producing about half of the
graduates that move into our companies, into our industries and
into our Federal agencies. There must be attention given to those
areas that can provide satisfactory experience to the half of our
total 70,000 plus engineering graduates per year, to give them ex-
periences in areas which involve up to date and modern laboratory
equipment, which expose them to state of the art research develop-
ments and which bring them to the contact point, if you will, with
people who are engaged in important technological developments
in this country. Without this attention, I am afraid that this some
35,00') plus engineering students per year will enter the work force
without the necessary skills to address the problems that they
must face.

o'N
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An extremely important element to the enhancement of engi-
neering and science education is the opportunity to work with na-
tional laboratories. These enhancements come in many forms and
include at least these:

1. The possibility of direct research funding by the agency to a
university, allowing students to engage in important research work
and to work with people who are at the cutting edge.

2. Collaborative discussions between folks in the laboratories, en-
gineering and science faculty members and students. These discus-
sions of course bring out important technological issues, they bring
out ways of addressing these issues and the technology that is
brought to bear on problems that must be dealt with if we are to
remain competitive in this country.

3. Research engineers and scientists come together tu speak to
student groups. That is, visitation to the universities and colleges
around the state and around the country, sharing with them those
issues that are important to the laboratories and discussing ways
in which those issues are being addressed.

4. Additionally, agencies may employ students, these students
may be engineering students or they may be science students or
others. One common way of doing that is through cooperative edu-
cational programs. These programs are excellent avenues for pro-
viding experience to students and providing trained talent ibr the
industries and agencies for whom they work.

5. Also there may be agreements with agency which will pro-
vide agency laboratory equipment. Spec;11ty equipment which
could not be afforded by universities and colleges can be made
available to faculty members and students on a variety of bases
which may allow then critical work to be done at a university
which would not otherwise be done, simply because of lack of nec-
essary equipment.

Also there may be sharing of discoveries. These discoveries
may very well lead to the commercialization of products and proc-
esses. There must be ways to improve the sharing of this informa-
tion, information of course which is not critical to the security of
the nation but information which may very well inspire some
group or some individual to develop and important product or proc-
ess which can be commercialized, leading to the formation of a
company and to the employment of many people.

We feel fortunate at the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
to have had an excellent working relationship with the Tennessee
Valley Authority, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and NASA,
and we look forward to the continued development of partnerships
with these and other agencies as we move forward into the future.
All of the items which I have elaborated a moment ago have been
cultivated through these kind of relationships with these organiza-
tions. And I may add they have reached hundreds of people and we
feel fortunate to have been a participant in these partnership rela-
tionships.

Our IVation has a wealth of talent, this talent is found among
teachers, engineers, scientists, students and people in all walks of
life. Our challenge is not simply to find talent, the talent is there;
the challenge is to manage our resources as eirectively as possible.
But to do this will require considerable cooperation, considerable

)
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coordination and doing things in ways that we have not been doing
them before.

I think we can do that and I thank you for being in Chattanooga
today and for expressing interest in these important matters sur-
rounding technology development and application.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Cox follows:]

L.)
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EDeny Research and Development

Submitted by Ronald B. Cox

My name is Ronald B. Cox. I am dean of the School of Engineering atThe

University of Tennessee at Chattanooga.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the Subcommittee on Energy Research

and Development and to share some views with you regarding engineering, engineering

education, and related research activities.

First, in a broad sense. I believe it is generally agreed that our country is becoming

more dependent upon technology. The facility with which we conceive ideas for new

products and processes, and convert these ideas into real products and processes which

compete effectively in world markets will be a major factor in our quality of life in the

future.

The combined activitie.s of science and engineering lie at the heart of our nation's

technological vitality. The skills important to technology management simply must be lxnh

cultivated and nurtured if our nation is to be secure and if it is to compete effectively with

others in the commercial arena.

To address these concerns, I believe that several things must occur

I . We must do a better job of exposing our young students to the world of

engineering and science,

2. We must do a better job of preparing students to solve problems to

formulate problems and to apply analytical skills to their solution,

3. We must attract more students to the study of engineering and scienm,

4 We must do a better job, in engineering schools, of introducing students

to the integration and synthesizing of knowledge, and

3 1
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5. We must do a better job, as practitioners, of turning ideas into useful

products and processes that will compete effectively in the marketplace.

The list of things we might do could be much longer; however. I shall let this list suffice

for our brief discussion today.

Please allow me to comment briefly on some of these matters.

ln order to cultivate the skills needed, we must begin exposing studenm to the

world of technology when they are in elementary school. This means that students should

be given laboratory experiences as well as improved mathematics and basic science

courses. The natural curiosity of our young people must be enhanced by the educational

experience, and the teachers, counselors, and administrators must become keenly aware of

what science and engineering involve, and they must work to develop the skills of problem

solving and basic inquiry which are so important both to the study and practice of

engineering and science.

By conquering the fear of engineering and science both through confidence building

and competence building exercises in the early school years. believe that enrollments will

increase and that success rates will improve.

On the university level, we can be proud of our accomplishments in generating new

concepts and ideas. I believe that most people would agree that the research done in our

universities is the best in the world. As a nation, we have had problems, though, in our

ability to convert (quickly) these ideas into ust 'ul products and pnwesses. I believe that

there are many reasons for this. Among these air the inadequate flow of information from

the laboratories to producers, short-term time horizons imposed by investors, tax policies

which may inhibit investment in development and too little emphasis in engineering schools

on the pnocess of converting ideas to products and processes.

Let me comment on the latter topic first All engineering schools emphasize the

development of analytical skills (among other things). Also, engineering schools teach

basic design to engineering students; however, few schools do a good job of preparing

I
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engineering students to synthesize and integrate information which most often cuts across

many disciplines. I believe that more emphasis needs to be given to this matter.

Fortunately, if I may brag on the engineering design pmgram at The University of

Tennessee at Chattanooga, I think we are on the right track in our engineering school, We

emphasize interdisciplinary design projects which allow students to work in teams to

address comprehensive pmblems. In this way, students learn to manage large-scale

projects, to work effectively with others, to manage resources, to design and test systems

and sub-systems, and to make timely decisions. These are important ski!ls to cultivate. In

my opinion, there should be funds made available to schools to develop this approach to

engineering education.

An extremely important element to the enhancement of engineering and science

education is the opportunity to work with national laboratories. These enhancements come

in many forms and include:

I. direct research funding by the agency,

2, collaborative discussions on important technological issues,

3. research engineers and scientists speaking to student groups,

4. agencies employing cooperative engineering stude.ns (or co-op students

in general),

5. agreements with an agency to use selected laboratory equipment, and

6. sharing of discoveries which may lead to the commercialization of

products or processes.

We are fortunate at The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga to have an excellent

working relationship with the Tennessee Valley Authority, the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory, and NASA and we look forward to developing partnerships with these

agencies, and others, which will be beneficial to all groups.

e". f
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Our nation has a wealth of talent among our people - teachers, engineers, scientists,

students, and others. Our challenge is to manage our resources as effectively as possible.

This will require confiderable cooperation and coordination.

Finally, let me thank you for being in Chattanooga today and for expressing interest

in these important matters surrounding technology development and application.
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MS. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Ron, Dr. Benson. I want to go
back to one of your opening statements, Dr. Benson, when you
were referring to the visiting scientist program. You are a visiting
scientist. You said there were 66 requests for visits and 45 were
completed and most of the scientists were from the Oak Ridge Na-
tional Laboratory, is that correct?

Dr. BENSON. There are 169 scientists listed on the roster.
Ms. LLOYD. All right.
Dr. BENSON. Of the 169, I believe about 23 are employed as scien-

tists at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
Ms. LLOYD. Pardon me, I missedI wanted to get that correct for

the record.
Dr. BENSON. BN far the largest share of scientists represent

public and private universities in the state. This has been an ongo-
ing program. I directed it for several years and it was also directed
by Dr. Wishert at Knoxville. I would say that it has been oper-
ational continuously for the last 15 years or better.

Ms. LLOYD. Well, certainly we need to expand on this program
and make it certainly a more productive program. Why did we
have 45 completed visits and 66 requests for visits?

Dr. BENSON. A lot of times it is logistically impossible to honor a
request, a scientist might have a prior commitment or another
commitment, the school requesting the visit possibly does not have
an alternate, they want one person and if that person cannot come.
they do not want anyone else. My concern with the program, and
do not know the answer, is why is it not utilized more than it is. It
certainly represents a wealth of expertise.

Ms. LLOYD. To me, there is a wealth of talent there. We were
talking in the hearings this morning about mo.st of our elementary
teachers, where we really need to be emphasizing the importance
and training more minds, and certainly developing the inquisitive
mind, that most of the teachers in this area are not qualified sci-
ence teachers in many areas. Certainly we need more visiting
teacher programs, visiting scientist programs and taking the
wealth of talent at our national laboratories, for instance, in the
VCR's that come in the area, and train through this method. But
we do know that the schools cannot raise the scientific literacy of
this Nation alone, it is going to take our combined efforts to make
this a reality.

Dr. BENSON. I think you can classify efforts based on the poten-
tial they have, and a program like the visiting scientist program is
probably at the lowest level of effectiveness because it deals exclu-
sively with awareness. It might excite students, it might develop a
sense of breadth about the context of what a particular person is
doing in the sciences, but it is purely at the awareness level. You
are there for a day and you may never return. And it may have
lasting impact, hopefully it will, on some students, it may make an
impression, but programs like that should be viewed in perspective
in terms of what potential they have.

Programs that I think have a much greater effectiveness are
those that deal with the effective qualities of the teacher, especially
as a professional. One thing we do in the water quality network is
provirle funds for teachers to participate in professional meetings.
They present the results of their research and their curriculum de-
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velopment projects at professional meetings. These meetings may
be science teacher meetings or they may be science meetings deal-
ing with water quality, like the national essociation dealing with
water quality research. And thatover a long period of time,
teachers involved in programs like that, realize that they are pro-
fessional because they are treated professionally. I have had two
teachers, I mentioned in my testimony, that have confided in me
that had it not been for that program, they would no longer be in
the teaching profession. Typically school systems do not provide
the kinds of resources needed to involve teachers in that kind of
extended professionalism.

MS. LLOYD. One of the questions we asked the morning panel, if
you had more money to put in science education, where would you
put it, and I think the general consensus is that they would spend
it on enhancing the quality of education for our teachers. Would
you agree or would you put it in the elementary level?

Dr. BENSON. Well, let us look at it a little differently. I would
look at it in terms of organizationally where the money would be
put and I think organizationally it should he primarily placed in
organizations that are governed by teachers. Effective teacher gov-
ernance is the key to effective education. There are very effective
teachers in this country who are teaching science. Typically they
have very little voice in what goes on. So I would look at organiza-
tions like the Science Association of Tennessee or the National Sci-
ence Teachers Association or the other organizations I mentioned,
and I would focus initially efforts in those areas. And the other
spin-off of that is that these are much more cost-effective because
they are operated primarily by teachers as a professional activity,
and they would be much more cost effective than putting signifi-
cant amounts of money into very large bureaucracies.

My point in stating that I believe in programs that are soft path
related as opposed to hard path is that several smaller effortswe
need a lot of windmills out there dealing withpromoting the
quality education, and teachers that are effective are the ones that
should be making the decisions. Often educational decisions are
made by people who do not have the expertise to make them.

Ms. LLOYD. We are approaching this though as a national policy
to heighten awareness of the importance of science and engineer-
ing and that science is to be considered a basic skill. In that direc-
tion, that it does have to have the Federal involvement, that we do
establish this as a priority and work to create the scientists and en-
gineers we need not only in the workplace but for the defense es-
tablishment as well, it seems to me we do need greater collabora-
tion with the labs and universities.

Dr. BENSON. May I look at this issue from a different perspec-
tive? Weeven I think at the heyday of NSF involvement in pre-
college teacher education, the level of effectiveness was relatively
low, because at that pointI mentioned the defect point of view,
and incidentally programs in that era were based on this defect
point of view, that people involved in higher education and scien-
tists thought they knew how to train teachers.

But I think what we have never really done is address the needs
of students who are extremely capable but simply are not school
smart. We focus on programs that emphasize the analytical aspects
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of learning rather than on motivational aspects, rather than on
'common sense applications, or rather than on the dynamic ap-
proaches to self-learning that many students are capable of doing if
given the direction and initiative. That the focus on over-stuffed
and under-nourished can relate to many aspects of education. We
are doing an awful lot of things, but I am not sure if we are doing
the right things. And my question to your Subcommittee is what
constitutes doing the right things. And I think part of the answer
to that is involving more teachers in the thcision-making process.
You know, the important people here I think are the ones that are
going to present testimony last, because they are the ones that
have credibility and they are the ones that will serve as the leader-
ship for directing science education in the future.

Ms. LLOYD. Your point is well taken. As I said earlier, we are not
here to put down the education establishment. We are here to see
what we can do to help.

Dr. BENSON. I am not either because I am part of that E.tablish-
ment, and I think I have always--

Ms. LLOYD. I wanted to make that very clear.
Dr. BENSON. I understand.
Ms. LLOYD. That is not our role today. We want to see what we

can do to enhance science and engineering and education because
we cannot afford mistakes. The wealth of our country, the security
of our country depends on the decisions we will make when we
know that our scientists and engineers for the next decade are in
your schools today or in elementary schools.

Dr. BENSON. There were two dates mentioned this morning, 1957
was one, the Sputnik era, and then again in 1963 and the mention
of a resurgence of interest in science education today, and I think
that phenomena, that cyclic nature of interest, is part of the prob-
lem. And I do not think we can eliminate the cyclic nature of inter-
est, but I think we can increase the threshold level. I think we can
increase the base of support so that we do not have such serious,
serious discrepancies in quality. If we can maintain a higher base
of support, then I think part of the problem will be solved. But I
think the other aspect really is dealing with approaches to learning
that go beyond analytical aspects. Ai the problemmost people
with science backgrounds have a tendency to be analytical. So if
you ask primarily scientists what are ned in education, typical-
ly they will say more cience. And I think if you ask teachers, they
will say something else. It is not the amount of science that is im-
portant, it is the relevance of that science in the context of what
students need to address real world problems. Science, technology
and society based problems.

Ms. LLOYD. Your testimony is certainly valuable and we certainly
appreciate your input. I am using too much of the time I am afraid,
but your insight is so great I went on a little bit past my time.

Dr. Cox, you referred to interaction between the Oak Ridge Na-
tional Laboratory and UTC. I would like for you to elaborate a
little bit on the interaction, what you see aswhat we could do
that we are not doing, where do you think we are going.

Dr. Cox. I did mention the interaction between IJTC and the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory. I should also mention, which I did
mention very briefly, interaction between UTC and TVA as well as
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between UTC and NASA. If I could lump all of those together, it
might make my answer a bit easier.

That interaction has been extremely beneficial to the develop-
ment of the engineering school at the University. And it comes in
several ways. One, if I might just take a hypothetical path and
trace through it very quickly, if there is a project that is of inter-
est, let US say, to the Oak Ridge Laboratory or to TVA, it may be
an energy technology, it may 'be ways that coal might be burned
more effectively. The identification of that problem and then the
collaboration among those at the agency and faculty at the Univer-
sity normally results in a project being funded. That project then is
undertaken as a study which may cover six months, it may take
two years. In the process of that investigation, the faculty members
develop an area of expertise beyond where they were at the time
that project started, typically. In addition, there may be three or
half a dozen students who become involved with that project. With-
out such funding, you would not involved those students in those
kinds of activities, so you are stimulating the interest of students
in important technological problems and progress through that
interaction. In addition, there may very well have been equipment
purchased in the course of that study. 'That equipment now is used
in that laboratory, which aids not only in that particular investiga-
tion, but also may be used in classroom exercises So it enhances
the laboratory for use by every student in the University that
might come in contact with a course requiring that laboratory.

The very fact that you have the expertise developed among the
faculty and the students leads to discussion with other students,
perhaps those who are considering coming to the institution, .who
may be wondering whether or not they are interested in studying
engineering or not. Because of that project you may enhance and
enlighten and attract new students to the University, who might
not have otherwise chosen engineering as a program of study. So
the process then becomes repeated. And the more of that kind of
interaction you have between the laboratories and the universities,
the greater the enhancement for those opportunities to improve
the understanding of faculty members toward the technology, to
enhance the experiences of students involved and to attract new
students.

MS. LLOYD. I think you were present at a meeting I had recently
of the community leaders from Oak Ridge and Chattanooga, and
one of my goals is to create a greaterfoster a greater relationship
between the two communities. What can we dooffhand, what
would you suggest primarily, to create greater interaction, not only
for education but for economic opportunity?

Dr. Cox. There needs to be focal points on both sides. There
needs to be a point of contact at the University and a point of con-
tact at the Laboratory, which will enhance the flow of information
back and forth between the two. That is one thing. In addition, if
there are opportunities for funding of ,vrtain type projects, and I
would like to fold that into a comment I made earlier, if it happens
to be an institution which is referred to as a non-research institu-
tion or a non-comprehensive institution, there needs to be consider-
ation given to the capability of faculty members that exist in that
institution to conduct research, and important research. For them
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to do that though, they must have reasonable access to equipment,
either access to or equipment in the laboratory. So equipment
might be purchased through grants or there might be a shanng re-
lationship between a university and a national laboratory, which
will allow faculty members to use equipment at the site of the na-
tional laboratory. That enhances research opportunities. Those
kinds of things would help.

Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much. Mr. Schiff, I apologize for
taking too much of the time this morning. I will give you equal op-
portunity.

Mr. SCHIFF. Actually, Madam Chair, since these are your con-
stituents and your district and you know them quite well, I certain-
ly do not begrudge the time. Actually I have just one question to
ask. I have to first say, gentlemen, I apologize for coming in late
during your testimony, but I did receive copies of your prepared
statement before and did look at them, I want you to know that.

There is actuallyin view of Mrs. Lloyd's questions, I have just
one question. Dr. Cox, you mentioned all of Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, Tennessee 'Valley Authority and NASA in terms of
working with the University of Tennessee. There are two ways,
however, of working together. One way can be where these various
Federal facilities basically say within our own limitations, within
funding within our own primary duties we will help you all we can,
whether it is providing utilization of personnel or providing use of
our facilities or surplus equipment or whatever. And then there is
the mentality of well we will do what we absolutely have to do,
kicking and screaming, bi.e we really do not want to be bothered.

In your estimation, has the association with the Federal facilities
you have mentioned, has it been on the former, has the cooperation
been forthcoming, has it been in your opinion genuine and really
interested or has it been we would really rather not be bothered,
we will do just what we have to do. Naturally, I hope it is the
former, but I am asking your opinion.

Dr. Cox. Well, I think it is the former. We have had excellent
success in working, particularly with the Tennessee Valley Author-
ity over the years. And one reason for that is we happen to be in
the same city, we happen to have faculty members who are former
TVA employees and we have had a good relationship for a long
period of time. That has provided access to people who are engaged
in managing projects and access to people who are willing to share
with us information that may lead to funded research opportuni-
ties.

It is not always easy, however. There are many occasions I guess
to which I could point which have been disappointments, so it is
not a perfect path to getting what you might think you would like
to do, but it certainly has been one which has enhanced our educa-
tional experience for students here in the Chattanooga area.

Mr. SCHWF. Dr. Benson, do you desire to add anything to that
question?

Dr. BENSON. I guess I have one admonition in that the focusif
you are an engineer, the focus can be on doing things that attract
F'ederal dollars. If you deal with some very insignificant microbe
that has little applied value, the struggle for dollars to promote
your research might be a lot more difficult. We talked about the
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involvement of students in research and the involvement of teach-
ers in research, and I think that is a vital part of any science
teacher or scientist's experience in their formative stages, in the
development of their programs, and what I think, I hope the. Sub-
committee does not overlook is the very broad based scientific man-
power base in the smaller colleges and universities and junior col-
leges. I know in Tennessee there areI know one person at Jack-
son State Community College who does work at the national lab in
the summer, and he is involved in a very interesting project. But
teachers or professors or researchers in the smaller colleges and
universities can certainly work effectively with students and with
teachers. In some cases the kinds of things they are doing may be
better examples of what research is than some of the more sophis-
ticated and elaborate programs that may be available at the na-
tional labs or at our larger universities.

So my only comment is that I think because of the situation that
has existed in the past decade or so, we have been able to recruit
and maintain in smaller colleges and universities, a very high cali-
ber science personnel and they only need opportunities and some
resources to do a more effective job.

Mr. SCHWF. Well, I am going to take the liberty of reiterating a
short speech from the last panel, and that is that I would not be-
grudge a Federal institution their primary goal, we assign them
certain tasks, whatever those tasks might be. At Sandia National
Laboratory in my district, frankly that task is primarily a partici-
pant in the nuclear weapons program, 90 percentweapons total,
not only nuclear, is 90 percent of what they do. But I have a very
strong feeling that we are all in this together and that that atti-
tude should be manifest so that if there is a contribution that can
be made from a federally funded institution, whether it is NASA or
TVA or Oak Ridge National Laboratory or Sandia National Labo-
ratory, to the educational process, as just one example, especially
located in the same cities, I would hope that they would do every-
thing possible and feasible to make that contribution. I know it
sounds trite but I believe we are all paid by the same taxpayers to
do the same job and there should not be brick wall mentality be-
tween well I am a national lab and you are a university. As I said,
I think we are all in this together.

Thank you, gentlemen. Thank you, Madam Chair.
Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Mr. Schiff. We thank you for

your testimony and we will be submitting additional questions in
writing for your answer which will also be made a part of the
record. Thank you very much, gentlemen, for being a witness today
and for your excellent testimony.

Our next panel will focus on precollege education. Our first wit-
ness on this panel is Ms. Vivian Brown, who is a science teacher at
Model High School in Rome, Georgia. She is a participant in DOE's
program for teachers. Then we are going to hear from Robert
Ftogers, currently with the Hamilton County Department of Educa-
tion, a former math and science teacher; followed by Geraldine
Farmer, a science consultant with the State of Tennessee Depart-
ment of Education.

Ms. Brown, we are very interested in your experience as a partic-
ipant in this program and if you will begin and then we will hear
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from Mr. Rogers and Ms. Farmer. Welcome, and -again I will havt
to ask you to limit your oral testimony to about ten minutes so we
can have time to get into some questions. But your entire state-
ments will be made a part of this hearinr

PANEL 4

STATEMENTS OF VIVIAN P. BROWN. SCIENCE TEACHER. MODEL
HIGH SCHOOL. ROME. GA: ROBERT ROGERS. HAMILTON
COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND GERALDINE
FARMER, SCIENCE CONSULTANT WITH STATE OF TENNESSEE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

MS. BROWN. Thank you, I have participated in several of the pro-
grams that have been mentioned here today.

Ms. LLOYD. I think you need to put the microphone a little closer
to you.

Ms. BROWN. And have found several of them extremely helpful. I
participated in 1987 in the Science Teacher Research Involvement
for Vital Education, the STRIVE program at Oak Ridge. And have
found several different ways to make that really useful in my class-
room as well as sharing it with other teachers in several different
programs. There have been a couple of ways that I would like to
see that program changed slightly, but only slightly. One of those
is to make the announcements of it a little bit broader. In present-
ing it to the Georgia Leadership Conference, the science teachers
there, I found that many of the schools had never heard of the pro-
gram at all, and even though it is aimed primarily at Tennessee
teachers, it is open to other states as well and I believe it can be
shared very effectively in other school systems too.

Even when I wrote and asked for their application forms, it still
says "Tennessee teacher", and so I felt very strongly that maybe I
was -.lot even supposed to apply.

Ms. LLOYD. Well we still feel we own part of Georgia, so that is
right. [Laughter.]

Mr. ScHwr. They say the same thing about you.
Ms. BROWN. Several of the other programs ,'..at have been men-

tioned here today, I have not had any distribution of materials or
information on, and feel very strongly that perhaps that is one of
the big weaknesses, that the programs really are notthe an-
nouncements are not getting out to all of the teachers. And so that
is another one of the big things that I would like to see us change.

There are several different ways that I feel like the national labs
could be used more effectively for encouraging our best students to
pursue science career research.

One of them is to host a science teacher research conference at
each or the national labs, and perhaps invite even more distant
teachers than just the individual State or right around the commu-
nity where they are working, because it certainly gives a new look
at how research is going on. A combination perhaps of tour demon-
strations or lectures or hands-on experiences and informal sharing
might encourage them then to bring back to the labs their very
best high school students, or even junior high school students, and
perhaps have a similar sort of th:.ng for the student groups as well,
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where the students perhaps would be allowed a few really hands-on .
experiences during that interval of time.

One of the things that I have done in the past was to be an Oak
Ridge traveling science teacher for the State of Georgia. That has
been a good many years ago, but I found it to be a very effective
way of sharing. We carried a good bit of information as well as a
lot of equipment that was not available in the local schools and we
would stay in the school for a week at a time and give lecture dem-
onstrations to the individual classes and to the whole student body.
I still real strongly remember how interested and involved the stu-
dents became with things that they would not have had an oppor-
tunity to have seen. These were sharing the things going on in the
national labs at that time.

Georgia has the Science Teacher Leadership Conference that at-
tracts a very large number of our very best teachers statewide,
from elementary all the way through college teaching. And I be-
lieve that if the national labs could send a great many of their very
best speakers and share some of the information there, that that
too might be a way of getting additional information to the science
teachers, because I find that Science Leadership Conference to bc a
real spark that just enlightens my teaching, it just adds a great
deal of enthusiasm and a way of sharing a great deal more than we
can get at other times. Somehow when you are in your own little
school, you sort of lose track of what is going on in research, even
though you have been involved for awhile at one point, you sort of
get lost. And so you do need some revitalization and to know a
little bit better about what is going on. So I think that would be an
excellent opportunity to share with some of the science teachers.

We also, while I was at Oak Ridge, saw a very large number of
very excellent presentations that many of the researchers did. Per-
haps videotapes might be able to be shared where the professors
are too far away, in schools that just the distance makes it almost
impossible to invite the person there. That could also include some
of the research materials in the video, so that they would be able
to share that way.

I suppose if I were asking for one thing most, it would be equip-
ment and money for repairs of the present equipment though, and
even some of the equipment that perhaps is discarded in govern-
ment offices, researchers, or anything else of that sort. For in-
stance, I have bought discarded equipment and used in my high
school laboratory a number of different times. It seems to me that
perhaps when it becomes outmoded in the national laboratories,
that perhaps it could be passed along to the high schools and
maybe even middle school equipment too.

I suppose if I could have one other specific request, it would of
course involve money, as it usually does, but science aids in our
high schools and middle schools or some other kind of coordination
of equipment and materials so that the sharing of expertise and
equipment and materials could also be accomplished.

In the school where I teach presently, we are just so badly over-
crowded and have so little space and equipment that you just see
the tremendous need. It is no wonder that w? are not doing any
better job than we are doing, I think.
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There are some other kinds of things that I would perhaps sug-
gest. One might be a traveling actual laboratory that was designed
and brought into a particular school system and bring some stu-
dents in, so that we actually had some equipment and materials
that perhaps are just entirely too expensive, but many of our stu-
dents really need to get turned on at very early ages I think. I
think we are losing them even before we get to the high school too
often. I have grandchildren now and I find them just enthusiastic
and as a former fourth grade teacher, I found fourth graders just
eager and ready, but somehow by the time they g.:t to high school,
much of that enthusiasm has already been turnc:l off. And so I
think that to focus down at lower levels even is extremely impor-
tant, and I thiiik that too often we wait and hope that they will get
there, to the college level. But this is a part of what is wrong with
our program, that we need to maintain and encourage that enthu-
siasm early.

Another consideration might be given to extra training and ex-
pertise during the training of actual teacher training. One of the
things that we did as a traveling science teacher was to work with
the teachers in training during the summer and also during in-
service days in the schools. So I think to promoteyou have the
Tennessee traveling scientists available, but to encourage some of
those perhaps to be available to other States or to otherin other
areas, might be helpful too. One of the things that I find too is that
when we have the young people with the natural curiosity and in-
terest and all the rest, again to know exactly how to encourage
them to go on and to find special uses for what I think is ways that
maybe the national labs can be even more useful.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Brown follows:}
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TESTIMONY OF VIVIAN PRENTICE BROVW
A Science Teacher at Model Nigh School

Rome, Georgia
4

I
have taught 4th grade, 7th grade, high school. and college.'

#

A

science classes for more than 30 years. I started Georgia Junior
Academy of Science Crude In several Floyd County Schools, served as an

area coordinator tor science fairs, and served as State Director tor
Georgia Junior Academy of Science. I also served as an Oak Ridge
Traveling Science Teacher for the State of Georgia.

During the summer of 1997 I participated In the Science Teacher
Research Involvement for Vital Education OTRIVE) program at the Oak

Ridge National Laboratory. I found the STRIVE program to be excellent
and one that enriched my science teaching.

I have used these experiences to develop a field ecology
laboratory experience which I use In my biology and ecology classes.
I also find that class discussions In physical science give many
opportunities to share information and experiences from Oak Ridge.

I have also shared these experiences with local science teachers
and with district science teachers state wide this winter at the

Georgia Science Leadership Conference.

I found the STRIVE program to be so helpful that I have applied
again and have been accePted at the Savannah River project for thls

sunmer.

I would like to see the STRIVE program made available for more
teachers. There are two minor changes In the program I believe would
be helpful. The application form for the STRIVE program needs to be
changed so that it says it la open to teachers other than in the state
ot Tennessee. One other improvement I would suggest is to make
available-- at least on a loan basls--the slides, videos, or other
visual aide usect by the science teachers to share their experiences
with tne otner STRIVE teachers. This would make the sharing of these
experiences much more Interesting for students.
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A tew other suggestions for ways the National Labs could be used
more ettectiveiv to interest ano encourage more of our best students
to pursue scientific research as a
career toliow:

Host a science Teacher Research conference at each of the
National Latioratories. Invite one or a few elementary, mledle school.
anis nion scnool teachers free each school district to come to the
National Lab for a few days or a week. There, a combination of tour
demonstrations, lectures, hands-cm experiences. and Informal sharing
time might encourage.them to later bring their most Interested
students back and to share with other teachers back home the research
going on.

This might be followed by a conference for students and teachers.
This could Involve tour-demonstrations and as much as pas-gable
hands-on experiences In email groups In several labs there. Ideally
students would be allowed to choose the areas that interested them
most trom a description of work In progress given by the researchers.

Traveling science teachers or traveling laboratories might aleo
be used. When I did this we went by invitation to a school and stayed
usually tor a week. We gave lecture demonstrations to science classes
and usually also an assembly program to the whole school. I still
remember the excitement of many students as they croweed around to see
more ano ask questions after the demonstrations.

I bon't know how many other States have a Science Teacher
Leacership Ctoterence such as Georgia has. but that wOuld also de an
excellent place to share the research going on. Atlanta. Georgia.
will De hosting the National Science Teachers Conference next year.
This would also De an Ideal audience for some of the scientists to
share their research with. I heard many excellent presentations wnlie
I was at Oak Ridge. The best of these Could Mao be video-tat:did to be
used In schools too far away to make visits feasible.

Equipment grants to schools or grants to systems for equipment to
be shared by all schools would really be helpful. A science
department alde for each school would also De a tremendous way to
help.

Frustrat'uno of science teaching are primarily lack of Money for
aoequate equipment and repairs. Facilities and space are also a
serious limitino factor. Time to set up and put up equipment and the
tremendous increase in paper work also add to the problem.

TO help yOu understand, let me describe my own nituAtIon. Our
scnoffl is badly overcrowded with very Inalequate
AcilIt1 es AlmoSt halt of my I An !;tettipl-bi do not hay?, rIthn;r1,1 wmtem

or aan outletn.
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The 8th grace science teacher has no laboratory space at ail
available to her and two other high School science teachers Must float
from room to room. In addition to the hardship this places on thefloating teacher, it means that labs cannot be get up or put away
during planning time.

We also need badly a central storage area because the equipment
that I must use. tor example. Is stored in four different classrooms.

When I asked my students and fellow teachers the best place to
target additional mdtLyational help to develop science Interest in
students, most said middle grades but that it wduld have to be
maintained at the high school level and I concur.

Elementary grade students, however, have a natural interest that
needs to be aroused too, I think. Therefore I believe it would be a
mistake tO target Just one level of students.

Another Important consideration could be science teachers In
trainino. When I was an Oak Ridge Traveling Science TeaCher, we spent
tne summer giving lecture-demonstrations to science education classes.
In-service days during the school year would be another way traveling
Scienti.xts, science teachers, or science labs could be used.

Finally. the museum at Oak Ridge is nice but it it could have
mcre 5ecrejt;onAl facilities associated with It-- similar to the space
center at Huntsville, AlabamaI believe it woLid draw a much larger
audience. We take the science club to Huntsville every year or so but
almost never to Oak Ridge.
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MS. LWYD. Thank you very much. That is excellent testimony.
Mr. Rogers, I understand you have some very definitive ideas on
the subject from your earlier days as a junior high school teacher.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT ROGERS
Mr. ROGERS. I find it amazing how closely our ideas and senti-

ments parallel each other, I think----
Ms. LLOYD. We are looking forward to your testimony, please

begin.
Mr. Rooms. I am going to begin my remarLi with a bit of an

anecdote. I teach a physics class at seven o'clock every morning at
one of our local high schools. I had occasion a couple of weeks ago
to ask the group of students that I am teaching this year if they
had ever seen some of the simple science experiments, for instance
running a comb through a person's hair and picking up pieces of
paper or making an electromagnet with a flashlight battery a nail
and some insulated wire. And out of the 23 students that were
present that morning, two of those students had seen suf:h simple
experiments of that nature. I believe that that is a very good illus-
tration of some of the problems that this Subcommittee it address-
ing.

My own view of the situation as it stands right now is that we
are losing our science students in the elementary schools. Any em-
phasis that is placed on science education, in my opinion, should be
directed at elementary schools and the target population I think
we are pretty much in agreement should be the teachers. There are
two or three things that can be impacted there, and I have to be
very careful here. I have had to warn myself a number of times
that the Department of Energy cannot fix all of these things, but
the Department of Energy I think has some existing programs that
are excellent and should be continued and expanded as much as
absolutely possible. But I think that anything that we can do to en-
hance the level of preparedness of our elementary school teachers
is what we should be about. Anything that we can do to help them
excite our young people to maintain this level of interest and en-
thusiasm about learning about our natural environment, those are
the things that we need to be doing.

I also believe very strongly that the solution to these problems
and the pathways that we set for ourselves are going to be depend-
ent upon science education becoming a national priority. I person-
ally believe that that national priority would be established in this
one large burst I think that has been referred to a number of times
today. It worked a couple of times in the past, the late 1950's, early
1960s, it produced some rather interesting results. I do not know
that I would advocate another space race or anything of that
nature, but I believe that the Department of Energy is an agency
that could impact very heavily the national awareness of the im-
portance of science education. But I do not want to leave the im-
pression that the Department of Energy either is the only agency
that has responsibility where this is concerned.

I am also very concerned about the national agenda. We have, as
I see it, a national agenda at present that is concerned primarily
with basic skills. I see that as part of our problem. Basic skills have
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brought about an increased emphasis on mathematics skills and
language skills to the detriment of such things as science educa-
tion, social studies education is another thing you hear mentioned
prominently of late.

I do not want to leave the impression here that I am an advocate
of another situation wherein public schools and public school sys-
tems and public school teachers are compared via the standardized
test route. I think if that were attempted where science education
is concerned, we would end up with a group of students who were
very well versed in the rote memory types of things. We would be
very good at teaching them vocabulary and fail to address the ex-
tremely important concept that science is a process, science is
something that kids do. We cannot teach science in a situation
where kids are sitting in the traditional elementary school, middle
school or high school classroom with individual student desks. You
cannot teach science in that environment. What we have to have is
laboratories, what we have to have is equipment, something besides
the equipment that we managed to purchase in the 1950's with the
money that was generated as a result of Sputnik. What little of
that stuff that is left is in dire need of repair.

The idea that was mentioned just a moment ago about the equip-
ment that is used in our national laboratories that does become ob-
solescent but far earlier than th e. equipment that we use in the
public schools, I think that a practical use of some of that equip-
ment, if it were still usable, would be to hand it down to us and let
us see what we can do with it, let us expose our students to it and I
can just about guarantee you that they would come out of our
public high schools a lot better prepared than they are now to
enter into a laboratory situation and be productive.

It was mentioned earlier in the day a couple of things that kind
of tie in together. One of these things I find that I have been the
victim of. One of the students who is in my early morning science
class was a recipient of one of these summer study fellowships this
year at the Argonne National Laboratory. This was the first time
in my 21 year career as a science teacher that I had heard of those
programs, and I think the point was very well made this morning
that sometimes these programs are very well known in their imme-
diate impact areas and not so much in some other places, and I
think that an informational campaign about opportunities of this
nature might be of some value.

Along that same line, an information network that would serve
to disseminate timely information such as the information that is
very popular right now relative to the cold fusion research. My
remark has been that most of our information has come through
the news media. And I know in several circumstances it would
have been extremely valuable to have had some information
beyond that that has been made available to us in the press.

Another idea that I heard mentioned this morning that I think
would be very valuable, that would relate to some of the other feel-
ings that I have about the current problem in the science ei ucation
field and some of the ways that the Department of Energy and the
naticnal laboratories could impact this, is a situation wherein sci-
ence teachers could be exposed to current research, current re-
search methods, developing machines and that sort of thing, a pro-
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giwherein science teachers would be able to work in researchcTif ilties in the summer time. That would solve, I think, two prob-lems. It would keep teachers abreast of developments in the sci-ences and it would also serve to have some impact upon one of theother major problems that you hear teachers in all fields talkabout and that is the money problem, their own personal finances.And I do not think there would be,too much disagreement with thesimple statement that the education profession is an underpaidprofession. And that is one of the problems. The things that teach-ers have to do to make ends meet does take away from the amountof time that they are able to spendnot that they are willing tospend ladies and gentlemen, but they are able to spend in keepingabreast of developments and retraining themselves. They havetheir families to think about too. I will stop while I am ahead.Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rogers follows:]
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THE ROLE OF NATIONAL LABORATORIES IN SCIENCE EDUCATION: A TEACHER'S

PERSPECTIVE.

BOB ROGERS

THE PROBLEMS:

1. Science education is not a real priority in public schools. The

evidence supporting this statement appears in almost all public

school buildings. Elementary schools have no laboratory facilities

nor do they have equipment and materials necessary to teach

science. Laboratory facilities that do exist at the secondary

level are, at best, inadequate.
Laboratory space is insufficient.

Laboratories often double as classroom and/or lecture halls. The

laboratory equipment, materials, and consumable supplies were

purchased during the last national burst of interest in science

education: the late 1950's and early 1960's.

2. Science is not perceived as being a "basic skill." The national,

state and local fervor to improve the basic skill levels of

American students has produced an increased emphasis on reading and

mathematics. The curricular approaches and available materials do

not appear to reflect the fact that students can read about science

and that quantification
of phenomena is the most practical

application of mathematics skills. The result has been that, "with

all the emphasis on basic
skills, there is no tine to teach

science."

-2-
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3. The policy of using standardized test data to compare schools and

school systems has served to de-emphasize science education.

Schools and school systems have placed their energy and resources

in those areas that are most commonly measured and compared via

standardized test scores: math skills and language skills.

4. Teachers teach best.those things with which they are most familiar.

Education training programa do not adequately address science.

Therefore, elementary teachers avoid science. This has the effect

of causing students to not become interested in science. We do not

necessarily "turn studpnts off" but neither do we "turn them on."

5. Advanced science courses are directed toward a very narrow range of

student abilities. Very little has been done to increase the

number of students that are exposed to upper level science course.

S. The diversification of science course becomes evident only at the

high school level. Exploratory experiences are thereby quite

limited during those years wherein students are most curious and

interested.

POSSIBLE ASSISTANCE 'IN:ROUGH THE NATIOMAL LABORATORIES:

1. Begin a program that has as its goal the establishment of science

edUcation SA a national priority. The Department of Energy through

the National Laboratorias is the logical agency to provide the

information that would demonstrate the need for such a goal.

-3-
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2. The fact that the National Laboratories can have a significant

impact on science education is wonderfully demonstrated in the Oak

Ridge Area. Oak Ridge students consistently out perform their

Tennessee peers in science areas. Argonne National Laboratories

has recently awarded Ooltewah High School Senior James Paris a

scholarship to study there during the summer of 1989. Expansion of

programs such as these can only serve to positively affect more

students.

3. Continue and expand teacher training and retraining programs. Any

effort to raise the knowledge and awareness levels of those

primarily responsible for providing instruction is of significant

value.

4. Establish a program whereby surplus usable equipment can be placed

in public schools rather than being sold at auction. A..y lype of

equipment from the simplest to the most complex would be useful in

helping to motivate students into the study of science. Given

appropriate laboratory opportunity with modern equipment, students

would emerge from public school science programs significantly more

prepared for educational experiences at high levels or for specific

vocational training and experience. The Department of Energy

should also encourage the private sector to participate in similar

programs.

-4-
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S. Direct more training programs to elementary school teachers. If we

fail to capture the imagination and interest of these younger

students we lose on two fronts: first, the number of students

exposed to science education is dramatically reduced, and second,

the interest level of those students who are exposed to science

education is significantly reduced. Generally, the more

knowledgeable teacher is a better teacher. Teachers need help in

motivating students. Increased knowledge levels among teachers

make them more comfortable and, therefore, better able to motivate.

6. Promote the concept that scirnce is something that kids do.

Science is a process, not just a body of knowledge. Hands-on

experiences and exploratory experiences are essential at all levels

of science education. "Bells and whistles," pretty colors, loud

noises and bad smells are trademarks of science. These things get

students' attention.

7. Initiate a program that assures the timely dissemination of factual

information relative to current developments in the area of

research. During recent weeks, teachers have depended upon

newspaper accounts of the research on "cold fusion" as a resource

to answer questions from students and parents. We need better

information.

BR:amd
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MIS. LLOYD. That was excellent testimony. I enjoyed reading your
prepared testimony as well, Mr. Rogers. We will finish with you,
Geraldine. Share your microphone.

STATEMENT OF DR. GERALDINE T. FARMER

Dr. FARMER. If you see that I am shaking it is because, number
one I am nervous and number two I am cold. It is freezing in here
today.

Ms. LLOYD. I may be able to do something about the latter, but
the first one, all I can say is welcome and we certainly do not want
to frighten you because we know that you are an extremely well-
informed lady and we just want to hear what you have to share
with us.

Dr. FARMER. If you will give me that doctorate you gave to the
fellow from TVA, that would help.

Mr. SCHIFF. A little stereotyping perhaps?
Dr. FARMER. Well I wonder if it was because I was female or a

minority that it was left off
Mr. SCHIFF. My bet is it is because you are female. [Laughter.]
Dr. FARMER. I work with the State Department of Education. I

am a former classroom teacher and it was rather difficult to decide
how to present testimony, but I am going to attempt to do that
without commenting on what has been said before.

At the State Department of Education about 1985, it was decided
that there should be some continuity to our educational program
and out of that deliberation came what we call the basic skills pro-
gram. That basic skills program included the language arts and it
included mathematics, but it did not include science. Years later
however, it was decided that maybe it would be a good idea if we
knew what would be in each course, not just basic skills. So at that
time science was included to the extent that we developed a cur-
riculum framework at the state level.

This framework defines what will be taught in the science class-
es, K through 12. This framework is presented to local education
agencies and they have an option of developing curriculum guides
to highlight, beef up, explain implementation strategies as to how
they can convey this material to students. But the state also devel-
ops the guide. So in some instances, most instances in fact, the
state guide is used.

Because this is a rather long and difficult process, this is repeat-
ed every six years. And we all know that in science, six years is a
long time to take a look at what has gone before. This curriculum
development cycle also includes our textbook cycle. In this six-year
process, we have a needs assessment. This includes State and local
educators. This could also include Department of Energy staff, I
don't think it has in the past. But the needs assessment is to say
what is it that we want to happen in science education in our K-12
program. And from this needs assessment the framework is devel-
oped.

After the framework is developed, it is presented to all of the
publishers of educational materials to say this is what we would
like to happen in our schools. They have an opportunity then to
correlate educational materials to our framework and in the case
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of textbooks, submit them for bid. We are a State where there is a
State adoption list. And in evaluating these textbooks, one of the
things we look at is the extent to which they complement the
framework.

After this, we have curriculum guides developed. It is implement-
ed, there are workshops to enhance implementation by classroom
teachers, and then we evaluate. As I said, we do this every six
years. The first time we did this in science was 1983-1984 school
year. Six means that 1989-1990 we are in the process of starting
again. So this hearing is very timely and if there are suggestions
and ideas that are going to come from it that we could implement
into this cycle, this is very appropriate timing.

As we started with the sciences, we discoveredand I was rather
new in the State Department at the time, but we discovered that
educational equality project of the College Board had been drafted
and that our legislators had adopted that program. It is called
"Academic Preparation for College: What students need to know
and be able to do." That caused us to go back and look at our
framework and our guides again to see if we in fact were doing
those things that project equality asked for. And it is actually at-
tempting to do the same thing we are saying here today, how can
we get our students involved, how can we get them into all of our
academic competencies, how can we prepare them to be productive
citizens.

The green book, as we call it in Tennessee, talks about teaching
six basic competencies; reading, writing, speaking and listening,
mathematics, reasoning and studying in all of the academic areas
including the sciences. So this has caused a mass effort at staff de-
velopment because biology teachers were not that accustomed to
teaching reading or to teaching math, just as an example. So we
have tried to pull together ways in which these teaching strategies
can be incorporated into all of our sciences.

In doing this, we have had the need to call on colleges for help.
So we have now established the Tennessee statewide school/college
collaborative for educational excellence, if you can say all that
without breathing. Through this collaborative, we have been able
to pull together high school teachers, college professors from each
of the disciplines as well as from the schools of education. We meet
regularly to talk about curriculum. Vv-e are trying to identify those
places where a high school student will leave high school and can
be successful in college and we have found out that we were worlds
apart, but we are continuing to meet together to work together, so
that we can agree on what is the mission of the high school, and at
what level should we have been prepared to be successful in the
college.

Part of this EQ collaborative though also talks about the world of
work because we realize that all of our students are not college
bound. And what we have found is that the basic competencies that
we need for college success are also needed for the world of work.
This would be another place where the Department of Energy
might wish to join with our K-12 program, when we have these col-
laborative meetings. We would welcome your input.

In this process we have looked at our science courses, we have
restructured some of them, we have added new ones. It was men-
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tioned earlier today that principles of technology was one of the
programs offered through our vocational program. Also we have a
mathematics of technology. So we are looking at ways in which
high school students can meet graduation requirements and also
get the technical skills they need for the work world. We also add
new courses as the need arises.

There is another option, however, where local schools may
choose to add a course if there is a need that is not identified at the
state level but is identified at the local level, then that local school
system can write the framework and submit the course to the State
and provide their own local courses.

As we look at our curriculum documents, we are also looking at
Project 2061 by the American Association for the Advancement of
Sciences or Science for All Americans. We have read the document
and feel that it will be one of those things that will be considered
as we re-evaluate the curriculum framework for thf Alext six years.

You may be familiar with the mathematics standards that have
been recently published by the Tennessee Council of Teachers of
Mathematics. That is included in the packet. This is the direction
we had already started because of the green book project, and we
find that it is very consistent with both documents, both Science
for All Americans and the mathematics standards. They are all
saying let us do a better job and not try to cover the waterfront. In
the past perhaps we have been too broad in our coverage of topics
rather than being narrow and developing those critical thinking
processes as we were teaching our courses.

We, as I said, have principles of technology, applied mathemat-
icsthese are two of the newer things that we have done. We have
also instituted a science course through the vocational agriculture
department so that students may have four years of agriculture
and still meet their requirements in science.

I pulled our Stanford Achievement Test scores from 1985
through 1988 and as we look at science we will notice that we have
increased significantly our scoring. We test at the second, fifth and
seventh grade, and each year there is a little bit of an increase. I
think part of that has been due to the emphasis and insights in
recent years. Part of that has been due to the programs through
the universities. Through the Center of Excellence in Math and
Science at the University of Tennessee at Martin, we have had ex-
tensive training in our elementary program. Even though the fund-
ing is in jeopardy, we are hoping to keep that program and hope
that they continue to train teachers in the sciences.

There is a summary also in computer education in Tennessee.
We have a mandatory program at the seventh and eighth grade
which introduces students to computers. They all must take that,
but there is an optional K-6 computer program where students can
become computer literate. And in our high schools we are pushing
the interfacing of our labs with computers, especially in our physi-
cal sciences.

We also have pilot high schools that are trying 0 put the whole
school system on computers. We are a little behind the businesses
where you are already technologically oriented, but we are moving
in that direction as fast as funds will allow us. We have certifica-
tion requirements for computer courses as well as we have re-
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vamped our entire teacher education policy. I did not included the
license and standards, I just included the cover, but those are
public documents if you would like to see them. So beginning in a
few years. we will have new policies for how teachers receive a li-
cense to teach in Tennessee.

I think my ten minutes are about up, so let me summarize as to
what I see some of the ways in which the national laboratories
may be of further assistance to us.

Summer enrichment programs have already been mentioned.
One of the problems, as I see it, and I do happen to administer the
seven programs for the summer, and I can assure you that all of
the high schools were mailed copies of your announcements, but
when you look at the requirements they want the best and they
want the brightest and I feel that this perpetuates the myth that
only the very best students can be successful in science. I have
tried desperately to get minority participation in these programs,
but if I follow the guidelines there, then it is very difficult to get
minorities who will meet the expectations as described in the bro-
chure.

I think programs that meet the needs of the middle range stu-
dents, the average student, would be helpful and just as beneficial
to the student and the national laboratory. The same thing I think
is true for our teachers. I have reviewed some of the applications of
teachers that were coming into the labs and it is usually the sci-
ence majors that are selected, not the science teachers who also
have 150 students a year, but the science teacher that is weak. It is
usually the best programs. There is a need for that, but there is
also a need for programs that will strengthen the base on which we
operate.

You have developed curriculum materials over the years and
they have been good. I would love to see those continue. I would
love to see some staff development programs perhaps by satellite
that could be sent out into local schools. I think the technology is
there with most of the schools such that if we could develop clus-
ters of physics teachers that could benefit from such programs. It is
difficult to have a staff development in the content when there are
only two physics teachers in the whole school system. We have 140
school systems and some of them are very small, with one high
school. So if in some way we could form some strong local alliances,
professional associations where programs could be sent in for staff
development, I think that would help us a great deal.

I have another list of needs that you may or may not be able to
help with, but I would like to get them in the record. We have a
desperate need for elementary science facilities throughout our
state. Not that you must have a formal lab for elementary science,
but we do need things and we need storage areas. And when you
have wall-to-wall students, it is very difficult to set up something
that has to stay for a couple of hours.

We need some examination of the workplace and the work load
at the high school level. To ask a teacher to have three different
preparations, maybe chemistry, biology, science is a very hard task
and we need support for teachers who have this number of prep-
arations. I would like to see tuition free undergraduate courses
made available for teachers. Fome teachers have weak back-
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grounds. They are not selected for these programs but they would
go back and take an undergraduate science or math course if they
did not have to pay tuition, and that should not be a big cost to
anyone if they could fill in the spaces during the summer when the
classes are already there. But that is not available to them. I un-
derstand it is available to senior citizens.

I think we need to include science as a basic skill in the elemen-
tary grades. It needs to be included as one of the things that you do
not wait until Friday, if you have time. It needs to be included
along with the other basic skills.

We need staff development time. If we have teachers in the
schools that need development or need training, we need time to do
it. They should not have to sacrifice to go back to get that training.

We have several things that have shown a turnaround I think in
our elementary program. We have the Governor's School as has
been mentioned. It has been operating several years, it is always
full and running over. But again, it is for the geniuses, the better
students. And those students who could benefit just as much get
left out. We have our Junior Science and Humanities Symposium
and we have students that do their research, write up their papers
and they are willing to present it. The Junior Academy of Sci-
encebut we also have some programs that are not as discipline
oriented as those and they are really on the increase. One is the
Science Olympiad where teams of average students get together
and show that they can build things and get together and earn tro-
phies, earn ribbons, earn medals for something that they did them-
selves. We also have Invent America, you perhaps are familiar
with that one. It is growing in our State. The Invention Convention
and our science fairs. All of these programs are growing, we are
getting some parent involvement with them, and I think that as we
continue to grow and as we continue to get parents involved, we
will strengthen our programs more than we have.

In summary, we need parent involvement beyond the lower
grades, this is one of the keys. When kids become disinterested in
school, it is about the time parents stop coming to school. We need
role models in our research laboratories visible to the public, we
also need them in our classrooms. The number of minorities in
Tennessee classrooms has dwindled considerably. We need the en-
richment programs, but we need to re-evaluate the selection or
extend them to include students that are not at the very top of the
class, and then we need the staff development activities which is
time to teach science in the elementary school, support from either
the local or the State or the colleges, from some level so that when
these teachers run into problems there is a support system, content
area in-services, and work together to strengthen our professional
science organizations.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Farmer followsl
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TENNESSEE CURRICULUM CYCLE

Stile Board of Education rules (Section 0520-1-3-.02) establish a
slx-yer cve fOr the development and Implementation of curriculum frameworks
and guides in all subject areas. Subject areas will be at different points in the
cycle al a given time.

There are three areas of activity in the curriculum cycle:

1. State Department of Education Working with local educators, the State
Department of Education begins the curriculum cycle by evaluating the needs of
students in a particular suNect area. The Department then develops curriculum
frameworks outlining the objectives of instruction in a subject area. When the
framework for a subject area has been approved by the State Board of Education,
the DeprteMern develops a more detailed curriculum guide.

Department distributes the guides and frameworks to local school
systems at least one year before new textbooks are Introduced, and also provides
inservice training in using the frameworks and guides to local educators.

2. Textbook Commission/State Bourd of Education The Textbook
Commission then submits the frameworks approved by the State Board of
Education to textbook publishers before July of the teiabook approval year. The
publishers in turn correlate their textbooks with the frameworks, and return those
correlations to the Textbook Commission before October of the textbook approval
year. The State Board approves the official list of textbooks in November of that
Year.

3. Local Education Agencies LEAs may choose to develop their own
CUrriCUIUM gUldeS. If so, they must have them completed by the end of the school
>fear after the State Board has adopted the official list of textbooks. LEAs using
the state curriculum framework and guides are trained in the year before new
textbooks are introduced. They must implement the framework and guides in the
first school year afternewly adopted textbooks are used.

The curriculum cycle:

L SW: and local
needs assessuseut

2. Development of state 11. State and local

currkulum framework evaluatioo of
framework and guide

3. State Board spproval 10. LEA hopkossattulan of of

curries/um framework framework. guide and

J boathooks

4. Development of state 1

curriculum pside 9. LEA devdopment of

I guide and adoption of

S. Stale framework sod textboolu
guide sans to publishers /\ / S. State Board approval af

WW1' smabook list

h. Disseminatioo mad 7. Publishers provide
loservicing of

.........
nscorrelstio to

framework aad guide ."----- framework sad golds
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SUBJECT FRAMEWORK
DEVELOPED

TEXTBOOKS
ADOPTED A
GUIDE
DEVELOPED

TEXTBOOKS FRAMEWORK
IMPLEMENTED & GUIDE

IMPLEMENTED

Social Studies 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85 1985-86

Health, Physical 1983-84
and Safety Ed.;

1984-85 1985-86 1986-87

Science and En-
vironmental Ed.;
Agriculture;
Health Occupations
and Home Economics
Ed

Language Arts, 1984-85 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88
Foreign Language.'

Mathematics 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89

Fine Arts; 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90
Driver Ed.;
Business Ed.;
Industrial Arts;
Vocational-
Technical Ed.;
Trades and
Industrial Arts

Reading 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 .1990-91
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EDUCATIONAL EQUALITY PROJECT-

The itdocational quality Project was Launched in 1SSO as ALI:an-veer effort to
striterithen_the_itCSINeig ciuslity Of eecondary education and to ensure equal
access to postsecondary education for all students. The capital t and 2 of
the project's name symbolise this dual @aphasia on eguelity and gualitx. A. a
major high school reform effort, the !Quality project seeks excellent
education for 211 students.

Defining Goals

Nationwide discussions about what collegit-houswi students need to know and be
able to do worked the srly stagers of the frguillity project. In the course of
three years. sore then 1,400 high school and oolleve teachers worked to define
implicitly tbe essaatisl ko1adqe auS millIA studon/A nmed to be taily
prepared for college-level study. Moos teachers identified lemming astcomeo
in six Basic Academic Competencies and six Mimic Academic Subjects, as well ea
on emerging need tar computer competency. Their sork resulted in the now
widely used publication Academic Preparation for College. More than 300.000
copies of this 'green lima' ere in circulation end many states and school
districts are using it to convoy expectations and to sassing their curricula.

Achieving the goals

Academie Preparation for College outlines the desired results of high school
education--the learning; all students need in order to have a fair chance at
soceeedlogo in 0011014. IMO I:Quality project mad the teachers who formulated
the lassoing outcomes mid competencies hold that there is no single wily V@
tomb the Pompetenciee And subjects; curricula/ Sad instruction me matters of
local expertise and responsibility. Nevertheless. teeny educators have asked
for 8 fuller picture of the goals end fa@ suggestions about bcy the goals
might he translated into classroom practice. With the help of the College
Scerd's Academic Advisory COmmittoes, the Sguelity project is publishing six
books, one in iamb Basic Academic Subject, suggesting some ways the CUWOMOS
S ight be achieved, Academic Prevaretica in linglish, Acadesic Prnesation In
the Arts. Acadenic Preparation in nothematics, Agedemic Prmmerstion in
11;1717i7 Academic Preparatioo in Social Studies.. and Academic Preparation kn
Foreign Language. On the bails of these hooks tbo project is encouraging
further national discussion stout what should he happening in OW high school
classrooms and I. also launching in-servioe workshops for high school teachers.

Motivating Students

Meetings with business lesdets dosing the saslY stages of the Nguality penlect
w etablished thst miasma why:tenter the work force directly from high wheal

C:11 ME COLLEGE BOUM
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need many of the same academic coepetencies as do student. going on to

college. Since those competencies are latned through study of tbe acedemic

subjects the Nuality project is working to eecOOrage 211 tudenta early in

their blob mehool careers to set high standards for themselves, to choose end

stick with an academic course of study, and to turn to their teachers end

counselors for eupport when studies see. difficult or discouraging.

Secognising SgeoCial Moeda

Concern with improving the educational sttsinments of all students

increasingly involves concern for studonts from groups of historically

disadvantaged Americana. AChieving equal results requires that students be
dealt with--not identically--but in tbe ways that ars most suited to their

particular situation.. Tte Muslity project seeks to give--and call --special

attention to the situations of students most at risk, students mho often do

not get access to the academic preparation and supcort they need.

motional colloquia ere one say the !Quality stoject provide. this ttention.

One such colloquium focused on the obstecles Native Americans face in

achieving amees to higher education. Another colloquium brought school and

college educators together to examine the quality of education thst black

students rece,,, and how they may be affected by current school rebore

policies end proposals. The background paper foe that colloquium- -fauelitz

and Excellencee The educational Statue of Slack Americans--ham teen widely

distributed end publicired.

The EQualitr project also works closely with other national organisations

specifically concerned with the needs of sincrity etudents. For example. ons

stiff member participated on the recently cOnvened national emalealon on

Seoondery Schooling for Ilepanice.

Teachers Malting Teachers

A recent publication of the [Quality project, Teaching In America: The Common

Oround, presents accounts of how Vow Bevan teachers in secondary.school and

Yale University faculty cone together to prepare a broad satiety of curriculma

units for use in the public Schools. ?be richness of their *cadmic
collaboration and co-professionalism reinforces the BOuslitY ProlecS's
conviction that teachers working togetber are key to improving the education

of all students.

COperight CMS by College Intros. rumination Board. College board end the

acorn logo ars registered trademarks cd the College iktrauce Sisminetion

soard, Sducational fOuslity Project and eGuality ars trademarks owned by the

College Entrance Examination Board.
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Schools and College Working Together

The Iguality prolect's Models Program for SchoolCollege Collaboration
encourages, assists, end supports collaborative arrangement. betveon college.
&Rd Secondery echools. In establishing a network of these collaborative
arrangements in 1143, the project intended to provide a weans by which
promising wartime, esteriele, end research could be shared. 'It also

Intended tO stud* Use xtent to which thee* errengementre *ay serve as 'models*
to facilitate stellar efforts elsewhere. Mom numbering U. the collaborative.
vary in organisation, composition, and develossent. but all shore in a central
commitment to Increase the number and diversity of tudents adequately
prepared for higher education.

assessing Progress

The Educational EQuality Project believe/I that assessment should be used tO
suopore instruction and curriculum not just to port students. The project is
investigating whet role ssessment can play in helping schools improve the
academic preparation of students tor college, what kinds of new essoinatiors
or assessment services can help expend and diversify the pool of student.
prepared to enter snd succeed in college, nd how well current teats
the end tnowledge needed by students entering college.

Looting Ahead

Dialogues shame laproving the education of all students will continue to be
Intrinsic to the !Quality project . mew publications, research, colloquia and
wortshops are being planned to further the goal of having pore tudents better
prepared for college. To stay current with activities of the educational
Epuelitv Project write or cell the appropriate College board Regional Office.
TO order publications, see the list on th,, reversal of this page.
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The Tennessee State-Wide
School-College Collaborative
for Educational Excellence

Purpose

AD mama entertha college deserve a
namable chasm al week Wha many anon
impact success in alder, acidank preparation
rocelvol during Isigh school b a phew am. Mao-
doss governed by the Tennessee ante Booed of
Aegean sad The Volversit. of Tamensee enroll
approximately 190,000 modem, mak of whom
are pentium of Tenneseee's poblk seasodisy
schools-

The Tamemee Collthorstive effon - &swing
on emourea Boas sB of Tames= public ear,-
don and The Collime Board seeks so Improve -

academie preposition for these Tnenemems.

Amilesak Frepaesttos for
the combined itedgmenClarkendsodeMr= la away pan of ihe comary. b a pro-

ant of The College Bond's lascisiocal Manley
holm. II dual= was collrge COMM aced so
barn mid be get to do. Teatimes law - ehe Com-
p.:bereft Wand= Beam AM axioms this
6:kmank; k selpolarth den emendary school

instniessomi program shall provide "aseasurabie
Improvement" la the competencia there defined

The Tenoessee Collshonthe emb to hicid s
broad undereanding of academic apeetstions for
map entrants. By bringing together lay Ind pro-
fessional represmeatins of collegiate innitotioon
with macs 11-12 constinieneles and with others
who tletessabee edoesnonal pada and priorities
la Tennessee. the Collaborative will focus on the
bridge between high school and college and on
means foe moilas it seixeeduity.

Sponsored by

The Team:sees Sum Board a Regents

The Valvelsky et Teannake

The Tenaeasee Board a adoeselos

The Tennessee Depsnmem of lidiseatioo

Edoentloand 1191thlity Project
The College Board
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COURSE OFFERINGS IN THE SCIENCES

GENERAL SCIENCE I

GENERA!. SCIENCE II

EARTH SCIENCE

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

BIOLOGY I

PIOLOL:Y II

CHEMISTRY I

CHEMISRTRY II

PHYSICS

PHYSIOLoy

SCIENCE COURSES THROUGH VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

O PRINCIEEs OF TECHN3LOGY

O GENERA! SCIEN:-E IA

CURRICULUM FRAMEWORKZ WILL BE DEVELOPED IN THE AREAS OF

O GEOLOGY (GEOSCIENCE)

O ECOLOGY AND THE CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

OTHER OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE THROUGH SPECIAL COURSES THAT MAY
BE DEVELOPED BY THE LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY

r.
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SCIENCE
AMERICAN

ASSOCIATION FOR nIE ADVANCEMENT
OF SCIENCE
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Rules, Regulations,

11/cisinimum Standards

for the

Governance

°Public Schools

In the

State of Tennessee

S00% ONE

Preface
hdfninfeastiOn RAO'S and Regulations
Minimum Requltemsnts fat IN. ;Op. oral

of Public Schools
Vocational Education Regulations
Paso Schools
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RULES. REGULATIONS, AND UMW
STANDARDS
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Instructional Design
for

lied
thematics

aNTER FOR OCCUPM1ONAL RESEAROf AND DEVELOPMENT
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THE ROLE OF APPUED MATHEMATICS

PUNE
MATHEMATICS

A SYSTEM OF
PIM PATTERM

A BALANCE

OF PATTERN AND

APPIXATION

PRACTICAL
APPLICATION

NO
PATTERNS

CAN'T OVIESALIZE
TOO PILAOMENTEO

DOESIICT 11011119 THEM TO SOLVE PROSLEMS

*CLEANING AND COOKING FISH"

s EMPOWER THE LEAPMEN
WORK IWIN PATTERNS YOU CAN niEr
MACH THEM HOW TO Mr

TOO MISTRACT
TIMNS TIMM OFF
NO APPUCA11014
'VIALS MTH THE
THEORY OF MOW

rl f%r-t)r)t)
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IPREPARING FOR
HGHTECHNOLOGY OCCUPATIONS
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY CAREERS

FOR TECHNICIANS

COMPUTERS

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN

ROBOTICS / AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING

INTELLIGENT BUILDINGS

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL

LASERS

BIOTECHNOLOGY

AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY

:

31;7
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The 25 Units That Make Up
Applied Mathematics

Unit Title
PREPANATOKY UNITI

A Getting to Know Your Calculator

B Naming Number!, in Different Ways

C Finding Answers with Your Calculator

APPLICI) MATH won
1 Learning Problem-solving Technique.
2 Estimating Answers
3 Measuring in English and Metric Units

4 Using Graphs, Charts and Tables

5 Dealing with Data
6 Working with Lines and Angles
7 Working with Shapes in Two Dimensions

8 Working with Mapes in Three Dimenssons

9 Using Ratios and Proportions
10 Working with Scale Drawings
11 Using Signed Numbers and Vectors
12 Using Scientific Notation
13 Precision, Accuracy, and Tolerance

14 Solving Pmblemr with Powers and Roots

15 Using Formulas to Solve Problems

16 Solving Problems Thet Involve LInear Equations

17 Graphing Data
18 Solving Problems That Involve Nonlinezr Equations

19 Working with Statistics
20 Working with Probabilities
21 Using Right-triangle Relationships
22 Using Trigonometric Functions

14
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V. USING THE MATFRIALS

711. sequence damns for delinring typical unit olAppliad Mathassatics is as
Mows:

PRETEST

MOTIVATION

Video introduces unit concept. presents typical applications and mle models,
and poses Fabius.
Class partkipates in solution ciproblem from video.
Teacher elabo.ntes on unit concept pmented in video.

COMPREHENSION

Teacher and stockmen enenunter mathematics material in unit.
Tenther presents methanatics material, with emphasis on applications.
Students reed printed material and work through text examples.

APPLICATIONS

Students apply probiszo-oolviog techniques to test problems. both poeml
and occupadonally specific.
Students work in mugs on laboratory ettivi ties amociated with
mathematics concepts.
Students um calculaton for computation.

LClass reviews unit objoctives.
et Class melons problem-solving strategies used.

REVIEW

POST-TEST 1

1,

3 f;



LEARNING MATERIAL COMPONENTS FOR

EACH UNIT OF APPLIED MATH

STUDENT TEXT

VIDEO TAPE - IOMINIJIES

MATH CONTENT / TEXT BO PP

MATH LAB ACTIVITY

114REE TO CHOOSE FROM

EACH DESIGNED FOR ONE 43-MIN SESSION

PROBLEM-SOLVINS

GENERAL PROBLENIS

0142

IS OCCUPATIOULLY4PECIFIC MOSLEMS (AGRICULTURE
AGRIBUSINESS; HEALTH OCCUPATIONS; HOME
ECONOMICS; BUSINESS AND MARKEI1NG; INDUSTRJAL
TEO4NOtOGY)

REFERENCE MATERIAL

GLOSSARY

UNIT CONVERSION TAKES

itantuaioNs FOR DRAWING KIT

3 70
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HISTORY OF THE NORM-REFERENCED
Aciturvonaa TESTING PROGRAM

As a result of the Comprehensive Education Reform Act of 1984, the
State of Tennessee mandated thst a nationally nonned, standardized achieve-
meet test be administered to all public school students in paths 2, 5, and 7.
Following an extensive review process which hsvolved a statewide committee
of educators, the Stanford Achievement Tan (SAT), 7th edition (1982), was
selected as the approwiate test. The SAT has reputation for excellence and
is used throughout the country.

Description of the Stanford Achievement Test

The Stanford Achievement Test is standardized, nationally normed
test. The scores indicate how the achievement of Tennessee students com-
peres with that of students at the same grade level nationwide. The SAT uses
multiple-choice questions and specIfic time limits. Subject areas currently
tested are Reading, Mathematics, Language, Science, Social Science, and Lis-
tening. A breakdown follows of the subtests used to assess student achieve-
ment in each of these subject areas at each grade leveL

ST,.NPORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST SUBTEST:
BY SUBJECT AREA AND ORADE LEVEL

STENO 19118
Subteen Area

2
Ora& Lanai

5 7

Reading Rdg. Compishanion Rdg. Comprehension Ids. Conorehension
Word =f
Wd

ur
or

Word Stady

Masheassum Comers of Number Comma of Number Comma of Mama
Math Compute:1.a Math Commetion Math Commation
Mesh Applications Meth Applications Math *Mamoru

Longisser Spelling Spelling Spelling
Language Unstop

Scants Environment Sciet-ce Science

Social Science Segel Wows kcal Science

Limning Liaoning Comp. Listiming Comp. Limning Comp.
Vocabulari Vocabular7 Voodadary

NOTE: Imam at rho 7th pads broil consists ads of Reading Comprehemias.
Longinp et the 2nd pads lend consim only of Spelling. ond Environment combinse
Science and Social Saw= at redo 2.

ls

?5-932 0 - 90 - 12
3 7 1
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STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST
STATEWIDE RESULTS*

SPRING 1985 1988 COMPARISON

1 1

i
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STATE OP TENNESSEE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

CERTIFICATION IN COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

BYSTIEm

SCHOOL

NAME

TEACHER NUMBER

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

CERTIRCATE NUMBER

Oift of Exp Mon ot Cs MOW,

SECONDARY ENDORSEMENTS

COURSES IN COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY TO BE TAUGHT

Psrsonal Computing Osts Matures and LangtelP
PASCAL I

Sonwsts Toots Dots Structures end Language
PASCAL I

Data Satuctutee and Lstmusgo Osta Structutes end Longusgs
ASIC I FORTRAN

Osts Senn:Wm and tango** Dsts Shucturos and Langusg
BASIC g LOGO

Achinood Plsosensint Computot
Seisms

COURSEWORK COMPLETED IN COMPUTER EDUCATION
(nesse describe In datall )

(Must consist of a minimum of II semester hours tor Personal Comput)ng, Software
Tools, BASIC I and BASIC II and 12 semester hours for any course above that level )

ismsstot Oslo
Hours Course Nano Completed Institution
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EMPLOYMENT STANDARD& (Wet be mat by the 1965-89 school year)

To teach Personal Conouting. Software Tools. BASIC I taxi BASIC U. the terk,lier must
hokl a mkt Tennessee tuchees certificate with secondary endorsement(s) and must
hove completed six ernes* hours of data processinglcomputer science to Include et
least one programming tinging*.

To teach Data Stnictures & Language Organization/PASCAL I. Data Structures and
Language & Organization/PASCAL II. Data Smarm and Language
Organization/FORTRAN, Dale Structures & Language OrganizatiorA.000, and
*drawl ti Placement Computer Science, the teacher must hold a valid Tnnessee
tioches certificate with sicanday ndorsement(s) and must "eve completed twelve
semester WW1 to Include the following:

six semester hours of programming, three of which would emphasize
a block on.ctured language,

three semester hours of data structures, and

three semester hours of another computer science course.

Tucher

Principal

Signature

Signature

This Portion tor State Department Use Only

The above applicant has met the ernpolyment standards for teaching:

Personal Computing, Software Tools, BASIC I and BASIC II.

Data Structures PASCAL I, H, FORTRAN and LOGO.

Approved Dale
State Department of Education

NOTE: A CERTIFIED TRANSCRIPT FROal ME INSTITUTION GRANTING
ME CREDIT MUST BE ATTACHED.

sown Comouted Form To: Office of Computer Education
Tennessee Department of Education
C-1 103 Central Services Building
Nashville, TN 37219
Ptkine: (615) 741-6206
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TEACHER EDUCATION POLICY

IMPLEMENTATION

LICENSURE STANDARDS AND

INDUCTION GUIDELINES

Tennessee State Board of Education

November 14, 1988
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TZACNER EDUCATMN POLICY:
SUMMARY AND MR,LEMENTATIM4

Tennessee State Board of Education

November. 1958

Executive Sumps=

1

Tennessee is focusing on three areas critical to ettrecting the
best possible individuals into the teaching profession end ensuring that
they twain in the profession: .campetitive salarus, professional
work envirorment, and Improved teacher education programs. The state
iv milking progress in ail three Of these key areas. COOPerative
efforts among IC-12 and higher education personnel have been especially
productive In the area of teacher education reform. Following almost
two years of study, the State Board of Education, the Tennessee Higher
Education Cormission, ld the State Certification C.-xmlission in
January, 1985. adopted a new Teacher Education Policy.

Restructured teacher education programs in Tennessee will have a
curriculim consisting of comprehensive General education core, an
academic major, and a focused profesilonal education core. This basic
academic preparation will be designed in conjunction with early 'hands-
on teaching experiences in schools. *one-year internship or full
semester enhaneed student teaching will strengthen the practical
experience of teachers. Teacher candidates who undertake enhanced
student teaching will also have a beginning teacher program to support
them during their first year of employment. The policy will also
encourage Qualified college graduates who have no prior teacher
Preparation to enter thq profession through pest -bleealauroate
programs. The new policy wIll be phased in over the next eight years
to provide an opportunity to test the effectiveness of the internship.
enhanced student tevching, beginning teacher, and post-baccalaureate
programs.

Throughout the new Teacher Education Policy is an increased
emphasis on the partnership between local school systems and
institutions of higher education. Mentor teechers and principals in
local schools will play a key role in determining the practical skills
needed by teacher candidates. Faculty from institutions of higher
education will spend increased time in schools working with teacher
candidates and assisting mentor teachers.

The first phase of Implementation -- developing ccinpetency
standards for licensure, guidelines for Induction, new program approval
standards, and a program for recruiting well Qualified students,
especially minority students is underway. On November 15. 1988. the
State BOard of Education, in consultation with the Carr lesioner Of
Education end the Tennessee Migher Education Caw lesion approved
Implementation reCermendations from the Advisory Council on Teacher
Education and Certification in two areas: (1) licensure standards and
(2) induction guidelines.

31
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The Process

2

The Advisory C.kinCil on Teacher Education and Certification,
appointed by the State Board of Education, was charged with the taskof fashioning a wit of rem:emended standards and guidelines for the
imelementation of the new Teacher Education Policy. The AdvisoryCouncil organized number of ad hoc committeima Involving more than 180individuals to assist in this process. As each of the ad hoc
committees completed Its work, the Advisory Council took preliminaryction and distributed draft recommendations statewide for commentprior to making its final recommendations to the State Board ofEducation.

in June, 1988, and again in September, 1988, the Advisory Councildistributed statewide reconmiandations In two areas, (1) licensurestandards and (2) induction guidelines'. The public commentet ori thefinal recommendations through a series of nine public forums held
October 10-24 and by contacting directly the Advisory Council staff.The final implementation recommendations incorporate many of thesuggestions received.

Draft recommendations for other areas of initial licensure
(special education, occupational education, physical education, andhealth) are being developed along with procedures for approval of
teacher education programs and evaluation of teacher candidates and
teacher education programs. These flicommendations will be distributedfor cement during 1988-89 the school year.

What follows is an OUtfina of the policy. Progress award
implementation in each area is noted by an asterisk.

ReorUitment. Admission, and Retention of Teachers

Tennessee like other states must attract well qualified and
committed Individuals to the teaching profession. Competitive salaries,Improved working conditiOns, and Strengthened triacnar preparationprograms will stimulate greater Interest in teaching as a career.
FM:waver, other actions are also needed If colleges/universities are toprepare a larger weber of well qualified beginning teacher. for ourschools.

The Teacher Education Policy specifies the.following goals:increase the number of aeademleally talented students who enterteacher education; increase the number of minorities, especially blacks.who enter teacher education; ensure an adequate distribution of
prospective teachers across subject areas; and increase the pool of
teacher education students who show evidenee of Commitment toteaching and to the development of children and yoUng people.

* The Advisory Council developed recomandatIons regariamg admission to
teacher education progress; Us recommendations were approved by Bei
State Soard of Education on September SC. 1988.
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The Minority Teacher Task Force tea proposed a series of bold
strategies for recruiting and retakeng minority leachers.

Cur r Wuhan,

All prospective teachers will complete an enhanced curriculum
developed by institutions of higher education and cons,lating of three
Componentst a general education core. a professional education core,
and an academic major. The general education core curriculue will
constitute approximately GOS of the 120 semester hour Millman required
fOr a beecalaureate degree. The major, an intreated sequential
program of study, will constitute no more thar 30% of the curriculum.
The professional education core will comprise the rest of the
curriculun and will incorporate recent reaetr-ch on teaching and
learning.

Institutions of nigher education are responsible for developing
the major and organizing the course work, which Is to be taught
primarily by faculty in arts and =fences disciplines or by other
faculty for vocational areas. Teacher candidates will have adequate
advisement in both professional education arid the major.

Licensure

New licensure standards In the three curriculun components will be
based on knowledge and skills expecretl Cif teachers seeking Initial
licensure. The knowledge and skills were developed by ad hoc
ocevnittees including 1130 educators from local school systems and
institutions of higher edUCation.

11, The knowledge and eltes are set WM in Vie new liceneure standards.
Other Icaneure areas and the standards far add-on endorsements MS be
addressed in the =Mg year.

Colleges and universities will have the responsibility to design
programs of study for the attaimnent of the knowledge and skills by
teacher candidates. New forms of teacher candidate assessment will
need to be developed.

Tha Advisory Camas ad hoc committes en svalusdon la considering
saveral approaches for assesiment of teacher candidate

Induction into the Profesulon

The policy calls for Strengthening the practical experience of
tacher candidates. Teacher candidetes will undertake either (1) a one-
year, paid internship following the attainment of the baccalaureate
degree, or (2) an enhanced Student teaching experience of a full
Semeeter as pert Of the undergradUate program followed by beginning
teacher program to provide SUp0Ort to the new teacher during the first
year of employment. Both concepts will be piloted and carefully
evaluated before a decision le made as to which approsch(es) are
appropriate for Tennessee. Each of these new programs anticipate

3,(33
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new partnership between Institutions of higher education and local
school systems.

The policy also calls for the devlopment of post-baccalaureate
teacher education programs to prepare highly qualified candidates who
already hold beccalaureste degrees but have not previeUely cempleted
teacher preparation. Teacher candidates must demons-ste the
knowledge an., skills outlined In the new curriculum and complete an
induction experience Ccemarable to that reguired of other candidates.
These programs will also be Piloted and evaluated.

Guideless far Intariohlp, enhanced student teaching, belaying teacear
programa, and peet-baccaleureate programa fore approved Dy the State
iloard of faccation on November 18, UMW

T ea c her ati ron r va

Procedures for approval of teacher education programs will
include two processes by which institutions of higher education may
gain state approval. APProval will be based either Won NCATE
acereditatlon Or comparable state Standards. State apProval is iso a
part of the NCATE approval process. Approved programs must ensure
that teacher cendIdates have opportunities to attain the specified
knowledge and skills, have internship or student teiching experiences,
and meet other guidelines established by the State Board of Education.

Continuing approval of a teacher education program will be based
upon (1) continuing NCATE accreditation or state approval, (2) the
Performance of an institution's graduates, and (3) evidence that the
institution is evaluating the performance of its graduates and using
this information to improve its programs.

The Advisory Council ab hoc COMmittall on program approval b
devoloOk4) Procedures to aocomolish the new methods Of alralfoidn2
teacher ealcation programa

TN. temettee b also aftessing the issue of borovh9 riedProtity
between Tennessee and other otates for tanners.

Funding

State funding will include financial suppOrt for induction pilots.
in the Internship pilots, intrns will receive a stipend and mentor
teachers will use released time and/or receive ccemensation for work
with interns. In enhanced studnnt teaching pilots, 000perating teachers
will receive Ccopeneation for supervision of student teachers, in the
beginning teacher program pilots, mentor teachers will use released
time and/or receive compensation.

Funding Mechanisms for institutions of higher education will be
reviewed regarding Mancini support for (1) the assignment of faculty
to internship programs, enhanced student teaching programs, and other
off-campus activities In se:A*0i*, (2) institutional performance
Incentives for Improved teacher education proar&ma. and (3) Incentives
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to attract well qualified teacher candidates especially black tesciier
Candidates.

tlentstlpi d _Eilit% 2....01ti
Implementation of the new Teacher Education Policy is well

underway. The new polidy will be phased in over the next eight years in
order to provide an opportunity tO !set the effectiveness of the
Indlietion mOdels. New licensure standards will bra implemented beginning
In fail 1990. Candidates must Meet the new curriculimi standards
beginning with those who COmPlete Coarse work In spring 1994. Program
approval will be based upon the new standards beginning In fall 1990.
institutions wishing to meet the new standards earlier than theSe
dates will be encouraged ,to do so. Plans for other licensure areas will
be developed and adequate time win be alhwral for Planning and phase
in for students already enrolled.

The induction model pilots will be Implemented beginning fail 1999-
90 End will be *valuated otintinuously. In 1995-99 the total plan will be
evaluated and decisions made regarding which epproaciXes) to induction
are appropriate for continued or expanded Implementation.

The Advisory Country ad hot comettea on evaluation is davWoovig
gukkiikoss for this Mal plan evaluation.

3S5
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Ms. LLOYD. Dr. Farmer, we certain appreciate your insight, your
ability and your excellent presentation. All three of you are excel-
lent witnesses. I also took note of your suggestion of tuition free
refresher programs for our teachers so they can go back to school
and enhance their skills. That is a point well taken.

Do you believe that the basic science requirements, Dr. Farmer,
are adequate for teachers today at the elementary level? I am
rather disturbed that perhaps our elementary teachers are not get-
ting a sufficient background in the sciences.

Dr. FARMER. Do I personally think they are adequate?
Ms. LLOYD. Yes.
Dr. FARMER. If I had had my way they would have been stronger,

but I did not. We, however, have new standards that are being im-
plemented. And whether they are adequate or not will depend
upon the interpretation of the colleges. As 1 understand the new
standards, each college that has a teacher training program will
determine how to implement those standards. The framework is
definitely there to have a strong science program, but it is written
to where it depends on the interpretation of the college.

Ms. LLovn. Are education majors required to take more science
perhaps than a liberal arts or a business major?

Dr. FARMER. We will not have education majors, as I understand
it, at the high school level. Is that where you mean, the 9 through
12 program?

Ms. LLOYD. Yes, uh-huh.
Dr. FARMER. There will not be education majors with the new

standards. They will have to major in a discipline.
Ms. LLOYD. They major in a discipline.
Dr. FARMER. Yes, rather than education.
Ms. LLOYD. Ms. Brown, looking at yourlistening to your testi-

mony, what is the degree of interest in science in your studentb.
Do they come to you excited or is this something that you have to
instill? Is this something that you have to requirethat you have
to instill?

Ms. BROWN. It varies a great deal. We do have some students
who come who are interested, but the majority are not.

Ms. Uovn. Is this an inquisitive mind or is it parents that ar
better than average in instilling love of education in their students
or is it television?

Ms. BROWN. I do not know, I am sorry, I cannot answer you.
Ms. LLOYD. I would like to ask all three of you what we could do

to help generate interest in science and math in the K through 6
area.

Mr. Roams. I would like to try and answer that if you do not
mind. My own view of that is, using another anecdotal comment, is
pretty colors and loud noises and bad smells. That is kind of what
fires kids up, that keeps them interested. It may sound very trite,
but those kinds of things that any individual can do to try and in-
still that excitement or just keep it going. By the time we get them
at the high school level, if it is not there we are not likely to rekin-
dle it. So if you takesomeone mentioned earlier today those three
year olds and four year olds that are still filled with the wonder-
ment of everything that is around them and somewhere early on in
their educational career they lose that. I like to think that rather
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than our killing that interest in them, that we force its replace-
ment with our emphasis on other things.

Getting back to some of my comments earlier about the national
agenda, that thing that is attracting most attention these days, one
among many I guess is the deficit. We are losing our kids to MBAs
and that sort of thing. And they are buyingpeople are buying
their contributions to the human race, as it were, and we do not
have thesomething like the work ethic that indicates that people
have a responsibility to the rest of the human race to try and do
things to make it better along the lines of the sciences, not to say
that we are becoming a devoid people or anything like that, but sci-
ence is just not the place that people are choosing to make their
contribution. One of those reasons being there is no money in it.

Again, let me re-emphasize, elementary school kids, we need to
deal with them and I think that we need to better prepare our ele-
mentary school teachers in whatever way we have to do it.

Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much. Mr. Schiff.
Mr. SCHIFF. Mr. Rogers, I hate to say it, but there is not a lot of

money in being in Congress. Hopefully we are making a contribu-
tion.

Actually, Madam Chair, I just thoroughly enjoyed the testimony
from all three witnesses. I am very interested in the promotion of
education, particularly scientific education and I am pleased to
hear from three outstanding educators. Really there is nothing
more I could add or ask. Thank you.

Ms. LLovn. Ms. Brown, Mr. Rogers, Dr. Farmer, we thank all
three of you for your input and your insight and thank you also for
caring about our young people. That is so important to us.

Our last panel may be the most exciting because these three wit-
nesses are the current students that are participating in the DOE
lab programs at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Jennifer Ethridge
is studying mathematics at Roanoke College and I have here that
Jennifer lives in the Third District in Oak Ridge. Next we have
Teresa Kowalski, a geology major who just graduated from the
University of Pennsylvania and will start graduate school at Arizo-
na State University in the fall. And Miguel Rodriguez is a microbi-
ology student from the University of Puerto Rico. We thank all
three of you for being here. Ms. Ethridge, will you begin?

PANEL

STATEMENTS OF .IENNIFFR A. ETHRIDGE. STUDENT; TERESA E.
KOWALSKI, STUDENT AND MIGUEL RODRIGUEZ-VELEZ. STUDENT

Ms. ETHRIDGE. They were obviously right before when they were
talking about the Levis, this is how I went to work this morning.

Actually I want to apologize first for coming so unprepared, be-
cause I did not know for certain until this morning that I would be
here. When I was asked to come make this statemerit, I was a little
hesitant becausewell I will cover that later and I think you will
understand my hesitancy when I continue. Like I say, I did not
decide until this morning that I would be here.

To introduce myself briefly, I am a junior at Roanoke College in
Salem, Virginia and I graduated from Oak Ridge High School in
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. My calculus teacher, Juanita Albert, was

:;
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one of the main influences upon my decision to become a math
major. I never met a teacher like her before and I have not since
and I do not expect to. She is the type who can make learning
math almost fun. If I try to describe her, I do not know how. She is
almost eccentric and I think that is important. Like you were
saying before like the boom and the colors and everything. You
need personality in your teachers, because no matter how much a
teacher knows, if they do not have the personality, then kids are
not going to pay attention. And Ms. Albert had the personality and
the knowledge.

So I am a math mAjor. It is just something that I have done for
so long, I cannot imagine not doing it. Math is something that I am
naturally able to do well and I also find it fascinating. But I also
have another mAjor, philosophy and religion. This is actually
where my heart is and this is not just something I do, this is what I
want to do and this is why I was a little hesitant to come because I
was not sure how related it would be.

I thought it would be very unlikely for me to find a summer job
or internship in philosophy or religion, so I fell back on my math. I
had never thought to work through ORAL before, frankly I am not
sure I had ever heard of it, but until last fall when he decided to
work in the private sector my father worked for ORNL and it was
his idea that I should try to work there for one summer. So last
summer I did, but I worked directly for ORNL, I was what they
call a junior student trainee which basically meant that I was out
there to learn and they did not expect much from me tangibly.

I worked under Dr. Mike Heath in the Engineering Physics and
Mathematics Division at Y-12. I had no idea what to expect, no
idea what I would be doing, but I did expect that computers would
be involved in some way. Not 'only were they involved in some way,
my whole summer was spent facing the computer trying to coax it
into drawing pretty pictures for me. My project was to write a pro-
gram using sun tools on a sun work station, to draw a graphic ani-
mation of parallel algorithms. It took all summer for me to figure
that outit took a little while for me to figure out what they were
talking about.

I certainly did learn a lot. I had to learn how to use the UNIX
system, how to program in C, to use a sun work station and finally
to use the sun tool graphics. I came with no experience or knowl-
edge of computers or programming beyond a computer science 101
course.

Much to my surprise. I did accomplish the goal and write the
program. It makes a fun demonstration with lots of circles and
lines blinking off and on. It was a nice feeling to watch that and
know that I had done it, but I was not sure whether the struggle
and frustration I had gone through were worth it. Nevertheless, I
thought I would do it again this summer and Mike suggested that I
apply to ORAL. I did, was accepted and assigned again to Engineer-
ing, Physics and Mathematics with Mike as my supervisor. And I
just began last Monday.

At the moment I am learning to use the X-window system and I
will rewrite the program that I wrote last summer this time using
X instead of sun. And beyond that, I am not real sure about what I

391)
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will be working on except that I know it will involve graphics and
it will involve the X tools.

This summer will definitely be my last. I plan to go to summer
school next year at Roanoke. I want to graduate a semester early,
in December of 1990 and then go on to graduate school, hopefully
at Duke. I plan to continue studying religion, perhaps philosophy
and most likely mathematics. It may take awhile for me to get
through but I cannot imagine leaving one of those subjects behind.

I do not expect ever to program again, as much as I have learned
from my work and as much as I feel I have accomplished, I will be
quite happy leaving it to someone else. I have discovered that com-
puters and I do not get along well and the area in which I am
doing my internship is not one in which I would like to be for long.
In fact, my long term career goal is to become a novelist. I alsp
plan to teach at the college level.

My dissatisfaction with my work is in no way a reflection on
ORAL or ORNL. All the people I have worked with have been very
helpful and encouraging and I would recommend the program to
any student who has a serious interest in the sciences. It provides a
wonderful experience in active research. I simply had little interest
in the area of my research.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Ethridge follows:]
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Subcommittee on Enemy Research and Development
Commlitee 011 Sciesue. Space, end Technology
fl-T. Rayburn House Once Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Min& Ann Etheridge
113 Elba° Circle
Oak Ridge. fli 37530

My testimony will be in the form of a personal account. I will begin with a Wei intrarkatioo of myself as a
student and proceed to give an scam of bow I came to wbar I am now, wham that is and where 1 wcald
like to so trait hese.

1 am a **V sa Remake Collage in sawn. IN. I gredated fan Oak Ridge High School in Oak Ridse,
IN in June of 1987. My calculus teacher. Juanita Alba, was one of the migur Mumma upon my decision
to become a math major. I had never ma a teacher like bee before and have not since. 1 do not expect to.
She is the kind of math who can mac lemming math (almost) fun.

So, due to die influeoces of Mrs. Albert and my father, who received his degree in Mathematic/. and my
advanced placement (when I mend Roanoke. I was shady a third of the way through the major) 1 now
have a major in loath. It is something Ms I have been doing fer so keg that 1 can not inagine not doing it.
I inn annually able to do it well aod I also Rad it fascinating (especially what I come up with the right
answer.)

But I also have another major. PNksophy/Religion. This is where my heart is. This is not just something I
do but what 1 want to do. However. 1 thought it would be very unlBtely for me to find a summer jab or in-
ternship in Philosophy or Religion (especially one that would pay welt) So I fell back on my math.

I bad neva thought to apply to MAU (Oak Ridge Associated Universities.) Rankly, 1 am not sisre 1 had
Med of it. But until Ian Fall, when he decided he wonted to work in dme private mctor, my father worked
at ORNL (Oa Ridge National Lshorthay.) It was his idea that I should try working at the plants for
summer. So las sumer 1 did. I worked for ORNL as a junior studan !Tuve, which basically meant that I
wet/ mu Ma to lem ind thay mally expected little hem me that could be of use to them (in other sods, it
was looked upon as a oonsraunity service on thek pers.)1 worked under Dr. Mike Hada la the Engieemisig
Physics and Mathematics division at Y-12 I had sto idea what to expect, no idea what I would be doing.
But I did suspect dur computers Imola be involved in some way. (Mathematicians often end up in antra-
ar science.) Involved in some way! My whole summer was ape= facing a comma trying to coax it ism
drawing pretty picuires for me. My project was to writs, a program =In Suntoo!s on a Sun Workstatioo no
'Wow" graphical animation of parallel algorithms. It took all summer for me to figure dna owl 1 certainly
did learn quite a bit (no pun intended.) I had to lam how to use the Unix system, to mum, in C. to use a
Sun Natation and Bally to use die Smoot Graphics. I came to the job with no experUnce or
knowledge of computers or programming beyond a computer science 101 COMB.

Much to my surprise, 1 accunplished the gosl (1 have been told that I actually weemplisbed more than they
bad expected1) mid WOW the pogrom. It makes a fun demonstradoo with km of circles blinking off And on
and Wes being drawn between than. It was a nice feeling to watch ass and know that I had done O. But 1
was not sme whether the struggle mid (notation I had gone through were worth Ii. 1 bad dim/wend that
pmgmauning was cenaialy not my hum mow. Nevatheless I thought I would do it again this =MN.
Mike suggested that I apply to ORAU. 1 did, was accepted, assigned Again to EP&M with Mike as my su-
pervisor and began Monday, May IL At die moment 1 am learning to use X Windows and /Mob and 1 will
rewrite the program using XTools that I wrote last summer using Smalls. Beyond this, I am VS Yet Man
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about the mica on which I will be milking. thought fed rartan that it wilt involve graphks and XTools.

This summer wdl &finitely be my hat at the pkgs. I plan to go to summer school M Roanoke nem yew.
gmanate a semester early. in December of 3990, and go cm ta graduate school. Woefully at Duke 1 Wyatt-
ty. I piss to madam studying Religieta, palmist Philosophy awl most likely Mathematics. It may take
while but I cm not imagine laming oar of then behind. I do not aspect ever to pogrom apia. As mach as
1 bam kaomd hem my emit End as mach as I feel I have Accomplished. I will be quite happy Itsekg the
thogrmumths of compeers up to someone else. I lam dummied that computers and I do not get along
well and the atU which I am &Mg my imernship is not one in which I would bke to be for keg. In fact
my lot% soon career good ts to become a novelist I also plan to teach at the college keel.

My dissmisfwtion with my work in no way a rellection on ORAL/ or OWL All of the peopk I brie
worked with have ken very helphil and encouraging. I would recommend the program to any student who
has a serious imerea io the SC itACCS. It provides a wonderful experience in active lamb. I simply have
link interest m the arm of my =arch and my placement to dns wea was requested.

I hope my trannony will of help. I enjoyed Ow opponunity and appreciate the honor. lf there we my
fwther quescions. I would be glad to answer them and can he reached as home

113 Elkin Circle
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
(615)403-8971

wad the end of Rapala Sild al =hoc)!

Boa 469
Roanoke College
Salem, VA 24153

thronghow the school yaw Thank you_
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Ms. LLOYD. Thank you. Teresa.

STATEMENT OF TERESA E. KOWALSKI

Ms. KOWALSKI. As a Califon ia
Ms. LLOYD. You have to get that real close to you, hon.
Ms. Kowaism. As a California University of Pennsylvania stu-

dent, I have had the privilege of participating in the Oak Ridge As-
sociated University internship pr4gram, both on an undergraduate
and a graduate level.

Ms. LLOYD. Teresa, excuse me, I believe you are going to have to
move the microphone in just a little closer.

Ms. KOWALSKI. Okay. Is this better?
As an undergraduate majoring in quantitative geology, I was se-

lected for a chemistry internship by Morgantown Energy Technolo-
gy Center in Morgantown, West Virginia, due to my diverse scien-
tific and mathematical background. At the graduatt level, based on
my academic and previous internship performance, I was selected
by Martin Marietta Energy Systems for their Hazardous Waste Re-
medial Actions Program in Oak Ridge, Tennessee to work under
the supervision of their chief hydrogeologist.

During my internship at Morgantown, J worked for the Fuel Sci-
ence Branch under division chiefs John Kovach and Jan Wachter.
While working in the Fuel Branch, I conducted research with Dr.
Rashid Khan in the mild gasification of coalfields. I took part in
research imolving the devolatilization of coal, enhancement of
liquid fuel from coal tar, uses of coal char as a fuel, processes to
minimize caking of coal in reactors, fluidized bed techniques used
in the process of mild gasification and the set up and running of an
entrained flow reactor for mild gasification of coal and tar recov-

erYWhile working with Dr. Khan, I gained valuable knowledge of
laboratory equipment and procedures not accessible to me through
the regular college curriculum. Equipment I worked with included
the high pressure microdilatometer, thermogravimetric analyzer,
slow heating rate organic devolatilization reactor, statistical ana-
lyzer systems and the digitizer graphics sy.item. I gained a working
knowledge of extraction as well as sample preparation procedures
valuable in the professional world. Also during my year's stay at
METC, I helped develop a sample drying procedure which is cur-
rently in use. I was singularly responsible for inventory, cataloging,
sending and receiving of all samples and data information.

I also had the opportunity to attend several seminars and confer-
ences that took place throughout that year. At these functions, I
was able to gain information and insight into other aspects of the
field of fuel science by hearing reports from others working in re-
lated areas. Also during the year, I was tutored in the proper waste
disposal techniques, health and safety techniques, and proper
sample storage techniques. Some added benefits I received was I
had the opportunity to co-author a peer journal paper which was
published with me being an undergrad, which is a significant point

--ause most undergrads are not published. It ssas a really major
event in my academic career. Incorporating art work into my job
by creating a cartoon for a presentation which waz later used by

3
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another colleague. And I was certified by the Federal Women's
Program for attending a seminar for training.

During my present internship at Oak Ridge, I work for the
HAZWRAP group under the supervision of Mark Nickleson, who is
our chief hydrologist. The work performed by HAZWRAP involves
the management of Air Force base, Air National Guard base end
Naval base remediation of potential hazardous waste sites under
CERCLA. In addition to working for Mark Nickleson, I also work
for Chuck Swinney, who is a project manager on one of the Naval
projects in San Diego.

Additional work accomplished thus far includes the learning of
PC softwares such as Lotus, Harvard Graphics, Multimate and
WordPerfect. I have developed Lotus worksheets for level of t iiort
on tasks for individual sampling tests such as groundwater sat i-
pling, that will be implemented for use throughout the program. I
also am developing further computer support systems in the Lotus
worksheet format which will be also implemented. During my stay
I will implement these programs. I have also worked with comput-
er graphics for cover sheets and participated in seminars such as
Borehole logging and WordPerfect training and these have been in-
corporated into my work.

Further activities shall include travel to a site to observe field
work. I also plan to attend a preliminary assessment meeting re-
garding future site activities. I hope to acquire knowledge about
procedures for handling site remediation which might in the future
be applicable to private remediation as well as the present Federal
remediation that is going on.

In closing, I would like to say that these irternships have ex-
posed me to both research and development 8F well as managerial
aspects of the applied basic science. I have gained discipline in the
laboratory setting through METC and learned an understanding of
the need for management of field research through HAZWRAP.
From the recognition acquired through these internships, I was of-
fered and have accepted a position at Arizona State University for
the fall. Through both internships I have obtained a professional
reputation which will benefit me in th- acquisition of a career posi-
tion at a future time. I now, through these internships, possess a
professional knowledge and attitude which will be an asset to my
career.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Kowalski follows:1
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To: U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Science, Space, and Technology
Subcommittee on Energy Research and Development.

From: Teresa E. Kowalski
Participant in Oak Ridge Associated University Internship Programs.

Subject: Testimony on behalf of National Laborotory Internship Programs,

As a California University of Pennsylvania student, I have had the
priviledge of participating in the Oak Ridge Associated University
Internship Program, both on an undergraduate and graduate level. As an
undergraduate majoring in quantitative Geology, I was selected for a
chemistry internship by Morgantown Energy Technology Center (METE) in
Morgantowr, West Virginia, due to my diverse scientific and mathmatical
background. At the ilraduate level, based on my academic and previous
internship performance, I was selected by Martin Mariette Energy Systems,
Inc. for their Hazardous Waste Remedial Actions Program (HAZWRAP) in Oak
Ridge, Tn., to work under the supervision of the chief Hydrogeologist.

During my internship at Morgantown, I worked for the Fuel Science
Branch under division chiefs John Kovach and Jan Wachter. While working
in the Fuel Branch, I conducted research with Dr. M. Rashid Khan in the
field of Mild Gasification of Coal. I took part in research involving
the devolitilization of coal, enhancement of liquid fuel from coal tar,
uses of coal char as a fuel, processes to minimize caking of coal in
reactors, fluidized bed techniques used in the process of mild
gasification, and the set-up and running of an entrained flow reactor for
mild gasification of coal and tar.recovery.

While working with Dr. Khan, I gained vaulable knowledge of
laboratory equipment and procedures not accessable to me through the
regular college curriculum. Equipment I work with included the High
Pressure Microdilatometer (HMO), Thermogravimeteric analyzer (TGA), Slow
Heating Rate Organic Devolitilization Reactor (SHRODR), Statistical
Analyzer Systems (SAS), aad Digitizer Graphics System. I gained a
wonting knowledge of extraction as well as sample preparation procedures
valuable in the professional world. Also during my year's stay at METC,
I helped develop a sample drying procedure which is currently in use. I

was singularly responsible for inventory, cataloging, sending and
recieving of all samp;es and data information.

I also had the oppo*tunity to attend several seminars and conferences
that took place throughout that year. At these functions, I was able to
gain information and insight into other aspects of the field of fuel
science by hearing reports from others working in related areas. Also
during the year, I was tutored in the proper waste disposal techniques,
Health and Safety techniques, and prneer sample storage techniques. Some
added benefits i-clude:

o a co-authorship of a peer journal paper,

3"f;
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O incorporating art work into my job by creating a cartoon for a

presentation which was later used by another colleague

o certifcation by the Federal Women Program by attending a seminar.

During my present internship at Oak Ridge, I work for the HAZWRAP

group under the supervision of Mark Nickleson. The work preformed by

HAZWRAP involves the management of Air Furce, Air National Guard, and
Naval base remediation of potential hazardous waste sites under CERCLA.
In addition to working for Mark Nickleson, I also work with Chuck
Swinney, a project manager on a project in San Diego.

Additional work accomplished thus far includes the learning of PC
softwares (Lotus, Harvard Graphics, Multi-Nate, and Word Prefect). I

have developed Lotus worksheets for Level Of Effort on tasks for
individual sampling tests (i.e. Groundwater sampling) that will be
implemented for use throughout the program. I have also worked with

Computer Graphics for cover sheets. Participation in seminars such as
Borehole logging and Word Prefect training have been incorporated into my

work.

Future activities shall include travel to a site to observe field

work. I also plan to attend a Preliminary Assessment Meeting regarding
future site activity. I hope to aquire knowledge about procedures of
handling site remediation which might at a future time be applicable to
private remediation as well as the present federal remediation.

In closing, these internships have exposed me to both research and
development as well as managerial aspects of applied basic science. I

have gained discipline in laboratory setting through MUM, and learned an
understanding of the need for management of field research through
HAZWRAP. From the recognition a-lired through these internships, I was

offered and have acepted a position at Arizona State University for the

fall. Through both internships I have obtained a professional reputation
which will benefit me in aquisition of career position at a future time.
I now possess a professional knowledge and attitude which will 5e an

asset to wy career.

0-1
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Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much. Mr. Rodriguez.

STATEMENT OF MIGUEL RODRIGUEZ-VELEZ

Mr. RoinuovEz-Vmsz. My name is Miguel Rodriguez-Velez, I am
currently a student at the University of Puerto Rico and will be
graduating with a degree in microbiology in June.

I learned about the ORSERS program when Dr. Braulio Jimenez
from the Environmental Sciences Division of Oak Ridge National
Laboratory came to our campus to interview candidates and speak
of the program. I applied for the program, was accepted and am
now working in the Environmental Science Division with Dr. An-
thony Palumbo on a project funded by the National Science Foun-
dation.

The project is designed to determine what influences the recov-
ery of ecosystems from disturbances such as floods. Eight artificial
streams with different amounts of nutrient input and grazing pres-
sure are being used for this study. My research project is on the
recovery of the exoproteolytic activity in the artificial streams. Ex-
oproteolytic activity is used as a measure of the activity of the bac-
teria in the streams.

Phytoplanktonic production or decomposition in natural waters
is the rr.:-.jor source of organic carbon and nitrogen for bacterial ac-
tivity This materials, which consists of about 85 percent proteins
and peptides is of high molecular weight and can only be taken up
by bacteria after exoenzymatic hydrolysis.

A very sensitive method allowing determination of the rate of ex-
oproteolytic activity is used in the artificial streams to measure the
activity of the epilithic bacteria. The method is based on the use of
L-leuryl-B-naphthylamide which rise to a fluorescent product upon
hydrolysis of its peptide like bond. The rate that this hydrolysis ac-
tivity recovers from the disturbance is used to assess ecosystem re-
silience.

My research project is challenging and interesting. I have
learned new techniques and procedures and this research experi-
ence has already helped me to achieve some of my future academic
goals. I was accepted recently into the Doctor of Philosophy degree
program of the Department of Microbiology of the Medical College
of Ohio. My research experience gave me the laboratory skills and
the scientific knowledge that I needed to qualify as a prospective
graduated student. Working independently, and analyzing my own
research discoveries has been a very challenging and interesting
experience.

Since English is not my native language, this experience has
helped me improve my conversational and writing skills in this
language. This experience has also given me the opportunity to
benefit from the knowledge of people from different parts of the
United States and other countries around the world.

As a minority student, I am proud to be a representative of my
Puerto Rican heritage. This experience has increased my interest
in science and nourishes the hope of being able to make a contribu-
tion to the future of this country. I think that the ORSERS pro-
gram has reached out to help in the development of science stu-
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dents in this country. It prepares better scientists and engineers
who will be concerned with the progress of their society.

Muchas gracias por brindarme la oportunidad de hablarles en el
dia de boy. [Thank you very much for giving me the opportunity to
speak here today.]

[The prepared statement of Mr. Rodriguez-Velez follows..]
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My name is Miguel Rodriguez-Velez, I am currently a student at the
Univernty of Puerto Rico and wiU be graduating with a degree in
Microbiology in June.

I learned about the ORSERS program when Dr. Braulio Jimenez from
the Environmental Sciences Division of Oak Ridge National Laboratory came
to our campus to interview candidates and speak of die program. I applied
for the program, was accepted and am now working in the Environmental
Science Division with Dr. Anthony Palumbo on a preject funded by the
National Science Foundation.

The project fs designed to determine what influences the recovery of
ecosystems from disturbances such as floods. Eight artificial streams with
different amounts of nutrient input and gazing pressure are being used for
this study. My research project is on the recovery of the exoproteolytic
activity in the artificial streams. Exoproteolytic activity is used as a measure
of the activity of the bacteria in the streams.

Phytoplanktonic production or decomposition in natural waters is the
major source of organic carbon and nitrogen for bacterial activity. This
material which consists of about 85% proteins and peptides is of high
molecular weight and can only be taken up by bacteria after exoenzymatic
hydrolysis.

A very sensitive method allowing determination of the rate of
exoproteolytic activity is used in the artificial streams to measure the activity
of the epilithic bacteria. The method is based on the use of L-leucyl-B-
naphthylamide which gives rise to a fluorescent product upon hydrolysis of its
peptide like bond. The rate that this hydrolysis activity recovers from the
disturbance is used to assess ecosystem resilience.

My research project is challenging and interesting. I have learned new
techniques and procedures and this research experience has all ready helped
me to achieve some of my future academic goals. I was accepted recently
into the Doctor of Philosophy Degree Program of the Department of
Microbiolog of the Medical College of Ohio. My research experience gave

4
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me the laboratory skills and the scientific knowledge that I needed to qualify
as a prospective graduated student. Working independently, and analyzing
mF own research discovmies has been very challenging and interesting
experience.

Since English is not my native language, this experience has helped me
improve my conversational and writing skills in this language. This experience
has also given me the opportunity to benefit from the knowledge of people
from different parts of the United States, and other countries around the
world.

As a minority student, I am proud to be a representative of my Puerto
Rican heritage. This experience has increased my interest in science and
nourishes the hope of being able to make a contribution to the future of this
country. I think that the ORSERS program has reached out to help in the
development of science students in this country. It prepares better scientists
and engineers who will be concerned with the progress of their society.

Muchas gracias pot brindarme Ia oportunidad de hablarles en el dia de
boy. (Thank you very much for giving me the opportunity to speak here
today.)

4 1
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MS. LLOYD. Thank you. Mr. Schiff.
Mr. Scrim. Thank you, Madam Chair, for the privilege of going

first. I did request to do so which is out of our ordinary order, for a
couple of reasons.

First Ms. Ethridge, I want to tell you, you do not owe anybody an
apology for anything. I do not think in this program we believe
that everyone admitted has to turn out to be a NASA rocket scien-
tist. By the way you obviously have the talent to do that or you
would not be in the program. But you do not owe anyone an apol-
oa for having other interests.

I am a social scientist myself and some of the physical scientists
ridicule that term "scientist" when I use it.

There are other reasons for promoting scientific education. One
is the more the general populace knows, the more the information
is spread out and around and so forth. I do not know if you heard a
witness we had earlier talking about stereotyping women and mi-
norities, especially women, in science that said the first thing they
want to have when a little girl comes home from elementary school
and says to her mother, I do not know how to do my math home-
work, we do not want the mother to say go ask your father. So you
see, you already crossed that line right there.

Second of all, you said the magic words to me. You said gee. I
thought this summer I could get a job in mathematics faster than I
could get a job in philosophy or religion. The reason in my mind we
are promoting scientific knowledge is not just for science's sake,
but I think that is where the future jobs and employment a- If
you are able to get a job as a novelist I think that is wonder
the day could come in your future where whether that is your pri-
mary interest or not, you may need to be working in the scientific
community.

You owe nobody an apology for anything.
The other very brief thing, Senor Rodriguez, I have the opposite

situation, I am originally an English speaker who moved to an area
of which the Hispanic population is 50 percent of the State. So you
needed to learn English. I needed to learn to speak Spanish, so I
certainly understand what you said. Muchas gracias for that.

I just have one area of questions. I am not familiar with the pro-
gram and I would just like to ask briefly did you compete wlth
other students to be in this program? Just briefly any one of youI
assume it is the same program more or less, although in different
fields. With whom did you have to compete and how did you get
selected?

Ms. KOWALSKI. Well, I do not know if it is the same program as
them, the Oak Ridge Associated Universities internship program,
which I applied for, we filled out an application and we submitted
our academic records and recommendations from faculty members
or community members for the position. We also briefly enclosed a
statement of goals, which was also included in the application. So
basically it was a recommendation and academic standing that got
us the position.

Mr. Smarr. Do you have any idea, Ms. Kowalski, how manyfor
the position you got, how much competition was there, how many
other students do you believe applied that were not selected?

Ms. KOWALSKI. For my present position?

4' °
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Mr. SCHIFF. Yes.
MS, KOWALSKI There was five other applicants, and I am a

recent graduate. I graduated with my degree in December but to be
a graduate student and b2 accepted that quickly is pretty phenome-
nal. In my previous position I believe there was 25 other appli-
cants.

Mr. SCHIFF. For how many positions?
Ms. KOWALSKI. For one.
Mr. SCHIFF. For one. So you had to be the best of 25 to be select-

ed.
MS. KOWALSKI Yes, sir.
Mr. SCHIFF. It is actually a job as well asI am trying to picture,

it is a job, it is not just an educational grant? You are supposed to,
except at the very beginning as described by Ms. Ethridge where
you are just trying to learn, you know, where the hallways are, you
are expected to perform and do something in the programs?

Ms. Kow Aisiu. Yes. sir. We havewe]) presently in my position,
I am responsible for several jobs that I have to do and I am given
chores that I have to do for different people, and it is my responsi-
bility to find out how they want them done and present them in a
manner to which they want.

Mr. SCHIFF. And your specialty is geology, is that correct? That is
what we have listed here.

Ms. KOWALSKI. Yes, sir, I am going to beI hope to obtain my
Master's degree in hydrogeochemistry, which is a groundwater
field.

Mr. SCHIFF. Madam Chair, I just want to conclude by saying that
first of all if any of these three young people want to go on to
become NASA rocket scientists, that is okay with me too. But I
also want to observe, you know, when we are talking about science,
we have talked an awful lot about physics and that is maybe be-
cause Dr. Trivelpiece was our first witness. And I want to point out
that I am glad that mathematics and geology and microbiology are
getting into the scientific subject matter also.

MS. LLOYD. Thank you, Mr. Schiff. And I want to apologize for
not letting you lead out earlier. I got into it and it was not my in-
tention, so I publicly apologize to you.

How did you students find out about the programs?
Ms. ETHRIDGE. I have lived in Oak Ridge all my life, so I basical-

lywell not all my life, but most of it.
Ms. Lion. You Few up with the program?
Ms. ETHRIDGE. Right. My dad worked in the plant, so Ibut to be

honest, I did not know much about ORAU. I know that at Roanoke
College in the math department we have a bulletin board and we
do have pamphlets on it, but I am the only student I have ever
seen to even look at the bulletin board, so I do not know how many
others actually know about it. And I only knew about it because I
live in Oak Ridge.

Ms. LIAWD. Well Jennifer, let me say to you that even though at
this time you may not think that is the area you would like to go,
you never know when fate may change your lifestyle. I was an
Fmglish major and who thought that I would end up chairing an
Energy Subcommittee. And I have had to dig, I have had to study
hard, it does not come easy. But there are very few of us on this

3
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committee that do have the true scientific background and I would
say to you that ten years from now, your needs and your path in
life may change, so I hope you will consider that as well.

Teresa, do you feel that your educational background helped you
participate in the programs?

Ms. KOWALSKI. Yes.
Ms. LLOYD. You have made a lot of progress in a short time.
Ms. KOWAISKI. Thank you. Yes, that and the fact that I wanted

four years before I came back to college. It took me a long time to
decide if and what I wanted to study and I needed a spark to set
me off in the right direction. I was originally a math and computer
science major until I sat in on one of my sister's geology classes
and decided that this is definitely where I wanted to start. So my
education has a lot to do with what I do. I like a little bit of every-
thing, so I studied a little bit of everything. My background is real
diverse, so it is just a matter of interest.

Ms. Limn. lIad any of you participated in DOE programs previ-
ous to this?

MS. KOWAISKI. Just the two.
Ms. Lunn. Mr. Rodriguez, have you discussed this program with

any of your peers?
Mr. RODRIGUEZ-VELEZ, You mean in my country?
MS. LLOYD. Yes.
Mr. RODRIGUEZ-VELEZ. Yes. In fact there are some friends of

mine that are waiting to find more information about the program
and they are encouraged to apply and they are thinking to apply
for next fall. It is nice because I think there are many potential
students on our campus and many campuses in Puerto Rico, I
think that could be in other states, that maybe if one of us tell
them about the program, that they really get encouraged and they
can many find a good experience through these programs. Because
I think that they gave us the chance to really develop our mind as
scientists.

For example, in my case, this really encouraged me to continue
studying for my Ph.D. and helped me to find out really what I
wanted to do in science. It helped me a lot.

Ms. LLOYD. Do you know of any other programs other than this
one that you were selected for?

Mr. RODRIGUEZ-VELEZ Well in Puerto Rico, I participated in a
program that is similar, it is called Puerto Rico Research Center
for Science and Engineering, a summer research program. There
we do not have the state of the art technology and equipment that
you have here, and that is why I think it is really important, the
experience that students can get from the national labs.

Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much. We thank all of you. You were
excellent witnesses and we certainly wish you the best.

This concludes this hearing. We will beI think Mr. Schiff and I
agreed that this would be the beginning of hearings that we would
like to involve our Committee in, and I just must say that I do not
know a more dedicated member of our Committee that works
harder than Congressman Schiff. And again, my appreciation for
you being here in Chattanooga.
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I would also like to thank the staff, Mr. Murray and Ms. Smith
and Ms. Rising for their excellent help, our recorder, and also I
would like to thank my Chattanooga staff for their help.

Unless there is further comment, we do thank all of youMr.
Schiff?

Mr. SCHIFF. Nothing.
Ms. LLOYD. We thank all of you, and if there is no further com-

ment, the subcommittee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:48 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.I
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